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Traffic Service Position System No. 1
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By R. E. STAEHLER and W. S. HAYWARD, Jr.

(Manuscript received December 11, 1978)

This paper presents an overview of the Traffic Service Position
System No. 1 in terms of the objectives and design philosophy of the
new features that have been continuously added to the system since
its initial introduction into service in the Bell System. It also serves
as an introduction to the detailed technical papers that follow.

I. INTRODUCTION

Almost all of the telephones in the United States can be used to dial
toll calls directly over the Direct Distance Dialing network. Neverthe-
less, approximately 15 percent of the total number of toll messages are
placed with the assistance of toll operators. These toll calls include
person -to -person, collect, credit card, hotel -originated calls, calls from
coin stations, operator -dialed calls, and certain international calls. On
an average business day, more than 13.1 million calls are placed
through operators, and, in addition, there are over 5.2 million operator
contacts for assistance and originating number identification. At year-
end 1978, about 60,000 operators were employed to give this service.

1.1 Capabilities of initial design'

The Traffic Service Position System No. 1 (TsPs No. 1) was intro-
duced into the field in January, 1969 (in Morristown, New Jersey) as
an operator service system that could be used in conjunction with
almost all Bell System local and toll switching systems to allow
customers to dial their own operator -assisted calls and to relieve the
operator of many tedious tasks required by cord switchboards. The
basic objective of the initial system design was to automate routine
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functions so that the operator could concentrate on communicating
with customers, using human judgment, and establishing calls. The
features of the early installations were designed to handle basic func-
tions for coin and non -coin calls, such as automatic call timing and
recording, recording of originating directory number, and recording
and transmission of customer -dialed numbers. Since TSPS employs
stored program control, it was intended that additional features would
be added to automate an ever-increasing number of functions as
advances in technology made these technically and economically via-
ble. Typical calls not included in the initial design were conference
calls, mobile and marine calls, inward to operator calls, and special
handling of hotel and motel calls.

TSPS No. 1 provides each operator with a cordless, electronic console
which, through indicating lamps and pushbuttons, establishes an op-
erator -machine interface for use in automation of routine functions.
TSPS No. 1 increases the number of calls an operator can handle and
also quickly makes. auxiliary information available which may be
needed to serve the telephone customers better.

Customers benefit from these features. Because number recording
and timing calculations are performed by the computer -like system,
the delay of manual operation is eliminated and calls go through faster.
Calls are also billed more accurately. On coin calls, initial and overtime
charge calculations are instantly available.

Operating companies benefit because they can provide operator
assistance more efficiently. They can, therefore, handle increased
traffic levels with the same number of operators. Furthermore, they
are able to manage the work force more effectively because of the
improved administrative features and to have the added flexibility to
locate Operator Office Groups at convenient locations.

Operators benefit by a more attractive working environment, an
equitable distribution of calls to their positions, and the satisfaction of
serving their customers better.

From 1969 through 1977, five additional issues of generic programs
have expanded the feature content in TSPS No. 1. There are now about
135 systems in the continental United States. Over 80 percent of Bell
System customers and a large number of customers served by other
companies are now served by TSPS. It is estimated that, within the
next three years, the Bell System coverage will exceed 90 percent,
providing almost universal availability.

1.2 Additions to capability

Since, as shown in Fig. 1, TSPS utilizes stored program control, new
features have been continuously and easily introduced into the system.
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1.2.1 Hotel /motel

One of these features is the automation of hotel/motel billing. When
a guest at a hotel or motel has made toll calls during his or her stay,
the guest must pay the charges for these calls when checking out.
These charges are now automatically computed (including taxes) for
each call by TSPS. Within a few seconds, the charges are printed on a
dedicated teletypewriter on the hotel/motel premises. If the hotel/
motel does not have enough toll calling to justify a dedicated teletype-
writer, the charges are printed at a telephone company billing center
where a clerk telephones the hotel/motel and gives the charges orally-
within a few minutes.

Other businesses such as convention centers, marinas, and brokerage
houses may also employ this time and charge information feature to
allocate telephone charges to their customers.

1.2.2 International call handling

Another of these features is the partial automation of international
call handling. When a customer who is not served by an office equipped
to handle International Direct Distance Dialing (IDDD) calls wishes to
place an international call, he or she simply dials 0 and gives the
desired international number to the TSPS operator. The operator then
indicates to TSPS via key action on the console that this call is an
international call and then enters the number. For a station -to -station
call, the TSPS operator releases from the call, and the system automat-
ically forwards the call to a gateway switching office, which then sends
the call overseas via satellite or cable. If the call is made on a credit
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card, a collect, or a person -to -person basis, the TSPS operator processes
the rest of the call in the same manner as a domestic call.

In the case where a customer is served by local offices having IDDD
capabilities, the customer who dials a 011 prefix followed by the
country code digit and the national number will have his or her call
forwarded by TSPS without the assistance of an operator. If the cus-
tomer dials a 01 prefix followed by the country code and the national
number, or if the customer dials 010 only, the TSPS operator will be
connected to assist the customer.

1.2.3 Others

In addition, a number of other features such as time and charge
quotations for non -coin (non -hotel) calls, recording of charges for
directory assistance calls, and maintenance and administration im-
provements have been introduced into the system.

1.3 Hardware improvements

1.3.1 Semiconductor memory

The original TSPS design utilized piggyback twistor memory based
on magnetic storage elements for program and call store. Advances in
technology have made it possible to replace the piggyback twistor
memory with a semiconductor memory resulting in major reductions
in cost, space, and energy consumption.

II. MOST RECENT NEEDS

2.1 Extension to sparsely populated areas

Densely populated areas that generate a large amount of operator -
assisted traffic easily justify the capital expenditures for a TSPS, but in
a sparsely populated area, the toll switching center is small, and
relatively few operators are needed. Savings in operating costs are not
sufficient to balance the traffic -insensitive cost of the TSPS central
processor. Nevertheless, the improvements provided by TSPS are ex-
tremely desirable in these sparsely populated areas. Not only can
service be improved, but the difficulties of maintaining a sufficient
number of operators, day and night, in small isolated teams could be
eliminated.

2.1.1 Remote Trunk Arrangement2

To economically provide the benefits of TSPS to the sparsely popu-
lated areas, the Remote Trunk Arrangement (RTA), as shown in Fig.
2, has been developed to bring TSPS service from a distant TSPS to one
of these locations.

The RTA equipment is located at a toll office in the rural area, with
a concentrator network providing the talking path between the incom-
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ing trunks and the TSPS operator. Data links (called peripheral control
links, PcLs) connect the RTA equipment with the centrally located base
TSPS processor which retains the control, logic, records, and centralized
access to operators. The operator traffic from one or more RTAS is

added to the traffic of a centrally located base TSPS to generate the
load necessary to utilize a TSPS economically.

An improved electronic operator console (the 100C) combining
training and service features has been designed to be used for both
local and remote applications. This configuration is designated Posi-
tion Subsystem (Pss) No. 2. The distance from the farthest RTA
through the TSPS processor to the farthest Operator Office Group can
total as much as 1000 miles, so that one TSPS can handle the traffic
from a large geographical area.

2.1.2 Design aspects 3-5

The articles in this issue covering the RTA design aspects include
overall description, operational characteristics, transmission consider-
ations, and hardware and software implementation.
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2.2 Relieving operators of routine coin toll call functions

As advances were made in technology, it became increasingly ap-
parent that routine coin toll call functions, such as charge quoting and
coin collection, could be fully automated. Confirmation of the technical
and economic viability of this approach was obtained via in-depth
systems engineering studies supported by test results on laboratory
feasibility models.

2.2.1 Automated Coin Toll Service

To further the benefits of TSPS, the Automated Coin Toll Service
(AcTs), shown in Fig. 3, has been developed to provide TSPS with the
ability to process station paid coin calls automatically, including initial
period notification, overtime charge notification, and quotations on
time and charges for non -coin originated calls. For communicating
with the customer, additional equipment was provided with TSPS which
could store digitally encoded speech segments, concatenate these
speech segments into sentences, and monitor the coin deposits.

Stored program was added not only to control the new equipment
in performing the coin service tasks but also for interfacing the new
equipment with the existing TSPS.

2.2.2 Human factor studies'

The complex nature of the customer -machine interface in ACTS
prompted the implementation of a three-month human factors trial in
Chicago, Illinois. The trial was designed to provide ACTS -like service
using TSPS operators plus a skeletonized prototype of the ACTS equip-
ment.
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Fig. 4-Remote Trunk Arrangement in Utica, New York.

The TSPS operators were instructed to respond only to dial signals
from customers and transmit the initial period length and call charges
computed by TSPS to an auxiliary minicomputer via a teletypewriter.
The minicomputer in turn sent instructions to the prototype ACTS
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equipment to fabricate sentences (initial time interval and call charges)
which were transmitted directly to the customer. The coin deposits
made by customers in response to the announcements were then
transmitted by the TSPS operator to the minicomputer via the tele-
typewriter. Subsequent prompting announcements and the timing of
such announcements were controlled by the minicomputer.

The results of this trial established the basic human factors design
parameters essential to the development of a system that would
satisfactorily complete coin toll calls without operator assistance.

2.2.3 Design aspects

The articles in this issue covering the ACTS design aspects include
details of the human factors trial, system description, operational
characteristics, and hardware and software implementation.

III. STATUS

3.1 Remote Trunk Arrangement

The first RTA system was placed in service in Syracuse -Utica, New
York, in May, 1976. The RTA equipment in Utica is shown in Fig. 4.

As of year-end 1978, 120 RTA5 and 60 PSS No. 2s are in service, with
about 20 more RTAS and 10 PSS No. 2s in various stages of installation.
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Fig. 5-Automated Coin Toll Service in Phoenix, Arizona.
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Fig. 6-An Operator Office Group in Phoenix, Arizona.

3.2 Automated Coin Toll Service

The first ACTS system was placed in service in Phoenix, Arizona, in
November, 1977. The ACTS equipment in Phoenix is shown in Fig. 5.

As of year-end 1978, 3 ACTS were in service, with about 20 more in
various stages of installation. By 1981, it is estimated that ACTS will be
installed in all TSPS sites that have significant coin traffic, and that
most of the coin paid calls in the Bell System will be handled by the
ACTS equipment.

An Operator Office Group located in the suburbs of Phoenix is
shown in Fig. 6.

IV. PERFORMANCE

Performance data from the RTA, PSS No. 2, and ACTS sites indicate
that all design objectives have been achieved.

V. FUTURE TRENDS"

There are plans to exploit the stored program concept further by
augmenting the operational software programs to utilize the basic ACTS
equipment for handling credit card, collect, and third -number calling
without operator intervention.

VI. SUMMARY

This paper has presented a general background for RTA and ACTS
additions to TSPS No. 1 as an introduction to the technical papers that
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follow. While all design details could not possibly be included, the
papers in this issue provide a comprehensive overview of the greatly
enhanced utilization of TSPS No. 1.
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Traffic Service Position System No. 1:

Remote Trunk Arrangement: Overall
Description and Operational Characteristics

By S. M. BAUMAN, R. S. DiPIETRO, and R. J. JAEGER Jr.

(Manuscript received December 11, 1978)

This paper is an introduction to the Remote Trunk Arrangement
feature of the Traffic Service Position System. The design permits the
TSPS trunk circuit, which connects the subscriber to the operator, to
be located in a distant, rural location. All the logic, records, control,
and centralized access to the operators remains at the base unit. The
Remote Trunk Arrangement is controlled over a data link and up to
eight RTA subsystems can be extended from a single TSPS base unit.
The addition of the RTA feature, expansion of the geographical area
served by TSPS, and the necessity for handling special operator service
traffic, affected several TSPS design parameters and required the
addition of several new features. These supporting features and the
operational characteristics and design aims of RTA are described.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Traffic Service Position System No. 1 (TsPs) helps the operator
more efficiently handle toll calls such as collect, credit card, charge to
third number, and coin toll calls. Key elements of the system design
were to have all calls served by a single large team of operators, to
divide the large team into smaller groups of a maximum of 62 operators
for administrative purposes, to permit the location of the groups
remote from the base unit near good labor markets, and to achieve
high concentrations of traffic to fully utilize the expensive equipment
needed to handle the complex, detailed toll calls.

The initial market for TSPS was in large metropolitan areas having
high traffic density and high employee turnover. As the needs of the
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metropolitan areas were being met, it became apparent that the
benefits of TSPS would be desirable in more sparsely populated areas
for two major reasons. The first was that, because of their small size -
50 position switchboards and smaller-rural operator teams are less
cost effective. Moreover, there is a special need to increase efficiency
in off -hours when average traffic might not require the services of a
single operator. Providing the supporting personnel facilities for small
groups added to the cost. The second reason for providing TSPS service
in rural areas was to provide uniformity of service to all customers. An
increasingly mobile population anticipates the same type of telephone
service nationwide.

To provide the benefits of TSPS operation in rural areas, several
approaches were investigated, including a scaled -down version of TSPS
and the incorporation of TSPS features in a local switching system. The
solution chosen is the Remote Trunk Arrangement (RTA). As the name
implies, the design permits the TSPS trunk circuit, which provides the
brief transmission bridge to the operator, to be located in a distant,
rural location. All the logic, records, control, and centralized access to
operators remain at the base unit. The RTA is controlled over a data
link and provides all the benefits and features inherent in TSPS. Since
traffic from a number of RTAS can be handled by a single base unit in
addition to the traffic at the base, efficient utilization of the relatively
powerful TSPS is achievable. Also, existing TSPS installations not using
all the available capacity can be more fully utilized by reaching out
into surrounding rural areas.

One RTA can provide up to 496 TSPS trunks which connect to the
base over 64 voice circuits. Control of the RTA is over triplicated data
lines. To ensure continuity of service, voice transmission and data
facilities are split over diverse routings. The transmission objective of
having the operator voice levels equivalent to local operator service
limits the maximum allowable distance between the most remote RTA
to the most distant operator to 1000 miles via the base unit. Various
transmission factors establish this limit as explained in Ref. 2.

The original design of TSPS provided for remoting operator groups
using a special version of T1 carrier to provide both voice and data
tailored to TSPS. This arrangement has been extensively applied, but
it poses a limitation to some operating companies because the maxi-
mum remoting distance is 80 miles and T carrier routes are not always
available to the desired operator location. Therefore, as part of the
RTA development, the data link capability for controlling the RTA was
so designed that it could also control a remotely located operator
group. This data link arrangement has been named the Peripheral
Control Link (PcL). The voice and data circuits from the base to the
operator positions can now be provided by using circuits on any
standard transmission facility. Also, a new version of the TSPS console
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was developed to improve the circuit control mechanisms and permit
consoles to be used for both training and service. The new console is
designated 100C, and the combination of the PCL with the 100C is
called Position Subsystem (Pss) No. 2. Position Subsystem No. 2 can
be used for both local and remote applications and supersedes the
original PSS No. 1. 100C consoles can be located as far as 1000 miles
from the base if no RTAS are served by the base.

Several system problems unique to the rural environment had to be
solved as part of the RTA development. Closing a rural cord switchboard
unit often removed the only 24 -hour service unit in the area. Off -hour
business service calls, repair service calls, alarms from unattended
telephone offices, busy line verification calls, calls from postpay coin
telephones and inward assistance calls have been traditionally handled
by such switchboards. After due consideration, some of these functions
are now handled by new administrative arrangements and some by
new designs. A description of the RTA supporting feature designs is

contained in Section III of this paper.
The RTA overall description appears in the following sections and

the reader is encouraged to consult Refs. 1 and 2 for more details about
the hardware and software design.

II. OVERALL DESCRIPTION OF RTA/PSS NO. 2

A simplified view of the RTA is shown in Fig. 1. The TSPS, or base
unit, is shown bridging onto toll -connecting trunks between local and
toll switching offices. In a similar way, the RTA bridges onto the toll -
connecting trunks which home on the toll switching office serving the
rural area. The RTA is controlled from the base unit by means of a
data link. Voice grade connections between the RTA and the base unit
allow the base unit to provide operator assistance as well as other
voice frequency functions (e.g., MF digit reception and outpulsing). In
this way, all traffic in the complex can be handled by a single operator
team and common service circuits. Also, the substantial cost of the
TSPS common control equipment is shared by all traffic in the complex.

Although Fig. 1 shows only one RTA, the system is designed to
accommodate up to eight RTAS in a single complex. In this way, it has
proven possible to pool the traffic of a large geographic area and in
some cases to justify a TSPS/RTA complex where a single location is
not a candidate for its own TSPS.

Figure 2 shows a more detailed view of RTA. The TSPS base unit is
shown in the lower portion of the figure. An RTA, many miles distant,
is shown at the top of the figure.

The RTA works under control of the base unit sr C processor and
connects to service circuits and positions via the TSPS base unit
network. At the RTA location are trunks, a switching network (the
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concentrator), a test frame, and scanning and signal distribution units.
The RTA connects to the base unit over the Peripheral Control Link
and over a number of Base -Remote (BR) trunks for voice connection
to operators and service circuits.
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Solid-state components are used almost exclusively for RTA circuits,
and most of these consist of medium -scale TTL integrated circuits. The
concentrator matrix, while controlled by integrated circuits, uses small
crossbar switches. The compact physical design shown in Fig. 3 is due
to this extensive use of integrated circuits. Less than one 20 -ft by 20 -ft
building bay is required to contain an RTA of up to 496 trunks plus up
to 64 base -remote trunks. Most of this space is occupied by transmis-
sion equipment and trunk frames.

The concentrator to BR trunk connections are engineered to provide
a blockage of probability 0.001 to provide minimum delay in connecting
operators and service circuits to calls. Since an operator is required on
a connection for only a small fraction of the total call duration, a high
concentration ratio can be achieved. While this ratio may vary from
one site to another, 8:1 is a typical number. This is the reason for
supplying a maximum of 64 base -remote trunks. One way of looking at
the concentrator is that it is another stage of switching on the base
network with very long links (BR trunks) between the first and second
stages.

The basic traffic capabilities of TSPS remain essentially unchanged
with the addition of RTA. All TSPS features are available to both TSPS
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base unit customers and RTA customers. The customer will not be able
to detect whether service is provided directly by a base unit or through
an RTA.

2.1 Peripheral control link

The two-way data capability between the base unit and RTA is
provided by a group of elements known collectively as the Peripheral
Control Link (PcL) (Fig. 4). The PCL includes the data link itself, the
circuits which interface with the data link (group gate and remote data
circuit), and the scanning and signal distribution units. The data
facilities are standard four -wire voice channels operated full duplex
and use 2400-b/s data modems. The Group Gate and Remote Data
Circuit perform extensive error detection and provide necessary par-
allel/serial conversions. Each message over the data link is acknowl-
edged by the receiving end. Messages are retransmitted if mutilated in
the original transmission. For reliability, data facilities are provided
over two geographically independent routes. Three data lines are
provided, with one line serving as a switchable spare for two active
lines.

When used with an RTA, the PCL provides the ability to control, via
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the signal distributor, the RTA trunk circuits and concentrator. By
means of the scanner, the PCL can monitor trunks and report changes
of state. This control and monitoring, together with the data commu-
nication function of the PCL, provides a set of general capabilities. For
the PSS No. 2, the signal distributor and scanner of the PCL are used to
control console lamps and detect operator keying actions.

The Position and Trunk Scanner (PTs) is located at the remote end
of the PCL. Its function is to autonomously scan key reports from PSS
No. 2 positions and DP pulses and supervisory state information from
trunks in RTA. This information is reported to the SPC 1A over the
data link. The trunks are scanned every 12.5 ms by the PTS which
compares this information with last -look data in its memory. For base
trunks, timing of supervisory changes of state for the purpose of
detecting flashes and disconnects, and filtering out hits (a spurious
change of statio which must be ignored) is under program control.
However, for remote trunks, since delays in transmission of successive
changes of state over the data link could distort the relative timing, hit
detection and filtering is done for RTA by the PTS. This is accomplished
by demanding that changes in supervisory state of trunks persist for at
least two successive scans before reporting them to the base unit via
the PCL.

The Signal Distributor (sD), located at the remote site, is responsible,
for distributing orders to remote trunks, the concentrator, test buffers,
a test frame, and to 100C positions. The SD has several features
designed to make efficient use of the data link. Commonly used groups
of orders from the base to the remote location for control of positions
are combined. Hence, one order transmitted from the base has the
effect of executing many orders at the remote end. For example, there
is a release order which causes all lighted lamps at a 100C position to
be extinguished. This saves much data link capacity. A second design
feature allows all trunks at an RTA to be initialized with one order.
Since there can be as many as 496 trunks at an RTA, this could save as
many as 1487 relay orders (three orders per trunk) over the data link.
This feaure is used for system initialization. Customer conversations
at the time of initialization must be preserved. Therefore, provisions
were made in the hardware such that trunks in the talking state are
not initialized.

2.2 Circuits controlled by the PCL
The RTA concentrator is controlled from the base unit by call

processing software through the PCL signal distributor. The small
crossbar switches are arranged in a two -stage network.

The RTA trunk circuits generally provide the same capabilities as
the TSPS base unit trunk circuits. However, because they are controlled
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over the data link, they differ significantly in design from base unit
trunks. They have greater logic capability for sending coded flashing
signals and for timing incoming flashing signals. They also have greatly
augmented features for testing of the trunk units. With the use of
integrated circuits and miniature relays, these complex trunks are
similar in size to the functionally simpler TSPS trunks. Potential dis-
tortion of the relative timing between consecutive orders during pe-
riods of data link congestion necessitated the design of remote trunks
with a unique feature. All remote trunks have the ability to generate
from one to five winks from a single command. Winks of precise time
duration are needed for coin station control using multiwink signaling.

As described earlier, the PCL has also been designed to function with
new operator position equipment. The new 100C console contains the
necessary electronics to decode information transmitted from the
signal distributor, to light or extinguish the appropriate lamps, and to
remember the state of all the lamps on the position. The position
electronics also detects operator keying actions and provides data to
the PCL scanner in appropriate form. Only a few pairs of wires are
necessary to connect a position console to the PCL. Thus, the addition
of positions to a position subsystem is a relatively simple matter.

The RTA/PSS No. 2 fault recognition and diagnostic programs make
use of three maintenance circuits controlled by the PCL. The mainte-
nance buffers are used to set and reset circuit states for reconfiguration
and testing purposes. A Diagnostic Controller Circuit is activated over
the PCL and used to execute sequences of RTA/PSS No. 2 diagnostic
tests stored within its read only memory (Rom). Failing test results are
reported back to the base via the PCL and formated for TTY output to
the craft. The third maintenance circuit under PCL control is the Test
and Display Circuit. This circuit provides the craftsforce at the remote
site with a manual interface for control of trunk and position trans-
mission test equipment. It also provides a status display of PCL and
controlled circuit equipment.

2.3 Peripheral control link configurations

The RTA/PSS No. 2 system design provides for up to 15 peripheral
control links to a base TSPS. There is a maximum of 8 RTA subsystems
per TSPS and a maximum of 8 operator groups per TSPS.

The RTA and PSS No. 2 subsystems were each designed to operate
when located at a 1000 -mile maximum distance from the TSPS base
unit. However, for proper transmission of voice and tones, a 1000 -mile
limit is applied to the sum of the farthest RTA distance to the base plus
the farthest PSS No. 2 distance to the base. In other words, if a PSS No.
2 is located in a town 400 miles from the TSPS base and it is the farthest
remote group, then the RTA subsystems served by the same TSPS base
would have to be within a 600 -mile radius of the TSPS base.
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2.4 Hardware technology employed for RTA/ PSS No. 2

The RTA/PSS No. 2 control circuitry design was one of the early Bell
System applications of the Transistor -Transistor -Logic (TTL) inte-
grated circuit technology. The Position and Trunk Control frame, at
the remote end of the PCL, also consists of scanning circuitry using
opto-isolators and diagnostic circuitry using instructions stored on
existing state-of-the-art read -only -memory (Rom) devices.

The 100C positions provided with PSS No. 2 were the first large
volume application of the 7 -segment light -emitting diode (LED) nu-
meric display. This new display technology was also made available
for retrofit into the 100B position provided with PSS No. 1.

The RTA/PSS No. 2 features greatly extended the transmission range
of TSPS. To permit such great distances between operators and cus-
tomers and still maintain good voice quality required the simultaneous
development of three key pieces of equipment: the Unified Telephone
Circuit (4251 B network), the 1P precision hybrid, and a new three-
way/four-wire bridging repeater. Each of these is discussed in Ref. 3.

The Logic Analyzer for Maintenance Planning (LAMP) was used
extensively for the generation of circuit -board test -vector information
provided to Western Electric. Results were also used to modify board
designs to improve test access.

A minicomputer -controlled fault insertion system was developed to
automate the large and repetitive task of physical fault insertion for
Trouble Locating Manual (mm) diagnostic data generation. This new
system also made available timely feedback to the diagnostic designers
about potential problems with diagnostic coverage and resolution.

III. RTA SUPPORTING FEATURES

The addition of the RTA feature, expansion of the geographical area
served by a TSPS, and the necessity for handling special operator
service traffic, affected several TSPS design parameters and required
the addition of several new features. For example, with RTA, the
maximum number of states and Numbering Plan Areas (NPAs) served
by TSPS were increased from three to eight. In addition, the maximum
number of toll switching offices with unique routing patterns serving
a TSPS complex was increased from three to eight. When advancing a
call to the toll network, TSPS must sometimes change the dialed or
keyed digits according to a set of code conversion rules. These rules
had to be changed to permit the advancement of incoming, inward,
and INWATS calls through TSPS or RTA toll offices located in more than
one NPA.

As mentioned in Section I, as TSPS service is extended to a wider
area and TSPS capabilities are broadened to handle a wider range of
call types, cordboard operations which remain solely to handle Special
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Operator Services Traffic (sosT) become less and less efficient. This
creates an impetus to handle more of the SOST traffic on TSPS, with the
ultimate aim of eliminating the cordboard operation. Among the SOST
items that were handled on cordboards, but can now be handled by
TSPS, are: inward traffic and postpay coin service. In addition, small
central offices connecting to TSPS require compatible trunk equipment.
Multiwink coin signaling, an economically attractive method to provide
coin signaling to these small offices, was also provided in TSPS/RTA.
3.1 Inward

Inward calls occur when an operator at the originating end of a call
requires the assistance of an operator at- the terminating end (called
the inward operator) so that the latter may perform certain functions
that the former cannot.

Examples of inward calls and the functions traditionally performed
by the inward operator are:

(i) Verification-the inward operator verifies that a line is busy.
(ii) Calling hard to reach numbers-the inward operator tries an-

other route for the call where previous attempts have been unsuccess-
ful.

(iii) Call-back to coin stations-the call rating, computing, and
recording functions are performed by the inward operator.

(iv) Call back (to a noncom station) with time and charges (T&c)-
the inward operator performs call rating, computing, and recording
functions, and gives the .r&c quote to the called party (who originally
initiated the call).

(v) Call back to hotel-the inward operator performs call rating,
computing and recording functions, including identification of the
hotel guest, and provides the quote of charges to the hotel.

The inward feature allows a TSPS operator to act as the inward
operator on an inward call. Figure 5 shows how inward calls are routed
to a TSPS operator acting as the inward operator. To reach an inward
operator, the originating operator, whether at a cordboard or at a TSPS
position, would key forward (NPA)+ (rTc)+oc, where NPAI-TTC is the
routine code to the Terminating Toll Center (obtained from a routing
guide as a function of the NPA÷NXX portion of the number to be
reached by the inward operator). The numbers in parentheses (i.e.,
(NPA)+(rrc)) are not always present, their presence or absence being
determined by the route of the call. The abbreviation oc, which stands
for Operator Code, is a 3- to 5 -digit number which specifies the nature
of the service required from the inward operator. The Operator Codes
used, together with their associated call types, are shown in Table I.

The Terminating Toll Center (rrc) recognizes inward traffic from
the operator code which it receives, i.e., the oc keyed by the originating
operator. Once it recognizes an inward call, the Tirc will seize an inward
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NETWORK INWARD OPERATOR
(INOP)

Fig. 5-Routing of inward calls to TSPS INOP and to the called party.

Table I-Operator codes and associated inward
call types [originating operator keys
(NpA)+(n-c)+Operator Code (oc)]

Operator
Code Inward Call Type

121 General inward, hard -to -reach, verification
1150(1)* Collect or call-back to coin
1155(1)* Time & charges (T&c) call back
1156(1)* Hotel call back

* Additional 1 is local practice option.

trunk to the TSPS serving its toll traffic, and will outpulse the oc to
that TSPS. From the oc, the TSPS determines the initial display to be
given to the inward operator. The actions taken by the TSPS operator
upon arrival of an inward call at the console will depend upon the
nature of the inward call.

Inward trunks can be installed at RTAS as well as at a base unit. In
either case, as shown in Fig 5, the inward trunk connects on its
incoming side to a toll office outgoing trunk, and on its outgoing side
to a toll office incoming trunk. The facilities on both sides of the
inward trunk are classified as intertoll facilities for transmission pur-
poses. Both base TSPS and RTA inward trunks are four -wire and are
used with a three-way, four -wire bridging repeater. Ecgal signaling is
used on the incoming side. The outgoing side can be arranged for
either loop or E&M signaling.

Inward trunks may be organized in one trunk group for every toll
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office serving the TSPS complex (base unit and RTAS). A single trunk
group carrying all inward traffic routed to the TSPS or RTA through a
given toll office will optimize the trunk efficiency. Alternatively, having
separate trunk groups for each toll office serving the TSPS complex
optimizes the grade of transmission on inward calls. Most desirable is
the centralization of inward trunks at the highest class toll switch
(usually the one serving the base unit) in the TSPS/RTA complex. This
provides both good trunk efficiency and the ability to meet or exceed
transmission performance objectives.

3.2 Postpay coin service

In postpay coin operation, the coin stations do not have coin collect
and return functions. Once a coin is deposited, it is not retrievable.
Therefore, collect and return signals are ineffective and are not used
in postpay coin operation. Thus the trunks carrying this traffic from
local offices to cordboards are simpler than those used in prepay coin
operation.

Since the operator cannot return coins on a postpay coin call, a
deposit for the initial period is not requested until:

(i) The called party answers and
(ii) It is determined that the correct called number has been

reached.
For collection of overtime charges, there is no difference between

postpay and prepay coin operation except that incorrect or question-
able deposits cannot be returned.

Any of three methods may be used to bring postpay coin traffic into
TSPS from a local office. Under normal conditions (no ANI failure), the
first two methods result in automatic identification of postpay coin
calls. The third method requires operator intervention to recognize
such calls. The three methods are as follows:

(i) Dedicated Postpay Coin Trunks-The only calls routed to TSPS
on such trunks are postpay coin calls.

(ii) Combined Postpay Coin-Noncoin Trunks with ANI Screening
Identification-This technique is used to identify the kind of call when
the local office has ANI. The technique consists of searching the coin
band tables in TSPS for the received ANI number to determine whether
or not that number corresponds to a coin station.

(iii) Combined Postpay Coin-Noncoin Trunks with Service Tone
Identification-For such trunks, the TSPS operator can identify postpay
coin calls by the presence of a service tone generated by the local
office. The tone is heard shortly after the zip tone when the call is first
brought the position. Absence of the service tone signifies a noncoin
call.
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3.3 Multiwink coin signaling

The Bell System Coin Service Improvement Committee recom-
mended that multiwink signaling coin control be made available to
provide additional coin control signals. With TSPS-RTA, BR trunk con-
nections to coin control circuits can be eliminated with multiwink
signaling, and multiwink is more economically provided than inband
coin control for certain local offices.

The multiwink signaling format employs a series of one to five
supervisory on -hook winks from TSPS to the local office outgoing
trunks. The signals and their use are shown in Table II.

IV. ADDITIONAL TSPS FEATURES ON THE RTA GENERIC

In parallel with the RTA development, other service and maintenance
features were developed. These features were made available with
RTA. This section briefly describes those additional features.

4.1 Selective call screening

TSPS is required to provide for selective screening of incoming traffic
that was previously handled by cord switchboards. The ability of TSPS
to screen calls from various incoming trunks enables the telephone
companies to offer institutions and businesses (e.g., hospitals, military
installations, press and media, prisons, and university dormitories) the
option of restricting the type of charging permitted for toll calls
originating over some or all of their lines. Some hospitals, for example,
do not want to expend the administrative effort required to collect
telephone charges for toll calls from hospital patients. Hospitals could
receive this kind of service from cord switchboard operators since the
trunk appearance on the cordboard was labeled as hospital and the
operator responded accordingly. Given the new ability for TSPS to
restrict the kinds of charges allowed, the use of coinless public tele-
phones is also made possible. Coinless public telephones can only be
used to place credit card, collect, and bill -to -third -number calls. Coin -

Table II-Multiwink signaling
system

Number
of

On -Hook
Winks Function

1 Operator release
2 Operator attached
3 Coin collect
4 Coin return
5 Ringback
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less public telephones are especially attractive to operating companies'
in places such as major transportation centers to reduce the number
of expensive coin stations.

Another feature provided with screening is the charge quotation
feature. It allows businesses (such as law firms) to get voice or
automatic quotation of telephone charges on calls by account numbers
similar to the TSPS hotel/motel feature.

TSPS performs the following basic functions in handling a screened
call:

(i) TSPS determines if the line is a screened line. This is done with
information present in the trunk software register indicating the
trunk group as screened or by the presence of that line number in
screening line number tables.
(ii) If the line is screened, TSPS identifies what type of screening is
applicable. A table, called the screening type table, indicates the
specific combinations of restrictions allowable. Each line number in
the screening line number table has an index to the applicable
combination of restrictions in the screening type table.
(iii) TSPS also validates the operator's actions. Since the screening
restrictions are in memory, the acceptability of the class of billing
entered by the operator is checked. If the operator enters an unac-
ceptable class of charge, the system informs the operator by flashing
the appropriate key/lamp. The operator then interacts with the
customer in an effort to obtain acceptable billing.
(iv) Once an acceptable class of charge is entered, a unique mark is
placed on the Automatic Message Accounting (AMA) tape indicating
that the call was a screened call.
Any of three methods may be used to bring screened traffic into

TSPS from a local office:
(i) Mixed traffic (combined screen/nonscreen).

(ii) Dedicated screened traffic.
(iii) ANI 7 information -digit -identified screened traffic.
In the mixed traffic case, traffic with screening conditions and traffic

without screening conditions will originate over the same trunks. A
search is conducted using the calling digits provided by Automatic
Number Identification equipment (AN!) to determine if a screening
condition exists on that particular line. If the calling number is not in
the search tables, it is assumed that the line does not have a screening
condition on it. If an ANI failure occurs, Operator Number Identified
(ON!) digits are used for the search.

In the dedicated traffic case, a trunk group is dedicated to screened
traffic. If local offices without ANI require screening, dedicated trunks
must be used to deter fraud. If the trunk belongs to the dedicated
screening trunk group, the calling number obtained by the operator is
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checked against the screening line number tables, as in the mixed
traffic case, to determine the specific restrictions.

In the case of calls from an electronic local office, an ANI 7 infor-
mation digit is supplied for screened calls. The ANI information digit
is denoted I in the following ANI sequence:

KP-I-7D-ST, where 7D is the 7 -digit calling number.

If the ANI information digit or any part of the ANI sequence is
destroyed or not received at TSPS, ONI digits are obtained and a search
conducted as in the mixed traffic case. Given good ANI, the calling
number is then checked against the line number table to determine
the specific restrictions.

4.2 More stores/ bus (MORSTR)
More stores/bus (MORSTR) is an all -software feature which expands

the Stored Program Control (spc) No. 1A store maintenance structure
to cover all expected piggyback twistor/semiconductor memory con-
figurations. It removes the memory capacity limitation imposed by the
previous maintenance software (20 stores/bus).

The maximum capacity of the SPC memory was limited by the
maintenance software and by processor addressability. It was esti-
mated that the larger TSPS systems with a combination piggyback
twistor (PBT) and semiconductor memory stores would exceed the
memory capacity limitation imposed by the maintenance software (20
stores/bus) upon advance to subsequent generics. The MORSTR feature
was developed to provide maintenance capabilities for a maximum of
24 stores/bus. The SPC store maintenance software with MORSTR can
support the various PBT/semiconductor memory combinations up to
a limit imposed by the processor with the restriction that no more than
18 of the maximum 24 stores can be of the PBT type.

V. RTA CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRING SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT
EMPHASIS

5.1 Necessity for more stringent transmission requirements

The original TSPS base system served by the Position Subsystem
(Pss) No. 1 presented a transmission environment confined and sim-
plified by the T1 carrier. The T1 carrier transmission limit meant that
remote PSS No. 1 locations were relatively close to the toll office. With
the introduction of RTA and PSS No. 2, a complex set of transmission
considerations arose due to the large range of subsystem site locations
allowed by the peripheral control link design. The TSPS transmission
plan was revised to provide engineering and maintenance documen-
tation for TSPS in the new RTA/PSS No. 2 environment.
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5.2 Maintenance of unattended remote offices

The design intent for the RTA/PSS No. 2 feature is to provide for the
primary maintenance of RTA and PSS No. 2 subsystems by a craftsforce
situated at the base TSPS location. Upon identification of a fault in the
remote equipment, remote site personnel would then be dispatched to
replace or repair the faulty equipment. This requirement to provide
base -located maintenance control reflects the general trend to more
centralized maintenance in the Bell System.

Maintenance software design for the RTA/PSS No. 2 feature was
strongly influenced by this trend. It was complicated by the need to
provide also for those operating company situations in which more
direct maintenance control was to be exercised by craftspeople situated
at the remote locations.

The normal maintenance strategy associated with such items as
teletypewriter interactions and visual status displays takes on an added
dimension of difficulty when complicated by the introduction of mul-
tiple distant equipment sites.

More detail about the maintenance strategy chosen is provided in a
subsequent article in Ref. 1.

5.3 Rapid RTA/ PSS No. 2 installation buildup

The RTA and PSS No. 2 features are very attractive to operating
telephone company planners because of the much increased flexibility
for operator team location, the economic and service gains achieved
with the replacement of small toll office cordboards, and the ability to
prove in new TSPS base offices for cities of moderate size. The early
demand was high, and the resulting pressures on Western Electric to
supply that market were evident in the final stages of development
and deployment.

Due to the efforts of many departments involved with manufacture,
testing, documentation, installation, and support at the Western Elec-
tric, Columbus works and the regional offices, that heavy initial de-
mand was satisfied. One year after the initial RTA and PSS No. 2 cutover
at Utica, New York, on May 16, 1976, a dozen peripheral control links
were in service and nearly one hundred had been shipped to the field.
By year-end 1978, 120 RTA subsystems and 60 PSS No. 2 groups had
been placed into service.
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Transmission and signaling implications are important for the
successful introduction of the Remote Trunk Arrangement (RTA) and
the Position Subsystem (Pss) No. 2 features into the Traffic Service
Position System (TsPs), since both features involve the possibility of
substantial distances between the TSPS operators and the customers.
Consequently, a new transmission plan including objectives for in-
serted connection loss (w.L), received noise, balance, and operator
sidetone was established and some new transmission equipment was
provided. The overall objectives, general and specific considerations,
maintenance facilities, signaling implications, and new transmission
equipment are described. Emphasis is placed on those aspects that
are novel or newly introduced as the result of RTA and PSS No. 2.

I. OVERVIEW

An RTA or PSS No. 2 being located at a remote site several hundred
miles distant from the base TSPS presents an entirely new set of
transmission and signaling implications. First, there is the peripheral
control link or PCL, which extends the control capability of the TSPS
processors to the remote locations. Then there are transmission con-
siderations within the RTA and PSS No. 2, modifications required to
PSS No. 1, the introduction of new transmission equipment, signaling
ramifications, and finally the need for additional impedance balancing.

1.1 The peripheral control link (PCL)

Figure 1 shows the PCL which includes, among other components,
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three data lines used to transmit and receive information to and from
the remote sites. System requirements dictate that any standard
intertoll grade transmission facilities may be used for all circuits
between the base and the RTA or PSS No. 2. Hence, the data transmis-
sion circuits must also meet that constraint. Accordingly, the PCL
employs 2400 baud modems with the data lines treated as uncondi-
tioned, 4 -wire private line circuits. This moderate data rate coupled
with distances of up to several hundred miles between modems re-
quires that the round-trip delay time required to transmit an instruc-
tion to a remote site and receive back an acknowledgment must be
limited and must be considered in the design of the data lines.

For reliability, another system requirement specifies that the trans-
mission facilities between base and remote follow at least two diverse
routes with one of the two primary data lines in each route. Since,
under normal operation, data received on these lines are compared or
"matched," a limit must also be placed on the delay differential; that
is, on the difference between the delay times of the two routes. Both
the delay differential and the round-trip delay times cannot be so
restrictive, however, that they substantially restrict the choice of
alternate routes between the base and the remote units or severely
limit the length of the voice transmission facilities.

1.2 The remote trunk arrangement (RTA)

At the RTA, connection to a TSPS operator is made by bridging onto
the toll connecting trunks (Tcrs) in a manner similar to that employed
at the base. This is shown in Fig. 2. Bridging 900 -ohm, 2 -wire trunks
is accomplished by a simple tap that presents a 450 -ohm impedance
(two 900 -ohm terminations in parallel) to the RTA network (concentra-
tor). Bridging 4 -wire trunks requires an associated 3 -way, 4 -wire bridg-
ing repeater which converts the 4 -wire bridged tap to 2 -wire and which
also presents a nominal impedance of 450 ohms to the concentrator.
Conversion of 4 -wire circuits to 2 -wire is always required, since both
the RTA and the base TSPS switching networks (RTA concentrator and
TSPS trunk and position link circuits) are 2 -wire.

The RTA concentrator connects the bridged TCT to a base -remote
(BR) trunk, typically a 4 -wire intertoll grade facility up to several
hundred miles long. Two -wire to 4 -wire conversion at both ends of the
BR trunk is accomplished by 24V4 -type repeaters using a 900 -ohm, 4 -

wire terminating set (4wTs) at the base and a high -impedance 4wTs at
the RTA. Finally, the connection is completed through the base network
to an operator's position, either a PSS No. 1 or a PSS No. 2.

If the performance of this connection as a function of the length of
the BR and operator position trunks is examined, two types of trans-
mission degradation are encountered. The first is echo, as detected by
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the customer(s) and the operator, due to the impedance mismatch at
the extra switching point introduced at the RTA concentrator and
accentuated by the long BR (and operator position) trunks. As dis-
cussed later, echo is controlled through impedance balancing and by
a new operator's telephone circuit. The second form of transmission
degradation is noise introduced by the long facilities and controlled by
the use of compandors on analog facilities or by the use of digital
facilities.

1.3 The position subsystem (PSS) No. 2

PSS No. 2 was devised to eliminate the constraints of the original
position arrangement (Pss No. 1), which uses unique D1C channel
banks and T1 carrier as the transmission facilities for remote instal-
lations, and thus is limited in range to approximately 80 miles. Con-
versely, PSS No. 2 may use any toll grade carrier system and is limited
in range only by the noise introduced by the transmission facilities.
Hence, received noise is the limiting parameter in the permissible
distance between operators and RTAS when standard message grade
circuits are used.

The 4 -wire operator trunk circuits are connected to the TSPS switch-
ing network via 24V4 repeaters and high -impedance 4wTs in the same
way as BR trunks at the RTA concentrator. This arrangement permits
the PSS No. 2 circuits to be connected to the bridged base TCTs or to
BR trunks. At each operator's position, new 4 -wire telephone networks
provide adjustable sidetone, automatic gain control (AGc), and a voice
switched attenuator (vsA).

1.4 The position subsystem (PSS) No. 1

It is necessary and desirable to add RTAS to existing TSPSS which
have the original position subsystem arrangements, now designated
PSS No. 1. This arrangement employs the equivalent of an unbalanced
4wTs at the base unit end of the position trunks to return a fixed
portion of the operator's transmitted signal which serves as sidetone
to the operator. No VSA or sidetone adjustment is provided. When an
RTA is added, however, the possibility of additional echo from the
connection at the RTA makes this an unsuitable arrangement. Hence,
the PSS No. 1 unbalanced 4wTs is replaced with a precision balanced
4wTs, and the position is equipped with the same telephone network
used in the PSS No. 2. No changes are required in the PSS No. 1 when
only PSS No. 2 is added to an existing system.

1.5 Transmission balance

With the introduction of RTA and PSS No. 2, the geographical extent
of a single TSPS was transformed from a rather confined area around
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a toll office to a system that might cover complete states or even larger
areas. Under these circumstances, the distance a call must travel to
the operator access point in the network may be significant compared
to the length of the average customer -to -customer connection. In those
cases, it becomes necessary to treat the operator connection as a toll
facility. Toll facilities are characterized by trunks and switching net-
works which are low loss and transmission balanced and, indeed, these
are exactly the requirements that have been introduced into TSPS.
Transmission "balance" means matching impedances at all 2 -wire to
4 -wire junctions to maintain a loss design that allows accurate sum-
mation of the losses of the parts while at the same time preventing
unwanted signal reflections or "echos" from mismatched junctions.

In the past, balance was not required for TSPS equipped with PSS
No. 1 positions, and such systems still do not require balancing.
However, whenever a TSPS is equipped with an RTA or is equipped with
a PSS No. 2 in which the operator trunks exceed 200 miles in length,
the entire system must be balanced.

To facilitate balancing, adjustable network build -out capacitors
(Nsocs) are provided by all the 4wTss or equivalent used in the system.
Drop build -out capacitors (Dsocs) are provided or specified at the 2 -
wire line (or drop) anywhere there is a 4-wire/2-wire transformation
on the trunk -link side of the TSPS network.

1.6 Inward trunks

With the introduction of TSPS Generic Program 7, TSPS base units
and RTAS have the capability of performing some traditional inward
operator functions such as general assistance, time and charges, call-
back, and hotel call-back. A special 4 -wire inward trunk must be used
to handle inward calls. This inward trunk is composed of a toll office
outgoing trunk circuit, a TSPS 4 -wire bridging arrangement to provide
TSPS operator access to the inward trunk, and a toll office incoming
trunk circuit. These three circuits are interconnected by 4 -wire facili-
ties. An incoming call is switched by the toll office to the outgoing
trunk circuit associated with an inward trunk and a TSPS operator is
added to the inward trunk through the TSPS or RTA switching network.
After the appropriate actions are performed by the operator, the toll
office incoming trunk circuit associated with the inward trunk is
switched by the toll office to the appropriate toll switching trunk,
thereby extending the inward call to the desired end office. The inward
trunk remains in the connection between the calling and called cus-
tomers after the operator has released from the connection.

1.7 New equipment

Several new pieces of transmission -related equipment were intro-
duced as a consequence of RTA and PSS No. 2.
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A new unified operator's telephone circuit, or UTC, was designed to
provide several improvements such as dual headset operation and
supervisor conferencing without transmission degradation. The UTC

also provides a voice -switched attenuator (vsA) to control operator
talker echo return, an automatic gain control (AGc) circuit to protect
the operator from high-level signals, and independent sidetone adjust-
ment to permit meeting sidetone level objectives. Gain and line equal-
ization adjustments are supplied to permit the UTC to properly termi-
nate any standard transmission facility.

To eliminate unwanted echo at the point where BR or operator
position trunks are bridged onto a TCT, a new precision -balanced
hybrid, the type 1P 4 -wire terminating set was introduced. This hybrid
is characterized by a high -impedance 2 -wire port (approximately 11,600
ohms) and a very high trans -hybrid loss.

Two new 3 -way, 4 -wire bridging repeaters were also introduced to
substantially improve transmission quality when bridging 4 -wire cir-
cuits. The previous bridging arrangements produced a volume contrast
to both the customers and the operator between calls on 2 -wire and
calls on 4 -wire TCTS, with the 4 -wire circuits exhibiting approximately
3 to 6.5 dB greater loss, depending on the direction of transmission.
The new bridges eliminate this problem and permit gain adjustment
in every direction from the bridging point.

1.8 Signaling considerations

Like the base TSPS, the RTA is required to transmit and receive
various types of signals. Among these are address signals (i.e., the
called and calling numbers), coin control signals, ringback signals, and
ringforward signals. The RTA trunk circuits allow each signal to be
transmitted in at least two different ways. Unlike the base unit trunks,
however, the RTA trunks are not required to generate ±130 V dc signals
for coin control and ringback.

The RTA must be able to receive address signals either as dial pulses
or multifrequency (MF) tones from originating local offices but is
required to forward address information to the toll office only in MF

form. Coin control and ringback signals toward the originating office
can be either inband (MF tones) or multiple wink (Mw), which consists
of a specified number of timed on-hook/off-hook dc "winks." Ringfor-
ward signals may be either +130 V simplex or a single "wink."

In TSPS/RTA, as in other systems not equipped with common channel
interoffice signaling (cc's), the signals described above must be trans-
mitted over virtually the same paths used for voice transmission.
These paths include the BR trunks between the base and the RTA since
all the common signaling circuits (e.g., MF receivers, MF outpulsers,
coin control and ringback circuits) are located at the base. Hence, care
must be exercised when engineering the transmission paths to ensure
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that signaling is properly considered. Transmission level points (TLPs)
must be carefully controlled to guarantee correct processing of MF
signals by the various switching offices involved. MF signaling specifi-
cations call for -7dBm per tone signal power at 0- TLP (i.e., -7dBm0).
Changes are being incorporated into TSPS to comply with this specifi-
cation.

II. OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Voice transmission objectives

A standard TSPS/RTA connection is a 3 -party call among the calling
customer, the called customer, and the TSPS operator (see Fig. 3). This
standard connection was considered to be the same as three 2 -way
connections, each of which must meet its own transmission objectives.

The transmission objective set for the 2 -way customer -to -customer
connection is to provide loss -noise -echo performance, which is the
same as that of regular direct distance dialed (DDD) toll calls that do
not have TSPS access but have the same length. This objective applies
whether or not the operator is in the connection and has two corollar-
ies, namely: (i) the toll connecting trunk (Tcir) satisfies the standard
DDD network transmission requirements in both the 2 -way and 3 -way
connection, and (ii) the performance provided on calls handled by
TSPS is the same as calls handled by the DDD network.

The transmission objective placed on the 2 -way operator -to -calling -
customer connection was that it have loss -noise -echo performance
equivalent to that provided on an average short DDD toll call between
100 and 150 miles in length. This objective is satisfied by the TSPS/RTA
transmission design even when there are several hundred miles be-
tween the operator position and the TSPS access point on the incoming
trunks to the toll office. This performance is obtained because (i) the
TSPS access point was given the same transmission level as the toll
office incoming trunk which reduces the level contrast at the operator
position between the received volume from the calling customer and
that from the called customer, (ii) the BR trunk has zero loss to
minimize volume contrast observed by the operator between calls
accessed at the base unit and those accessed at an RTA, (iii) circuit
noise on the trunk facilities was limited, and (iv) impedance balance
was provided for all trunks to avoid echoes.

Similarly, the transmission objective for the 2 -way operator -to -called
customer connection was that its loss -noise -echo performance be ap-
proximately the same as that of the connection between calling cus-
tomer and called customer. Two potential transmission degradations
that had to be considered in meeting this objective were (i) customer
and operator talker echoes as a result of the extra 2 -wire switching
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point at the RTA and the long BR and operator position trunks, and (ii)
high noise levels in long BR and operator trunk facilities.

Transmission objectives were also imposed on operator sidetone and
trunk facility noise. The operator sidetone objective was made the
same as that used for subscribers, namely, an acoustical sidetone path
loss of 12 ± 4 dB. Noise objectives on all TSPS associated trunks were
made the same as those for the DDD network trunks which use intertoll
grade carrier facilities.

2.2 Deviations from requirenients

Deviations from transmission requirements were constrained be-
cause the sum of many small deviations would cause large overall loss
variations between connections. Some loss considerations were:

(i) Zero loss was required between the toll office and the base unit
or RTA access points on toll connecting and inward trunks. Because
any variation in this loss changes the effective TSPS access point on
these trunks and, consequently, increases the speech volume from one
customer and decreases it from the other, a permissible maximum
variation of only 0.5 dB was set. For 2 -wire trunks and 2 -wire toll
switches, the 0 to 0.5 dB loss requirement limits the wiring gauge and
length that is used between the base unit (or RTA) and its associated
toll office. Four -wire access trunks were aligned to 0 dB loss without
difficulty. The permissible loss variation also determined the schedule
for trunk maintenance and trunk down limits.

(ii) BR trunk loss variations were stipulated to limit the volume
contrast for calls between operator and customers. The permitted
variation was made the same as that for intertoll trunks in the DDD
network. It was recognized that these level changes also affect signaling
tones since MF outpulsers are only provided at the base unit so that
the MF signaling tones are transmitted to the RTA over the BR trunks.

(iii) Loss variations in operator position trunks add to the volume
contrasts heard by the customers. Such trunks were given same
standard loss variations as intertoll message trunks.

2.3 Transmission level points (TLP)

TSPS conforms to the standard transmission level point (TLP) plan of
the Bell System, which makes the local class 5 office a 0 TLP for
outgoing signals. Since the trunk loss and its control are primary
requirement in TSPS, transmission level points were adjusted as re-
quired to meet (i) trunk loss requirements, (ii) loading objectives for
carrier facilities, and (iii) standardized toll office transmission level
points. To do this, the outgoing TLP of the TSPS was adjusted to
conform with the expected received level on the toll -connecting trunk
being tested. All trunks internal to the base unit and RTA are considered
to be at -3 TLP.
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III. VOICE TRANSMISSION CONSIDERATIONS

As discussed in Section I, TSPS Generic 7 introduced the PSS No. 2,
the RTA, and inward call -handling features. As a consequence, the RTA
concentrator, which is a new switch, and new types of trunks (i.e., PSS
No. 2 operator position, BR, and inward trunks) were added to existing
TSPS base units as shown in Fig. 2. Modifications were also made in
certain existing base unit circuits to meet the TSPS voice transmission
objectives discussed in Section II. Each type of trunk associated with
a base unit equipped with the RTA, PSS No. 2, and inward call -handling
features was designed to satisfy specific transmission requirements to
meet transmission objectives. These objectives were stated in terms of
loss -noise -echo performance provided to the customer(s) and to the
operator on all the possible connections used in TSPS. The loss -noise
performance provided on a given type of connection was controlled by
setting requirements on (i) the inserted connection loss (Im.) and (ii)
the noise which may be introduced by each of the various trunks in
the connections. The talker echo performance provided on a given
connection depends upon both the loss and the round-trip signal
propagation delay of the talker echo signal path. Because the round
trip propagation delay of the echo path depends markedly on the
length of a given connection, the loss in the echo path is used to
control the echo performance provided on a given connection. For
example, in the UTC described in Section 1.7, the loss of the echo path
is controlled by introducing additional loss in the receive path when
the talker speaks but not in the talker's transmission path. In addition,
specific balance requirements are satisfied at all junctions between 4 -
wire and 2 -wire transmission facilities. These specific transmission
requirements (i.e., IcL, noise, and balance) are considered in subse-
quent sections.

Whenever the RTA feature is added to an existing TSPS base unit
equipped with the original PSS No. 1 operator positions, the operator
position trunks are modified as follows:

(i) The existing operator telephone circuits are replaced by the UTC
with the voice-switched-attenuator (vsA) and automatic gain control
(AGc) features enabled.

(ii) For operator positions located remotely from the base units, the
DIC channel units at the base unit end of the trunk are replaced by a
new DIC channel unit which incorporates the equivalent of a 1P 4 -Wire
Terminating Set (4wTs).

(iii) For operator positions located near the base unit, the 1H 4wTs
used in the 24V4 repeater at the base unit end of the trunk are replaced
by the 1P 4wTs.

Whenever the RTA feature is added, the service observing circuit
used in existing TSPS base units is replaced by an improved circuit.
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Prior to the introduction of Generic 7, a 3 -way connection among (i)
the TSPS operator, (ii) a service assistance operator, and (iii) the
customer was permitted. However, with the introduction of Generic 7,
such a 3 -way connection is no longer provided because of transmission
loss and balance problems with the extended range TSPS system. Only
a 2 -way connection is provided between a TSPS operator and a service
assistance operator, during which the calling customer will be put on
hold. The circuit modifications outlined above were needed to meet
the echo performance objectives discussed in Section 2.1.

3.1 Network arrangements

Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the voice transmission
configuration of the base unit, operator positions, and RTA, and includes
the various types of trunks. Typical trunking and switching arrange-
ments at a base unit equipped with the inward call handling, a PSS No.
2, and an RTA are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 illustrates the typical
trunking and switching arrangements for an RTA installation.

As shown in Fig. 4, the operator position trunks of the PSS No. 2 and
PSS No. 1 retrofitted with the UTC as well as the service observing
trunks all have 2 -wire appearances on the position link circuit of the
base unit switching network. These trunks use 4 -wire facilities which
are converted from 4 -wire to 2 -wire by a bridging hybrid (i.e., a 1P
4wTs, or equivalent) at the base unit. All the types of trunks shown in
Fig. 4 that have appearances on the trunk link circuit of the switching
network can be connected to at least one of the three types of trunks
having appearances on the position link circuit. All BR trunks use 4 -
wire facilities while operator service trunks and centralized automatic
message accounting (LAMA) transfer trunks may use either 2 -wire or 4 -
wire facilities. When 4 -wire facilities are used, a 900 -ohm 4wTs (e.g.,
1M 4wTs) is used to provide the necessary conversion from 4 -wire to
2 -wire. All inward trunks, 4 -wire TCT, delayed call trunks, and service
observing trunks use 4 -wire facilities with bridging access to these
trunks provided by 3 -way, 4 -wire bridging repeaters. The equivalent of
a 900 -ohm 4wTs is incorporated in the bridging repeaters to provide
the necessary conversion from 4 wire to 2 wire. Two -wire TCTS are
bridged directly at both the RTA and base unit. This is illustrated
schematically in Figs. 4 and 5.

As shown in Fig. 5, all connections through the RTA concentrator
between a BR trunk and either a TCT or an inward trunk are made on
a 2 -wire basis. All BR trunks at the RTA use 4 -wire facilities and a 1P
4wirs to provide the necessary conversion from 4 -wire to 2 -wire trans-
mission. The TCT and inward trunk arrangements are essentially the
same as that described above for the base unit.
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Fig. 4-TSPS base unit trunks and switching arrangements. To simplify the sketch,
the T2 port connection to the trunk link circuit of the TSPS base unit switching network
is not shown.
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3.2 Inserted connection loss (!CL)

The ICL requirements on each of the various types of TSPS trunks
shown in Fig. 2 are summarized in Table I. It should be noted that the
introduction of Generic 7 has not affected the ICL requirements on
those trunks which existed before its introduction. The ICL require-
ments on the new trunks introduced with Generic 7 are discussed next.

The ICL requirements must be the same for Tim accessed by either
a base unit or an RTA as for TCTs not accessed by TSPS to avoid any
contrast in transmission performance provided to the customers be-
tween directly dialed calls and operator -assisted calls. One additional
icL requirement peculiar to TCTS provided with either base unit or RTA
access is that the portion of the TCT between the TSPS bridging point
and the outgoing side of the toll office switch should nominally be
0 dB with a maximum of 0.5 dB. This ICL requirement applies for both
voice signals and MF signals and is needed (i) to equalize the transmis-
sion loss between the TSPS operator and the calling customer and
between the operator and the called customer to minimize received
speech volume contrast and (ii) to provide MF address signals to the
toll office at the standard signaling power levels.

The ICL for the BR trunks is 0 dB. Since any TSPS operator can be
called upon to service calls switched through either the base unit or an
RTA, this requirement assures that there will be no significant volume
contrast between such calls. It also ensures that the voice frequency
MF signals generated at the base unit will reach the TCT bridging point
at the standard power level.

The inward trunks introduced with Generic 7 may be considered as
two secondary intertoll trunks in tandem, that is: (i) a secondary
intertoll trunk from the toll office incoming to the base unit (or RTA)

Table I-Inserted connection loss requirements for TSPS trunks
Type of Trunk ICL (dB)

1. Toll connecting trunk between TSPS No. 1 incoming trunk circuit at 0, max. 0.5
the TSPS base unit or RTA and the toll office

2. PSS No. 2 operator position trunk
a. Operator transmit direction 7

b. Operator receive direction 9
3. Retrofitted PSS No. 1 operator position trunk

a. Operator transmit direction 7

b. Operator receive direction 9
4. Base -remote trunk 0
5. Inward trunk between TSPS No. 1 inward trunk circuit at the TSPS 0, max. 0.5

base unit or RTA and the toll office
6. Delayed call trunk between TSPS No. 1 delayed call trunk circuit 0, max. 0.5

and toll office
7. CAMA transfer trunk

a. Voice path 0, max. 0.5
b. MF signaling path 0, max. 0.5

8. Operator service trunk 0, max. 0.5
9. Service observing trunk 0
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for connection to an operator, and (ii) a secondary intertoll trunk from
the base unit (or RTA) back to the toll office for connection to the
desired end office. As such, each of these two sections of an inward
trunk is composed of 4 -wire facilities having an icL of 0 dB nominal,
with a maximum of 0.5 dB.

The icL for the PSS No. 2 operator position trunks and for the
retrofitted PSS No. 1 operator position trunks is the same. The xi, for
both types of operator trunks depends on the direction of transmission.
An ICL of 7 dB is used for the operator transmit direction so that the
average speech power level from the TSPS operators delivered to the
bridging point on the TCTS will be nominally equal to the average
speech power level from the calling customers arriving at the same
point. An mi. of 9 dB is used for the operator receive direction so that
the preferred average speech power will be delivered to the operator
when a customer's average speech level is applied to the bridging point
on a TCT.

3.3 Noise

The maximum circuit noise permitted on all the various types of
TSPS trunks existing before the introduction of Generic 7 was the same
as on corresponding type trunks in the message network. This made it
possible to use standard toll grade carrier arrangements in the makeup
of the facilities for TSPS trunks whenever necessary. The noise limits
on those trunks remain unchanged by the introduction of Generic 7
features, with the possible exception of the CAMA transfer trunks,
which are discussed later. However, some special noise requirements
for the inward, BR, and PSS No. 2 operator position trunks are intro-
duced with Generic 7.

In the event that an inward call is extended to the desired called
customer, the inward trunk remains in the overall connection between
the calling and called customers after the operator releases from the
connection. As discussed in Section 3.2, an inward trunk may be
considered as two secondary intertoll trunks in tandem interconnected
via a 3 -way, 4 -wire bridging repeater. To limit any degradation in the
quality of the loss -noise performance provided to the calling and called
customers, each of the two portions of the inward trunk are composed
of low -noise 4 -wire facilities such as intertoll grade T -carrier and/or 4 -
wire metallic facilities.

Any type or combination of types of intertoll grade voice facilities
may be used in the makeup of a PSS No. 2 operator position trunks or
BR trunks. The amount of noise introduced by the facilities is limited
for loss -noise performance reasons. The loss -noise performance pro-
vided on customer/operator connections is adversely affected by the
additional circuit noise introduced by long PSS No. 2 operator position
trunks and long BR trunks.
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If a PSS No. 2 is provided at a given TSPS base unit, but not an RTA,

the loss -noise performance objective is met on customer/operator
connections if the facility route length of analog carrier facilities used
in any operator position trunk is no greater than 400 miles. This length
limitation applies if the following noise maintenance limits are ob-
served on the analog carrier facilities used in the operator position
trunk:

Analog Remove From Maintenance
Carrier Length Service Limit Req'd Limit

(route miles) (dBrnCO) (dBrnCO)

0- 50 40 32
51-100 40 33

101-200 40 35
>200 44 37

If companded L -multiplex analog carrier facilities are used in the
operator position trunk, the maximum facility route length may be
extended to 1000 miles. It should be noted that the length of a single
intertoll grade digital carrier facility (e.g., T -carrier) when used in
tandem with an analog carrier facility can be ignored when applying
these length restrictions. If the RTA feature is provided but not the PSS

No. 2 feature, the above discussion on the makeup of PSS No. 2
operator position trunk facilities applies directly to BR trunks. If both
the PSS No. 2 and RTA features are provided at a given TSPS base unit,
the analog carrier facility length restrictions indicated above must be
apportioned between the operator position trunks and the BR trunks.
The length restrictions, of course, apply to all the diverse routes taken
by the BR and operator trunks.

The introduction of RTA increases the likelihood that some of the
CAMA transfer trunks to a given base unit will be long. The CAMA
traffic, formerly handled by operators located near a toll office which
is now being served by an RTA, will now most likely be routed over
CAMA transfer trunks to the base unit for handling by TSPS operators.
This, coupled with the possibility that the base unit may also be
equipped with a remote PSS No. 2, places more stringent noise require-
ments on the CAMA transfer trunks so that their maximum circuit
noise is now the same as for the BR trunks discussed above.

3.4 Transmission balance

RTA and PSS No. 2 add a new 2 -wire switching point (RTA concentra-
tor) and long lengths of facilities to the overall connection between the
customers and the TSPS operator. As discussed in Section 1.5, the extra
switching point introduced another potential source of talker echo
whenever the trunks to be switched use 4 -wire facilities. The long
lengths of facilities increase the round-trip propagation delay of any
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talker echo signal already existing which makes that echo more dis-
turbing to the talker. To meet echo performance objectives on connec-
tions involving TSPS operators, balance requirements must now be
placed on the various connections through the base unit and/or
through the RTA when at least one of the trunks involved in the
connection uses 4 -wire facilities. Balance refers to matching circuit
impedances to control the magnitude of the signal reflected toward
the source at the junction between 4 -wire and 2 -wire facilities.

In general, the termination of a 4 -wire facility and its conversion to
a 2 -wire facility is accomplished with a 4wTs, or equivalent. A 4wTs
contains a balanced hybrid transformer that facilitates the transfer of
signal power from the 4 -wire receive path into the 2 -wire facility and
from the 2 -wire facility into the 4 -wire transmit path. However, some
signal power arriving on the 4 -wire receive path will be returned on
the 4 -wire transmit path whenever differences exist between the
impedance of the 2 -wire facility and the impedance of the balancing
network of the 4wTs. The degree of balance between these two
impedances will determine what portion of the signal power will be
returned to the source.

The balancing networks used in each of the various types of 4wTss
(or equivalent) shown in Fig. 4 and 5 consist of a compromise network
plus an adjustable network build -out capacitor (NBoc), which shunts
the compromise network. The compromise network is designed to
provide impedances over the voice frequency band of 200 to 3400 Hz
that match the nominal impedance of the 2 -wire circuits which may
be connected to that 4wTs. The NBOC is included in the balancing

Table II-Balance requirements on the bridging hybrid at the base
unit end of PSS No. 2 and retrofitted PSS No. 1 operator position

trunks and the RTA end of base -remote trunks

Type of Trunk
Connected to TSPS
Bridging Hybrid

1. Base unit and RTA
a. 2 -wire toll connecting

trunk
b. 4 -wire toll connecting

trunk
c. Inward trunk

2. Base unit
a. Base -remote trunk
b. 4 -wire delayed call trunk
c. 4 -wire operator service

trunk
d. 4 -wire CAMA transfer

trunk (voice path)
e. Service observing trunk

* Not specified.

Echo Return
Loss (dB)

Singing Return
Loss (dB)

Median Minimum Median Minimum

15 13 N.S.* 6

N.S. 19 N.S. 15

24 21 19 16

24 21 19 16
24 21 19 16
24 21 19 16

N.S. 21 N.S. 16

24 21 19 16
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Table III-Balance requirements on 4WTS, or equivalent, associated
with various types of 4 -wire trunks on connections to a bridging

hybrid in TSPS base unit or RTA
Echo Return

Loss (dB)
Singing Return

Loss (dB)

Type of 4 -Wire Trunk Median Minimum Median Minimum

1. Base unit and RTA
a. Toll connecting trunk N.S.* 26 N.S. 19

b. Inward trunk N.S. 26 N.S. 19

2. Base unit
a. Base -remote trunk N.S. 26 N.S. 19

b. Delayed call trunk N.S. 26 N.S. 19

c. Operator service trunk N.S. 26 N.S. 19

d. CAMA transfer trunk
(voice path)

N.S. 26 N.S. 19

3. Service observing trunk N.S. 26 N.S. 19

* Not specified.

network to simulate the capacitance of the office cabling included
between the 2 -wire port of the 4wTs and the point of good impedance
of the connecting circuit, which is defined as a point of fixed nominal
2 -wire impedance. For example, the point of good impedance of a
trunk using 4 -wire facilities is the 2 -wire port of a 4wTs.

The balance requirements on the 1P 4wTs (or equivalent) at the
base unit end of PSS No. 2 trunks, retrofitted PSS No. 1 trunks and
service observing trunks, or at the RTA end of BR trunks, vary depend-
ing upon the type of trunk connected through the base unit network
or RTA concentrator to the 1P 4wTs. The balance requirements, listed
in Table II as a function of trunk type, are identical regardless of
whether the connections are made through the base unit or through
the RTA.

The balance requirements on the 4wTs (or equivalent) associated
with the various types of 4 -wire trunks which can be connected through
the base unit or the RTA to a 1P 4wTs are summarized in Table III.
Again, balance requirements are identical for a given type of trunk
switched through either the base unit or an RTA.

The balance requirements listed in Tables II and III are given in
terms of echo return loss (ERL) and singing return loss (sRL) as
measured at the 4wTs (or equivalent) using a return loss measuring
set (RLms). An ERL measurement is a weighted average measurement
of the return losses for each frequency in the echo frequency range.
An SRL measurement is the lesser of two weighted average measure-
ments of the return losses, one measurement covering the frequencies
at the lower end of the voice frequency band and the second covering
frequencies at the upper end of the voice frequency band.

No resistance build -out capability is provided in the balancing
networks of the various 4wTs (or equivalent) used in TSPS applications.
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Therefore, to meet specific balance requirements at any given 4wTs
maximum allowable lengths of office cable (26 -gauge switchboard cable
in both base units and RTAs) between the points of good impedance of
the trunks and their 2 -wire appearance on the base unit switching
network or RTA concentrator have been specified. Those segments of
switchboard cable in which length must be controlled are labeled "SB

CABLE" in Figs. 4 and 5.
In a given base unit or RTA, the value of the NBOC in the balancing

networks of all the 1P 4wTss will be set to some compromise value
such that the balance requirements are met on connections through
the switching network to all possible 2 -wire TCTS. To meet balance
requirements when the value of the NBOC is fixed, variation in the
shunt capacitances of the switchboard cables shown in Figs. 4 and 5
must be controlled. If the switchboard cabling capacitance variation is
sufficiently large, balance requirements will not be met on all possible
connections if the value of the NBOC is to remain single -valued.

It should be noted that the shunt capacitance of the switchboard
cabling between a 1P 4wTs and the point of good impedance of any of
the various trunks using 4 -wire facilities shown in Figs. 4 and 5 will, in
general, be much smaller than the value of the NBOC in the hybrid
balancing network of the 1P 4wTs required to meet balance require-
ments on connections to TCTS providing 2 -wire bridging access. To
reduce this cabling capacitance variation, bridged capacitance is added
to the shorter 2 -wire switchboard cabling paths to increase their
effective shunt capacitance and make them equal that of the longer 2 -
wire cabling paths. This is accomplished by adding a drop build -out
capacitor (Dsoc) in the shorter 2 -wire cabling paths as indicated in
Figs. 4 and 5. In some cases, the DBOC is supplied as part of the TSPS

or RTA trunk circuit or as part of the 4 -wire bridging repeater. In other
cases, a separate DBOC is supplied and wired on a bridged basis across
the 2 -wire switchboard cabling path between the point of good imped-
ance of a given trunk and its appearance on the base unit switching
network or on the RTA concentrator.

Terminal balance requirements are imposed on connections in a toll
office from any intertoll trunk to any TCT. When the TCT provides TSPS

bridging access, the same terminal balance requirements apply. The
current toll office terminal balance requirements listed in Table IV are
for the most part independent of the type of toll office involved, but
are dependent upon the general makeup of the TCT facilities. To meet
terminal balance requirements on 2 -wire TCTS providing TSPS bridging
access, the maximum length and the gauge of the switchboard cabling
used to interconnect the base unit or RTA incoming trunk circuit, the
toll office, and the point of good impedance of the TCT facilities (e.g.,
4 -wire terminating set, impedance compensation network) must be
controlled as a function of ( i) the type of toll office, (ii) the length and
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Table IV-Toll office balance requirements

ERL: 18 dB median,
SRL: 10 dB median,

c. 4 -wire facilities:
ERL: 22 dB median,
SRL: 15 dB median,

2. Through balance
ERL: 27 dB median,
SRL: 20 dB median,

1. Terminal balance
a. 2 -wire facilities with 2 -dB pad (intrabuilding):

ERL: 22 dB* median, 18 dB minimum
SRL: 14 dB median, 10 dB minimum

b. 2 -wire facilities or 4 -wire facilities with 2 -wire extensions (interbuilding):
13 dB minimum
6 dB minimum

16 dB minimum
11 dB minimum

21 dB minimum
14 dB minimum

* 20 dB for No. 5 crossbar toll offices only when TCT provides TSPS 2 -wire bridging
access.

gauge of switchboard cabling internal to a 2 -wire toll office, and ( iii)
the value of the NBOC of the balancing network of the intertoll hybrids
in a 2 -wire toll office.

The terminal balance requirements listed in Table IV also apply to
connections through the toll office from any CAMA transfer trunk, TSPS
inward trunk, or TSPS delayed call trunk to any TCT. The toll -office
through balance requirements also listed in Table IV must be met on
connections through the toll office between any TSPS inward or delayed
call trunk and any intertoll trunk. These balance requirements have
been imposed to limit any degradation in the quality of the echo
performance provided on the overall connection resulting from the
introduction of additional 2 -wire switching points in the overall con-
nection between customers. To limit degradation of the echo perform-
ance provided on the overall connection between two customers re-
sulting from the increased round-trip propagation delay of the echo
path caused by adding either a TSPS inward or a delayed call trunk in
tandem with the overall connection, the maximum route length of the
facilities composing each of the two portions of an inward or delayed
call trunk must not exceed:

( i) Metallic facilities 9 miles
( ii) T -carrier facilities 50 miles

( iii) T -carrier with metallic Determined by the requirement that
extensions the length of the T -carrier facilities

plus 10 times the length of the me-
tallic extension must not exceed 50
miles.

IV. ADDRESS SIGNALING AND SPECIAL SIGNALING

4.1 Signaling methods

RTA trunks utilize classical loop and E&M supervisory signaling
methods. Nonsupervisory signal handling, however, is different.
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Signaling between the RTA and the local or toll switching offices
typically assumes one of two forms: ( i) ac multifrequency tone bursts
and ( ii) dc pulses or "winks." When MF tones are used, the signaling
is usually between the local or toll offices and the base unit with the
RTA essentially transparent. This is the case for MF address signals,
automatic calling number identification (AN!), and inband coin control
and ringback. When dc pulsing is employed, however, signaling is
restricted to the relatively short trunks between the RTA and the local
and toll offices. This is the case for dc dial pulses and multiple wink
(Mw) coin control, ringback, and ringforward.

The RTA does not provide ±130 V dc signaling for coin control, but
does provide +130 V dc simplex signaling for ringforward toward the
toll office.

4.2 Dial pulse receiving

It would be nearly impossible for dc dial pulses (DP) generated at an
originating office to pass through the RTA and over the extremely long
BR trunks that could be encountered and still be reliably detected by
a digit receiver at the base unit. An alternative way of handling DP at
the RTA is required. Rather than being transmitted to the base, dial
pulses received at an RTA are blocked in the trunk circuit where they
are counted and encoded by the Position and Trunk Scanner (PTs)
circuit in the PCL. The value of each dialed digit is then transmitted in
the interdigital interval to the SPC over the PCL data links and not over
the normal voice transmission facilities.

When all the called digits have been obtained, the src must deter-
mine if the originating office is equipped with ANI (automatic number
identification). If it is, an MF receiver must be connected to the T1
port of the RTA incoming trunk via the base networks, a BR trunk, and
the RTA concentrator. The trunk circuit is then directed to send an off -
hook "wink" to the originating office requesting transmittal of the
calling number. The MF tones then follow essentially the same path
used to connect an operator to the calling customer. Hence, in the
design of the toll -connecting and BR trunks, consideration must also
be given to signaling.

4.3 Multifrequency receiving

If the RTA incoming trunk is identified as having MF rather than dial
pulse signaling, the SPC establishes a transmission path to a base unit
MF receiver in much the same manner as described above to receive
the ANI digits after dial pulsing. Once a transmission path is estab-
lished, the RTA is directed to signal the originating office via a 200 -ms
off -hook wink to start MF pulsing. After all the called number digits
have been registered, the SPC must determine if the originating office
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is equipped for ANI and, if so, must signal the office to forward the
calling number. This is done by directing the RTA trunk to go off -hook.
Thus, in the case of MF originating traffic, the signaling and the voice
transmission paths are identical.

4.4 Multifrequency outpulsing

Once the called number has been registered by the SPC, it must be
forwarded or outpulsed to the toll office to effect call completion. Since
this is normally done at the same time that an operator is connected
to the calling customer (acknowledging coin deposits, getting special
billing information, etc.), a second transmission path must be estab-
lished, this time via the T2 port of the incoming trunk circuit. In the
case of an RTA call, the MF outpulser circuit is connected to the trunk
via a BR trunk and the RTA concentrator.

MF signals transmitted from TSPS to the toll office, therefore, follow
a somewhat different route than voice signals, traveling via the T2 port
of the trunk circuit while voice signals use only the T1 port. In the
case of the relatively simple 2 -wire trunk circuits, this makes little
difference (see Fig. 6). In the case of 4 -wire trunk circuits, however,
the MF signals do not go through and therefore do not receive
the benefit of the amplifiers in the associated bridging repeaters
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(see Fig. 7). Thus, the 4 -wire circuits require additional amplifiers to
ensure that the proper ratio of MF to voice is transmitted to the toll
office.

Care must also be exercised during the design of the trunk circuits
and facilities to ensure that they are properly terminated at all times,
particularly at the 2-wire/4-wire junctions. Improper termination of
the new 1P 4 -wire terminating set can lead to unintentional circuit
gains or losses with resulting MF signaling difficulties.

For typical DDD calls, the TSPS must transmit the MF signals only as
far as the serving toll office which, even for RTA and its toll office, is by
design over trunk facilities of no more than 0.5 -dB loss. With the
introduction of International Direct Distance Dialing (IDDD) in Ge-
neric 5, however, TSPS must transmit MF signals to international
"gateway" offices which may be more than 2000 miles away. On such
calls, TSPS must first transmit a preliminary set of digits to the toll
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office which will cause a connection to the gateway office to be
established. Upon receipt of a signal from the gateway office, TSPS
must then mF-outpulse the called number.

Transmission facilities of this length may be made up of many
segments, be characterized by up to 10 dB of loss, and/or be equipped
with echo suppressors. Hence, the MF signals must be transmitted from
TSPS at the current standard level of -7 dBmO per frequency to insure
they are not too strong and cause facility overload, clipping, or unac-
ceptably high crosstalk and are not too weak to be successfully received
by the gateway offices.

4.5 Coin control and ringback

The RTA trunks are all equipped to provide coin control and ringback
by transmitting either inband (ac) or multiple wink (dc) signals. Inband
signaling requires the use of the coin control and ringback (ccR) circuit
at the base unit to supply the inband frequencies. The SPC establishes
a connection between the CCR and the T1 port of the RTA trunk via the
base network, a BR trunk, and the RTA concentrator. The RTA trunk is
then directed to transmit an alerting on -hook wink toward the local
office followed by a quiet interval of 100 ms. Inband frequencies for
coin collect (700/1100 Hz), coin return (1100/1700 Hz), or ringback
(700/1700 Hz) are then generated by the CCR circuit.

For multiple wink signaling, the RTA trunk circuits are each equipped
with an integrated circuit which when properly addressed by the PCL
signal distributor circuit, will generate three winks for coin collect, four
winks for coin return, or five winks for ringback. One wink and two
winks, not currently used in the multiple wink signaling arrangements,
are available for future use. The multiwink generator, however, does
generate the one wink as an alerting signal for inband signaling and
for ringforward (see Section 4.6).

Timing for the multiwink generator is derived from the 12.346 -ms
Position and Trunk Scanner clock in combination with an integrated
circuit decade counter in each trunk circuit. Hence, the winks appear
as squared waves with symmetrical 123 -ms intervals.

4.6 Ringforward

The RTA trunk circuits can be arranged on an optional basis to
provide either wink or simplex versions of the ringforward signal.
Timing for this signal is produced by the same mw generator in the
trunk circuits used for coin control and ringback. If the +130-V dc
supply is connected to the trunk circuit (optional), the ringforward
signal will be +130-V simplexed onto the T and R leads toward the toll
office. Otherwise, the T and R leads are simply opened and a wink -
type signal is sent to the toll office.
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V. MAINTENANCE FACILITIES

5.1 CDT modifications

The control, display and test (CDT) frame at the base unit serves as
the trunk test panel and also as the primary status display for the TSPS
peripherals and subsystems. With the introduction of RTA and PSS No.
2, it was necessary to modify the CDT to accommodate BR trunk and
PSS No. 2 position trunk testing and to add a status display for the PCL
circuits and data links. A single display is provided which, under
control of the SPC, can show the status of any one of the 15 PCLS
possible in a given TSPS. This novel display is shown in Fig. 8.

To meet long-range Bell System objectives on test -tone power levels
and to prevent crosstalk and other disruptions of carrier systems which
are likely to be used for the long BR and operator position trunks, the
CDT was modified to permit trunk testing at power levels 10 dB below
TLP. Since the base unit, the RTA, and all trunks internal to TSPS (e.g.,
BR trunks) are considered to be at -3 TLP, the test tones utilized will
be at -13 dBm. Coincident with this change, a system for varying the
test pad (TP) values was introduced to achieve consistent values of
expected measured loss (EML) when testing the difference segments of
a TCT. This multilevel testing scheme is discussed later.

PERIPHERAL CONTROL LINK (PCL)

-BASE-\

GGO

GG1

DATE LINE 0

I

0/S

DATA LINE 1

0/S

/ REMOTE

PTSO

RDCO

RDC1

SDO

DCC

SD1

MB POS

PTS1

Fig. 8-Control display and test circuit frame-PCL equipment status display.
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5.2 Test and display circuit

The test and display circuit (TDc), located at remote RTA and PSS
No. 2 sites, provides functions similar to those of the CDT at the base
unit. The TDC provides a PCL display, trunk group status indicators,
carrier facility and carrier transfer circuit status lamps, and other
major circuit status lamps.

A major feature of the TDC is its transmission and noise measuring
circuit which is similar to the Automatic Transmission Measuring
System 52A Responder. This circuit takes a "snapshot" measurement
of the test tone or noise level on a trunk under test and displays the
results on an LED digital display. The measured results are also passed
in BCD form to the scanner circuit for transmission via the PCL to the
base unit. Since the RTA and PSS No. 2 sites are likely to be unattended,
this arrangement facilitates one -person testing of BR and position
trunks.

On request from the CDT, the TDC is placed in a remote control
mode, responding to commands from the sr C transmitted via the PCL.

In this mode, the following tests can be made either semiautomatically
or by automatic progression from one test to the next and for each
trunk in the trunk group:

( i) Near -to -far end loss: Measurement is made by the TDC, trans-
mitted to the base, and printed on the maintenance center TTY.

( ii) Far -to -near end loss: Measurement is made on a transmission
measuring set built into the CDT.

( iii) Near -to -far end noise: Measurement is made as in test ( i).
( iv) Far -to -near end noise: Measurement is made on a 3B noise

measuring set built into the CDT.

In its local mode, the TDC is used to test the segments of the TCTS

between the RTA and the local offices and between the RTA and the
toll office. It can also be used for 2 -person testing of BR or operator
position trunks. As with the CDT, tests on these circuits are made at 10
dB below TLP. Test jacks are provided at the TDC to facilitate the use
of portable test equipment in testing the PCL data links, TCTS, BR

trunks, and the teletypewriter data channel.

5.3 Dial access test lines

A new transmission maintenance facility introduced concurrently
with Generic 7 is the Dial Access Test Line circuit or DATL. The DATL

circuits, located at both the RTA and the base unit, provide the
equivalent of a code -100 test line (quiet termination), a code -102 test
line (milliwatt 1000 -Hz tone) and a code -106 test line (loop -around).
These circuits permit maintenance craft at the local and toll offices to
reach a TSPS test termination by simply dialing a test code, typically
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959-120X for the quiet termination or 959-122X for the milliwatt tone
(the "X" signifies that the last digit is immaterial).

Each DATL has two ports, each of which can supply a quiet termi-
nation or milliwatt tone. When two trunks in the same trunk group
access the DATL at the same time, the SPC will automatically loop the
trunks to each other through the DATL. To prevent this arrangement
from being used as an unauthorized "meet me" circuit, the DATL is
equipped with 60A control units which are designed to pass signals
within a very narrow passband centered at 1004 Hz. If energy outside
this band and above approximately -30 dBm is detected, the 60A will
open the loop. The loop -around path produces an EML twice that of a
1 -way connection.

5.4 Maintenance improvements

The introduction of multilevel testing at the CDT and TDC frames
constitutes a noteworthy transmission maintenance improvement. In
this scheme, the values of the test pad is changed depending upon the
direction of the tests, that is, toward the local office, toll office, base
unit (for the TDC), or RTA (for the CDT). Testing a toll -connecting trunk
associated with TSPS (including RTA) may also involve testing the TCT
segments. There are three possible tests: local office to toll office, local
office to TSPS, and toll office to TSPS. Note that each switching center
can list a given trunk with two different terminating offices, yielding
the likelihood of two different EML5 for the same circuit. Test -pad
switching at the CDT and TDC eliminates that condition.

Consider a TCT with icL of 3 dB being tested between a local office
and a toll office equipped with a typical 2 -dB test pad. The EML at
both offices would be 5 dB. However, if the same TCT circuit is tested
between TSPS and the toll office when the ici., of the TCT segment is
0 dB, the toll office would now measure 2 dB. To eliminate this
inconsistency, 3 -dB test pad is inserted at the CDT (or Troc) to make
the toll office measurement 5 dB. Similarly, if the TCT segment between
the local office and the TSPS is tested, the local office would now
measure 3 dB (the icL value) or possibly 6 dB if the CDT or TDC test
pad is 3 dB, as above. Instead, the CDT (TDC) test pad is switched to 2
dB, making the measurement at the local office a consistent 5 dB.

Since the TSPS base unit can be associated with more than one toll
office, the CDT is equipped with test pads of 0, 2, and 3 dB to simulate
the test pads found in Bell System toll offices. The TDC may have only
one toll test pad value, 0, 2, or 3 dB.

VI. CONCLUSION

The introduction of RTA and PSS No. 2 with their long BR and
operator position trunks required establishment of a new comprehen-
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sive transmission plan. Several existing base unit circuits had to be
modified or completely redesigned to meet tightened transmission
standards. Equipped with the new 3 -way, 4 -wire bridging repeaters,
unified telephone circuits, and precision 1P 4 -wire terminating sets,
the RTA and PSS No. 2 provide generally equivalent, if not better,
transmission quality to that which previously existed in TSPS.
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Remote Trunking Arrangement: Hardware and
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The principal data -handling circuits used between a TSPS base
location and remote sites up to 1000 miles distant are described.
Included are novel operational programming and fault recognition
features required by this large separation between the processor and
its peripherals as well as by the uniqueness of certain remote units.
The RTA 's use of remotely run diagnostics and multi -unit initializa-
tion schemes for fast recovery from outages is also covered.

I. INTRODUCTION

Early in the RTA planning process, it was recognized that controlling
trunks, networks, and test circuits remotely was a task similar to
controlling operator positions, voice path circuits, and test circuits
remotely; i.e., the RTA job would be similar, in several aspects, to the
work planned for development of a new position subsystem. These
configurations are shown in Fig. 1. These job similarities led to devel-
opment of a set of data -handling circuits known as the Peripheral
Control Link (PcL) used to link the remote hardware to the controlling
processor at a TSPS base location. A Remote Trunk Arrangement (RTA)
consists of a PCL, various 2 -wire and 4 -wire trunks at the remote site,
a concentrator network to temporarily connect these remote trunks to
a base -remote trunk, a maintenance buffer, and a trunk test frame. A
Position Subsystem (Pss) No. 2 consists of a PCL, several operator
positions, some supervisory and chief operator circuits, a voice path
control frame, a maintenance buffer, and a test frame.

The PSS No. 2 is only briefly treated in this paper and is mentioned
at this time to indicate another consideration in PCL design-a desire
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to keep the PCL general purpose and to have its data rate high enough
to handle bursts of operator activity. In both the RTA and the PSS No.
2 configurations, the remote circuits (trunks or positions) are tempor-
arily connected to the base TSPS network in processing a call. In the
RTA case, a base -remote trunk is used so that various "service" circuits
at the TSPS base location (digit receivers, outpulsers, tones, announce-
ments, etc.) can be connected to the RTA trunk as needed. In the PSS
No. 2 case, operators at remote positions are temporarily connected
through the base TSPS network to customers placing toll calls requiring
operator assistance. The many voice circuits required in each case (up
to 64 base -remote trunks or operator voice paths) utilize carrier trans-
fer circuits and carrier failure detection circuits to permit fast, proces-
sor -controlled switching to spare carrier groups in the event of trouble.
This carrier group switching is similar to that used in other switching
designs and is only briefly discussed in Section 2.5.

The PCL includes a base location data conversion circuit known as
a group gate, outside plant facilities, remote data circuit, signal distrib-
utor, scanner, and diagnostic control circuit. Each of these circuits
consists of two identical halves and are arranged in two separate PCL
halves with triplicated transmission facilities as shown in Fig. 2. A PCL
half is capable of sustaining all communications and control between
the Stored Program Control (sPc) and the RTA or PSS No. 2 circuits.
When both PCL halves are in service, a state referred to as "duplex,"
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Fig. 2-Peripheral control link.
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the PCL throughput remains the same, but the error detecting capabil-
ities of the PCL are increased. Several reliability studies" have shown
the transmission paths to be the weakest link and other studies have
shown matching to be one of the best methods of error detection. This
led to use of triplicated facilities so that duplex operation with match-
ing can be continued even with a facility outage. Operation without
matching is also possible so that, while error -detecting capability is

lessened, complete RTA or PSS No. 2 operation can continue with two
simultaneous facility outages. When a PCL half is out of service, the
PCL is said to be in a simplex state.

The RTA equipment not considered part of the PCL is not duplicated.
However, control of this part of the RTA is distributed over a variety
of individual control devices, such as trunk buffers, concentrator
controllers, and maintenance buffers. As a result, failure of any one
control device affects only a small part of the RTA complex. For
example, a trunk buffer failure would affect no more than 16 trunks.

II. HARDWARE AND PHYSICAL DESIGN

The principal parts of the RTA hardware are the PCL, the concentra-
tor, and the trunks. Each of these parts is described in this section. A
test frame, including a 2 -way TIT for maintenance messages, is also
provided and is described briefly in Section 4.5. The principal parts of
the PSS No. 2 hardware are the PCL and the 100C operator
and the 100C positions are also described in this section.

2.1 PCL description

The PCL is a general-purpose data link designed to automatically
retry failing data words so that fault recognition programs will not be
utilized for minor transmission errors. Four principal checks are made
on each direction of transmission: parity, cyclic code, sequence check,
and matching. In general, the data to be sent are applied to both PCL
halves and treated independently by each half. Then, at the far end of
the PCL, the data from both halves are matched, and a control bit is
examined to see which PCL half will actually execute the order. Certain
combinations of matching failures, cyclic code failures, sequence fail-
ures, and parity failures still permit valid execution of the transmitted
orders, and these possibilities are discussed in Section 4.1.

2.1.1 Group Gate and remote data circuit

The Group Gate (GG) connects the PCL to the address bus, answer
bus, and Central Pulse Distributor (cPD) of the TSPS processor. A
Group Gate frame provides up to four fully duplicated Group Gates
and the common bus input/output circuits to send and receive data to
all four. This common bus circuitry initially accepts a 21 -bit binary
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word from the address bus and passes it to all Group Gates on the
frame. An enable signal from the CPD then designates which Group
Gate should respond to this particular 21 -bit word, i.e., there is a
separate enable signal for each Group Gate on the frame. There is also
a common enable designating whether this order is "odd" or "even,"
and circuitry at the remote end continually checks that an alternating
pattern of odd and even words is received.

The Group Gate also functions as a parallel -to -serial converter (in
the sending direction) and thus converts the 21 -bit parallel data into
a 21 -bit serial bitstream. The odd/even bit mentioned above is added,
and a 2 -bit "start" code is also added to designate the start of a new
transmission and also to designate whether the new word is a long
word (data from the TSPS processor) or a short word (scan complete
signal from the processor). The resulting 24 -bit serial word (long word)
is then passed through a cyclic code generator which appends a 5 -bit
cyclic code. The resulting 29 -bit serial word is fed to a 2400-b/s data
set which performs a digital -to -analog conversion and connects to the
transmission facility. (The "short word"-an acknowledgment signal
from the processor that the last transmission from the distant end was
received correctly-is 11 bits long as it is passed to the data set.) In
normal (duplex) operation, both halves of a Group Gate receive the
21 -bit word from the address bus and generate the 29 -bit analog pulse
streams to the two transmission paths. However, it is also possible to
split the PCL into two (simplex) halves, and in this mode each half can
be sent a different order from the processor.

In the receiving direction (Fig. 3), each Group Gate half receives an
analog pulse stream into the 2400-b/s data set where it is converted to
a digital bitstream. This is passed to a cyclic code check circuit and a
parity check circuit. A processor -controlled activity bit designates one
Group Gate half as "active" and the other as "inactive." Both halves
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perform all the actions outlined above, but only the active half controls
the matching operation. After the cyclic code and parity checks are
performed, the active half moves data from both halves through a
serial -mode matching circuit in the active half and determines if the
match is valid or invalid. If cyclic code and parity tests have passed
and matching is valid, then a signal is sent to the TSPS processor that
the Group Gate has information ready to be passed on. If only the
active half passed the cyclic code and parity checks and matching with
the inactive half is not valid, then, again, the processor is signaled that
information is present. A CPD pulse from the processor then causes
that Group Gate to send its information on the processor answer bus.

For other combinations of invalid data and for transmission "burst"
errors affecting more than 1 bit and detected by the cyclic code check,
a signal is sent to the remote end to retransmit the data. The processor
is also informed that a retransmission or several retransmissions are
taking place and, depending upon the severity of the problem, certain
fault recognition routines may be executed. For example, the error
activity might indicate a bad transmission facility on one PCL half, and
the corrective action would be to switch to a spare transmission
facility, or the error might be a simple transmission "hit" or "burst"
which is cleared up by a retransmission, and no other maintenance
activity is required.

The Group Gate can also receive processor data into a maintenance
register which sets up any of several specialized maintenance states
within a Group Gate half. For example, the cyclic code generator can
be configured to purposely output bad codes so that subsequent PCL
circuits can be exercised. The sending portion of a Group Gate half
can also be connected back to the receiving portion of the same Group
Gate half so that data from the TSPS processor can be operated upon
by the Group Gate and returned to the processor as part of a diagnostic
routine.

The Remote Data Circuit (RDc) is very similar to a Group Gate and,
in fact, uses many of the same circuit packs designed for the Group
Gate. However, it is located at the remote end of the PCL and connects
to the signal distributor and the scanner. Like the Group Gate, it
performs parallel -to -serial and serial -to -parallel conversions, parity
checks, cyclic code generation and checking, odd/even sequence check-
ing, and matching. The remote data handling circuits are mounted on
a double -bay frame such that one side of the frame contains all the 0
half circuits and the other bay contains all the 1 half circuits. The two
RDC halves, including their respective 2400-b/s data sets, each comprise
one 6 -in. mounting plate on the two bays of the frame. This frame,
called the position and trunk control frame (for use both in PSS No. 2
and in RTA) is shown in Fig. 4.

Whenever no new data transmissions are available from either the
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processor (for the Group Gate) or from the remote scanner (for the
RDC), a dummy word is sent over the PCL. Thus, the PCL is sending
information back and forth every 25 ms even during inactive periods.
Both the Group Gate and RDC have the ability to recognize nonreceipt
of such interchanges as a mechanism for identifying transmission
facility troubles. In addition, the RDC, after several seconds of not
receiving any words (dummy or data) from the Group Gate, will split
the remote PCL end into two simplex halves. This action is based on
the assumption of a trouble which has been recognized at the base
(processor) location and has somehow prevented orders (to switch to
simplex) from being executed at the remote location. The automatic
switch to simplex operation then allows the fault recognition programs
to exercise both halves and all three transmission facilities so as to
find a good configuration.

2.1.2 Position and Trunk Scanner

The scanner is considered a part of the PCL, but introduces the
concept of distributed control, since much of it is physically mounted
on the trunk frames and 100C consoles with which it works. This
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distributed concept means that only that portion required need be
equipped, i.e., as a new trunk frame is added to an office, another piece
of the scanner is essentially added to the scanner. This new piece of
the scanner was furnished as a part of the trunk frame just added and
deals with supervisory signals from those added trunks. It is then
connected to the rest of the scanner which is provided as two inde-
pendent halves, each reporting changes of state to the processor at the
TSPS base location. At the base location (in the Group Gates, as
described in Section 2.1.1), the two scanner reports are matched before
actual transmission to the processor. Mismatch errors are a prime
means for detecting scanner malfunctions (see Section 4.1 below).

The scanner is an autonomous circuit continually looking for tran-
sitions such as changes in trunk supervision, depression of a key on a
position, or test frame and system alarms. It is driven by a clock signal
obtained from the 2400-b/s data set used by the RDC and both scanners
are run from a single data set clock. However, this clock signal is
continually checked and both scanners will switch to the other data
set (RDc) clock in case of trouble. For simplex operation, the two
scanners each connect to the corresponding individual RDC clocks.
Minute differences in the two RDC clocks require a period of synchro-
nization as two simplex scanner halves are reconfigured into a single
duplex system.

The scanner examines some 1300 scan points every 12.3 ms and
records the state of each in Random Access Memory (RAM). In the
next 12.3 -ms cycle, the previously recorded information is known as
the "Last Look" (LL). At any instant of time, the current state of a
scan point on which the scanner is currently acting is known as the
"Present Look" (PL). The scanner also keeps track (in RAM) of the
previously reported state of each scan point. This is known as the
"Previous State" (Ps) and is the state last reported to the TSPS
processor. As the scanner examines each point, it compares the PL to
the LL and PS. If the PL and LL agree and are different from the PS,
then a report is made and PS is changed to the new value. The
requirement that two scans spaced 12.3 ms apart must agree allows
the scanner to disregard all transient conditions producing pulses
shorter than 12.3 ms and guards against line and supervisory transients
being reported as valid trunk states.

Although both scanners are running on a single clock during duplex
operation, there is a low probability chance that one scanner half will
see a scan point transition one scan interval ahead of the other. Then,
on the next scan, one scanner will make a report while the other
scanner has seen the transition for the first time and will not make a
report. On the third scan, the second scanner would make its report
and from that point on the internal scanner states should be in
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agreement. But in the meantime, a mismatch at the Group Gate may
have been detected and some fault recognition activity would be
triggered needlessly since the mismatch does not indicate a hard fault.
To prevent this transient mismatch, a match on the present look
between the scanners is performed. If a mismatch occurs at this point,
then both scanners ignore the present look in this scan period. On the
second scan, if the mismatch was not a hard fault, both scanners will
agree and a report will be made in the normal fashion. If the mismatch
persists through the second scan, both scanners are again allowed to
proceed in a normal fashion but in this case a mismatch will be
generated and the hard fault will be detected. A single bit per scan
point is required to count the present look mismatches (PLMM) and
this bit is kept in RAM along with the LL, PS, and a parity bit for RAM
self -checking.

The scanner presents reports to the RDC which adds cyclic code and
converts to a serial analog pulse stream. The RDC accepts the scanner
reports at a maximum rate of one every 25 ms, depending upon data
line activity. However, the scanner input rate is based on whatever
activity is happening at some interval of time and could conceivably
be much greater than a 25 -ms rate for brief periods of time, i.e., bursts
of operator activity whereby several operators simultaneously push
keys or RTA trunk activity involving dial pulse reception on several
trunks. Also, the 25 -ms output rate may be slowed due to transmission
line errors which require retransmissions. To cope with such activity,
the scanner contains a 32 -word output buffer so that reports can be
stored temporarily until they are transmitted. Calculations indicate
that, even with bursts of operator and trunk activity, a 32 -word buffer
will almost always guarantee that no information will be lost.' Excep-
tions can occur during severe (but very infrequent) maintenance
activity, when scanner reports accumulate while fault recognition is
running maintenance tests under partial outage conditions.

A feature of the scanner is its ability to count dial pulses on the
incoming (local office) side of every trunk, recognize the interdigit
interval, and report dialed digits to the TSPS processor. It also performs
timing checks on initial state changes from the local office side of a
trunk to recognize "false seizure" conditions so as to not report such
false seizures (these can persist for up to 40 ms). These features are
based on defining several possible trunk states such as initial seizure,
start of open interval of a dial pulse, start of closed interval of a dial
pulse, start of interdigital interval, end of pulse, end of digit, disconnect,
etc. A trunk progresses from state to state by timing the number of
12.3 -ms cycles in which it remains in an on -hook or off -hook condition.
Thus, each time the trunk condition changes, a count of 12.3 -ms cycles
is started (by incrementing a 4 -bit count -4 RAM bits-assigned to the
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incoming side of each trunk). The actual count reached before the on-
hook/off-hook condition changes determines the next state of the
trunk. For example, consider a trunk receiving dial pulses which, after
a few pulses of a digit, starts counting the 12.3 -ms cycles of an off -hook
interval. If 2 to 10 cycles are counted and then the trunk condition
changes to on -hook, this is considered another pulse of the digit, and
the on -hook interval is timed to confirm this. However, if 11 or more
(off -hook) 12.3 -ms cycles are counted, this is considered an interdigital
interval and the previously counted pulses now represent the digit to
be reported.

The items scanned by the scanner include trunk supervisory inputs,
100C console keys, and alarm indications from all remote circuits. The
reported information consists of scan point type, unit number, and the
particular status change of that unit (such as operation of the START
TIMING key at a position). A parity bit and a sequence number are
added by the scanner. The sequence number is a continuously incre-
mented 2 -bit binary number (0-1-2-3-0-1-  ) indicating the order in
which reports are loaded by the scanner into its 32 -word output buffer.
The RDC adds a start code, a 5 -bit cyclic code as described for the
Group Gate in Section 2.1.1, and sends the report back to the TSPS
processor. At the processor, this sequence code from the scanner is
continually checked and any out -of -sequence condition is a trigger for
fault recognition action. This guards against a report being lost with
no indication to the processor that the lost report ever existed.

The scanner is constantly performing self -checks as it scans across
certain scan points reserved for maintenance self -checks. For example,
one scan point is arranged to give on-hook/off-hook sequences that
should represent a certain digit count and other circuitry within the
scanner checks that this count has been reached. These checks, in
addition to parity checks across the RAM, influence an "all -seems -well"
bit returned with each scanner report and are constantly examined by
the TSPS processor. A failing "all -seems -well" bit triggers immediate
fault recognition action.

2.1.3 Signal distributor

The signal distributor takes parallel information from the RDC, strips
off the unit designation and unit type information (such as position
number, trunk buffer number, concentrator controller number, etc.),
and distributes the remaining portion of the order to the designated
unit. In performing this distribution, it converts the parallel output of
the RDC to a serial bipolar bitstream and adds parity and start bits.
The resulting serial word is transmitted over a single pair of wires to
an RTA trunk buffer, a 100C console (Pss No. 2), a concentrator
controller, a maintenance buffer, or to the test frame. Thus the signal
distributor communicates with 70 to 80 units of five different types.
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(For a PSS No. 2, this consists of 62 positions, 5 maintenance buffers,
2 test frame buffers, and 1 self -test buffer. For an RTA, this consists of
31 trunk buffers, 5 maintenance buffers, 2 test frame buffers, 40
concentrator controllers, and 1 self -test output). The serial bit -bipolar
transmission allows these units to be several hundred cable feet from
the signal distributor.

After the serial word is constructed within the signal distributor and
loaded into an output shift register, it is then shifted out and, at the
same time, looped back into the output register. Thus, when shifting
(transmission) is complete, the transmitted word is again in the output
register and is rechecked bit by bit for accuracy. Both this check and
a subsequent flip/flop activity check made by the receiving unit (100C
console, trunk buffer, etc.) influence the check -back signal sent from
the signal distributor back to the RDC, and subsequently to the SPC, as
an overall check. This shifting action also allows calculation of a parity
bit "on -the -fly," i.e., as the information and start bits are shifted out,
parity is calculated and, if the shift register recheck passes, the correct
parity bit is appended to the end of the serial transmission. Thus the
parity bit can be purposely "failed" to keep the receiving unit from
using questionable data.

The start code not only identifies the start of a new transmission
but also identifies the type of unit expected to receive the new infor-
mation. Each receiving unit contains a start code mask that must
match the start code to accept the information bits. Each receiving
unit (buffer) also generates either a "check -back" or a "buffer failure"
response to the signal distributor each time it receives new information.
This response is returned to the distributor over the same pair of wires
used to send information to a buffer. This response, together with the
signal distributor's internal checks, is used to send a check -back signal
to the RDC and from there to the SPC. If the SPC fails to receive this
check -back, fault recognition action is triggered, starting with a simple
retry and escalating to subsystem reconfigurations if necessary.

The duplex nature of the sending portion of the PCL effectively ends
at the RDC and, once RDC matching is complete, only one of the
duplicated signal distributors executes the order. The distributor cho-
sen by the RDC is changed on every order to utilize both distributors
evenly. If the PCL is split into two independent halves for maintenance
purposes, then maintenance orders can use one signal distributor while
call processing orders use the other.

The orders to light LED numerical displays in 100C consoles place
special requirements on the signal distributor. These orders are always
sent as a sequence of 2 to 7 consecutive SPC orders, but only the first
contains the address of the desired 100C console. The signal distributor
recognizes such orders (usually called "prime" orders since they prime
the distributor and the 100C console to expect a sequence) and tern-
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porarily stores the position number while passing the rest of the order
to the desired position. Subsequent sic orders will contain pairs of
digits to be selected on the console LED display but do not include a
position number. Since only one signal distributor executed the
"prime" order and remembers the position number, that one distrib-
utor handles all of the rest of the sequence and the alternating use of
both signal distributors is temporarily suspended.

The "prime" order also informs the distributor as to which of several
types of LED displays will be forthcoming; e.g., a 12 -digit (including
blanks) display of a called number, a 1 -digit display of elapsed minutes,
a 6 -digit display of the time -of -day, etc. The distributor includes a 6 -
unit ring counter that chooses the location, within the operator's
numerical display, where the pair of digits just received are to be
placed. This ring counter is preloaded by the prime order to start the
first pair of digits (next SPC order) in the correct position on the 100C
console. The ring counter is then stepped along by each subsequent
order so that it is always ready to direct the digits to the proper place.
As the signal distributor forms the 23 -bit serial word to the 100C
console it takes the digit pair values from the RDC, the pair location
from the ring counter, and the 100C address from its stored memory
of that address, and adds a parity bit computed on -the -fly as the other
information goes by.

2.1.4 Diagnostic control circuit

The diagnostic control circuit (Dcc) is also considered part of the
PCL as shown in Fig. 2. It allows implementation of a remotely run
diagnostic concept explained in Section 4.3. The overall description,
together with its control by the sic and its considerable access to
remote PCL circuits, are all included in Section 4.3 as part of the RTA

maintenance plan.

2.2 Concentrator
2.2.1 Size, ratio, components

The RTA concept is to provide TSPS services for a sparsely populated
area from a TSPS in a more built-up area. Therefore, many RTA

installations consist of 200 to 400 trunks arranged in many small trunk
groups with relatively low occupancy. Initially, only 100 to 150 trunks
may be required, with growth to 300 to 400 taking place over several
years. A few RTA sites will have larger trunk groups and correspond-
ingly higher occupancy and a few will have trunks exceeding the
capacity of a single RTA and use two RTA5 in the same building.

Early studies of the potential RTA market and of trunk usage led to
the conclusion that the base -remote trunks (from the output side of
the concentrator to the controlling TSPS base installation) will be
connected to a call for about one -eighth of the total holding time.'
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Several concentration ratios were evaluated based on trunk numbers
mentioned above, and the 8:1 concentrator was selected as the best
compromise. The compromise was such that a slightly more expensive
concentrator is initially provided but growth, on both the basic con-
centrator and the subsequent addition of a build -out frame, is easily
accomplished. The 8:1 concentrator works well with lightly loaded
offices, allows up to 496 incoming trunks, and provides for flexibility in
load balancing. With a full complement of base -remote trunks (up to
64), it also works well in moderately heavily loaded offices.

The desire for a low-cost, easily -added -to, and moderately -long -

holding -time switch led to use of miniature crossbar switches as the
principal concentrator element. In RTA use, the select mechanism of
the crossbar switches will accumulate its lifetime operations (estimated
at 20 to 25 million operations) in 7 years. Ease of replacing this
mechanism plus widespread operating company familiarity with such
work also influenced the crossbar switch choice.

2.2.2 The logical concentrator and the physical concentrator

The logical layout of the concentrator is used to understand the
connection pattern and to assign switch numbers useful to the TSPS

programs controlling concentrator operations. However, the physical
construction of the concentrator makes use of 20 x 10 crossbar switches
arranged in a rather specialized way to achieve the 16 by 8 and 32 by
8 switches of the "logical" concentrator. This section explains the
relationship between these two views of the concentrator.

The concentrator may be obtained in two sizes: a "small" size, able
to connect up to 248 remote incoming trunks to as many as 64 base -
remote trunks, and a "large" size, which can handle up to 496 remote
incoming trunks. In each size, every remote trunk has full access to
each of the up to 64 base -remote trunks. The term "remote trunk" is
used broadly here to mean any trunk circuit which appears on the inlet
side of the concentrator, while the term "remote incoming trunk"
means specifically an RTA incoming trunk. A variety of possible remote
trunks besides remote incoming trunks includes: hotel/motel auto -

quote trunks, inward trunks, and test appearances. With the exception
of test appearances, if any of these other types of remote trunks appear
on the concentrator, they must replace remote incoming trunks so that
the maximum number of the latter is reduced accordingly.

2.2.2.1 The Logical Concentrator. Figure 5 is a simplified depiction
of the Logical Concentrator. In the small sizes, the first or trunk stage
consists of thirty-two 16 by 8 three -wire crossbar switches, while the
second or base -remote stage has eight 32 by 8 three -wire switches. The
small Logical Concentrator thus has 512 inlets (2 for each of the 248
remote incoming trunks, 2 for test appearances, and 14 spares), 64
outlets (one for each of the 64 base -remote trunks), and 256 links (one
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from each of the 32 trunk stage switches to each of the 8 base -remote
stage switches).

The large Logical Concentrator is obtained by adding a 16 by 8
three -wire buildout switch to each of the trunk stage switches of the
small Logical Concentrator. It thus has the equivalent of thirty-two 32
by 8 trunk stage switches and eight 32 by 8 base -remote stage switches
for a total of 1024 inlets (two for each of the 496 remote incoming
trunks, two for test appearances, and 30 spares), 64 outlets (one per
base -remote trunk), and 256 links.

It is important to note that there is only one possible path or
"channel" from a particular remote trunk appearance to a particular
base -remote trunk. By comparison, the base TSPS network has eight
possible channels from a given inlet to a given outlet.

To make a connection in the Logical Concentrator from a particular
remote trunk to a particular base -remote trunk, a single crosspoint is
activated on the trunk stage switch containing the remote trunk and
another single crosspoint is activated on the base -remote stage switch
on which the base -remote trunk is terminated. The first crosspoint
connects the remote trunk to the link going to the desired base -remote
stage switch, and the second connects that link to the proper base -
remote trunk.
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Fig. 6-The physical concentrator frames and their numbering.

2.2.2.2 The Physical Concentrator. Because of limitations on the
type of crossbar switches that are available, the actual hardware
implementation of the concentrator is quite different from that de-
scribed above. This hardware implementation is called the Physical
Concentrator and is shown in Fig. 6. The small concentrator consists
of two bays of crossbar switches. The first, or trunk stage bay, contains
thirteen 20 by 10 six -wire crossbar switches, while the second or base -
remote stage bay contains eight 20 by 10 six -wire crossbar switches.
The large concentrator is obtained by adding a second frame, similar
to the trunk stage bay above, called the buildout frame which contains
thirteen 20 by 10 six -wire crossbar switches.

To make the 20 by 10 six -wire switches in the physical implemen-
tation of the RTA concentrator function logically like 16 by 8 three -
wire switches, a rather complex design has evolved. The first step, that
of making six -wire switches behave like three -wire switches, is per-
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formed using a well-known technique' by which levels 0 and 1 are
utilized to translate which three of the particular set of six wires are to
be used. The result of this translation is that the 20 by 10 six -wire
switches operate like 20 by 16 three -wire switches. These are then
combined in a fairly complex way to form a unit which operates like
the Logical Concentrator.

Thus, in the Physical Concentrator, to make a connection from a
particular remote trunk to a particular base -remote trunk, two cross -
points must be activated in the trunk stage switch on which the remote
trunk is terminated and two more crosspoints must be activated in
one of the base -remote stage switches to which the base -remote trunk
is connected. The first of these crosspoints is located in levels 2 to 9
and connects a pair of remote trunk appearances (six wires) to the link
going to the desired base -remote stage switch. The second crosspoint
is located in levels 0 or 1 and selects which of the pair is desired. The
third and fourth crosspoints perform similar functions in the base -
remote stage of the concentrator.

2.2.3 Distributed control

All the concentrator switch select and hold magnets are operated by
controller circuits arranged on three plug-in circuit packs. The eight
groups of packs used for control of base -remote stage switches are
physically mounted on the concentrator frame and are always pro-
vided. However, the groups of circuit packs controlling each trunk
stage logical switch (up to 32) are provided as part of the trunk buffer
circuit. An RTA office can have up to 32 trunk buffers, 31 of which can
each contain 16 trunks. Thus, as each group of 16 trunks is added to
an RTA, a corresponding piece of the concentrator (the three controller
circuit packs) is also added. The control of the trunk stage portion of
the concentrator is thus distributed over all RTA trunk buffers arranged
on up to five separate frames. Some cost saving is obtained by this
arrangement, since only the portion of concentrator control actually
required by trunks present in the office are purchased. However, of
much more importance is the distribution of this control over many
equipment units and the resulting overall reliability obtained; i.e.,
problems affecting a group of trunks affect only that part of the
concentrator serving those particular trunks.

The SPC orders distributed to a particular concentrator controller by
the signal distributor specify the switch number desired, the particular
select and hold magnets to be used, and the function (connect or
disconnect). A single trunk stage controller controls two logical
switches, since each RTA trunk has two appearances on the concentra-
tor. These two appearances (local office side and toll office side) are
provided so that an outpulser connection to the toll office can be set
up while an operator connection to the calling customer is established.
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[Thus the 8:1 concentration ratio is approximately the ratio of incom-
ing trunks (up to 496) to base -remote trunks (up to 64), while the ratio
of trunk appearances is actually 16:1.] In general, the sequence of
control orders to establish a concentrator connection is as follows:
Trunk stage connect order, followed by a base -remote stage connect
order, followed by operation of relays in the selected base -remote
trunk. A verification test later performed by the base -remote trunk
circuit results in establishment of a control path via the concentrator
sleeve lead which locks the trunk stage hold magnet to the base -remote
stage hold magnet. Connections are broken by a base -remote stage
disconnect order which resets the base -remote stage hold magnet flip-
flop and in turn releases both the base -remote and trunk stage hold
magnets.

2.3 RTA trunks

The general approach to trunk design for electronic offices has been
to keep the trunk simple and temporarily connect it to more sophisti-
cated equipment for such things as digit reception, ANI reception, coin
control signal generation, and outpulsing. That this requires many
trunk and link orders for each call is of little concern when the trunks
and their associated scanners and signal distributors are close to the
processor and reached over high-speed buses. However, when the
trunks are several hundred miles from the controlling processor, and
when excessive numbers of orders can exceed the capacity of relatively
slow -speed data paths, the simple trunk concept is not so appropriate.
Thus the RTA trunks tend to be more complex than their base -location
counterparts and include several features on a per -trunk basis which
might otherwise be provided by a separate pool of circuits.

Another feature of each RTA trunk is that it is packaged on a single
5 by 7 in. circuit pack. The single Printed Wiring Board (Pws)
construction is made possible by using miniature wire -spring relays,
miniature mercury relays, miniature networks, and a specially designed
integrated circuit. A typical trunk is shown in Fig. 7. The custom
integrated circuit handles several signaling tasks, including coin control
signals and ringback signals sent from TSPS to the local office.

The coin control and ringback considerations, including the ability
to disable or enable a station set TOUCH-TONE® dialing pad at
certain points in a call, require that five separate signals be sent from
the RTA trunk to the local office. A custom-made is provided in each
trunk provides these "multiple -wink" signals. The ring -forward signal
to the toll office is also provided within each RTA trunk. The custom
integrated circuit uses a 3 -bit binary input set as a command to
generate 1 to 5 pulses, each of which turns on (operates) a pair of
mercury relays for a timed interval. This pair of mercury relays has
contacts arranged in the tip -and -ring leads to provide a reversal to the
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Fig. 7-Typical RTA trunk.

local office. Thus, 1 to 5 timed reversals (winks) can be sent from an
RTA trunk. Since this uses only six of the eight possible input states
(oFF and one to five winks), the other two are used to operate other
relays including a set of "ring -forward" mercury relays which apply
+130 V to the toll office side of the trunk. The 3 -bit binary input comes
from the trunk buffer which generates the 3 -bit output from a single
SPC order.

With the exception of the use of miniature components and the
custom integrated circuit mentioned above, many other talking path
and relay states in RTA trunks are similar to previous electronic office
trunk designs. The 4 -wire trunks utilize the TSPS 3 -way 4 -wire bridging
repeaters mounted on separate repeater bays together with the PWB
on the RTA trunk frame. A group of 16 trunks, together with a trunk
buffer and appropriate portions of the concentrator controller (Section
2.2) and of the scanner (Section 2.1.2) comprise a trunk unit. This
trunk unit has each component part arranged to control only the 16
trunks of that unit and is thus completely separate from any other
trunk unit. A malfunction in any portion of the trunk unit will thus
affect, at most, 16 trunks.

The trunk buffer is similar to all the buffers to which the signal
distributor distributes SPC orders and consists essentially of a flip-flop
matrix and the necessary control circuitry to set and reset each flip-
flop. Output drivers connected to each flip-flop then operate relays in
the trunks or send signals to the multiple -wink integrated circuit in
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each trunk of this particular trunk unit. The trunk buffer is provided
with a "super -initialization" input so that, under severe maintenance
conditions, an entire buffer or all buffers in the office can be cleared by
a single pair of sic orders. This initialization path is arranged so that
all trunks are cleared except those trunks in the cut -through (talking)
state. Such trunks are assumed to be cleared by the initialization
routines but are protected by a circuit design that inhibits the action
of the clear signal when in the cut -through state. The corresponding
program actions are discussed in Section 3.3. This approach allows
rapid system initialization when necessary, while at the same time
protecting all customer -to -customer talking paths.

2.4 100C position

As mentioned at the start of this chapter, the Position Subsystem
(Pss) No. 2 is only briefly mentioned. By adding 100C consoles to the
PCL described in Section 2.1, together with some voice path switching
and supervisory circuits, a Pss No. 2 is obtained. The 100C position is
treated by the PCL signal distributor as one of several "buffer" circuits
to which it distributes orders. The single exception to this is the
sequence of orders required to light up a numerical display (1 to 12
digits) on the 100C console (see Section 2.1.3). A console consists of
two positions, and throughout the TSPS literature "100C console" and
"100C positions" are used interchangeably.

The upper portion of the position consists of two large keyshelf
printed wiring boards and the LED numeric display PWB. Each keyshelf
board contains 30 to 50 key/lamps and some integrated circuits and
discrete components associated with those lamps and keys. The single
"make" contact of each key connects to a cluster of three diodes, which
are in turn connected to three leads of a 9 -lead bus. Thus each key
generates a 3 -out -of -9 code on this 9 -lead bus whenever it is depressed.
The 9 -bit bus is examined by the scanner at regular intervals as
discussed in Section 2.1.2. The numerical display PWB contains twelve
7 -segment LED numerics and the memory and driving electronics
associated with them.

The lower portion of the 100C position contains a dc -to -dc converter
and several circuit packs of flip-flops, lamp order buffers, and control
circuits. The control circuit decodes the serial bitstream from the
signal distributor and determines whether it is part of a numerical
display sequence or a single lamp order. The numerical display orders
are delivered with little change to the LED display PWB. The lamp
orders are formed into a vertical select, horizontal select, and group
select output set to address a flip-flop matrix. The result is the setting
or resetting of a single flip-flop and generation of a check -back signal
to inform the signal distributor that the correct conditions for accessing
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a flip-flop were present (a sort of all -seems -well signal). In many cases,
the flip-flop connects directly to a console lamp and simply lights or
extinguishes that lamp. However, in some cases a console lamp may
be placed in a flashing state and in such cases the flip-flop output
connects to a lamp order buffer (Los). These Loss generally have two
flip-flop inputs and a single lamp driver output. One input is used for
a steady lamp "on" condition, while the other is used to connect the
lamp to a 60 or 120 IPM interrupter circuit. On a typical call, the TSPS
processor might initially send several orders to a position causing three
or four lamps to light up and then light and extinguish two or three
more in the course of the operator's involvement on the call. For coin
calls, part of the numerical display will also be lighted, showing the
charge and initial period interval for each call.

In summary, the console contains all the lamps, lamp drivers,
memory cells (flip-flops), and overall controls to turn on and hold on
the various combinations of lamps required for each call. It contains
the circuitry to encode up to 84 keys in a 3 -out -of -9 format for the
scanner. It also contains duplicated input (signal distributor) and
output (scanner) capability and the ability to permit input orders to
generate output codes directly, with no operator present, for diagnostic
purposes.

2.5 Voice circuits

Although the PCL data lines are voice -grade circuits, they are used
to transmit only data between the base and remote locations. Other
voice -grade circuits provide connections between the RTA trunks and
the base office (base -remote trunks), provide for operator talk paths
(for PSS No. 2), and also connect the remotely located maintenance
teletypewriter to the base location. Standard 4 -wire voice -grade cir-
cuits are needed for base -remote trunks, and any type toll -grade carrier
system with groups of either 12 or 24 circuits may be used.

For reliability, maximum diversification in the carrier groups, in-
cluding a spare group, is required. This means that the carrier groups
should be evenly distributed over two or more carrier route facilities
and, within a route, the carrier groups should be distributed as much
as possible over independent terminal equipments and power supplies.

Carrier transfer circuitry is provided at the base and remote locations
to switch the spare group into service in place of any other group that
fails. Switching is controlled by a program at the base location which
requires carrier group alarm signals as an input. Since there is only
one spare group, loss of more than one carrier group results in partial
facility loss and possible delays in handling calls from that RTA.
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III. RTA OPERATIONAL SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

When it was first proposed, the RTA operational software was visu-
alized as being relatively straightforward. At the very beginning of an
RTA call, a pair of base -remote trunks would be seized and used to
"extend" the remote trunk to the base network. The appearances of
the base -remote trunk would be arranged to be the software equivalent
of those of a base universal trunk. Thus, throughout the succeeding
stages of the call, the existing TSPS operational software6 could be used
without significant modification until, when the operator was released,
the base -remote trunks would be disconnected and idled.

Early in the planning, however, it was realized that this was not
feasible. Not only was it uneconomical to leave both base -remote
trunks up throughout the early stages of a call, but economics also
dictated that trunk supervisory states be sensed and controlled via the
PCL rather than by sensing and controlling the state of base -remote
trunks. Moreover, the technology and complexity of the RTA trunks
(see Section 2.3) caused the sequence of orders required to control
them to be wholly different from that of base trunks so that the
software which constructs trunk orders for base trunks could not be
used. Also, the structure of the TSPS operational software did not allow
the type of changes required for RTA call processing to be made simply
or in a small number of low-level modules.

The result was that the RTA operational software design was forced
to evolve away from the initial concept of a few relatively large new
modules with most of the existing operational software left intact.
Instead, many small changes had to be made to most operational
programs in the system. These changes were inserted at points where
a position or service circuit is connected or released and at points
where trunk control orders are formulated. Typically, the changes
involved the addition of a software switch based on a test of the
location (base or RTA) of the trunk under consideration. This test is
facilitated by bits at several points in the trunk parameter register
which have a value of 1 if the trunk is an RTA trunk and 0 otherwise.
If the trunk is at the base, the switch directs execution of the previously
existing program code. If not, a new RTA program leg is used to handle
the call.

Thus, most RTA operational software is relatively straightforward
and will not be discussed further. However, several program areas are
new to RTA and have no analog in the previous TSPS software. These
include the control of the RTA concentrator, the base -remote trunk
queuing structures, the "virtual" scanner used to maintain the state of
remote trunk supervisory scan points, and a new type of audit. Each
of these is discussed in the following sections.
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3.1 Concentrator control

During a normal TSPS call, various connections must be made to
positions and service circuits. If the call is on an RTA trunk, such a
connection requires the selection of:

(i) An idle base -remote trunk and an idle path from the RTA trunk
through the concentrator to that base -remote trunk and

(ii) An idle position or service circuit and an idle path through the
TSPS base network from the base -remote trunk to that position
or service circuit.

Ideally, the path selection routine should hunt both (i) and (ii)
simultaneously in one unified procedure. Such a procedure would be
very complex because it would have to consider the RTA concentrator,
the set of base -remote trunks, and the base network as one large,
complex, six -stage network (two stages at the RTA and four at the
base). However, since the probability of success on (ii) is virtually
independent of the choice made on (i), little effectiveness is lost by
hunting the path sequentially: first selecting (i) and then (ii). This
allows one potentially complex single procedure to be replaced by two
simpler sequential ones. The first of these is handled by the Concen-
trator Control program-a new program for RTA-while the second is
the previous Network Control program with slight modifications.

Also used with slight modification is the path memory annex regis-
ter,' which is linked to the call register during a network connection.
It is used to store the identity of the connected circuits, and the paths
used, their states, and, in the case of RTA, the concentrator paths and
base -remote trunks used and their states.

The Concentrator Control program is a subroutine capable of hunt-
ing, connecting, and breaking paths from RTA trunks through the
concentrator to the base via base -remote trunks. It has an interface
with the other call processing programs which is similar to that of the
Network Control program. Like the latter, it has a set of linkage maps,
shown in Fig. 8, which are used in the calculations.

Conceptually, hunting and selecting a path for a call through the
RTA concentrator, like any connecting network, may be done in two
steps:

(i) Find all idle paths from the concentrator inlet of a specified RTA
trunk appearance to the base network. If no idle paths exist, the
call is said to be "blocked." By "idle path" is meant a combi-
nation of an idle base -remote trunk and an idle link connecting
the trunk stage switch containing the inlet to the base -remote
stage switch containing the base -remote trunk,
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Fig. 8-Concentrator maps.

(ii) Select one of these idle paths to be used for the call. The
procedure used to do this is called the "routing procedure."

The choice of a routing procedure is important because it affects the
blocking probability of the network-the probability that the call is
blocked at step (i) above- and hence the amount of traffic that the
network can carry. One requirement of a routing procedure is that it
equalize the long-term mechanical wear of the network crosspoints.
Thus, a good routing procedure will minimize network blockage while
equalizing crosspoint wear.

An unusual feature of connecting networks such as the RTA concen-
trator is that none of the routing procedures commonly used for other
networks, such as random selection (which is presently used in the
TSPS base network) or packing (which is used in the No. 5 and other
Crossbar Systems), is a particularly good choice. However, it may be
shown' that a near -optimal routing procedure is to select the path
which goes through the base -remote stage switch which contains the
largest number of idle base -remote trunks (with ties broken at ran-
dom). The base -remote trunk to be used should also be selected at
random. Studies show that use of this procedure increases the traffic
capacity of the group of base -remote trunks by up to 3/4 Erlang at the
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engineered load (about 40 Erlangs for a typical, large RTA) compared
to the random routing procedure. This means that one less base -
remote trunk is typically required-a substantial saving.

The actual implementation of the path hunting procedure integrates
the two steps above into one algorithm. First, a test is made to see if
all base -remote trunks are busy. If they are, the call is placed on one
of the base -remote trunk queues as described in the next section. If
one or more base -remote trunks are idle, the routine reads the proper
link busy/idle word from the link map (Fig. 8) and forms the logical
product of it with word n of the relative busyness map for n as small
as possible such that the result is nonzero. A binary search is used to
quickly find the proper value of n. If no such n can be found, the call
is blocked. If the call is not blocked, then one of the l's in the result is
selected at random, the corresponding word of the base -remote trunk
map is read, and one of the l's in it is selected at random. The two l's
which are selected determine the path to be used by the call. To
connect the path, the program loads the appropriate concentrator
control orders in an output buffer, updates the concentrator maps,
writes the path information into the path memory annex, and then
terminates.

3.2 Base -remote trunk queuing

With RTA, a new group of hardware resources, namely base -remote
trunks, is added to the TSPS system. One of these resources is routinely
applied to a call at the same time as other resources such as operator
positions and service circuits. In addition, on some calls, a connection
must be made to two base -remote trunks at the same time (on dial -0,
dial pulse, non-ANI calls, for example). And most calls have two base -
remote trunks up simultaneously at some point in the call (for position
and outpulser). Although the normal engineering of these relatively
expensive resources is adequate, the supply may be cut in half by an
outage of one of the two diverse routes which the base -remote trunks
traverse. Since the base -remote trunks are normally engineered near
or over 50 percent occupancy, such an outage can instantly throw the
RTA into heavy overload. Although rare, this condition is the most
likely RTA failure state because of the excellent reliability of the rest of
the equipment.

These facts imply that the group of base -remote trunks must be
carefully administered. Also, it was desirable to cleanly integrate the
queuing for base -remote trunks into the existing TSPS queuing struc-
tures which, although they are basically quite powerful and flexible,
have the built in assumption that only one resource may be queued
for at a time.

The solution chosen is to have two first -come, first -served base -
remote trunk queues served in priority order for each RTA.
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If all in-service base -remote trunks are busy, calls wait in one of
these queues. When a base -remote trunk becomes idle and available
for use, it is connected to the first call on the high priority queue. If
there are no calls waiting on the high priority queue, the base -remote
trunk is connected to the first call on the low priority queue.

Generally, if no base -remote trunks are available the first time in a
call when one is needed, the call waits on the low priority queue.
Thereafter on that call, the high priority queue is used whenever base -
remote trunk congestion is encountered.

This structure has several advantages. First, it gives priority to calls
already in the system on which considerable system resources and real
time have already been invested. Also it fits well into the existing "one
resource per queue" TSPS queuing structure. For example, if a call
needs two base -remote trunks at the same time and none are available,
the call waits on the low priority queue until it gets one. Then it waits
on the high priority queue and it will get the very next base -remote
trunk that becomes available (the fact that it received one base -remote
trunk while on the low priority queue means the high priority queue
was empty). Thus, the call gets two base -remote trunks in slightly
more than one waiting time.

Under conditions of RTA overload (caused by, say, a traffic overload
or a route outage affecting up to half the base -remote trunks), simu-
lation studies show that the low priority queue can become quite long
while the high priority queue remains very short, usually with either
zero or one call in it. In this case, every RTA call waits in the low
priority queue exactly once, and thereafter uses the very short high
priority queue. The result is that every call receives a roughly equal
grade of service no matter how many base -remote trunks it needs
during its course. (It is impossible for the high priority queue to
become very long in the steady state, for if it were to become long,
then the low priority queue would never be served and no new RTA
calls would ever get into the system-a contradiction.)

The same simulation studies show that, with this queuing structure,
the probability of deadlock is extremely low. An example of deadlock
is as follows. Consider an idle RTA with N in-service base -remote
trunks. Suppose that exactly N dial -0 calls arrive nearly simultane-
ously. Each would be connected to an operator using a base -remote
trunk, thus making all such trunks busy. Each operator would then
key in the called number and attempt to initiate outpulsing. Since
outpulsing requires a second base -remote trunk, all N calls would be
loaded onto the high priority queue. Since no base -remote trunks are
available, all N calls will be deadlocked until one of the operators or
customers abandon. Because the probability of this occurring was
determined to be very low, no defensive measures have been added to
the programs.
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The programs seek and obtain a base -remote trunk for a call,
queuing if necessary, before attempting to obtain a position or service
circuit. Since positions are a more expensive resource, the base -remote
trunk normally remains connected to the call throughout any position
queuing to avoid adding the time required to queue for and connect
the base -remote trunk to the operator work time. Thus the position
queuing time is added to the base -remote trunk holding time. Because
this has the potential to translate an operator overload into a base -
remote trunk overload, a complex overload procedure is utilized which
disconnects the base -remote trunk from the call if the position queue
is very long and uses the high priority queue if necessary to reobtain
one quickly.

3.3 The virtual scanner

The TSPS programs often determine the supervisory state of a trunk
by directly scanning it. This cannot be done with RTA because the RTA
scanner is autonomous. To solve this problem, a software image of the
state of each trunk scan point is maintained in temporary memory.
This is called the virtual scanner, since the required directed scans can
be done by "scanning" (a memory read) this area of memory.

It is implemented by adding a virtual scanner (vs) bit to the two
bits already assigned to each scan point' (one of these gives the last
reported supervisory state while the other indicates that reporting
supervisory changes has been temporarily suspended on this trunk).

The vs bit represents the software's best estimate of the current
state of the scan point and is always updated whenever a trunk
supervisory state change report is received from the RTA.

The only complication occurs when an RTA initialization is required.
Such an initialization leaves talking state RTA trunks intact, but idles
all others. Often when this happens, the information in the virtual
scanner is probably unreliable so that the state of the trunk is no
longer considered known.

When this occurs, charging is canceled on all RTA talking calls at the
time and the RTA trunks are put into a special software "limbo" state.
This state means that the software does not know whether the trunk
is idle or talking. When an on -hook report is received on a limbo state
trunk, the software assumes the trunk was in the talking state and
initiates disconnect actions. Conversely, if an off -hook report is re-
ceived, the trunk is assumed to have been idle and initial seizure
actions commence.

3.4 Audits

The existence of the virtual scanner required a new type of audit
program called the "virtual scanner update program" which is quite
different from other system audits.
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Normally, system audits are run on a routinely scheduled basis.
Their purpose is to check the integrity of the software data structures.
The virtual scanner update, however, is designed to check the consis-
tency of the virtual scanner with the hardware state of the trunks. It
does this by sending out a sequence of special orders which cause the
trunk to send back several reports which together indicate its current
state. Since doing this on all RTA trunks could overload the PCL, it is
done very slowly over several minutes. When it is complete, an output
message is printed, stating the number of errors found.

The audit is normally run during off-peak night-time hours and is
used to verify the integrity of the virtual scanner and resolve any
limbo state trunks which may exist at that time. It is also run after
certain rare types of fault recognition activity which cause the scanner
word buffer to be initialized with the possibility that one or more RTA
trunk supervisory reports may be lost.

IV. RTA MAINTENANCE PLAN

Reliability requirements for an RTA subsystem have been set to meet
the overall objectives of a TSPS No. 1 system: less than 2 hours
downtime per 40 years service and less than one mishandled call per
10,000 calls. The maintenance plan for RTA is further influenced by the
fact that an office is frequently unattended and may be located
hundreds of miles from the base TSPS.

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 discuss PCL error detection as implemented in
the hardware and software, respectively. Remote diagnostics are cov-
ered in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 deals with initialization of RTA circuits,
while Section 4.5 describes trunk test capabilities for RTA.

4.1 PCL error detection (hardware)

The PCL data lines may be subjected to errors from a variety of
causes. To aid in detecting multibit errors which result in single word
errors, each word transmitted is encoded with a 5 -bit cyclic error
detecting code and a parity bit. In addition to single word errors,
multiword errors on a data line may occur as a result of hits and fades.
Each word error within a multiword error is treated separately by the
group gate and remote data circuits. As a result, single and multiword
errors are handled similarly.

As mentioned previously, the group gate and the remote data circuit
send data to each other over a data line. An error detected by the
receiving circuit must be reported back to the sending circuit so that
the word can be transmitted again. This is accomplished by a verifi-
cation system whereby a "scan -complete" is used to acknowledge a
report received by the group gate, and a "check -back" acknowledges
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a properly executed order received by the remote data circuit. If an
acknowledgment is not received, the word is retried until it succeeds
or the retry limit is reached.

A system requirement of RTA is that the voice circuits and data lines
may use any transmission facility. This means that the PCL data lines
must be able to operate over voice -grade circuits that have a relatively
slow data transmission rate. Because of this and the distance (several
hundred miles) between base and remote locations, about 45 ms are
required to verify that an order or report has been sent without error.
Since a PCL data rate of one order every 25 ms is required to deal with
momentary call processing peaks and to allow use of as many existing
TSPS No. 1 programs as possible, an overlap operation is employed.
This means that, before verification of the first word is received, the
second word is sent. If an error is detected, the receiving circuit
discards both it and the succeeding word. The sending circuit retrans-
mits both words if it doesn't receive verification of the first word.
Therefore, the group gate and remote data circuit are designed to
retain information about the last two words sent in case repeat trans-
missions in either direction are necessary. The overall maintenance
strategy is strongly influenced by this aspect of the PCL.

The PCL hardware can detect errors other than transmission failures
that would be seen by parity or cyclic code check failures. These faults
are classed as "send" or "receive" direction faults. The former type
will be discussed first.

The normal mode of PCL operation requires that each PCL half
independently handle a processor order until it has been received at
the remote location by the remote data circuit for each half. The two
remote data circuits then compare the orders and if they match, one
PCL half (a so-called "active" half) actually distributes the order to a
trunk, concentrator, etc. If one half has a "good" order and the other
half has received nothing or has a transmission failure, then the half
receiving the good order becomes the active half and distributes the
order. This mechanism, known as Full oRed Mode, is intended to
reduce order retries due to data line transmission errors.

Each time the processor sends an order via the PCL to the remote
location, the buffer which is to handle the order generates a checkback
report as verification. This checkback is returned to the processor as
an indication of correct operation; its absence indicates unsuccessful
operation. The use of checkbacks allows for detection of faults beyond
the signal distributor but only partly through the RTA buffers; the
actual operation of relays and crosspoints are not verified by check -
backs. Those failures which occur beyond the checkback origination
point are detected by error analysis programs.

Due to the overlap operation of the PCL described above, the remote
data circuit is designed to also fail the order arriving after an order
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which results in a checkback failure. This ensures that the second
order is not executed before the first, necessary because the second
order may depend upon the success of the first order and might lead
to a mishandled call if the first order is unsuccessful.

The receive direction faults are those pertaining to the reception of
signals originated by RTA circuits. The detection of these faults depends
primarily on mismatches between PCL halves. Normally, the two PCL
scanners each detect a change of state of an RTA circuit point and
generate a report. These two reports are passed back to the group
gates where they are compared. Subsequent to receiving the reports,
the group gates transmit "scan -complete" words to the remote data
circuits so that another pair of reports can be sent to the base.

In addition to matching, however, a cyclic code check is made, an
all -seems -well indication from each scanner is checked, a parity check
is made, and a sequence code check is made in each report received.
The cyclic codes are inserted into the report by the remote data circuit;
the all -seems -well, parity, and sequence indications are generated in
the scanner. Cyclic codes and parity have been described earlier. A
sequence code occupies two bits in each report and is used to eliminate
redundant reports received at the group gate. This typically occurs
when a "good" report is received but the scan -complete signal fails,
causing an unnecessary retransmission of the report by the remote
data circuit. If the sequence code check fails, the report is discarded
by the group gate. The all -seems -well signal is generated by self -
checking circuits within each scanner, as described in Section 2.1.2.

With both PCL halves in service (duplex), one group gate is desig-
nated as active. If a mismatch occurs and the active half has a "good"
report (one which has correct cyclic code, parity, sequence, and all -
seems -well), while the other half has received nothing or has a trans-
mission failure, the good report will be passed on to the processor.
However, if the active half has received nothing or has a transmission
failure while the other half has a good report, a null scan -complete is
generated, causing the report to be retransmitted. This mechanism,
known as Half oRed Mode, takes into account the fact that the active
group gate controls the matching. (If the program determines that
only the active half has a transmission failure or has received nothing,
it simply changes the designation of the active half to the one receiving
the good report, leaving the PCL in duplex mode.)

In accordance with the circumstances described above, a group gate
mismatch results in automatic retransmission of reports. However, if
the group gates continuously mismtach several times, the PCL fault
recognition program will take action to resolve the mismatch. The
tolerance for a few mismatches allows the PCL to automatically recover
from a momentary transmission impairment affecting one of the data
lines.
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Many faults can occur in the scanners which can only be detected
by matching. The key characteristic of these faults is the presence of
two apparently valid but different words that repeatedly mismatch.
The cause of this is either the generation of an extra word or the lack
of a generated word in one of the scanners. Under these circumstances,
the list of reports in the two memories of the scanners become skewed
and a mismatch occurs. The mismatching words represent two scanner
inputs, one of which is faulty. This situation is handled by the "receive
chain" fault recognition programs, which are discussed in the next
section.

4.2 PCL fault recognition (software)

As described in the previous section, the PCL circuits have been
designed to detect and correct for most errors which are the result of
transmission impairments of short duration. For longer hits, fades, and
PCL circuit failures, various other hardware indications, such as check -
back failures and group gate alarm ferrods, allow PCL fault recognition
programs to maintain working send and receive chains. The send chain
refers to those circuits involved in the distribution of a PCL order: the
group gate, remote data circuit, signal distributor, and the PCL buffers.
The receive chain refers to those circuits involved in the reception of
a PCL report: the group gate, remote data circuit, and position and
trunk scanner.

If an order has been retried on a duplex PCL without the reception
of two successive check -backs for 0.5 second, the send chain fault
recognition program will be entered. When this occurs, call processing
is suspended and a special test order is sent to an independent buffer.
If that order is executed successfully, the original buffer accessed is
deemed faulty. If the test order fails, the program splits the PCL so
that each PCL half is completely independent with no matching taking
place. The resulting simplex operation allows the original failing order
to be tried first on one and then on the other PCL half. If the order fails
over both halves, the program tries a second test order (to a different
buffer) over each half. Based on the results of these tests, the program
decides which half is faulty and places that PCL half out of service.
Normal call processing is resumed on the good half, and diagnostics
are run on the out -of -service half.

For receive chain faults, the fault recognition programs are entered
whenever an error rate monitor (administered by software) corre-
sponding to a group gate alarm ferrod exceeds its threshold. The
absence of either all -seems -well, good parity, or proper sequence on a
PCL half automatically indicates the faulty half. Mismatches between
two valid reports involve more detailed processing.

Due to the overlap operation of the PCL, two reports on each half
are sent to the base during retransmission. In the case of skewed
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reports, chances are that two of the reports received match; that is,
one of the reports received on one half may match one of the reports
on the other half. The receive chain program checks for this case to
eliminate the need for testing all four reports. Only those reports seen
by only one half are further tested.

When the receive chain fault recognition program is entered, call
processing is suspended. The PCL is again split into two simplex paths
and a bypass in the scanners is activated to allow test results to be
sent back to the base without disturbing the scanner word buffers.
Each scanner is then checked, via test points, for the ability to generate
the reports to be tested. These test results are analyzed by the program
to determine which PCL half is in trouble. The faulty half is placed out
of service, and diagnostics are run on it. Call processing resumes on
the in-service half. The flow of reports proceeds from where it was
interrupted, with the PCL in the simplex mode. While in the simplex
mode, subsequent faults of this type go undetected.

In general, fault recognition program actions are transparent to call
processing programs. In the case of a PCL mismatch, the original
reports are retained in processor memory so that, once it is determined
which PCL half is faulty, the reports already received on the good half
can be passed to call processing programs. As already mentioned, the
PCL scanners contain word buffers that can retain up to 31 reports
which may have occurred while fault recognition tests were being
applied. This is sufficient memory to handle a back-up of reports
caused by fault recognition activity in all but the very worst cases.

In addition to the send chain and receive chain fault recognition
programs, the data line fault recognition program responds to trans-
mission errors reported to the SPC. Error rate monitors, driven by the
group gate alarm ferrods, are maintained for each connected data line.
When the allowable error rate is exceeded, the line that appears to be
faulty is replaced by the spare line. After a delay of a few minutes, the
apparently faulty line is reconnected. If its error rate is acceptable, no
further action is necessary. If it fails again, however, the spare line is
used until the faulty line is repaired or has been determined by
subsequent automatic tests to have recovered. The spare data line is
also used periodically so that its operational status can be monitored.

The state of the data lines must also be considered by the fault
recognition programs when reconfiguration is being performed. If all
circuits on a PCL half are working but both data lines that can connect
to it are out of service, then that PCL half is not usable.

Although the normal mode of the PCL is the duplex mode, it is
possible that a fault could occur while the PCL is simplex. The PCL
could be simplex because diagnostics are being run on the out -of -
service half or because a circuit on that half is inoperable. If the fault
recognition program determines that the active half has a circuit in
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trouble while the PCL is in simplex, the out -of -service half will be
placed in service and the active half removed from service.

In cases where the out -of -service PCL half is already marked in
trouble or has been manually made unavailable to fault recognition
and a fault has also been detected on the in-service half, no known
working path of PCL units exists between the base and remote locations.
Rather than to place the entire PCL out -of -service, a special fault
recognition program is invoked which attempts to find a working path,
regardless of the software status of the units. This program systemat-
ically tests both the send chain and the receive chain of the PCL by
using test orders and different combinations of data lines and base
peripheral circuits that interface the processor to the group gates. In
the event that these tests fail, the PCL will then be placed out of
service. However, the program will automatically retest the PCL every
few minutes and restore it to service as soon as one working (simplex)
path is found. Because the duplex state offers maximum error detec-
tion, an out -of -service PCL half is also automatically tested for the
absence of units in trouble (or a manual request to leave the half out
of service) when the PCL is simplex. If no reason for the simplex
configuration is found, the PCL will be restored to the duplex mode.

4.3 Remote diagnostics

The long data paths to RTA and PSS No. 2 installations and the desire
to use voiceband facilities resulted in the use of 2400 b/s data rates
between the SPC location and the remote locations. If lengthy strings
of diagnostic tests were run from the SPC over an in-service PCL half to
locate a trouble in the other (bad) PCL half, then call processing would
be virtually halted for the duration of the diagnostic. To prevent such
adverse call processing effects and still allow thorough diagnostics, the
entire set of diagnostic test sequences are placed at the remote end
and controlled by a diagnostic control circuit (Dcc) which, in turn, is
controlled by the SPC. The concept of placing the diagnostics at the
remote location provides two other very desirable operations as well
as minimizing adverse call processing effects. It allows the tests to run
very fast since no transmission time is involved, and it allows the DCC
to have direct access to various internal points of the circuits being
diagnosed which would otherwise be impossible to obtain. With the
exception of the scanner with its need for 25 ms to recognize a change
of state (see Section 2.1.2), diagnostic orders can run at least an order
of magnitude faster than regular PCL orders. This significantly reduces
the time between a request for a diagnostic and TTY output of results.

The DCC is essentially a very low-level minicomputer with sequences
of tests and expected results of those tests stored in Read -Only -
Memory (Rom). Each ROM word is 24 bits long and contains a 3 -bit
operation code (op code), 20 data bits, and a parity bit. The data bits
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usually apply a set of test conditions to a PCL circuit and cause that
circuit to take some action. A subsequent ROM word contains an
expected result which is matched against the actual result. If the result
agrees, then another test word is selected from ROM and the process
continues. The access that the DCC has to the various PCL circuits is
shown in Fig. 9. Note that indirectly the DCC has access to all remote
circuits; e.g., although it has no direct connection to a 100C console it
can send orders to the RDC which can cause the signal distributor to
send an order to a console. Similarly, while it has no input from a
console it can check the scanner output to see if the scanner received
a console output.

When comparisons of actual and expected results fail, a reply (noting
the failure) is sent back to the SPC over the in-service PCL half.
However, if massive failures are encountered, this reply capability is
limited, so as to limit its effect on call processing. Also, massive failures
will cause the SPC to terminate the diagnostic early since they quickly
pinpoint a source of trouble. Whether or not comparison failures occur,
every 64th ROM word causes a "progress report" type reply to the sic
to inform it that the diagnostic is continuing. The "failure report" sent
back to the sic on all mismatches provides a number between 0 and
63. The first 64 words of ROM store these 64 possible failure reports.
The action taken by the DCC when a comparison failure (expected
result versus actual result) occurs is to just set all but the least
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significant 6 bits of the address counter to zero. The next ROM word
selected will then be one of the first 64 words and as this reply is sent
back to the SPC and upper address counter bits are unclamped. With
all address counter bits operational, the next word selected is the next
word in the diagnostic test sequence. Thus no real program transfer
and return function is needed in the DCC since this hardware approach
to changing the address counter output does the transfer job and
automatically includes the correct return condition.

The SPC controls the DCC by three steps. First, an order is sent over
the inservice PCL half to place the out -of -service half RDC in the
diagnostic mode, i.e., connect it to the DCC. Second, an order is sent to
the DCC (again, over the in-service PCL half) to preload the desired
starting address into the DCC address counter. Finally, a "start" com-
mand is sent to the DCC to select the first ROM word (at the starting
address). This first word of any diagnostic sequence is always an "SPC
reply" type word that returns the starting address to the SPC. The SPC
checks this against the desired starting address and stops the DCC if
the return is incorrect.

Since the SPC knows the starting address and is informed when every
64th subsequent address is reached, it can quickly compute the exact
location of a comparison failure (its location in that diagnostic se-
quence) whenever it receives a failure report with its 0-63 tag number.
Thus at the end of a diagnostic sequence, the SPC has a pattern of
failures and uses these to generate a "trouble number." This number
is then compared to a trouble dictionary to locate the failure.

The overall access which the DCC has to each remote RTA circuit can
be understood by looking at the 8 possible operation codes together
with the expansion of one such operation code. The 8 operation codes
(op -codes) are listed below. This listing also gives the reader a glimpse
at the DCC programming possibilities and indicates the ease with which
each RTA circuit designer could write the appropriate diagnostic.

000 8 -bit comparison or 25 -ms delay
001 20 -bit comparison from RDC
010 RDC test vector (Dcc output)
011 20 -bit scanner comparison preceded by 25 ms delay
100 Signal distributor test vector (Dcc output)
101 20 -bit comparison from signal distributor
110 RDC test vector (Dcc output)
111 sr C reply word (Dcc output)

The 000 op code is expanded within the 20 -bit data field since only
eight of the data bits are actually needed for an 8 -bit comparison. The
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order has the form:

23 22 15 11 6 2 0

P Z7 Z6 Z5 Z4 Z3 Z2 ZiZo 1 1 1 C/D X3 X2 X11 MCBA 000

where
Bits 0 to 2 are the op code (000).
CBA = 3 bits used to select the particular 8 -lead input desired.

C B A Compare Input
0 0 0 Input from signal distributor
0 0 1 All ones input
0 1 0 Input from RDC
0 1 1 Input from scanner
1 0 0 Spare input set Y
1 0 1 Spare input set X
1 1 0 Input from DCC
1 1 1 All zero input

M = "Mask" bit used to insert 1 -bit mask. If M = 1, no mask is
used and all 8 bits specified by CBA are compared against
Z7 - Zo. If M = 0, a 1 -bit mask is enabled as specified by
the X3X2X1 bits.

X3X2X1 = Mask selection bits used to specify which of the 8 input
leads are to be compared.

C/D = Compare/delay bit used to differentiate between use of
this order for 8 -bit comparisons or for 25 -ms delay intervals.

Z7 - Zo = 8 comparison bits.

The other seven op codes perform only the function listed and all 20
data bits are either applied by the DCC as a test vector or used by the
DCC for a comparison.

The op code listing together with the 8 -bit comparison possibilities
shown above indicate the large number of internal points of all remote
PCL circuits to which the DCC has access. The DCC concept allowed
diagnostic points to be placed where they would do the most good.
This makes every test/comparison pair of orders a powerful pair and
leads to short diagnostic phases. These short phases together with the
fast execution times allow most diagnostics to complete in a few
seconds. As the diagnostic completes one phase (and before it starts a
subsequent phase), a few SPC orders can be sent out to reconfigure the
PCL half under test. For example, the RDC can be configured to loop
back on itself. The DCC can then send orders to the scanner input side
of the RDC-similar to reports normally returned by the RDC to the
SPC-and, since the RDC is looped, these orders will come right back
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through the receiving half of the RDC. They can then be examined by
the DCC or allowed to continue to the Signal Distributor and cause
some action there. Again, at the Signal Distributor, the test vector can
be examined by the DCC or allowed to propagate even further and
cause some other action further downstream. Judicious use of such
DCC comparison tests allow very thorough diagnosis of remote circuits.

The DCC also has inputs from itself as well as all 1 and all 0 type
inputs. It can use these inputs to run tests on itself and inform the SPC
of possible DCC troubles. Massive failures in other circuits usually
trigger (via an SPC program decision) this self -test of the DCC to ensure
that the massive failures are real and not just the result of an inability
of the DCC to make comparisons.

The DCC currently uses about eleven thousand 24 -bit ROM words to
test out all remote PCL circuits. The memory layout provides three
circuit pack locations, each of which can contain 8K (K=1024) words
so the memory can grow to 24K words if needed. The upper 16K
addresses are also available in eight other circuit pack locations, each
of which can accommodate a 2K -word PROM circuit pack. With this
arrangement, the memory can be placed on ROMS on 1-1/2 circuit
packs. Then, as various remote PCL circuit changes and additions take
place which would tend to degrade the original diagnostic effectiveness,
new versions of selected diagnostic phases can be placed in PROMs on,
say, one new memory board plugged into a PROM circuit pack location.
A 1 -word change in the SPC program can then be used to specify a new
starting address for the affected phase (or phases). The old version of
the diagnostic is still there, but never gets used while the new (higher
numbered) starting address selects that one phase from the PROM
board. As PROMS are added over a period of years, and several sections
of the original (Rom) program become unused, the ROM can then be
redone to reflect several years of change.

4.4 RTA initialization

The RTA maintenance buffers contain a variety of distributor points
used in conjunction with the operation of several remote circuits.
When PCL reconfigurations occur, either by manual request or as a
result of fault recognition action, some points in each buffer must be
cleared. Some points are used to initialize the remote data circuit,
signal distributor, and position and trunk scanner. Each buffer also
contains points not connected with a particular PCL half which should
not be cleared when reconfiguration takes place. To achieve the desired
results, each maintenance buffer has been functionally divided such
that selective initializations of these buffers can be performed. The
selective initialization feature of the maintenance buffers also provides
the capability of regenerating the PCL status display at the remote
location upon manual request. In addition to the selective initialization
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leads, each maintenance buffer is equipped with a lead which clears all
points in the buffer. These leads are pulsed only when the entire PCL
is being initialized, such as when a system initialization occurs, or when
the PCL has developed faults on both halves.

Under certain circumstances (e.g., RTA or TSPS system initialization),
it is desirable to place all the remote and base -remote trunks in an idle
state. Since the number of remote trunks (496 max) and base -remote
trunks (64 max) in an RTA may be large, individual trunk initialization
would be very time-consuming. The trunk super -initialization feature
of RTA allows all the remote trunks to be initialized with two orders
and all the base -remote trunks to be initialized with one order. This
allows for speedy initialization of the RTA trunks when necessary. It
should be noted that those trunks already in the talking state will not
be affected by the super -initialization orders.

4.5 Test frame capabilities

The test frame at the remote location displays status information
and provides control and test facilities including a maintenance tele-
typewriter. As shown in Fig. 10, the out -of -service status lamps for the
PCL equipment are physically arranged to depict the equipment ar-
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Fig. 10-PCL and voice status displays.
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rangement in block diagram form. The three data lines are represented
by three rows of light -emitting diodes which, when lit, indicate active
working routes. The sw 0, sw REL, and sw 1 keys in the status display
enable the remote ends of the data lines to be switched. This capability
is provided to allow manual intervention in the rare case that both
active data lines fail before the maintenance program at the base
location has the opportunity to order the remote equipment to switch.

Several trunk test facilities are provided on the test frame as
indicated in Fig. 11. A Dial Access Test Line (DATL) permits local
office personnel to check transmission and noise levels on incoming
trunks between the local office and the RTA without requiring assist-
ance at the RTA. The Master Test Line (MTL) permits RTA personnel
to establish voice communication with any trunk that terminates on
the concentrator. The access line permits any trunk to be connected
to any one of the test frame facilities which include a voltmeter,
transmission level and noise measurement apparatus, a variable fre-
quency milliwatt supply, and a quiet termination.

The test frame voltmeter and transmission measuring devices have
a digital readout capability. The measurements can be remotely read
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Fig. 11-Trunk test facilities.
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by the base program and printed on the base location maintenance
teletypewriter. This permits detection, verification, and sectionaliza-
tion of many trunk problems without anyone present at the RTA.
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Traffic Service Position System No. 1:

Automated Coin Toll Service:
Overall Description and Operational

Characteristics

By M. BERGER, J. C. DALBY, Jr., E. M. PRELL, and V. L. RANSOM

(Manuscript received December 11, 1978)

Automated Coin Toll Service (AcTs) has recently been developed
for use on Traffic Service Position System No. 1. ACTS automates the
handling of most calls paid for at coin stations, gives time and charge
quotations, and provides customer notifications. To accomplish this,
a new microprocessor -controlled subsystem is added to TSPS. This
subsystem generates announcements and monitors coin deposits.
Since ACTS reduces the operator involvement on coin toll calls, it
achieves significant savings for the operating companies. ACTS was
developed together with several other associated features. This entire
package was first put into service in November 1977, in Phoenix,
Arizona. This paper gives a functional description of the new subsys-
tem and details the customer interface with ACTS and the other
features.

I. INTRODUCTION

To reduce the operating expenses associated with handling coin toll
calls at a Traffic Service Position System (TsPs) No. 1,1 Automated
Coin Toll Service (AcTs) has been developed. ACTS permits automated
processing of (i) the initial contact on most station calls paid for at
coin stations (station -paid coin calls), (ii) notification at the end of the
initial period on all coin -paid calls, (iii) overtime charge -due seizure
on most coin calls, (iv) the customer -requested notification on a call
that is not coin -paid, and (v) the quotation on time and charge calls.
This is accomplished by giving machine -constructed announcements
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to the customer and by providing machine recognition of coin deposit
signals. Thus, ACTS reduces the operator work time on coin toll,
noncoin notification, and time and charge calls, and thereby achieves
significant savings for the Bell System.

The technology and concepts of Automated Coin Toll Service
evolved over several years. First, the technical feasibility of ACTS was
demonstrated in 1973 by building an exploratory model. System engi-
neering studies were conducted in conjunction with American Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) and the operating telephone
companies that showed the reduction of operating expenses would
offset introductory costs. Three parallel and interrelated development
activities emerged. First, a new subsystem was added to TSPS. This
subsystem, the Station Signaling and Announcement Subsystem
(ssAs), uses a microprocessor called the Programmable Controller
(PRocoN) and semiconductor memory. The memory is loaded with
speech segments that have been digitally encoded. The SSAS retrieves
and concatenates these speech segments into sentences. Byconverting
the bit stream to analog signals, SSAS can "speak" to customers. In
addition, SSAS monitors coin deposits by the customer to determine
when a coin deposit request is satisfied. Second, software and firmware
were developed for the TSPS controller which is the Stored Program
Control (sPc) unit' and the PROCON, respectively. This software allows
the TSPS to interface with the subsystem and the subsystem to perform
the desired tasks. Third, because of the complexities of the new
machine -customer interface, a human factors study was conducted in

Chicago, Illinois. In this study, a sampling of coin customers was
exposed to the proposed ACTS service, which was simulated from
existing positions. This human factors simulation established wording
and timing parameters used in the ACTS design.

Part of the technical challenge was to introduce ACTS into live TSPS
sites without interrupting the normal call -handling process. Not only

was this challenge met, but additional features were introduced at the
same time. These features include:

(i ) Expanded direct distance dialing to Mexico.
(ii) Improved queuing strategy for calls transferred to TSPS for

calling number identification for billing purposes (Centralized
Automatic Message Accounting, or CAMA, traffic).

(iii) Special automated procedures to better control overload con-
ditions.

(iv) The ability to more efficiently redistribute (rehome) TSPS
trunks to different toll or local offices.

(v) Increased coin station test capabilities.
(vi) Other miscellaneous features.
These features and ACTS were packaged as a version of TSPS called

Generic 8. Following initial service in Phoenix, Arizona on November
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26, 1977, this generic was made generally available to the Bell System
in mid -1978.

This paper gives an overview of ACTS and some of the other features
associated with TSPS Generic 8. It highlights the hardware and software
associated with each feature. Additional details of the three develop-
ment activities that culminated in ACTS are specified in later papers in
this special issue.'

II. COIN TOLL SERVICE PRIOR TO ACTS

TSPS provides a vast improvement in efficiency over cordboards in
handling coin toll calls. Not only is the operator's interaction with a
customer more efficient and accurate but, in addition, TSPS allows coin
customers to dial their own calls, thereby providing faster service.

In a typical TSPS, between 10 and 15 percent of the calls handled by
operators are toll calls made from coin stations and paid for with coins
deposited at the station by the customer. On these calls in a non -ACTS
TSPS, an operator is required (i) to quote to the customer the initial
period length and charges, and to monitor the amount deposited, (ii)
to notify the customer at the end of the initial period, and (iii) to quote
and collect charges due for overtime at the end of the call or after 10
overtime intervals. To assist the operator in processing coin -paid calls,
TSPS generally calculates the rates, automatically displays the charges
at the operator position, and times the call.

To better understand how the various functions described above are
handled by an operator at a TSPS prior to the introduction of ACTS, the
following details how TSPS processes a coin -paid call. Figure 1 shows
the layout of the keys and lamps on the operator position.

2.1 Initial period contact

To place a station -to -station call at a coin phone served by a TSPS,
a customer makes an initial deposit and listens for a dial tone. (In a
dial -tone -first area, the initial deposit is not required.) As soon as the
dial tone is obtained, the customer dials the digit one* plus the
complete 7- or 10 -digit called number. The local office determines that
this call is a toll call and routes it over a trunk to its associated TSPS.
TSPS receives the called and calling number from the local office and
determines the charges on the call. The TSPS establishes the necessary
connections through its network to bring the call to an operator
position. While the operator is responding to the call, the called
number is outpulsed to the toll office.

The call arrives at the position with appropriate keys and lamps lit
to indicate that this is a coin call. The station initial period charges

* Some areas do not require the digit one to be dialed, depending on local number
plan arrangements.
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and minutes are displayed to the operator, as depicted in Fig. 2. The
operator then requests the initial deposit from the customer and
depresses the station -paid class -of -charge key to indicate to the system
that a station -paid call is being handled. The customer then deposits
the coins, and the operator monitors coin signals to determine if the
proper deposit has been made. Meanwhile, the call is forwarded
through the Direct Distance Dialing (DDD) network.

When the customer deposits the correct amount, the operator ac-
knowledges receipt of the deposit. Then, upon hearing the audible ring
of the calling station, the operator prepares the system for automatic
timing of the call after called party answer. This is done by depressing

NON -ACTS

1 1 5
(CHARGE)

3
(MINUTES)

- AMOUNT DUE
ACTS - UNDER DEPOSIT

i<
--

1 1 5
(CHARGE)

3
(yIINUTES)

1 5

-AMOUNT DUE
ACTS - CORRECT DEPOSIT - -

A,

1 1 5 3
( CHARGE) (MINUTES)

0 0

ACTS - OVER DEPOSIT I(
- CREDIT

0 0 0
KCHARGEY "(MINUTES)

1 0

Fig. 2-TSPS No. 1 console numeric display.

"FLASHING"
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the start timing key. The operator then releases the position, conclud-
ing the initial contact phase of the calls.

When the customer does not deposit enough money, the operator
requests the additional amount. If the call has not yet progressed
through the DDD network, the operator stops the forward action of the
call by depressing the release forward key. When a full deposit is
received, the operator reinitiates the network connection by depressing
the start key, then he or she depresses the start timing key, and
releases the position.

If a customer lacks proper change, he or she may deposit too much
money. The operator acknowledges this overdeposit and instructs the
customer to tell the operator that credit is due when overtime is
collected.

With the operator released to handle another call, TSPS times the
call for the initial period. Before the end of the initial period, TSPS
sends a signal to the local office to cause the initial deposit to be
collected.

2.2 Notification at the end of initial period

Generally, the call is again connected to an operator at the end of
the initial period. This operator is not likely to be the same person
who handled the initial contact. The call arrives at the position with
the appropriate keys and lamps lit to indicate that this is a notify
seizure. The operator notifies the customer that the initial period has
ended and requests that the customer signal (by flashing the switch -
hook) when the call is completed. The operator releases the position
and TSPS starts overtime timing.

2.3 Quotation and collection of charges due for overtime

If a call goes into overtime and reaches an elapsed time of 10
overtime intervals (usually 10 minutes), an operator is reconnected to
the customer's line to request an intermediate deposit. This deposit is
intended to limit coin overtime losses that result when a customer
walks away at the completion of the call without paying the charges
due. The operator counts the deposits and, when the request is
satisfied, releases the position. Additional intermediate deposits are
requested at appropriate intervals until the call terminates. Calls in
overtime are not interrupted more frequently because of the operator
work time penalty.

When the call is concluded, as indicated to TSPS by the calling
customer signaling (flashing the switchhook) or either customer hang-
ing up, the call is brought to a position for overtime collection. If the
calling customer's phone is on hook, the operator rings the station by
operating the ringback key. When the calling party is on the line, the
operator requests the charges due and counts the coin deposits. When
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the deposit request is satisfied, the operator thanks the customer,
depresses a key which signals that coins are to be collected, and
releases the position. If the calling customer does not answer the
ringback or the operator is unable to obtain full payment for the call,
a "walkaway" is recorded on a mark -sense ticket and the operator
releases the position.

III. THE ACTS HARDWARE

A new hardware subsystem is added to the TSPS for ACTS, called the
Station Signaling and Announcement Subsystem (ssAs). It is com-
posed of a control unit containing a programmable controller called
PROCON, an announcement store, and service circuits called Coin
Detection and Announcement circuits (cDAs) (see Fig. 3). The control
unit and announcement store are duplicated for reliability. One con-
troller is active and the other is standby. The units are not run
synchronously, but the temporary memory of each unit is updated on
an ongoing basis.

The SSAS control unit contains the PROCON with a read-only program
memory and a random access memory for temporary data storage.
The SSAS control unit provides an interface with the Stored Program
Control (sPc) unit,' its mate controller, the announcement memory,
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Fig. 3-ACTS block diagram.
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and the CDA service circuits. The SPC communicates every 25 ms with
the SSAS via software buffers as it does with other peripheral units.

The PROCON handles the internal control, data manipulation, and
data transfer required for processing the call through the successive
steps from customer contact through deposit acknowledgment. Within
each control unit, the PROCON provides a self -checking mechanism for
immediate detection of faults.

Prerecorded words and phases are digitally encoded and stored in
the announcement store. The announcement store can be expanded in
increments of eighty 512 -ms speech segments. It is organized to be
tolerant to single -bit faults and is diagnosed via the SPC. PROCON forms
announcements by directing speech segments from the announcement
store to the CDA in the appropriate sequence.

The CDA circuits have appearances on the TSPS switching network
and perform the functions of making announcements to customers and
of detecting coin deposits. The CDA circuits also are used to monitor
for coin deposits when an operator is handling the call. CDAS are traffic -
engineered with a typical TSPS requiring from 30 to 40 of these service
circuits for ACTS. These service circuits convert the digital bit stream
to an analog announcement.

IV. COIN SERVICE WITH ACTS

ACTS uses SSAS to automate the handling of ( i) initial period coin
collections, (ii) notifications of the end of the initial period, ( iii )

charge due coin collections, ( iv) time and charge quotations, and ( v)

notifications on nonpaid calls. This section details the procedures used
to automate these call seizures.

4.1 Initial period coin collection

With ACTS, a coin customer initiates a station -to -station call as in
the past by dialing one* plus the called number. Since no local office
trunk modifications are needed, the local office goes through normal
routing of the call to TSPS. After TSPS receives the called and the calling
numbers, it determines the rate and computes the initial period
charges. However, instead of connecting an operator, TSPS makes
network connections that bring the call to a CDA circuit and passes the
initial period and charge information to the SSAS. The call is not
outpulsed forward until the SSAS completes the initial contact with the
customer. In the following sections, the procedures and announce-
ments for the initial collection are described.

* Some areas do not require the one to be dialed.
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4.1.1 Initial deposit request

The SSAS constructs the following announcement:

1
X dollar(s)

" X dollar(s) and Y cents please." (2 -second pause)
Y cents

{
X dollar(s)

"Please deposit X dollar(s) and Y cents for the first Z minute(s)."
Y cents

4.1.2 Initial coin prompt

In studies of customers making coin -paid toll calls, it was observed
that many customers ask the operator to repeat the amount before
they begin depositing. This even occurred on calls in which the amount
was stated twice in the initial request. In view of this, if no deposit is
detected within an allotted time after the initial announcement, the
SSAS prompts the customer with, for example:

"Please deposit 1 dollar and 50 cents."

Although a 5.5 -second initial coin timing interval is used for the
beginning of the call, all timing intervals are designed so that they can
be changed in case significant differences in customer behavior are
encountered as a result of growing customer familiarity with the
service or as a result of demographic differences.

4.1.3 Intercoin prompt

Some customers begin depositing, but stop before the request is
satisfied. For example, the customer may lose count of the coins
deposited. To accommodate these customers, an intercoin prompt is
given. If the time between coin deposits exceeds an allotted time and
the deposit is not satisfied, the SSAS prompts the customer by announc-
ing the additional deposit needed in a manner similar to the initial
coin prompt.

4.1.4 Acknowledgment of a correct deposit

Data show that over 80 percent of the customers satisfy the deposit
request within the allotted time intervals. When the customer deposits
the correct amount, the SSAS takes three actions. First, it informs the
TSPS to outpulse the call. Second, while the call is being outpulsed, the
SSAS acknowledges the deposit to the customer by

"Thank you."

Third, when the announcement is completed, the SSAS reports the
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amount detected to TSPS. Following this report, the TSPS disconnects
the CDA circuit and proceeds to time the call.

4.1.5 Acknowledgment of an overdeposit

Some customers lack the proper change and deposit too much
money. With ACTS, an overdeposit is acknowledged and credit toward
overtime charges is automatically obtained. This eliminates the need
for a customer to indicate a credit is due. When the overdeposit is
recognized, the SSAS informs TSPS to outpulse the call and to record
the amount of the overdeposit. The SSAS acknowledges the overdeposit
with the following phase:

"Thank you. You have W cents
credit toward overtime."

If the customer does not use the overdeposit credit and wants a refund,
the customer must reach an operator and request a refund.

The SSAS does not time for overdeposits greater than breakage, but
as long as the CDA circuit is attached, subsequent deposits are credited
towards overtime. Breakage occurs when the denomination of the last
coin brings the amount deposited over the amount due (i.e., $0.05,
$0.10, $0.15, or $0.20). As soon as the amount deposited equals or
exceeds the amount due, the SSAS informs TSPS to outpulse. To time
for additional overdeposits (i.e., prepayment of overtime), the SSAS
would have to delay all calls. If the customer overdeposits inadvert-
ently and wishes to redeposit the correct amount, the customer must
hang up to have the coins returned. This can be done any time before
the called party answers.

4.1.6 Deposits during announcements

The CDA circuits monitor coin deposits during deposit requests. If a
coin is detected during a request, the request is truncated immediately.
If this coin does not bring the amount deposited up to the amount
due, intercoin timing begins. If the amount due is met, the appropriate
acknowledgment is transmitted. This allows customers who know the
charges for a call to deposit the required amount without listening to
the entire deposit request.

4.1.7 Operator assistance

Coin customers may not properly respond to fully -automated service
and may need operator assistance. For example, customers who lack
the correct change may request that the charges be billed to a credit
card, to a third party, or to the called party. To deal with such
occurrences, an operator is needed. Thus, if the customer fails to
deposit within the allotted time following a prompt, the call times out
and receives operator assistance. In addition, if a customer flashes the
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switchhook during the coin deposit announcements, the call is also
brought to an operator.

When the operator is attached, a new pattern of keys and lamps as
well as a new numeric display (see Fig. 2) are lit on the operator
console. This informs the operator of an ACTS call and provides the
operator with the additional information concerning the amount still
to be deposited. The CDA circuit remains connected between the
customer and the operator. The circuit continues to monitor coin
deposits but makes no announcements. The operator assists the cus-
tomer in making a full deposit.

When the CDA circuit detects the full deposit, the SSAS reports
"deposit satisfied" to the TSPS. The TSPS updates the operator's nu-
meric display and outpulses the call. If the coin deposit tones are not
being accepted by the CDA circuit and the operator suspects an equip-
ment malfunction, the operator can override the SSAS and allow the
call to progress.

4.2 Notification at the end of the initial period

The SSAS can provide the notification of the end of the initial period
on all coin -paid calls whether the initial contact was handled by the
SSAS or by an operator. When the initial period timing ends, the call is
connected to a CDA circuit instead of an operator. TSPS informs the
SSAS of the length of the initial period and the CDA circuit being used.
The SSAS then announces to the customer:

"Z minute(s) has ended. Please
signal when through"

where Z ranges between 1 and 6.
When the announcement is complete, the SSAS informs the TSPS that

the CDA circuit is idle. The TSPS disconnects the CDA circuit and starts
overtime timing.

4.3 Charge due seizures

The ACTS procedures for fully automating overtime charge due
seizures on coin -paid calls are presented in this section. The same
sequence of deposit requests, coin deposit timing, prompting, and
acknowledging described for the initial period deposit request are used
for the overtime deposit request. However, the announcement wording
is appropriately changed to indicate that money is due for the preced-
ing connection time.

4.3.1 Charge due deposit request

In the same way as before ACTS, if a call lasts a certain number of
overtime intervals, an intermediate deposit is requested from the
customer. With Generic 8, the number of overtime intervals can be
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varied in accordance with the amount of overtime charges (previously
it was fixed at 10). Additional intermediate deposits are requested
until the call terminates. The SSAS automates the collection at both
intermediate and end -of -call overtime charge due seizures on ACTS -
handled calls. The collection sequences for end -of -call deposits and
intermediate deposits are essentially the same. * Furthermore, these
collection sequences are very similar to those used for the initial
contact on station (1+) calls.

Without interrupting the conversation path, TSPS connects an idle
CDA circuit to the call. TSPS informs the SSAS of the amount due, the
number of minutes talked, the CDA circuit being used, and the fact
that it is a charge -due seizure. The SSAS generates an announcement
similar to that used for initial coin deposit requests.

If the customer overdeposited during the previous collection se-
quence, the credit is automatically given. The overdeposit is subtracted
from the calculated charges due. If no money is due, no actions are
taken. If money is due, the TSPS connects an idle CDA circuit to the
call. TSPS informs the SSAS of the amount due, the amount of credit,
the number of chargeable minutes, the CDA circuit being used, and that
it is a charge -due seizure with credit.

To assure the customer that credit is being given, an announcement
is used, such as

"2 dollars and 10 cents please." (2 -second pause) "You have 20
cents credit. Please deposit 2 dollars and 10 cents more for the
past 10 minutes."

After the charge -due deposit request is made, the deposit timing
and, if needed, the prompting announcements described for the initial
contact are used. If the deposit request is satisfied, the "Thank You"
acknowledgment is given. When the SSAS informs TSPS that the ac-
knowledgment is completed, the CDA circuit is disconnected from the
call.

As with initial contact, operator assistance is given if no coin is
deposited within a time interval, presently set at 5.5 seconds, or if the
customer flashes during the deposit sequence. An operator is also
connected if the customer goes on -hook during the announcement
sequence.

4.3.2 Walkaways

If the calling customer goes on -hook at the end of a coin -paid call
and charges are due, TSPS automatically generates a ringback signal to

* With intermediate deposits, the called party is off -hook. A special coin detection
arrangement is used to monitor the calling and called stations.
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cause the calling phone to ring. If the calling party answers, an ACTS
overtime charge due announcement is made. The start of the an-
nouncement is delayed 2 seconds from the time the customer goes off -

hook. This allows time for the customer to get the handset to the ear.
However, if the calling party does not answer, TSPS assumes a

walkaway. Since the customer did not respond to an automatic ring-

back, the customer probably will not respond to an operator ringback.
Hence, an operator is not connected. Instead, a traffic counter is
pegged and a walkaway record is made on the Automatic Message
Accounting (AMA) tape. These walkaway records can be processed
later to determine patterns so that action can be taken to reduce
fraudulent use of coin phones.

4.4 Time and charge quotations

When a customer requests a time and charge (T&C) quotation on a
call, the operator instructs the customer to flash and remain off -hook
at the end of the call. If the customer follows the operator's instructions
and the called party goes on -hook for two or more seconds, the forward
connection is released and the call is connected to an idle CDA circuit.
TSPS informs the SSAS of the charges, the length of conversation, the
CDA being used, and that it is a time and charge quotation. The SSAS
generates an announcement, such as

"The charges are 3 dollars and 94 cents plus tax for 12 minutes."

If the calling customer remains off -hook, the quote is repeated 3
seconds later. The SSAS informs TSPS when the second quote is com-
pleted, and the call is terminated. If the calling customer goes on -hook
during this sequence, TSPS informs the SSAS to suspend the announce-
ment sequence, and the CDA circuit is idled.

The fully automated quotation is given only to calling customers
who remain off -hook at the end of the call. If the calling customer goes
on -hook at the end of the call, TSPS connects an operator to contact
the calling customer and give the T&C quotation. An operator is
required because a system ringback may not be answered by the
calling customer. For example, a ringback could be answered by a PBX
attendant who knows nothing about the call.

When the SSAS gives the T&C quotation, the AMA record specifies
that an SSAS quotation was given and the charges the customer was
quoted.

4.5 Customer requested notification

On a call that is not coin -paid, a customer can ask to be notified at
the end of 1 to 10 minutes. During the initial contact, the operator
enters the customer's request into TSPS memory. If such an entry is
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made, TSPS connects the idle CDA circuit to the call at the appropriate
time. TSPS informs the SSAS of the CDA circuit being used, the number
of elapsed minutes, and that it is a notification seizure. The SSAS

generates the prescribed tone and announces, for example,

"5 minutes has ended."

When the SSAS informs the TSPS that the announcement is finished,
TSPS disconnects the CDA circuit and continues to time the call.

V. ADDITIONAL TSPS FEATURES ON GENERIC 8

In parallel with the ACTS development, other service and mainte-
nance features were developed. Those features are released with ACTS
in a software package known as a generic. Since the generic containing
ACTS is the eighth for TSPS No. 1, it is called Generic 8. This section
briefly describes some of the additional features in Generic 8.

5.1 Expanded dialing to Mexico

This feature expands customer dialing capability on calls to Mexico.
The Generic 8 dialing plan for Mexico is eight digits, except that the
Northwest border area has a 903 area code followed by seven digits.
Presently, calls to the 903 and 905 (Mexico City) area codes are
customer dialable. (In the case of Mexico City, the digit "5" is both the
third digit of the area code and the first of the eight digits in the dialing
plan for Mexico.) Other calls to Mexico are only dialable by an
operator, and many areas can only be reached by an inward operator.

The expanded Generic 8 capability allows customers to dial directly,
using the international format, calls that currently are only dialable by
an operator. Specifically, a customer dials 011 or 01 plus a country
code of 52 plus the 8 -digit Mexican number. TSPS software recognized
the 52 country code and bypasses the 2 -stage outpulsing normally done
on international calls. TSPS then outpulses 180 plus the 8 -digit number
for routine handling (6 -digit translation) in the domestic toll network.
A toll office with trunks to Mexico eventually is reached and outpulses
the 8 -digit number. In Generic 8, TSPS also continues to handle calls
dialed using the 903 and 905 formats.

Besides expanding direct dialing, this feature also simplifies inward
calls to Mexico. The TSPS operator keys 52x-121, where x = 5 for
Mexico City, 8 for Monterrey, 1 for Chihuahua, or 6 for Hermosillo.
TSPS uses the "x" digit to index into a translation table. This table
contains the codes to be outpulsed to reach the appropriate Terminat-
ing Toll Center.

This feature improves service by allowing the customer to dial calls
directly. It also is expected to yield significant economic savings by
automating a class of traffic that is experiencing substantial annual
growth.
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5.2 Transfer CAMA queuing improvement

In some cases, TSPS operators provide Operator Number Identifica-
tion (orii) to a CAMA office which will record the billing information.
For instance, many TSPSS handle transfer CAMA traffic at night, when
CAMA boards are closed and traffic is normally light. If traffic fluctua-
tions produce a relatively heavy load, incoming calls can experience
delays before reaching an operator position. Generic 8 has an improved
strategy, called delay ratio control queuing, for handling traffic in TSPS
offices which perform a transfer CAMA function.

This new queuing strategy tends to maintain a preselected balance
between the delays experienced by transfer CAMA and other TSPS
customers. A separate queue is established for transfer CAMA calls
waiting for a position. Other TSPS customers queue as they do now.
The serving rate for transfer CAMA versus other TSPS customers is
dynamically modulated by the ratio of the respective queue lengths.
This approach has been verified by analytical simulation and field
studies to provide better service to CAMA customers while maintaining
good service to other TSPS customers.

5.3 Dynamic queuing strategy

The dynamic queuing feature provides measurements and controls
of the delays experienced by calls which require an operator position.
The delay measurements are used to determine when to light a "calls
waiting" lamp indicating to the operators that a moderate number of
eugtotriers are awaiting assistance. Operators can then expedite call
handling. If the delays increase further, the dynamic queuing mea-
surements trigger the application of delay announcements.* These
announcements turn away some of the new calls that would otherwise
enter the queues.

Previously, the number of TSPS positions staffed was used to index
into tables giving critical queue lengths for activating delay announce-
ments and the call waiting lamp. These tables were originally con-
structed on the assumption of a fixed (60 -second) Average Work Time
(AwT) per call. Tables based on fixed AWT are insensitive to variations
in service rate.

The dynamic queuing feature measures the actual delay encountered
by incoming calls. Call abandonments are also directly taken into
account, since they affect the measured delay. This accurate delay
estimate improves service to TSPS customers. The dynamic queuing
feature interacts constructively with the transfer CAMA queuing fea-
ture, since separate data can be obtained on the delays seen in the
transfer CAMA queue. An integrated approach to lighting the call

* Position disconnect is supplied on transfer CAMA trunks so that reorder can be given
at the toll office. The delay announcement is given to other TSPS traffic.
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waiting lamp and turning on the delay announcement (or supplying
position disconnect) is based on accurate assessments of all the queuing
delays in the system.

5.4 Redistributing (rehome) TSPS trunks

The ability to redistribute (rehome) TSPS trunks to a different toll or
local offices allows an operating company to react to changing traffic
trends. This ability allows TSPS capacity to be efficiently used in
adapting to the evolving traffic patterns. Rehoming can be used to
relieve congestion at a toll office or when an existing office is being
replaced by a more modern electronic office. As an example, perhaps
a No. 4A Crossbar office is being replaced by a No. 4 ESS.

Office data parameters for the trunks can be changed en masse. The
software limitation of a single office parameter per trunk group is

deleted for rehome. The software accommodates a difference (for
instance, wink versus delay dial signaling) between the offices.

5.5 Improved coin station tests capabilities

TSPS Generic 8 provides a new coin station test capability. With this
capability, a craftsperson can make end -to -end, coin signaling tests
between coin stations and TSPS. This new procedure directs the crafts-
person at the coin station through a series of tests. The SSAS is utilized
to provide appropriate feedback to the craftsperson concerning the
denomination of the detected coins. Marginal/stress testing is an
integral part of the test. With the test information, the craftsperson is

able to determine whether the station is functioning correctly and, if
not, what functional area of the station is defective. In addition, certain
types of coin -deposit signaling errors detected by the SSAS are recorded
with other call billing details. This failure information can be sum-
marized by a telephone company using the new Coin Operational and
Information Network (cola) package.* This information can be used
to direct the craftsperson to potentially defective coin stations. To-
gether, the per -call failure information and the quick, simple, and
flexible coin station procedures provide the telephone companies with
improved detection and resolution of coin system problems.

VI. ACTS DEPLOYMENT AND ECONOMICS

Today, over 75 percent of the coin stations and 80 percent of the
average business -day, coin -paid calls in the Bell System are handled
on TSPS, and this coverage is increasing each year. The incorporation
of ACTS into TSPS eliminates or reduces operator handling of most of

* COIN is an off-line computer package which performs collection, scheduling, and
revenue analysis functions for public telephones.
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these coin -paid calls, thereby achieving significant operating expense
savings for the Bell System.

To achieve these savings, the previously described hardware and
software are added to TSPS. In preparation for the introduction of ACTS
in the Bell System, new coin stations and coin chassis produced by
Western Electric since 1975 have been (and will continue to be)
equipped for ACTS coin detection.

On November 26, 1977, the first new TSPS equipped with the ACTS
feature was introduced into service in Phoenix, Arizona. In March,
1978, an existing TSPS was first retrofitted with the Generic 8 features
in Oakbrook, Illinois.

ACTS was made available on a standard basis to the Bell System
operating companies in the middle of 1978.
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A new subsystem, Station Signaling and Announcement Subsystem
(ssAs), was added to TSPS to provide automated coin toll service.
Presented here are descriptions of how this new subsystem generates
announcements from digitally stored speech samples, how it responds
to coin deposit signals from coin stations, how the announcement
circuits and coin tone detection circuits are automatically tested, and
how the subsystem is physically packaged.

I. INTRODUCTION

The new functions needed in TSPS for Automated Coin Toll Service
are provided by the newly designed Station Signaling and Announce-
ment Subsystem (ssAs). SSAS delivers voice announcements to cus-
tomers at coin stations and responds to the coin deposit signals
generated at the coin stations.

SSAS can be described from two perspectives, that of a coin toll
customer and that of the TSPS processor. From the coin toll customer's
viewpoint, it should sound and react the same as or better than the
human operators the customer is accustomed to. From the standpoint
of the TSPS processor, it operates as an "intelligent peripheral," using
the existing instruction and data buses. In response to TSPS instruc-
tions, it constructs announcements to request and acknowledge coin
deposits. It keeps track of each customer's coin deposits and then
reports the amount of the completed deposit to the processor, which
then sets up the call. If the customer does not deposit enough coins,
SSAS delivers requests for the balance, or finally sends a time-out
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report to the processor so an operator can be brought in to assist the
customer. To provide reliable service, the SSAS control circuits are
duplicated, with one control circuit active and the other standby. They
contain self -checking features so faults can be detected promptly and
reported to the TSPS processor, enabling a smooth switchover from the
active to the standby SSAS controller.

The interface of SSAS with customers is through a number (up to
239 per system) of Coin Detection and Announcement circuits (cDAs).

Each CDA provides service to one customer at a time. Each CDA
contains a coin tone receiver that recognizes the nickel, dime, and
quarter deposit signals from dual -frequency, single -slot, coin stations.
Each CDA also contains a digital -to -analog decoder that converts bits
at 31,250 b/s into natural -sounding voice announcements. To provide
for connecting an operator if the customer has difficulty and to reduce
the possibility that operator or automated announcement speech will
interfere with correct coin recognition, each CDA also includes a 4 -wire,
voice -frequency network with an extra port for the operator. Each
network contains 4 -wire terminating sets and amplifiers to isolate the
coin -tone receiver and digital -to -analog decoder from one another. In
addition to the customer -serving CDAS, each SSAS contains one unique
CDA circuit that functions as a built-in test set.

Figure 1 shows the essential parts of a connection from a customer
to an SSAS CDA.

Before the advent of SSAS, a coin call needing TSPS operator service
would be connected through a TSPS trunk and the TSPS network to an
operator position or to a service circuit for ringing or busy tone. With
SSAS, a call identified as eligible for automated coin detection handling
is immediately connected to a CDA. If it later develops that an operator
is needed, one can be connected to speak to the customer or to listen
to the automated announcements and coin signals.

Figure 2 shows the principal parts of SSAS along with the input and
output data bus connections to the TSPS processor.

The coin -tone receivers in the CDAS deliver detected coin data to
digital registers, also in the CDAS. These registers are scanned period-
ically, and the data are ultimately relayed back to the TSPS processor.
The digital -to -analog decoders that deliver the announcements were
adapted from an earlier Bell Laboratories design, Subscriber Loop
Carrier 40 (SLCTm-40). They are preceded by serial buffers that are
loaded sequentially, with bursts of 40 bits transmitted at a 1-mHz rate.
The bits are decoded at a steady rate of 31,250 b/s.

As mentioned earlier, as many as 239 CDAS can be associated with
one SSAS. Since the holding time needed to request and collect coin
deposits for a typical call is relatively short, 239 is expected to be
enough CDAS to handle the coin toll traffic in large metropolitan TSPS
offices. The CDAS are operated by a controller frame and an associated
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semiconductor announcement store. For backup in case of failure,
there is an identical controller frame/announcement store pair. The
announcement store, except for minor modifications to make it acces-
sible either from the SSAS controller or the TSPS processor, is the same
design as the TSPS processor main store frames. It may contain up to
six memory modules, each containing 32K 47 -bit words. Forty bits of
each word are data; seven are used for error detection and correction.

The controller frame contains a programmable controller (PRocoN)
and wired logic which, in response to instructions from the TSPS
processor, retrieves samples of digitized speech from the announce-
ment store and distributes them in a multiplexed scheme, with a fixed
sequence, 40 bits at a time, to the CDAS. The announcement distribution
sequence has 256 time slots, of which 16 are used for test instructions
and 240 are used to deliver bits to the 239 CDAS and the one test
channel. The distribution sequence is repeated every 1.28 ms, so that
each CDA, using bits out of its serial buffer at a rate of 31,250 b/s, for
announcement generation, is supplied with precisely enough data to
produce uninterrupted announcements consisting of 512 -ms segments
joined together.
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If an office were equipped with the full complement of 239 CDAS, it
could deliver announcements to 239 customers simultaneously. When
there are not 239 CDAS installed, or when not all installed CDAS are in
use, a bit pattern representing silence is placed in each inactive time
slot.

At the same time that the PROCON in the SSAS controller is distrib-
uting 40 -bit digitized speech segments to the CDAS, it is sequentially
scanning, over separate data paths, registers connected to the outputs
of the coin tone receivers in the CDAS to gather data on coin deposits.
The coin deposit data, including the time when the deposits occurred,
is stored by the PROCON in "scratch pad" memory. The deposit and
time data are used to determine future actions, i.e., additional an-
nouncements or reports to the TSPS processor when the deposits are
sufficient.

Both the active and standby controllers have access (one at a time)
to all CDAS. The two controllers do not operate synchronously with
matching for error detection. Each, however, contains a close tolerance
crystal -controlled clock, so any time difference between them would
be only a few microseconds, a difference not noticeable to customers
in the event of a switchover. The maintenance and initial loading of
the announcement stores takes place over the store maintenance paths
shown in Fig. 2. These paths, in fact, are extensions of the existing
TSPS processor store buses.

The updating link shown between the two SSAS controllers is a
parallel, 17 -bit (16 plus parity), 1-mHz link interconnecting the PRO -
CONS in the two controller frames. This link provides two very powerful
features. First, if one announcement store is powered down for main-
tenance, reloading over the store bus would require human action to
set up a tape drive and many minutes of loading time. With the
updating link, however, the PROCON in the active controller can,
interleaved with normal handling of announcements and coin data,
transmit in a few seconds the entire contents of the active announce-
ment store to the just -restored inactive announcement store.

Second, while the active controller is dealing with the ever-changing
coin collection data stored in its "scratch pad" memory, the same data
are being continuously relayed through the updating link to the
memory of the standby controller. This makes it possible to perform
a planned or unplanned switchover to the standby controller, usually
without interrupting announcements or losing track of the coins that
as many as 239 customers may be in the process of depositing.

II. DETAILED HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The development of SSAS includes several areas that are felt to be of
some general interest and will be discussed further here. These are:

1. Storage, retrieval, and decoding of announcements.
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2. Coin deposit signaling and detection.
3. Automated testing of coin detection and announcement circuits.
4. Physical design.

2.1 Announcement storage and processing

The continuing orders -of -magnitude decrease in the cost of digital
memories made it clear that the storage of announcements for SSAS
should be digital rather than analog. A major decision for SSAS was
whether to use writable store (RAM) or read-only memory (Rom) to
store the announcement vocabulary. For some recently developed or
proposed "talking" systems, ROM is clearly the better choice. For
personal calculators for the blind, for example, the vocabulary is well
defined to include just the digits zero through nine and the names of
the arithmetic operations. Reloading a volatile memory in a portable
calculator would be clearly impractical. Also, ROMS can be packaged
more densely. For SSAS, however, although the vocabulary for coin
traffic might appear to be constant, it is subject to change when call -
handling practices change. There may have to be vocabulary differ-
ences among operating companies because of differences in their
practices concerning overtime collection. More important, when new
features are added to SSAS, a significant amount of new vocabulary
will have to be added. If the SSAS vocabulary were stored in read -only -
memory, the logistics and cost of managing spares, repairs, and addi-
tions appear to be objectionable. With a writable memory of the type
already in use in TSPS, no special handling of memory units will be

needed. New vocabulary can be distributed to operating companies as
needed on reels of magnetic tape, using administration procedures
already established for distribution of TSPS software updates. Although
data in a writable store are subject to loss in the event of a power
failure, the back-up power arrangements in Bell System central offices
make a shutdown of both announcement memories unlikely; if it does
occur, their contents can be restored from a tape stored in the office.

The SSAS announcement vocabulary presently includes 80 512 -ms
speech segments and the equivalent of 15 more speech segments
containing test tones and timing data for automatic self -testing. Each
512 -ms segment requires 16,000 bits, stored in the 40 -bit data portion
of the words at 400 consecutive addresses in the announcement store.

The semiconductor program/data store recently developed for use
in TSPS was selected for use with some modification as the SSAS
announcement store. Figure 3 is a photograph of this store. This store
frame can be equipped with up to six modules, each holding 32,000 47 -
bit digital words. The 95 presently used vocabulary segments require
38,000 digital words, so the frame presently used in SSAS is equipped
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with only two memory modules. A store frame fully equipped with six
modules would accommodate 480 512 -ms segments. Since 95 are now
in use for ACTS, as many as 385 more could be made available for new
features. As mentioned earlier, the announcement store frame differs
from a TSPS main store frame only by the addition of a selector to
provide access either from the SSAS controller or the TSPS store bus.

The vocabulary of 80 words needed for the SSAS announcements was
recorded by a professional announcer. The words were then digitally
encoded using adaptive delta modulation with a bit rate of 31,250 per
second. Next they were edited into 80 512 -ms segments, each contain-
ing 16,000 bits. The editing was a subjective listening process, with
attention paid to level, pitch, and the silent periods adjacent to each
piece of speech, to assure the most natural possible sound when the
pieces are rejoined in various combinations to form sentences. Many
words are complete in a single 512 -ms segment; the numbers over 20

and some common parts of announcements (e.g., "Please deposit")
require two segments to complete. The words that are used both in
the middle and at the end of sentences are included twice with two
different inflections. The 15 equivalent segments containing test tones
were recorded using laboratory signal generators.

The adaptive delta modulation (ADM) encoder used for the an-
nouncement recording and the decoders used in the CDAS were devel-
oped earlier at Bell Laboratories for use in the Subscriber Loop Carrier
System (SLC-40) and are described in detail in Ref. 1. Briefly, ADM
is a process for encoding a signal into a train of ones and zeros which
are then decoded by the simple process of using each one to increment
the charge on a capacitor in the positive direction and using each zero
to decrement the charge by the same amount. Since the bit rate is
several times higher than the highest voice frequency, the "stairsteps"
in the wave can be easily filtered out. The delta modulation encoding
and decoding process is made "adaptive" by using the last few bits in
the pulse train to control the magnitude of the current generator that
is used to increment the charge on the decoding capacitor. The rates
of increase and decrease of the adaptive current generator are con-
trolled by R -C networks tailored to the average parameters of speech
syllables.

Adaptive delta modulation produces thoroughly adequate announce-
ment quality using 31,250 bits per second, about half the bit rate that
would be needed by 7- or 8 -bit pulse code modulation (Pcm) using an
8 -kHz sampling rate.

The announcement decoder for each of the SSAS CDA5 is on a single
6 -by -8 -inch circuit pack. Each pack includes the decoder circuit from
the SLC-40 design (adapted for slightly different power supply volt-
ages), a "silence" generator, and a serial input buffer. The silence
generator is a flip-flop controlled by a clock to produce alternating
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ones and zeros. It is intended to be brought into operation in midword
to silence an announcement quickly when a customer starts to deposit
coins. This feature allows a substantial speedup in service for cus-
tomers who already know the charges for calls they are making. The
serial input buffer is a self -shifting, first-in/first-out (FIFO) shift register
device, available commercially from several manufacturers. It is loaded
at a 1.0-mHz rate each time the 40 -bit data bursts arrive. It is unloaded
continuously into the decoder circuit by the 31,250 -Hz clock distributed
to all the CDAS.

The sequential distribution of 40 -bit announcement segments to all
the CDAS is controlled by the PROCON and by wired logic that auto-
matically steps through the 400 store addresses for each speech seg-
ment and distributes the data to the 239 CDAS and one test circuit. The
retrieval of the words from the 400 consecutive announcement store
addresses is controlled from a pair of 256 -word recirculating shift
registers. These shift registers are used in an alternating fashion. One
is loaded by the PROCON with the 256 initial addresses of the announce-
ment segments needed for the next upcoming 512 -ms period. One
particular address is used to represent silence for inactive or une-
quipped CDAS. The second shift register, which was previously loaded
with the initial addresses for all the announcements (or 512 -ms silence
segments) in progress, is recirculated 400 times, and each time a one
is added to all the addresses. Thus the set of 256 starting addresses is
altered at each recirculation to step through the 399 addresses that
follow each initial address. These addresses are used to retrieve the
announcement data words, which are then distributed in sequence to
the CDAS for decoding. After the 400 recirculations, the roles of the two
recirculating shift registers are reversed. The recirculation and incre-
menting begins with the new set of starting addresses, and the just-

exhausted shift register is loaded with the still newer set of starting
addresses for the next 512 ms of announcements. Each 512 -ms interval,
when a new set of announcement addresses is loaded, is referred to as
a "base period."

2.2 Coin deposit signaling and detection

Coin deposits were reported to an operator for many years through
a largely mechanical system. In the widely used 3 -slot coin station, the
coins rolled and bounced against gongs to produce "bing" for a nickel,
"bing-bing" for a dime, and "bong" for a quarter. To provide added
flexibility for changes in the initial deposit on local calls and to provide
substantially more protection against counterfeit coins and slugs, a
new single -slot coin station was introduced in 1966. In this coin station,
the coins, after passing through a mechanism that tests them for
dimensions, mass, and conductivity, trigger an electromechanical de-
vice called a totalizer. After each coin passes, the totalizer resets itself,
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and in so doing, momentarily switches on a pulsed -electronic oscillator
that produces one "beep" for a nickel, two for a dime, and five for a
quarter. In principle, single -frequency "beeps" from such a coin station
could be recognized by a tuned electronic detector and counter. How-
ever, Bell System experience with multifrequency and TOUCH-
TONE® signaling indicated that adequate protection against errors
caused by speech or noise could be provided only by using dual -
frequency "beeps" to represent coin deposits. Accordingly, a low-cost
dual -frequency oscillator assembly was designed and introduced into
the manufacture and refurbishment of coin stations starting in 1975.
This was done deliberately well in advance of the service cutover of
SSAS (late 1977) so that a minimum of coin station modification visits
would be needed when Automated Coin Toll Service is introduced to
an area.

2.2.1 Coin tone receiver operating environment

Coin tone signaling may take place in the presence of ambient
speech and noise. Speech interference, for example, may be due to a
synthesized announcement in progress, customer speech, an operator
talking, or background noise at the coin station at the same time that
coins are being deposited. The SSAS coin tone receiver is required to
respond correctly to these coin tone signals in the presence of such
speech or noise interference. The human ear (and mind) usually has
no problem identifying tone signals in the presence of speech and can
easily differentiate tone signals from speech. Electronic detection of
tone signals, if it involved only receivers tuned to the specific frequen-
cies, would be vulnerable to errors from speech signals since vowel
sounds in speech frequently contain frequency components in the
recognition band of the coin tone receiver.

The speed of operation of the electromechanical totalizers in the
coin stations is affected by temperature, by the dc current available
from the loop to the central office, and by wear of the totalizer parts.
Consequently, the coin tone receiver must accept a coin deposit signal
whose timing varies over a considerable range.

2.2.2 Coin tone receiver overall design philosophy

The basic design requirements can be summarized as follows. The
coin tone receiver should:

(i) Recognize coin tones from widely ranging coin stations.
(ii) Identify a coin station whose performance is outside of require-

ments.
(iii) Operate in the presence of speech.
(iv) Reject coin simulations.
The first two requirements are met by accurate timing of the

received signal to identify both valid coin deposit sequences and those
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from coin stations with defective timing mechanisms. The third and
fourth requirements, operating in the presence of speech while reject-
ing coin simulations, are major considerations and have a significant
impact on the receiver's design. As was mentioned earlier, speech may
frequently contain sufficiently sustained tone components that simu-
late coin deposits. By using dual -frequency coin signaling for ACTS,
where both tones have to be present simultaneously for a signal to be
valid, the coin simulation rate is reduced by a considerable degree. A
simple detector that looks only for the presence of the two required
frequencies, however, still does not provide adequate simulation im-
munity. Further receiver protection against coin simulations by speech
is obtained by looking at other energy (called guard energy) besides
the signal frequencies. If the guard energy is sufficient, the "signal" is
assumed to be speech, and tone detection is blocked even though
signaling energy may also be present. However, speech from the
operator, announcement, or the calling station may be present while
coins are being deposited. Thus receivers designed to give good coin
simulation protection may be blocked or "talked down" when speech
or noise is superimposed on tone signals. This can be seen in Fig. 4,
where ambient speech interferes with and partially blocks tone detec-
tion and at the same time causes false detection (coin simulation)
during the silent interval between bursts. Since the cure for one
problem makes the other worse, a compromise but exacting choice
must be made in establishing receiver operating parameters.

To reduce the effect of "talkdown" and coin simulation due to the
operator and/or announcement, a four -wire terminating set is used to
isolate the receiver from speech signals directed toward the originating
station. However, because of nonideal return losses associated with
trunks, loops, and various terminations, some portion of this speech
energy is reflected back to the coin tone receiver. The returned signal

GENERATED
SIGNAL

SEQUENCE
111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111

ki11.4144044111010011.1/4-&40414410,44SPEECH

DETECTED
SIGNAL

SEQUENCE

Fig. 4-Coin signal in the presence of speech.
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is usually at a considerably lower level so that the probability of
interference with signal reception is substantially reduced.

The interfering effect of the announcement is reduced even further
by truncating it at the earliest indication of a received coin tone signal.
The receiver sends to the ADM circuit pack in the CDA a command to
truncate the announcement even before the minimum duration legiti-
mate coin burst is timed. Hence, if a false detection were due to
signaling frequency components within the announcement itself, the
signal would disappear before a coin simulation could be produced. If
the detection were legitimate, truncation would prevent any further
talkdown by the announcement.

2.2.3 Coin tone receiver subdivision

Notwithstanding the coin simulation and talkdown protection pro-
vided by the four -wire terminating sets and announcement truncation,
the receiver itself must have additional safeguards to distinguish
between speech and coin tones, yet recognize tones in the presence of
speech. This is accomplished in a two-phase processing approach: tone
recognition and tone validation. The front-end analog tone recognition
portion of the receiver "detects" the signal while providing the initial
balance between coin simulation protection and "talkdown" protec-
tion; the digital tone validation timing portion then applies different
validity standards to various portions of the "detected" signal to
determine the coin denomination.

The analog portion (Fig. 5) is similar in principle to existing receiver
designs for TOUCH-TONE signaling. (TOUCH-TONE signaling
and receiver design considerations are described in Ref. 2.) It consists
of filters, limiters, and detectors which produce a logic 1 output to the
timing circuitry when both signal frequencies are simultaneously de-
tected. As was mentioned earlier, tone detection is blocked when
sufficient "guard" energy is present. The input bandpass filter (BPF)
controls the total frequency range of signals entering the receiver. If
this filter is broad, a considerable spectrum of the speech energy
entering the receiver will be applied to the limiters. If the speech
contains components at the signaling frequencies, it is likely that these
components will be dominated by the other speech components, which
will "capture" the limiters. Thus the signaling components passing
through the bandpass filters, which follow, will not be of sufficient
amplitude to operate the detectors. This method of preventing coin
simulation is known as "limiter -guard action" and is the technique
employed in TOUCH-TONE signaling to reduce the incidence of digit
simulations. Therefore, a broad input BPF provides good coin simula-
tion protection. If, however, legitimate coin signals are being transmit-
ted while speech is present, they may also be blocked by speech.
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Hence, "talkdown" protection will be poor. If the input BPF is narrowed
(the input BPF must be at least wide enough to pass the two signaling
frequencies), less speech energy can get through and, while "talkdown"
is improved, less protection is provided against coin simulation. Based
on laboratory and field tests, a filter was selected to optimize the
tradeoff between the detector's coin simulation and "talkdown" pro-
tection.

The logic signal indicating dual -tone detection is applied to the
receiver's tone validation timing circuitry which performs the following
functions:

(i) Processes the detected signal (refer to Fig. 4 for a sample
detected signal) to form "discrete" burst and silent interval
logic signals in accordance with the timing algorithm by filling
in some gaps while ignoring some burst portions.

(ii) Totalizes the number of "discrete" bursts received.
(iii) Categorizes each "discrete" burst or silent interval after it is

formed and makes a preliminary determination of the coin
denomination at that time.

(iv) Checks for consistency with previous burst and silent intervals
to narrow the denomination possibility for that coin and also
check for coin station timing malfunctions.

(v) Outputs the coin denomination or timing error signal when
certain conditions are satisfied regarding the number of bursts
received, the apparent coin category, and the amount of silence
since the end of the last burst.

2.2.4 Receiver outputs

As the receiver performs signal timing in accordance with the timing
flow diagram in Fig. 6a, certain output conditions may be satisfied and
an output representing one of the coin denominations or a timing error
(representing an out -of -tolerance coin station) will be delivered to a
CDA data register. Before any coin or timing error outputs can be sent,
however, the receiver must first deliver a Signal Processing (sP) signal.
The SP signal is sent when the timing of the first burst of a suspected
coin deposit reaches a certain minimum value. It remains active until
a coin identification or timing error output signal is transmitted or the
suspected coin deposit is deemed to be a coin simulation. At that time
processing for the coin is assumed to be completed. The SP signal is
used in the announcement decoder to truncate the announcement (see
Section 2.2.2) by switching in the silence generator. The receiver also
sends a DST (data strobe) signal along with the outputs, which gates
the coin denomination or timing error indication into a data register in
the CDA.
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Fig. 6-Timing algorithm. (a) Algorithm flow. (b) Sample detected signal sequence.

2.2.5 Circuit implementation

The tone detection portion of the receiver (see Fig. 5) is based on
existing receiver designs for TOUCH-TONE signaling. The input
bandpass filter, which is critical to the detector's response to speech
and also to its performance when tones are being received in the
presence of speech, was discussed in detail in Section 2.2.3.
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Following the bandpass filter are two band -elimination filters (BEFs)
in parallel. The width of these filters is tailored to the tolerances of the
coin station oscillators. The first filter rejects the higher of the two
signaling frequencies, and the second filter rejects the lower. Thus the
output of the high BEF will contain the lower of the two signaling
frequencies, and the output of the low BEF will contain the upper
signaling tone. The limiters that follow convert the signals to square
waves. Hence, at this point, there are two square waves, one out of
each limiter.

These signals now pass through bandpass filters centered at the two
signaling frequencies. The square wave out of the low frequency limiter
passes through a filter centered at the low frequency and a sine wave
output is produced. The same occurs for the upper frequency square
wave. Following the filters are threshold detectors that detect the sine
waves if they are above a certain threshold level. The limiter employs
a feedback arrangement to control the limiter operating threshold.
The two detector outputs are combined to produce a logic output that
is timed by the receiver's tone validation circuitry to determine the
denomination of the coin.

Wherever possible, components originally designed for TOUCH-
TONE signaling are used for design implementation. These include
the limiter -threshold generator circuit module, STAR (standard tan-
talum active resonator) filter circuit modules similar to those for
TOUCH-TONE signaling, and the detector modules. These circuit
modules are hybrid integrated circuits. The analog tone detector
circuitry occupies two 4- by 8 -inch printed wire boards. The filters are
on one board, and the remaining detector circuitry is on the other.

Tone validation timing is done digitally, with the circuitry consisting
primarily of small scale integration (ssi) and medium scale integration
(msi) TTL devices. A 1 -kHz clock signal synchronizes all tone validation
timing operations within the receiver. This clock sets the rate at which
the tone detect signal from the analog circuitry is sampled. Based upon
whether the dual tone detector is high or low at the sample instant,
the various gates, counters, flip flops, etc., are operated in accordance
with the tone timing validation algorithm. This tone validation cir-
cuitry takes up four circuit packs, making a total of six packs for the
entire receiver. Subsequent to deployment of the random logic timing
circuitry, a cost reduction was made by having a microprocessor
perform the timing algorithm. The entire tone timing validation circuit
was placed on one circuit pack, lowering the overall circuit pack count
to three.

2.3 Automated testing of announcement and coin detection circuits

The use of digital speech storage and PROCON control in SSAS made
it possible, with a very small amount of added hardware, to provide
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automated testing of the speech decoding and coin tone receiver
circuits.

The adaptive delta modulation decoding circuits in the CDAS are
tested by using four single frequency tones digitally stored in the
announcement store. Three of the tones are within the frequency band
of the voice announcements, and the fourth is just above that band.
The three in -band tones verify the flatness of response of the decoder
and the transmission network associated with it. The out -of -band tone
verifies correct roll -off response of an active low-pass filter included in
each CDA to filter out the 31,250 -Hz "stairsteps" that result from the
decoding process.

Under control of a diagnostic program, each CDA is periodically
taken out of service, and the digitized test tones are distributed to it
from the standby SSAS controller frame. The TSPS processor simulta-
neously sets up a network connection from the output of the CDA
circuit under test to the CDA test circuit. The CDA test circuit connec-
tions for decoder testing are shown in Fig. 7. The CDA test circuit
contains a bandpass filter that passes all the test frequencies, followed
by a level detector that delivers "go/no-go" responses to indicate when
the detected levels are in or out of tolerance. Also included in the CDA
test circuit are four active "notch" filters followed by a detector and a
smoothing filter. The notch filters remove the fundamental of each
test frequency, and the detector responds to the residue, which includes
harmonics and noise resulting from the adaptive delta modulation
encoding/decoding process. The detector delivers a logic level "no-go"
output if the residue is higher than normal. The smoothing filter is
needed because, after the fundamental has been removed, the residual
combination of harmonics and decoding products is partly random,
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and without smoothing it would cause occasional "false alarm" re-
sponses at the detector output.

Testing CDA decoder circuits in the way described above verifies the
integrity of the logic circuits and wiring that retrieve and distribute
digitized speech segments, and it checks for continuity and proper
alignment of the voice frequency transmission apparatus that connects
the CDAS to the TSPS trunks.

The coin tone receivers are also tested by using tones stored in the
announcement memory. The diagnostic program for the coin tone
receivers directs the digitized coin test tones to a CDA decoder circuit
pack that is dedicated for this purpose. The output of this decoder is
routed through a solid-state switch controlled to produce tone bursts
that simulate the coin station output signals that represent nickels,
dimes, and quarters. The tone bursts are passed through switchable
attenuators and through TSPS network connections to each coin tone
receiver in turn. CDA test circuit connections for coin tone receivers
are shown in Fig. 8.

A very comprehensive test sequence is applied to the coin tone
receivers using the scheme described above. The coin test tones are
recorded and stored with nominal frequencies and frequencies just
inside and just outside the operating tolerances on both sides of the
nominal frequencies. The solid-state switch is operated to produce the
nominal tone bursts that check the receiver's detection of the various
nominal and edge band frequencies and a variety of non -nominal
durations and sequences that exercise the receiver's timing logic. The
switchable attenuators control the levels of the tone bursts in the test
sequence to provide verification that the coin tone receivers operate
over the range of levels that result from coin station and transmission
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Fig. 8-Testing CDA coin tone receiver.
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loss variations. The test sequence for each coin tone receiver is com-
pleted automatically in a few seconds.

The CDA test circuit includes four circuit packs identical to a set of
four used in each CDA, and five additional packs unique to the test
circuit. The CDA test circuit also has a self -test mode. In this test mode,
the output of the tone generation and control circuits of the CDA test
circuit are temporarily fed back to the input of the filter/detector
circuits and a "wrap -around" test sequence is executed.

2.4 Physical design considerations

A complete SSAS installation includes two controller frames, two
announcement store frames, from 2 to 15 pairs of frames containing
coin tone receivers, announcement decoding circuits, voice frequency
terminating sets and amplifiers. The coin tone receivers and announce-
ment decoding circuits are mounted in service circuit frames (up to a
maximum of 16 sets per frame) and the voice frequency circuits are
similarly mounted in transmission frames.

2.4.1 Controller frame

The controller frame (Fig. 9) is a single -bay frame, 2 -ft 2 -in. wide
and 7 -ft high, using a 12 -in. deep framework, as do most other TSPS
frames. This frame is compatible with all other TSPS frames and
requires no special hardware, mounting, or installation arrangements.

The communication bus and interconnection unit at the top of the
controller frame contains multi -pin terminal strips for terminating
cables from connecting frames. The connections to the announcement
store are also made through this unit. Transformers are furnished for
connection to the TSPS buses. Bus connectorization for growth is
provided, and is compatible with existing office arrangements.

The logic unit in the upper part of the controller frame includes six
levels of circuit packs and a control panel unit. Five -volt power and
ground return for the circuit packs are provided by a double -sided,
printed -wiring back plane for each of the six levels. Each level is split
into two halves for power distribution. Five levels can accommodate
up to 37 circuit packs on 1/2 -in. centers. The sixth level can accommo-
date 28 circuit packs on 1/2 -in. centers. A very large percentage of the
backplane wiring is automated. The type of circuit pack used is a
double -sided printed wiring board, 6 in. by 7 in. in size, with 80 pins.
An example of this circuit pack is shown in Fig. 10.

The control panel unit contains the various keys, lamps, and jacks
for maintenance and frame control functions.

The memory and control unit provides mounting arangements for
the PROCON and its associated memory packs. Connectorized cables
are provided within this unit and between parts of the logic unit.
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Fig. 9-Controller frame.
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Fig. 10-Controller frame circuit pack.

The power converter unit contains +5 V and -12 V dc -to -dc con-
verters and fuses. These power units are pluggable for easy replace-
ment. A +5 V load fuse and a pilot fuse are provided for each half of
the circuit pack levels and for the memory and control units.

The fuse panel unit contains -48 V and +24 V fuses, alarm relays,
and power control relays. The -48 V is used to supply the dc/dc
converters. The +24 V is used in the circuit packs that contain bus
drivers.

2.4.2 Service circuit frame

The service circuit frame (see Fig. 11) is a single -bay frame, 2 ft, 2
in. wide and 7 -ft high, using a 12 -in. deep framework. Each frame may
contain as many as 16 CDAS. A maximum capacity SSAS installation
would include 15 service circuit frames to hold 239 CDAS plus one CDA
test circuit.

The service circuit frame uses multi -pin terminal strips and bus
coupling transformers for terminating cables from other connecting
frames. In addition, the unit is arranged to hold three levels of circuited
packs. These packs are associated with the 16 CDAS and the circuits
that provide switchable access to either controller frame. The +5 V
power is supplied individually to each service circuit and to each of
the group controllers. Printed -wiring back planes provide +5 V ground
return for each pack. A large part of the unit wiring is automated. This
unit is always wired for 16 circuits and is equipped by plugging in
circuit packs as determined by traffic requirements.
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Fig. 11-Service circuit frame.
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The control panel unit contains the various keys, jacks, lamps, and
switches associated with maintenance and frame control functions.
Each CDA is controlled individually.

The power converter unit contains +5, +6, and -6 V dc -to -dc
converters and fuses for the +5 V distribution. These power units are
pluggable for easy removal. A +5 V load fuse and a +5 V indicator
fuse is provided for each service circuit.

The fuse panel unit contains -48 and +24 V fuses, alarm relays, and
power control relays. The -48 volt is used to supply the dc/dc power
units. The +24 V is used for bus drivers.

Even -numbered frames and odd -numbered frames are fused from
separate power distribution frames.

Space for up to 16 coin -tone receivers is provided on all frames
except the first frame of the subsystem, where the CDA test circuit unit
replaces one of the coin -tone receivers. The coin -tone receivers are
connected to their associated CDA circuits by plug -ended cables to
facilitate growth and rearrangement due to changes in traffic patterns.

2.4.3 CDA transmission frame

Associated with each service circuit frame is a single -bay frame (see
Fig. 12) containing voice frequency transmission equipment.

Growth and rearrangements are accomplished with pluggable ap-
paratus.

2.4.4 Announcement store frame

Associated with each controller frame is an announcement store
frame (see Fig. 3) that provides storage for the digitally encoded
announcement segments.

The bus unit at the top of the store frame contains terminal strips
for interconnecting cables from connecting circuits in the office. Trans-
formers are furnished as part of this unit to connect to the TSPS
processor store bus. Store buses are connectorized to facilitate growth.

As mentioned earlier, two memory modules are required for Auto-
mated Coin Toll Service. Additional memory modules up to a total of
six may be added to provide storage for additional vocabulary words
if required by future features.
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Fig. 12-Transmission frame.
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The Traffic Service Position System (TsPs) No. 1 operational soft-
ware for Automated Coin Toll Service provides the logic which
controls the handling of coin -originated calls served by the system.
The partitioning of responsibilities between the Station Signaling
and the Announcement Subsystem (ssAs) are illustrated. The main-
tenance philosophy, fault detection, diagnostics, and fault recovery
aspects of the SSAS are described. The maintenance strategy is cen-
tered on a multilevel fault detection scheme in which faults are
analyzed and classified according to their degree of seriousness in
affecting the SSAS operation.

I. OPERATIONAL SOFTWARE

Automated Coin Toll Service (AcTs) is a feature of the Traffic
Service Position System.' A Station Signaling and Announcement
Subsystem (ssAs) has been added to TSPS to detect and process coin
deposits and to construct announcements for coin sent -paid toll cus-
tomers.

The SSAS contains a programmable controller (a microprocessor),
which has a Read Only Memory (Rom) for program and a Random
Access Memory (RAM) for transient data. It also has a set of Coin
Detection and Announcement circuits (cDAs). These circuits detect
coin deposit signals from coin stations and decode digital speech
phrases to produce analog announcements. The SSAS also has an
Announcement Source and Distributor (AsD) which contains an an-
nouncement memory with digitally encoded speech phrases (see Fig.
1). Commands to the SSAS are sent by the TSPS processor over the
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Peripheral Unit Address Bus (PuAB). Replies to the TSPS processor are
sent over the Scan Answer Bus (scAB).

1.2 Functional description of ACTS call processing

1.2.1 Initial call setup

When the TSPS call connections program* receives a report of an
incoming trunk seizure' from the supervisory scan program, it estab-
lishes the required network connections for called digit and calling
digit reception. (The latter is for Automatic Number Identification
[ANI] offices.)

The ANI digit analysis program assumes control until reception of
the calling party's number is completed.

* This program runs on the TSPS main processor.
t The description that follows deals only with calls that originate on trunks on the

base network. Calls that originate on the network of an RTA are also handled by the
operational software but not described below.
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When the calling party identification has been received, control is
returned again to the call connection program. At this time, a general
analysis is performed on the information obtained, and the call is
marked as 0+, 1+, etc. The 1+ coin -originated calls are candidates for
automated treatment. (Coin customers expecting to make deposits to
pay for a station -to -station call will dial the call with a "1" prefix or no
prefix.)

1.2.1.1 Initial ACTS processing. The next step in processing the
call is to determine whether the call can be automated. This is done
by a program in the main TSPS processor.

Conditions for Automation. 1+ calls that satisfy the following cri-
teria are candidates for automation during the initial contact on the
call.

(i) AcTs-Converted Trunk Group. The call must be on an ACTS -

converted trunk group. Certain modifications are needed in the
coin station to generate dual -frequency coin deposit tones
which the Coin Detection and Announcement circuits can
recognize. All coin stations served by a trunk group must be
modified before any calls on that trunk group can be automated.

(ii) Machine Ratable. The call must be machine -ratable; i.e., TSPS
must receive or have in office data sufficient rating information
to calculate the charges due on a call.

(iii) Not a Postpay Coin Originating Station. The call must not be
from a postpay station. Coins deposited at postpay coin stations
cannot be returned. An operator must verify that the correct
party or station has been reached before the customer makes
any deposit.

(iv) Not a Large Charge Call. The call must have an initial charge
less than a certain threshold. Coin station hoppers handle only
limited numbers of coins (24 nickels, for example). Operating
practices instruct operators to make partial collections for every
two to three dollars deposited if the call has large charges.
Large charge calls require multiple collections. Hence, an op-
erator is required to verify called party answer before any coins
are collected.

(v) Automatic Number Identification. The call must have success-
ful Automatic Number Identification. If an ANI failure occurs
or the call is Operator Number Identified (oNI), the call cannot
be rated. An operator must key the calling number.

Coin deposit monitoring on calls that fail condition (i) is not auto-
mated but is handled by operators using current procedures. However,
notification at the end of the initial period can be automated on all
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coin calls, even if dual -frequency oscillators are not installed in the
coin stations.

Calls that fail conditions (ii), (iii), or (iv), as well as person -paid,
coin -originated calls (which are dialed as 0+ calls), seize a position for
the required operator assistance. If the trunk group is AcTs-converted,
a Coin Detection and Announcement circuit is attached to assist the
operator in counting deposits. Subsequent deposit monitoring for
overtime can be fully automated unless the large charge threshold is
exceeded.

Calls that fail only condition (v) seize a position for the purpose of
acquiring the calling number. After the number is keyed in by the
operator, further handling of the call is automated.

If the above conditions for automation are met, the call connections
program seizes an idle Peripheral Order Buffer (PoB) and transfers
control to the network control program which loads the POB with
orders to establish a connection between the calling customer and a
Coin Detection and Announcement circuit. If a CDA is not available,
the call connections program seizes an idle POB and transfers control
to the network control program which loads the POB with orders to
establish a connection to both a position and an outpulsing circuit.
The call is subsequently handled as a non-AcTs coin call.

SSAS Processing of Initial Deposit Requests. Processing in the SSAS
begins when the Programmable Controller (PRocoN) receives an initial
deposit request command from the TSPS processor. The command is
read by PROCON from the SSAS input registers. The command message
includes the number of the CDA handling the call, the initial duration
of the call, and the amount to be requested from the customer (see
Fig. 2). For purposes of illustration, assume the charge is $1.15 and the
initial period is three minutes.

The command field of the message is used as an index into a transfer
table. The PROCON transfers to the address retrieved from the table.
That program records the call data in the SSAS data RAM, sets the
initial state indication for the call, and sends an output command to
initialize the CDA circuit.

The PROCON next initiates scanning of the CDA circuit for coin
deposits. The PROCON will continue scanning the CDA circuit at least
once every 250 ms for the duration of the initial deposit phase of the
call. The PROCON also instructs the SSAS announcement control cir-

WORD 1

WORD 2

19 17 13 12 8 7 0

I INITIAL PERIOD COMMAND I CDA CIRCUIT NO.
12 9

CREDIT
8 0

CHARGES

IRA

I RB

Fig, 2-Typical SSAS input message from TSPS processor. Message is in format as sent
from TSPS processor (two 20 -bit words).
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cuitry to send the first segment of the appropriate announcement
phrase to the CDA circuit. It sends subsequent commands for successive
portions of the announcement every 512 ms. The announcement used
for the call being described is:

"One dollar and fifteen cents,* please." (2 -second pause) "Please
deposit one dollar and fifteen cents* for the first three minutes."

If the customer deposits during the announcement, the CDA circuit
instantly inhibits the announcement. When the PROCON scans the CDA
circuit and recognizes the deposit, it ceases sending further announce-
ments, adds the value of the coin deposit to the previous amount
deposited, and compares the total with the amount due. Assuming a
sufficient deposit has not been made, the PROCON begins timing. If the
customer fails to deposit within five or six seconds, a prompting
announcement is provided indicating the amount still to be deposited.
For example, if the customer deposits three quarters in the above
example and then stops, the prompt is:

"Please deposit forty cents more."

If the initial deposit announcement completes without a deposit,
timing will begin at that point. If the customer has made no deposits
and a time-out occurs, the announcement wording for the prompt is:

"Please deposit one dollar and fifteen cents."

Each deposit made causes the PROCON to reset its software intercoin
timing register for the call.

The PROCON will report the final results of the initial deposit request
to the TSPS processor by loading a message into the SSAS output FIFO
buffer (see formats in Fig. 3). There are basically three situations
possible.

(i) If the customer has failed to deposit within five to six seconds
after a prompt, the PROCON sends a reply (Fig. 3, format B) to
the TSPS processor indicating this fact so an operator can be
connected to provide assistance.

(ii) If the customer deposits the exact amount requested, the PRO -

CON sends reply format A which contains the amount deposited.
(iii) If the customer overdeposits by using too large a denomination

coin, the PROCON sends reply format A. (The TSPS processor

* The announcement format varies slightly, depending on whether the charge involves
a dollar amount, a cents amount, or both.
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FORMAT A

FORMAT B

15 14 8 7 0

AMOUNT DEPOSITED CDA CIRCUIT NO.

15 14 8 7 0

0 REPLY CODE CDA CIRCUIT NO.

Fig. 3-Formats of SSAS output FIFO buffer.

recognizes the overdeposit and records a credit towards over-
time.)

The PROCON acknowledges the latter two cases above by initiating
announcements. If the exact amount is deposited, the announcement
is:

"Thank you."

If an overdeposit has been made (for example, $1.25 on the $1.15
call described above), the announcement is:

"Thank you, you have ten cents credit towards overtime."

The PROCON continues to scan the CDA for further deposits until the
acknowledging announcement is completed and sends a final deposit
report to the TSPS processor at the end of the announcement. (This
ensures credit for a belated deposit.) Finally, the PROCON places the
CDA and the associated call memory in the SSAS data RAM in the idle
state. The PROCON performs no further action on the CDA until a new
command is received from the TSPS processor.

At any time during the processing described above, the TSPS proces-
sor can send a special command which causes the PROCON to idle the
CDA circuit and associated call processing memory. (One example of
this happening is if the customer hangs up.)

Successful Initial Seizure. Upon receipt of the reply from SSAS
indicating an exact deposit or overdeposit, the call is processed to
completion. The call connections program seizes an idle POB and
transfers control to the network control program which loads the POB
with orders to connect an outpulsing circuit. If an outpulsing circuit is
not available, the call connections program queues until the circuit is
available. The call connections program loads the orders to perform
the appropriate relay operations required to complete the connection
and activates the POB. Upon successful POB completion, control is
returned to the call connections program where the POB is idled. The
outpulser loading routine is called next. It loads the digits to be
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outpulsed in an outpulsing register and activates sender -attached
scanning for the receipt of a sender -attached signal from the toll office.
Outpulsing of the called number to that toll office proceeds as described
in Ref. 2, page 2658 ff.

Receipt of called party answer and call timing also follow the
description in Ref. 2.

Operator Assistance on Automated Initial Seizure. If the customer
fails to deposit in response to prompting by the SSAS or flashes the
switchhook* to acquire operator assistance, the customer will be
connected to an operator. This section discusses the display presented
to the operator, the operator actions, and potential race conditions.

If the call must queue for a position, it is given "recall priority" to
minimize customer delay. The Coin Detection and Announcement
circuit is connected to the calling customer during the queuing interval.
If the call is being sent to a position because of a time-out and the
customer subsequently satisfies or exceeds the charges while queuing
for a position, the SSAS informs the TSPS processor, the call is removed
from the position queue, and outpulsing is initiated without operator
assistance. When the call reaches the position, the following keys and
lamps on the operator console (see Fig. 4) are lit steadily.

The loop access key (Acs)
The appropriate supervision lamps (cLD), (cLG)
The station coin lamp (sTA)
The AMA station -paid key (PAID)
The release forward key (FwD)

The lighting of the AMA station -paid key and the release forward
key indicates to the operator that an ACTS time-out or a customer
switchhook flash has occurred during an ACTS initial contact.

In addition to the above, an ACTS underdeposit display is given to
the operator (see Fig. 5). The "charge -minute" designation strip is lit
steadily and the numeric field contains, from left to right, up to three
digits for charges due, one digit for the initial period and up to three
digits for the amount due.

While the call is attached to a position, the operator assists the
customer in making a full deposit. The operator must announce the
amount due (the right-hand quantity) in the numeric field. The CDA
circuit monitors and counts the coin deposits. The numeric display is
not automatically updated with each coin deposit. However, the op-
erator can update the display by using the charge and minutes (CHG-

* For a time-out, the SSAS indicates the request for an operator by a message. For a
flash, the TSPS processor initiates the request.
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ACTS - UNDER DEPOSIT

1 1 5
(CHARGE)

3
(MINUTES)

1 5

Fig. 5-TSPS No. 1 console numeric display.

- AMOUNT DUE

MIN) key. (The SSAS will be interrogated for the current amount
deposited and the appropriate display presented.)

When the SSAS recognizes that the deposit request is satisfied, the
TSPS processor is informed. The forward number is outpuLsed and the
correct display is presented to the operator (see Fig. 6).

The operator receives several indications that the deposit is satisfied:
outpulsing occurs, the amount due display changes to zero, the release
forward key darkens, and the start key lights during outpulsing.

After acknowledging the deposit, the operator depresses the start
timing* and position release keys.

At position release, the TSPS processor requests the amount detected
by the CDA circuit. Upon receipt of the report, the CDA circuit is
disconnected from the call. This fmal report accounts for all money
deposited (while the CDA was connected to the call) so no late deposits
are missed.

If an overdeposit occurs, the numeric display is changed to an
overdeposit display (see Fig. 7). This display has a flashing "charge -
minutes" designation strip and a numeric display of zero in the charge
field, blanks in the minutes field, and two digits having the overdeposit.
The operator informs the customer that credit will be given towards
subsequent overtime charges on the call, depress start timing, and
position release. On subsequent deposit requests, the overdeposit is
automatically subtracted from the charges due.

1.2.1.2 Coin notification. At the end of the initial period, coin sent -
paid customers are notified. With ACTS, this no longer requires an
operator. The description below applies to coin sent -paid calls from
both ACTS and non -ACTS converted stations.

TSPS Processing of Coin Notification. When a call reaches the
talking state, it is under the control of the disconnect program. The
call is placed on a timing list when the called answer has been
established. A time-out occurs 7 seconds prior to the end of the initial
period. Subsequent to this time-out, a coin collect sequencet occurs

* Timing on the call is initiated by the TSPS processor only if the called customer
answers.

t The coin collect sequence does not occur on postpay coin stations.
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Fig. 6-TSPS No. 1 console numeric display.
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0 O 0
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1 O

Fig. 7-TSPS No. 1 console numeric display.

"FLASHING"

and the call is returned to the timing list for the remainder of the
initial period.

At the end of the initial period, the disconnect program seizes an
idle Peripheral Order Buffer (POB) and transfers control to the network
control program which loads the POB with orders to establish a
connection between the calling customer and a Coin Detection and
Announcement circuit.

SSAS Processing of Coin Notification. When the PROCON receives an
input message requesting an end -of -initial -period notification on a coin
call, the data accompanying this command are the CDA number and
the time of the initial period. In response to this command, the PROCON
directs the SSAS announcement control circuitry to give the following
announcement:

"Three minutes has ended, please signal when through."

(A three -minute initial period is used for this illustration.) No coin
scanning is performed, as no deposits are expected. After the announce-
ment, the CDA hardware and software are idled and an announcement
complete reply code (Fig. 3, format B) is sent to the TSPS processor.

1.2.1.3 Charges due seizures. The ACTS procedures for fully au-
tomating overtime charges due seizures on coin -paid calls are presented
in this section.

Conditions for Automation. The SSAS can fully automate overtime
charges due seizures on coin -paid calls on an ACTS -converted trunk
group even if the initial contact requires an operator. Since the call is
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already rated, no rating or calling number identification (Ara) restric-
tions apply to overtime seizures. Furthermore, charges due seizures for
postpay calls are handled in the same manner as calls from other coin
stations. However, there is one additional restriction on charge due
seizures. All previous deposit request seizures (either initial contact or
charges due) must have been successfully monitored by a CDA circuit.
Successful monitoring implies that CDA circuit blocking did not occur
and that the CDA circuit did not malfunction. This condition ensures
that overdeposit credits are not lost. (If a seizure is not monitored
successfully and an overdeposit occurs, the credit is not recorded.) If
successful monitoring does not occur, the call is processed by an
operator using current practices. In summary, the conditions for au-
tomating overtime charge due seizures are:

(i) The calling station is on an AcTs-converted trunk group.
(ii) The charges do not exceed the large charge threshold* (see

Section 1.2.1.1).
(iii) All previous seizures were successfully monitored.
(iv) CDA must be available.

If a call continues for a certain number of overtime intervals (usually
10) and all the conditions for automation are satisfied, the SSAS
automates the changes in seizure. Additional intermediate deposits are
requested at successive specified overtime intervals until the call
terminates. Then the SSAS automates the final charges due seizure at
the end of the call. The collection sequences for end -of -call deposits
and intermediate deposits are essentially the same. Furthermore, these
collection sequences are very similar to those used for the initial
contact on station (1+) calls (Section 1.2.1).

With only a momentary interruption to the conversation path, TSPS
connects an idle CDA circuit to the call. TSPS informs the SSAS of the
amount due, the number of minutes which have elapsed, the CDA
circuit being used, and that it is a charge due seizure.

SSAS Processing of Overtime Deposits. SSAS deals with the two
overtime situations (end of call and intermediate overtime deposits) in
a similar fashion. After receiving the command from the TSPS proces-
sor, the PROCON processes the call in a fashion similar to the initial
deposit case and the reports returned to TSPS are also similar. However,
the TSPS sends the amount of credit from previous deposits (if any)
and the time sent is the elapsed overtime talked (in minutes), not the
initial period. The announcement wording is also different. Assume
that the call has progressed for five 25 -cent overtime periods of two

* The office data provided for the initial -period large -charge threshold is also used to
specify the overtime large -charge threshold.
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minutes duration each and that the customer had no credit. The
announcement would be as follows:

(Alerting tone) "Please deposit one dollar and twenty-five cents."
(0.5 -second pause) "One dollar and twenty-five cents for the past
ten minutes."

If the customer had a ten -cent credit, for example, the announcement
is altered.

(Alerting tone) "One dollar and fifteen cents please." (2 -second
pause) "You have ten cents credit. Please deposit one dollar and
fifteen cents more for the past ten minutes."

In the intermediate overtime deposit case, both customers are on
the call and intend to continue talking. They both can hear the
announcement and talk during the deposit interval. In the end -of -call
overtime case, only the calling customer is on the call.

As with the initial deposit situation, if a customer stops depositing
coins, a prompting announcement is given. Failure to respond to this
announcement results in a report to TSPS requesting an operator.

Operator Assistance. If the call times out or the customer flashes
the coin station switchhook during the charges due phase of a call, an
operator is connected to the call. The following keys and lamps on the
operator's console are lit steadily:

(i) The loop access key (Acs).
(ii) The appropriate supervision lamps (cLG, CLD).

(iii) The appropriate coin lamp (sTA, 0+, or Dial 0).
(iv) The appropriate AMA key (station paid or person paid).
(v) The charges due (cHG-DUE) lamp.

These are the same keys and lamps lit by TSPS on charges due
seizures prior to ACTS. In addition to these keys and lamps, the ACTS
underdeposit display, previously described for initial contact, is lit on
the operator's console. The appearance of the ACTS underdeposit
display indicates two things to the operator. First, a CDA circuit is
attached to the call to monitor the deposits. Second, if the customer
overdeposited on a previous seizure, the charges displayed have been
corrected by the amount of credit. (Note that, on non -ACTS charge due
seizures, the operator must subtract any credit claimed by the cus-
tomer from the charges displayed.)

The operator assists the customer until a full deposit is received.
When the SSAS recognizes that the deposit request is satisfied, the
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correct deposit display is given. The operator thanks the customer and
depresses position release. Upon releasing the position, TSPS requests
the amount detected by the CDA circuit. After TSPS receives this
information from the SSAS, the CDA circuit is disconnected.

If the customer overdeposits during an overtime collection with an
operator attached, the overdeposit display is lit on the operator's
console. If this is a charges due seizure for intermediate collections,
the operator should inform the customer that credit will be given on
subsequent overtime charges. If the overdeposit occurs at the end of
the call, the operator should handle the disposition of the overdeposit
in accordance with current operator practices.

If the calling customer hangs up during the ACTS charge due an-
nouncement sequence, or the calling customer leaves the phone off -
hook, the operator should try to reach the calling customer, if neces-
sary, by ringing back against off -hook. The operator may need to wait
for the customer to return. If the operator is unable to obtain full
payment for the call, the operator keys a walkaway trouble number. A
traffic counter is pegged, and a special bit and the amount of shortage
is recorded on the AMA tape.

Even after the decision is made to go to an operator, the CDA circuit
still monitors coin deposits. If the deposit is satisfied before the
Peripheral Order Buffer (Pos) which connects the position is activated,
the position seizure is aborted. The SSAS acknowledges the deposit,
and the call is released.

If the position is seized and then the deposit is satisfied, the SSAS
does not acknowledge the deposit. When the operator's numeric dis-
play is lit, it shows (or may quickly change to show) that the deposit
is satisfied. The operator should acknowledge the deposit and release
the call.

1.2.2 Non -coin feattlres

The announcement without coin detection mode of operation is used
to provide announcements for time and charges quotations and noti-
fication on calls other than coin sent paid. A different command is
used in each case to select a different announcement.

1.2.3 SSAS as a coin detector

The PROCON is also programmed to provide a mode of operation in
which it gives no announcements but does monitor for coin deposits.
This is used on operator -handled ACTS calls. In this mode, the PROCON
informs the TSPS processor when the required deposit or an overdeposit
has been made. If the operator collects or returns coins while a call is
in this state, TSPS informs the SSAS so the PROCON can appropriately
update the amount deposited and the amount due in its data RAM. If
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the operator requests that the amount deposited be displayed, the
SSAS will transmit that amount to the TSPS processor in response to
the appropriate command.

1.2.4 Coin station maintenance and administrative features

One unique aspect of ACTS operation is that inband signals (the coin
deposit tones) are transmitted directly from the station through to the
TSPS over the voice path. Two special features were developed that are
related to coin tone signaling. First, a coin station test capability was
developed which allows a craftsperson at the station to test that coin
deposits for that station can be detected at the TSPS. Second, a
precutover mode of operation was devised to help detect stations that
have not been converted to be compatible with ACTS. These features
are described below.

Coin station test call. After the craftsperson has performed the
usual coin station tests, the TSPS is accessed by dialing a special test
code. When TSPS receives this number, it connects the call to an idle
CDA and sends a message to the SSAS with a command code indicating
that this is a station test call. The remainder of the call is handled by
the SSAS except that TSPS supervises the call. If the craftsperson goes
on -hook, the TSPS aborts the call by sending a command to SSAS. Also,
TSPS will return coins on request from the SSAS.

When the PROCON receives the station test call command, it initial-
izes the CDA, begins coin scanning, and initiates the following an-
nouncement:

"Coin Test." (1 -second pause) "Please deposit nickel."

If the craftsperson deposits a nickel, the announcement,

"Nickel"

is given, acknowledging the deposit. A dime and quarter deposit are
also requested and acknowledged. Then, the craftsperson may make
additional deposits which will be acknowledged if received correctly.
If no coin is deposited for about six seconds, the deposit request is
repeated. If the wrong coin is deposited, a coin return is requested by
the PROCON and the test is repeated. If repeated requests for deposits
are not satisfied or a total of two minutes elapses on the call, the
PROCON issues instructions for the announcement.

"Test has ended."

and reports the time-out to the TSPS, which gives a coin return and
disconnects the call.
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1.3 PROCON program design

The PROCON has relatively high processing capacity. It has a rela-
tively powerful instruction set which is largely at the assembly lan-
guage level rather than the microprogramming level, and it manipu-
lates a 16 -bit word. It uses a paged program memory and can execute
instructions within a page in arbitrary, fixed order. (The next inter -
page address (displacement) is specified in each 24 -bit instruction.)
Because of this characteristic, care must be exercised in relocating
code to avoid improperly crossing a page boundary. (Such errors are
detected during compilation.)

The PROCON'S 16K program memory limit requires that the pro-
grams be very compact. While an attempt was made to use modern,
structured, design and documentation techniques, the limited memory
size caused compromises in some areas. (The SSAS application requires
a far larger program than most PROCON applications.)

Multiprogramming was achieved by storing all call- (process) related
information in the data RAM. Each program retrieves all data from
that memory when it begins processing a new call. Each program is a
pure process stored in ROM (i.e., the program contains no variable data
and cannot alter itself).

The PROCON has very extensive self -checking features. In addition
to a variety of parity checks (including next address parity), the
arithmetic and logic circuits are duplicated and checked by matching.

1.3.1 PROCON program administration and design standards

Several designers developed separate programs which were inte-
grated into one large program. Loading was accomplished by using a
linkage editor and a common file of symbols and macros. All symbols
(except labels) and all macros were defined in the common file. No
numerical references were permitted, and input/output control desig-
nation symbols were keyed to the circuit drawing names for the same
leads. Thorough prologue comments were required for each routine.
Standard labels and standard symbolic designations and usage for all
PROCON internal registers were agreed upon by all programmers.

1.3.2 PROCON active monitor

The basic program loop for the PROCON in the active SSAS (i.e., the
SSAS which is processing calls) is called the active monitor. The PROCON
executes this program while looking for tasks to perform. In this loop,
the PROCON first makes some maintenance checks and then reads a
clock to determine if a new 512 -ms period has begun. The 512 -ms
interval is called a base period. Its length is keyed to the length of an
announcement speech segment. If a new base period has begun, a
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special flag is marked in the system status register.* The PROCON then
scans for a message from the TSPS processor. If such a message has
arrived, it records the data in the appropriate RAM area.

The PROCON then begins a loop in which each CDA is processed.
Each CDA has a dedicated eight -word call register associated with it.
(Figure 8 is a typical CDA register layout.) First, the PROCON reads the
address of the program which should process the call. This address,
which also defines the state of the call, is called a Progress Mark (PM).
If the PM is zero, the CDA is idle or unequipped, so no action is taken.
A typical PM program is the program which scans a CDA for coins. The
PM is stored as a page number and a displacement within the page.
The active monitor transfers to the PM routine. If the PM routine
determines that the call requires timing, it checks the new base period
flag. If that flag is set, the required timing counter is updated.

When the PM program returns to the active monitor, the monitor
checks the new base period flag. If that flag is set, all timing counters
for the CDA are updated as required and a new announcement segment
is selected. (The announcement processing is described in Section
1.3.4.) After the announcement program is completed, the monitor
processes the next CDA. When all CDAS have been processed, the
monitor clears the new base period bit, checks for various maintenance
tasks, and then begins the main loop again.

1.3.3 Announcement store layout

Each announcement speech segment consists of 16,000 bits of digital
data stored in 400 consecutive announcement store locations. Each
location contains 40 bits of data. Decoded at a 31,250 bits/second rate,
this corresponds to 512 ms of speech. For programming ease and
circuit design convenience, all segments must begin at an address
which is a multiple of 16. Most words used fit in one segment (for
example, the numbers "one" to "ten"). However, several words or
phrases require two segments (for example, the word "eleven" or the
phrase "please deposit"). A few phrases require three segments (for
example, the phrase "please signal when through").

Because the announcement circuitry bit -synchronizes segments, two
or more segments can be blended together with no loss in quality.
Therefore, words can be split between 512 -ms segments to achieve the
best cadence of speech.

Successive segments constituting 1 -second and 1.5 -second phrases
need not occupy consecutive announcement store addresses. However,
these segments generally must be used together. In contrast, suffix
segments used for compound numbers may be combined with a variety

One of the PROCON general registers was reserved for critical status indicators.
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PROGRESS MARK PAGE PM DISPLACEMENT
ANNOUNCEMENT PAGE ANN. DISPLACEMENT

13

COIN TIMING
8 6

AMOUNT DEPOSITED
0

15

CREDIT
12 8

AMOUNT DUE
15

OVERALL TIMING
8 4

TIME
0

1

T

0

C

CDA PARTIAL REPLIES

NOTES:

1. PM = PROGRESS MARK

WORD 0
WORD 1

WORD 2

WORD 3

WORD 4

WORD 5
WORD 6
WORD 7

2. AMOUNT DEPOSITED, AMOUNT DUE AND CREDIT IN NUMBER OF
EQUIVALENT NICKELS

3. C -TYPE OF CDA

4. T -TRUNK TYPE (2 WIRE = 0,4 WIRE = 11

Fig. 8-CDA data RAM call register.

of other segments. For example, the suffix "-teen" can be combined
with the syllables "thir-," "four-," etc. to form the numbers "thirteen,"
"fourteen," etc. with minimal use of memory. Similarly, the units place
suffixes "-one," "-two," etc. can be combined with the numbers
"twenty," "thirty," etc. to form the full required set of numbers (e.g.,
twenty-one, twenty-two, thirty-one, thirty-two).

Several words are duplicated in the announcement store so that
both neutral and falling inflections are available. The falling inflections
are used only at the ends of sentences, while the neutral inflections are
used elsewhere.

In total, about 80 speech segments 512 ms in length are required for
ACTS call handling. About 15 more are required for maintenance
purposes.

1.3.4 Announcement table structures

Two major announcement tables are stored in the PROCON ROM. The
first is simply a table of addresses. Reading this table using the speech
segment number as an index provides the address of the first an-
nouncement store location containing the data for that speech seg-
ment.

The second table is more complex, as it controls the sequencing of
announcement segments to form sentences. The logic for this process
is embedded largely in this table rather than the program code. This
makes debugging easier and also simplifies the process of adding new
announcements. The table consists of program addresses for general-
ized routines dealing with each step of the announcement. The address
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of the current table entry is stored in the second word of the CDA
register (see Figure 8). Each announcement routine must decide what
speech segment is to be reproduced next and also update the table
address in the CDA register. The major situations the various routines
must deal with are demonstrated by the following example.

The structure of a portion of a typical announcement is represented
schematically in Fig. 9. This is the end of the time -and -charges
announcement used for noncoin calls. A typical example of this an-
nouncement follows.

"The charges are one dollar and twenty cents plus tax for seven
minutes."

The three major types of announcement routines are each involved
in this announcement. One type of routine simply sequences speech
segments in fixed order (for example, the words "plus tax for"). The
second type of routine chooses a word or sequence of words ("one
minute" versus "M minutes") based on the value of a parameter
(whether M is one or greater than one). The third type of routine
translates a parameter (M) into a speech segment (for example, the
number "seven") or a series of segments (for example, "twenty-one").
This last program is a subroutine since the action to assemble the
number is the same whether it represents a dollar amount, a cents
amount, or a time period.

II. MAINTENANCE

2.1 Overview
2.1.1 TSPS maintenance requirements

In TSPS, as in other Bell System electronic switching systems, the
maintenance strategy is based on duplicating vital hardware units3 and
providing hardware checking circuits for other units, using signals to
indicate the successful execution of orders and using programs to test
the state of the hardware, to detect faults, and to diagnose trouble.

TSPS provides fault recognition and diagnostic programs for all major
circuit elements. The purpose of the fault recognition programs is to
quickly detect faulty equipment units and, if necessary, remove them
from service. Hardware checking circuits are used for trouble detection

PLUS TAX FOR ONE

M

MINUTE

MINUTES

Fig. 9-Typical portion of an announcement phrase.
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during operation. When a trouble detection circuit identifies a serious
problem in the system, it notifies an interrupt circuit. The interrupt
circuit immediately stops operational program processing and transfers
control to a fault recognition program associated with the particular
trouble indication. The functions of the fault recognition programs are
to distinguish nonrepeating troubles (errors) from repeating troubles
(faults), and, in the case of faults, to quickly establish an operational
system configuration. This is generally done by switching out the
faulty unit. When the fault recognition process is completed, opera-
tional program processing is resumed at the point of interruption.

Fault recognition is the highest priority function in a real-time
system like TSPS. It is of the utmost importance to high system
reliability that minimum time be taken away from the operational
processing functions because of faulty circuits.

Once the faulty circuit has been taken out of service by the fault
recognition program and the system brought back to an operational
configuration, diagnostic programs are called in to test the out -of -
service unit to isolate the trouble to a small number of circuit packs.
A diagnostic program is normally broken into logic testing entities
called subphases or phases so that a series of rigorous tests can be
performed on the out -of -service circuit unit. Depending on the outcome
(pass -fail) of each test, a trouble -locating number is printed on the
maintenance teletypewriter. This trouble -locating number is used by
the maintenance personnel to reference a trouble -locating manual to
isolate the particular fault involved.

2.1.2 SSAS maintenance requirements and anticipated reliability

SSAS reliability and maintainability objectives are based on the fact
that a significant part of TSPS traffic is served by the SSAS. The
objectives are

(i) An average of about one SSAS outage in 10 years.
(ii) An average repair time of about 2 hours.

The maintenance plan for SSAS impacts on the reliability objective
in three major areas. First, it is necessary to provide fault detection
mechanisms (primarily hardware checks) so all failures can be detected
rapidly. Second, provisions must be made to minimize the interruption
of call processing once a failure is detected, with few or no calls lost.
Third, sufficient circuitry must be provided to obtain diagnostic reso-
lution to hold repair time to the 2 -hour average as specified above.

The SSAS maintenance strategy relies on a multilevel fault detection
scheme in which faults are classified according to their impact on the
SSAS operation. A fault that does not affect normal operation of the
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SSAS is considered "tolerable." An SSAS side with this type of fault may
continue to perform its normal function adequately as long as it is
required to do so. As an example, all single bit failures in the SSAS
semiconductor announcement memory are tolerated, since they would
have very little effect upon the quality of the speech. By using a
maintenance strategy that permits an SSAS side to be used with certain
"tolerable" faults, the SSAS reliability is further enhanced.

To verify that the SSAS design meets the reliability objectives, a
reliability estimate was made by classifying and counting the boards
on the SSAS side. The failure rate for each board type was calculated.
The failure rate determines the Mean Time Between Failure (mTBP)
of an unduplicated SSAS side. The Estimated Downtime (EDT) for the
duplicated system was then calculated with the assumption that the
mean time to repair for one side down and both sides down are
identical. This is a valid assumption because the diagnosis of all critical
circuits in SSAS can be done on each side independently. Plugging
necessary parameters into the appropriate reliability model showed
that the above reliability objectives are well satisfied.

2.2 Announcement Store Maintenance
2.2.1 SPC bus and store switch

The Stored Program Control No. 1A (sPc 1A) is the TSPS main
processor.' The SPC memory is used for both programs and data. It is
partitioned into a maximum of 24 duplicated stores. Each store is
permanently assigned to one of the two SPC store buses. An SPC store
can be equipped with a piggyback twistor (PBT) or semiconductor
memory. Two sequential or complimentary name codes are assigned
for an SPC store when equipped with semiconductor memory and one
name code when equipped with PBT. The name code serves to identify
the stores for addressing purposes. A semiconductor store consists of
a semiconductor memory module and its associated semiconductor
memory controller, shared by all modules in the same memory frame.
The SPC store is the maintainable unit of SPC memory; i.e., it can be
removed from or restored to service, diagnosed, and updated with the
contents of its duplicate.

The SSAS announcement memory is used to store digitized announce-
ments. An Announcement Store Frame (ASF) is permanently assigned
to each side of each SSAS. The SSAS ASF consists of an announcement
memory controller and up to six announcement memory modules. To
simplify development effort and to take advantage of the memory
loading facilities and diagnostic software of the SPC, the SPC semicon-
ductor store frame with a second access port is used as the announce-
ment store frame. This is accomplished by placing a switch on the
announcement memory which allows the memory to be connected to
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either the SSAS side or the sic store bus. Furthermore, to reserve the
maximum number of memory name codes for the sic store, all SPC
memory access operations use odd parity name codes while all an-
nouncement memory access operations use even parity name codes.

Under the normal mode of operation, the switch is set to the SSAS
side so that access to the announcement memory can be performed. In
the sic direct access mode, the switch is set to the sic side so that
loading from the Program Tape Unit (PTu) and diagnosing by the sic
can be accomplished. More discussion on loading and diagnostic op-
erations is presented in a later section.

2.2.2 The choice of announcement memory

To handle all TSPS station -paid coin call announcements as well as
time and charge quotations for noncoin calls, it was calculated in 1974
that announcement capacity equivalent to about 80 half -second words
would be needed. An ultimate memory capacity of 200 to 400 half -
second words was forecast at that time if vocabulary for future features
as well as space for other TSPS announcements were considered.

A number of storage media were examined for the announcement
memory. After some consideration, it was decided that with minor
modifications the semiconductor memory used for the sic 1A store
would also be suitable for the SSAS announcement store. This choice
of the announcement memory would provide flexibility in areas such
as future vocabulary growth and vocabulary reload in the field from a
magnetic tape. It was also estimated that most hardware and mainte-
nance software designed for the sic 1A store could also be applied to
the announcement store with only a modest amount of effort.

2.2.3 Diagnostic implementation

The sic store diagnostic programs were modified to be used for the
SSAS announcement store diagnostic. Major objectives for the an-
nouncement store diagnostic implementation were specified as follows:

(i) Circuits common to both designs to be tested by existing SPC
semiconductor memory diagnostic programs.

(ii) New announcement store circuits to be tested by the SSAS
controller diagnostic.

(iii) Same Trouble Locating Manual (TLM) to be used for sic and
SSAS announcement stores.

(iv) Similar TTY input/output messages.

Several diagnostic characteristics are common for the sic and
announcement store diagnostic programs: the basic diagnostic unit is
a controller and one memory module, seven diagnostic phases are in
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the program, the diagnostic terminates on early detection of errors,
there is a special bus configuration for increased fault detection, and
finally, there are automatic exercise tests for all 32K words. For these
common areas, existing SPC store diagnostic programs were applied to
the announcement store with only very modest modifications.

On the other hand, some diagnostic characteristics pertaining only
to the SSAS announcement store must be added to the existing store
diagnostic programs. First, the announcement store has to be switched
onto the standby SPC store bus before it can be diagnosed. Second,
since during normal operations, the PROCON and ASD circuits in the
SSAS controller control the operation of the announcement store, they
must be stopped during SPC diagnostic tests. Third, the SSAS controller
and memory modules use even parity names while the SPC store uses
odd parity names; consequently, diagnostic programs must be capable
of distinguishing these two cases and proceeding accordingly.

2.2.4 Loading store from program tape unit

To save development effort, the SPC program used to load from the
Program Tape Unit (PTu),4 compare with PTU tape, and dump the
memory contents of the SPC stores to a PTU tape is used to perform the
same functions for the SSAS announcement stores. However, since
there are some significant differences regarding tape format, loading
procedures, and priority levels between the SPC stores and the an-
nouncement stores, some changes were made in the PTU program to
extend its capabilities.

The requirements for the handling of the tape unit are as follows:

(i) The announcement information should be separate from office
data and generic programs. A separate tape containing only
announcement data should be used for announcement stores.

(ii) For the load operation, the craftsperson must force one SPC bus
active, simplex, before using the program to access the an-
nouncement stores on the other bus.

(iii) The announcement tape header should be modified to distin-
guish it from an SPC tape.

(iv) SPC reliability should be given the highest priority. The an-
nouncement store should not be accessed if the SPC is not able
to run full duplex with all stores operational.

(v) Changes must be made to minimize SPC downtime resulting
from undetected SSAS store faults.

With these requirements in mind, the craftsperson is instructed not
to use the program to access the announcement stores if the SPC
cannot run full duplex with all stores operational. With the SPC fully
operational, one bus may safely be forced active for the load operation,
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thus placing the system in the simplex mode. This choice of which bus
to force active must be made such that the standby SPC bus will
correspond to the SSAS side requiring PTU actions. This procedure
ensures that the announcement stores will never be placed on the
active SPC bus. Following this line of conservatism, the announcement
stores are normally switched off the standby SPC bus and are connected
just prior to a read or write instruction. After this instruction is
completed, the stores are removed from the bus.

The SSAS side to be accessed must first be placed in the out -of -
service or unavailable state for the compare or dump option. If the
operation is to load an SSAS announcement store with data from tape,
the SSAS side must be in the unavailable state. This state will not allow
SSAS side switching if a fault should be detected on the active side.

2.3 SSAS fault recovery

2.3.1 PROCON detected and reported faults

SSAS fault recovery strategy is based on a fault detection scheme
which uses both the sr C and the programmable controller (PRocoN) to
detect various faults associated with the SSAS hardware. Faults de-
tected by PROCON are reported to SPC. The decision to choose one
method or the other was based on the following considerations.

(i) SSAS faults, particularly those with serious impacts on call
processing, should be detected as quickly as possible.

(ii) SPC routine processing time required for detecting SSAS faults
should be kept as small as possible.

(iii) PROCON should not be responsible for detecting those faults
which could affect its integrity or its ability to communicate
with the SPC.

Those faults which are detected by PROCON are analyzed before
being reported to SPC. PROCON has the capability to analyze available
data and reinterrogate appropriate maintenance registers. If failures
are indicated, the result of analysis and reinterrogation are sent to the
SPC. The reports sent by PROCON are analyzed by the SPC and, if
necessary, appropriate commands are sent to PROCON to prevent it
from flooding the SPC with unnecessary information.

2.3.1.1 Continuous exercises. Continuous exercise of hardware
by PROCON is a means of verifying the correct operation of the hardware
and detecting various failures. Exercises are used both on active and
standby SSAS sides, but these are particularly important on the standby
side since no call processing is taking place. (Call processing exercises
the SSAS rather completely.)

The announcement subsystem' (i.e., the announcement store and
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announcement distributor combined) is among those units which is
continuously exercised by PROCON on both the active and standby
sides to ensure the integrity of the speech heard by the customers.
Any malfunction in these units would result in the appropriate flags
being set in a maintenance register called the Error Summary Register
(EsR). This register is periodically scanned by PROCON, which analyzes
the content and sends the appropriate information to SPC.

2.3.1.2 Announcement subsystem failure reports. PROCON can
recognize failures associated with the announcement subsystem by
scanning the Error Summary Register (EsR) periodically. The presence
of any announcement subsystem failure will result in one or more flags
being set in the ESR. If the content of ESR is different from its last look,
PROCON sends a message to sic indicating what trouble has occurred,
provided PROCON has received no commands from SPC to stop sending
information.

During normal operation, a Hamming and parity check on the
address and data received from the announcement stores is performed
by hardware' before the data are sent on to the service circuits. Once
an error is detected, an error flag will be set in the ESR. The 67 bits of
address, data, Hamming and parity for the error will be trapped in
special maintenance address and data registers.

The content of the ESR is scanned periodically by PROCON. Upon
identifying an announcement store error flag in the ESR, PROCON saves
the contents of trap registers. Then it performs a read using the saved
announcement store failure address. Subsequently, it loads the FIFO

output register with the available information. This information in-
cludes (see Fig. 10) the content of ESR, the content of failure trap
address and data registers (both original and retry values), and an
extended reply code used to distinguish the cases where no error is
detected upon retry from those where error is also detected upon retry.

Upon receiving a PROCON report, SPC analyzes the reported errors
and decides whether a hard fault or a transient error is present.
Detected errors and faults are categorized according to their types and
seriousness. Types of errors and faults detected by sic are repeating
double bit data fault, repeating single bit data fault, transient double
bit data error, transient single bit data error, and repeating single bit
address fault. The address and data associated with the errors and
single bit data faults are also saved, and are printed hourly or upon
manual request on the maintenance teletypewriter for manual trou-
bleshooting. The failing address is also passed to the store diagnostic
program to allow extensive tests of the suspected area of the memory.

A feature that will aid in detecting announcement store errors is the
announcement store recital program, which sequentially accesses every
announcement phrase by loading its address into the maintenance
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REPLY CODE EXTENDED REPLY CODE

NO. OF WORDS TO FOLLOW

CONTENT OF ESR

ADDRESS (BITS 13-0)

ADDRESS (BITS 19-141

DATA (BITS 15-0)

DATA (BITS 31-16)

DATA (BITS 47-32)

ADDRESS -RETRY (BITS 13-0)

ADDRESS -RETRY (BITS 19-14)

DATA -RETRY (BITS 15-0)

DATA -RETRY (BITS 31-16)

DATA -RETRY (BITS 47-32)

Fig. 10-Format of announcement subsystem failure report.

time slot of a Recirculating Shift Register (RsR). This type of routine
exercise will guarantee that the memory used by every speech segment
is accessed periodically. If any store error associated with a particular
speech segment exists, a flag will be set in ESR notifying PROCON of the
error and the address and data associated with the errors will be
trapped. This program is implemented on both active and standby
SSAs sides.

2.3.1.3 Mate frame buffer failure reports. Communication be-
tween the two SSAS sides (see Fig. 11) takes place asynchronously
through a first -in, first -out serial memory called the Mate Frame
Buffer (MFB). Each transmission through the MFB usually consists of
data and an ID field which identifies the data.

During normal operation, all the data associated with the calls in
progress are sent from the active side to the standby side through the
MFB. This operation enables the standby side to have an up-to-date
copy in its Random Access Memory' (RAM) of the data associated with
each call for use if it is required to change role from standby to active.
To test the validity of the data before it is stored, a 1 -out -of -16 encoded
ID word is associated with the data coming through MFB, to indicate
what it contains. The standby PROCON checks for a valid ID format
and for proper sequences of IDS. If the standby PROCON detects an
error, it informs the SPC by loading appropriate data in its FIFO output
register.
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During the unloading of the MFB by the standby side, an overflow
condition in the MFB results in an MFB full flag being set in the ESR
associated with the active side. This overflow condition could be
caused by either an MFB failure or a failure in the standby side which
prevents it from unloading the MFB. The MFB full flag in the ESR is
monitored by the active PROCON. Upon detecting the MFB full condi-
tion, the active PROCON notifies SPC by loading the necessary infor-
mation in the FIFO output register.

2.3.1.4 CDA error reports. A CDA failure is recognized by PROCON
during normal interrogation. All calls except those that are in the
announcement mode only require interrogating the CDA reply register
for coin deposits. Prior to sending the first interrogation command to
a CDA, PROCON reads the reply register to ensure that there are no
premature replies from the cDA. In the case of premature reply, all
records of the call are erased and a message is sent to SPC indicating a
bad CDA. During the course of interrogation, the parity of the data
received from the CDA is checked by PROCON. In the case of a parity
failure, PROCON again erases the records of the call and informs the
SPC of the failure.

During the course of interrogation, PROCON continuously monitors
the format and the validity of the data in the CDA reply register. A
reply with invalid format is considered a CDA failure. In this case, the
records of the call are also erased, and SPC is notified of the CDA failure.
Another means of CDA error detection is the CDA maintenance register.
If a maintenance bit is set in the reply register, the maintenance
register is read to check the type of error. In this case again, PROCON
notifies SPC and erases the records of the call. Upon receiving a CDA
error report from PROCON, SPC routes the call to an operator position
and also takes the bad CDA out of service, so it is not used for any
future call. A diagnostic automatically will be requested for the bad
CDA to aid the craftsperson in locating the faulty units. If too many
CDA failure reports are received within a certain period of time, all
associated with the same group controller, SPC then assumes that the
group controller associated with the active side is faulty.

PROCON can only detect failures in the digital circuitry of a cDA.
Failures in the analog circuitry of a CDA are detected by an error
analysis program which resides in SPC. The success rate of attempted
calls for a given CDA is analyzed, and if it is below a certain average
threshold, the CDA is considered faulty and is taken out of service and
automatically diagnosed.

2.3.2 SPC detected and reported faults

2.3.2.1 Maintenance interrupts. Maintenance interrupts are used
as a means of identifying faults in SPC-SSAS interface registers. These
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types of faults have a serious impact on the operation of SSAS. They
can result in isolation of the SSAS, thus crippling the capability of SPC

to determine the basic integrity of the SSAS. This basic integrity is a
necessary condition for the SPC to have confidence in the capabilities
associated with PROCON in detecting SSAS faults.

As with other TSPS peripherals, any malfunction in SPC-SSAS com-
munication is detected by using standard peripheral unit fault recog-
nition techniques that can cause an F -level interrupt (such as central
pulse distributor enable verify, and all -seems -well signal failures).4
Upon occurrence of an F -level interrupt, appropriate fault recognition
programs are entered to analyze the faults present in SPC-SSAS interface
areas. These programs have the capability of distinguishing serious
faults from nonserious faults and reporting them to appropriate recon-
figuration programs.

During a scan operation of SSAS by SPC, a malfunction in one or both
Scan Answer Buses (scAB) results in an SPC processor mismatch which
in turn causes a C -level interrupt to occur.' Upon occurrence of a C -
level interrupt, appropriate fault recognition programs are entered
which first determine whether SSAS caused the interrupt, and then by
performing some tests isolate the faulty SCAB. The nature of failure
and its degree of seriousness are also passed to SSAS reconfiguration
programs.

2.3.2.2 Periodic scans. SPC detects faults in PROCON itself or in the
PROCON peripheral control system by interrogating maintenance reg-
isters on the scan answer bus. This interrogation is done periodically
(every 25 ms). The information provided by this interrogation (scan)
is used by the SPC to determine the sanity of the PROCON for processing
calls and to verify the capability of PROCON to detect SSAS faults.
Among faults detected by periodic scanning are PROCON all -seems -well
failures, Random Access Memory (RAM) all -seems -well failures,
PROCON clock -stopped and output register -full indications. Both active
and standby SSAS sides are monitored by the periodic scanning. The
scan result is analyzed and is used to distinguish serious faults from
nonserious faults, and to determine whether or not an immediate
action is needed by the SPC.

2.3.2.3 Dead side tests. Despite the fact that extensive error
checking circuitry has been built into the SSAS hardware, the possibility
still exists that some faults may elude the checks and not be reported
to the SPC. Potential faults in this category are nonclassical faults,
multiple faults, certain PROCON and RAM failures, etc. A possible
consequence of such faults is a dead SSAS side which appears to be free
of faults during a period of no normal SPC-SSAS communications. To
detect such a failure mode, the SPC performs an exercise periodically.
The exercise involves sending a command to an SSAS side and receiving
a specific reply. If an SSAS side fails to reply as expected, then the side
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is considered to be faulty, and appropriate information is reported to
the reconfiguration program.

Since SSAS functional integrity is constantly checked by call proc-
essing functions, the dead side test for an active SSAS side will be
skipped if traffic is present on the side. More specifically, an SSAS side
will not be tested if valid replies are coming through its output register
at a regular interval.

2.3.3 Reconfiguration

2.3.3.1 Classification of faults. The response of the SSAS recon-
figuration program to various SSAS faults is based on a fault classifi-
cation scheme which categorizes the faults according to their impact
on the normal operation of SSAS. Faults fall into one of four categories
which can be summarized as follows:

(i) Serious faults. This type of fault corresponds to those which
seriously affect the call processing capability of SSAS. For ex-
ample, a fault which stops normal operation of PROCON is
considered to be serious. A serious fault on an active SSAS side
will cause an immediate switch to the other side.

(ii) Nonserious faults. A nonserious fault is defined as a type which
does not seriously affect the call -processing capability of an
SSAS side. An active side with this type of fault can continue to
perform its normal function adequately as long as it is required
to do so. This in turn implies that the switching action to the
mate side can be delayed indefinitely, if necessary. For example,
a single bit failure on the announcement data can be considered
nonserious since its impact on the quality of the announcement
is insignificant. As another example, a group controller failure
on the active side can also be considered nonserious, since the
side can continue to process calls using the remainder of the
group controllers and their associated CDAS.

(iii) MFB faults. This type of fault is usually an indication of a failure
in the MFB itself or the standby SSAS side, with no impact on
the active SSAS side. No switching of sides is performed in this
case. Instead, the standby side and MFB are both diagnosed for
isolation of faulty units.

(iv) CDA faults. This type of failure usually represents a problem in
an individual CDA. Since there are many CDAS in SSAS, an
individual CDA failure does not have a serious impact on the
call -processing capability of SSAS. A faulty CDA is marked out
of service and will not be used until it is diagnosed and repaired.

2.3.3.2 Smooth side switch. The process of interchanging the
active side and standby side is referred to as a side switch. If this is
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done so that the flow of announcements is not interrupted, the switch
is called a smooth switch.

A smooth switch between two SSAS sides is performed under two
circumstances. One case is when the active side has a nonserious fault
such as single bit failure in announcement data. In this case, the
system can afford to wait as long as needed to switch smoothly. The
other situation is when a routine switch to the standby side is desired
to test the hardware controlling the reconfiguration and to provide a
chance to run a routine set of diagnostics on the previously active side.
This process (the smooth switch exercise) is performed three times a
day.

A smooth switch is typically characterized by the following actions.
First, the sic sends a command to the active side, telling it to go
standby gracefully. Second, the active side brings the standby side in
loose synch with the active. Third, the standby side is told to go active
gracefully. Since by now the active and the standby are loosely in
synch, both sides time themselves until the right moment when the
old active goes standby followed almost immediately by the old
standby going active. The new active verifies its success by sending a
reply to the sic. Upon receipt of this reply, the sic changes the SSAS
status words to record the new configuration. This type of side switch
does not provide any discontinuity in the announcement heard by the
customer and also has no effect on the call processing operation.

2.3.3.3 Other types of side switch. The handshaking between the
two sides required to perform a smooth switch may not be possible if
the active side develops a serious fault such as a PROCON all -seems -
well failure. Assuming that the nonactive side is in the standby ready
state, the sic simply takes the faulty side out of service and makes the
standby side active. This type of switch is referred to as an immediate
switch. Since the standby's data RAM is up to date with the active side,
only a minor disruption to call processing results. The announcement
heard by a customer is interrupted. Approximately a half -second
elapses, and then the entire announcement is repeated. In addition, it
may result in mishandling a single call. However, this minor disruption
of the call processing is considered a small penalty, as hardware faults
occur rarely.

Another type of side switch, called a rough switch, happens when
the active side is doing call processing and the nonactive side is running
a routine diagnostic on itself. If the active side develops a serious fault,
it is immediately taken out of service. In the meantime, the routine
diagnostic on the nonactive side is aborted, and the side is made active.
Since the data RAM on the standby side is not up-to-date while a
diagnostic is being run, it will be initialized before becoming active.
Therefore, all processing on existing calls is aborted and the SSAS starts
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afresh. Considering the reliability objectives of the SSAS, the probabil-
ity of occurrence of a rough switch is estimated to be very small.

2.3.3.4 Tolerance of software errors. Software errors are usually
analogous to a serious component failure, causing both SSAS sides to
go down and remain down until the problem has been rectified.
However, certain classes of software errors could be considered toler-
able. An erroneous software instruction which is executed infrequently,
if it is considered to be nontolerable, could cause a permanent outage
of the SSAS upon its first execution. On the other hand, if at this time
the SSAS is reinitialized and restarted, it will continue to perform its
normal function until some later time, when it will encounter its second
failure, due to the execution of the erroneous software instruction.
Following this strategy would substantially decrease the SSAS down-
time in cases where infrequently executed software errors are present.

The above considerations provided the basis for developing a strat-
egy which tolerates certain classes of errors in the PROCON software.
Upon occurrence of an SSAS outage, the SPC performs an analysis for
both sides using past history of SSAS outages. First the side with the
fewer past failures is selected. Then after the analysis a decision is
made on the nature of the problem for that side, as to whether a
hardware fault or a software error exists. In the latter case, the side is
reinitialized and used for call processing after a successful initialization,
while a diagnostic is requested for its mate side. In the former case,
both SSAS sides are diagnosed to pinpoint the hardware malfunctions.

2.3.3.5 Duplex failure. If SSAS becomes totally unavailable, the
call processing function performed by the SSAS is aborted and all new
calls will be routed to the operators. The new calls are blocked from
attempting to cease CDAS for service. Also, several clean-up actions are
performed by the SPC to allow for rapid restoration of ACTS. For
example the peripheral orders waiting to be sent to the SSAS are
searched and disposed of. The SSAS is blocked from providing ACTS
until all the clean-up tasks are completed.

2.4 SSAS diagnostics
2.4.1 Controller diagnostic

2.4.1.1 Interface SPC- PROCON. The SSAS diagnostic programs
run on one SSAS side at a time, always a nonactive side. The diagnostic
request is made either by manual request or by fault recognition
programs, either as a result of a fault being detected or as a routine
diagnostic. The routine diagnostic is run once a day to do a complete
check of the SSAS hardware.

As a direct consequence of the SSAS architecture, the SSAS diagnostic
control is divided into two parts; the first part resides in SPC, and the
second resides in PROCON'S Read Only Memory (Rom) and is under
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the control of a standby monitor program which controls the various
activities of a nonactive SSAS side, including diagnostics. Other activi-
ties associated with the standby monitor include fault recognition,
unloading of the Mate Frame Buffer (MFB) and other sPc-requested
nondiagnostic functions. SPC retains the overall control over the SSAS
diagnostic. SPC initiates SSAS diagnostics by first marking the SSAS side
out of service and then sending a diagnostic request to the PROCON.
The request indicates that a group of tests referred to as a "phase" is
to be run by PROCON. In some cases, this request is also accompanied
by a test pattern to be used by PROCON. The standby monitor decodes
the request, performs error checking, and invokes the PROCON diag-
nostic control program. This program further decodes the diagnostic
request to select the proper diagnostic phase. Once a diagnostic phase
is initiated, the standby monitor exercises control over the execution
of the diagnostic. A diagnostic phase performs tests on the SSAS
functional block being diagnosed, using predetermined test patterns
and sends the test results to SPC through the FIFO output register. The
test results are used by the sic to isolate the particular fault involved.

2.4.1.2 Levels of raw data compression. The diagnostic test re-
sults sent by PROCON through the FIFO output register are compared
against the expected result by the SPC. The result of that comparison
is saved as a binary string of ones and zeros referred to as "raw data"
results. The zeros represent the tests passed and ones indicate the
tests failed. Although PROCON does considerable data comparison, in
many diagnostic phases the test results sent by PROCON are quite
voluminous and exceed the capacity of the trouble number generation
programs. In such cases, SPC uses a compression algorithm for con-
verting the test results into a compressed raw data bit string. The
algorithm uses a simple procedure: If any test result word sent by
PROCON does not match the expected value, the sic diagnostic program
will map this mismatch into one raw data bit. The compressed raw
data bit string is further reduced by the SPC to a 4 -part, 16 -digit
number referred to as a "fault signature," which uniquely identifies
the string. The fault signature is used by the maintenance personnel
to reference a trouble -locations manual to isolate the particular fault
involved.

In some cases, the fault signature generated by SSAS diagnostic
programs fails to provide enough information to clear the trouble
associated with the SSAS. In such cases, the maintenance personnel can
manually request either compressed raw data or expanded raw data.
The raw data printout is used by maintenance personnel as an aid in
manual troubleshooting.

2.4.1.3 Power of PROCON test. The SSAS architecture has parti-
tioned the hardware in functional modules (such as PROCON, peripheral
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control, announcement memory, service circuit group controllers,
etc.).5 Each of these functional modules are further partitioned to
attain the desired level of maintainability and diagnostic resolution.

PROCON access to each functional module results in a simple diag-
nostic structure consisting of segments that diagnose only one func-
tional module. In general, diagnostic resolution is directly related to
the size of the module's diagnostic. Resolution can be improved by
reducing the size of the module. A further improvement can be realized
by choosing a diagnostic structure that begins with the diagnosis of
the most basic functional module and proceeds to test each module by
adding diagnostic segments that use the diagnosed modules. These
considerations have been taken into account in planning the SSAS
diagnostic structure, which provides an average diagnostic resolution
of three or fewer circuit packs, with the capability of detecting greater
than 90 percent of potential SSAS faults. These diagnostic objectives
are required to limit the average repair time to about 2 hours as
specified by the SSAS maintainability objectives. PROCON access capa-
bility combined with the modular architecture allows the SSAS diag-
nostic objectives to be achieved.

Another feature that helps to achieve the SSAS diagnostic resolution
objective is the bit -sliced architecture used in designing SSAS input and
output bus interfaces. The bit -sliced architecture is used to aid the
SSAS diagnostics in pinpointing faulty packs and to reduce the number
of board codes. This means that the common bits for all registers on
a bus are grouped together on one or a few circuit packs (i.e., bit i for
all registers on the bus are grouped together). Because of this archi-
tecture, it is only necessary for the SSAS diagnostic to know which bit
is bad to isolate the faulty circuit boards.

2.4.2 CDA diagnostic

2.4.2.1 SPC-PROCON interaction. The CDA diagnostic is initiated
by the SPC either as a result of CDA failures detected by fault recognition
programs, error analysis programs, or a manual diagnostic request via
the maintenance teletypewriter channel. Also, an automatic progres-
sion test of the CDAS is performed to ensure that each CDA is diagnosed
once a day.

A service circuit known as the CDA test circuit is used to diagnose
CDAS. It has network appearances so it can be connected to the various
CDA ports for analog circuit tests.`' When a CDA diagnostic is requested,
the SPC attempts to establish a test configuration if the requested CDA
is available for testing. It first verifies that the CDA test circuit is
available and the nonactive SSAS side is in the standby ready state. If
not, the diagnostic is blocked; otherwise, the CDA test circuit is made
maintenance busy, and orders are sent to the active SSAS side to switch
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both the CDA test circuit and the CDA under test over to the standby
SSAS side. Next, the Signal Distributor (SD) controlled relays in both
the CDA and CDA test circuits are released without regard to their
previous states, and the two circuits are connected via the TSPS
network.

Once the test configuration is established, various phases of the CDA
diagnostic are initiated by the sic. For each phase, the sic first
operates the required sp-controlled relays, and then sends an order to
the standby SSAS side to run tests of the specified phase.

The PROCON standby monitor program processes the diagnostic
order and transfers PROCON control to the CDA diagnostic program.
This program performs the tests of the specified phase and sends the
results to the SPC via the FIFO output register. Once the PROCON reply
is received, the SPC compares the test results with the expected results.
The result of this comparison is the diagnostic raw data. Each bit set
to a one in the raw data represents a test failure. The raw data is then
converted into a trouble number which is used by the maintenance
personnel to isolate the trouble.

When all the phases of the CDA diagnostic have been completed, the
SPC releases the relays of the CDA and CDA test circuits, breaks the
network connection between them, and sends orders to the standby
SSAS side to switch them back to the active side. The CDA test circuit
is returned to the maintenance idle state, and the CDA under test is
either returned to service or placed out of service, depending upon
whether the diagnostic tests have been passed or failed.

2.4.2.2 CDA test circuit use. The CDA test circuit is a special type
of ssAs-controlled service circuit. There is one CDA test circuit per
SSAS, and it is always equipped as circuit 15 of the service circuit
frame 1.

The primary functions of the CDA test circuit can be summarized as
follows:

(i) It produces simulated coin deposit signals for testing a CDA coin
tone receiver.

(ii) It detects test tones produced by a CDA announcement decoder.

The CDA test circuit architecture is quite similar to that of the other
SSAS service circuits. It consists basically of digital circuitry to interface
with SSAS, a tone generator and a tone detector (see Fig. 12). Its digital
interface circuitry with SSAS consists of command decoding logic, reply
registers, and control logic which provides additional decoding of CDA
test circuit commands, and also controls the miniature relays which
provide switching of pads and filters.

The tone generator consists of an announcement decoder, an inter-
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rupter switch, and a set of switchable attenuation pads. The interrupter
switch is used to clamp the analog output of the announcement
decoder to ground, thereby silencing the tone generator. The switch -
able pads provide the level variation needed for a CDA coin tone
receiver testing.

The tone detector consists of a switchable pad circuit, level detectors,
and a switchable filter circuit. The switchable pad circuit provides
level adjustment for signals generated by a CDA announcement de-
coder. The output of the announcement decoder of a CDA circuit is
tested by the level detectors for both signal loss and distortion. During
the process of checking for signal distortion, the switchable filter
circuit is used to remove the expected fundamental frequency com-
ponent of the announcement decoder test tone without attenuating
any harmonic frequency components.

2.4.3 Use of test tones from announcement store

Many tests performed during the course of CDA diagnostic are aimed
at detecting possible malfunctions in either the announcement decoder
or the coin tone receiver associated with the CDA under test. Proper
operation of the announcement decoder is verified by monitoring its
response to a set of digitized test tones. This response is checked for
possible abnormalities in both frequency response and output level
using a tone detector associated with the CDA test circuit. The coin
receiver is tested by using the tone announcement decoder of the CDA
test circuit to produce coin deposit signals from data stored in the SSAS
announcement memory, and checking the response of the coin tone
receiver to deposit signals having various level, frequency, and timing
characteristics.

The test tones required for checking the proper operation of the
announcement decoder and the coin tone receiver are stored as an-
nouncement data. A total of 18 test tones are required for CDA diag-
nostic tests. The storage requirement for many of these tones is
significantly reduced by packing several of them into a single an-
nouncement phrase. Combining up to four 125 -ms test tones into a
single segment reduces the number of the required segments to six.
One hundred twenty-five milliseconds allows ample time for the an-
nouncement decoder output to stabilize and for the CDA test circuit
tone detector to achieve a stable measurement. However, this ap-
proach adds additional timing functions for the standby PROCON to
perform. PROCON must determine the appropriate time to strobe the
tone detector and, for some tests, it must blank out the unwanted
tones by operating an interrupter switch within the CDA test circuit
which turns off the analog output of the tone announcement decoder.
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2.5 CDA alignment and manual tests

2.5.1 Trunk test panel connections
The TSPS Control, Display, and Test (CDT) panel provides a means

of manually initiating tests on trunks, operator positions, and service
circuits appearing on the TSPS switching network.6 In conjunction with
the ACTS feature, provisions have been made for testing both the CDA
and the CDA test circuits from the CDT panel.

Most CDA circuit tests originating from the CDT panel require that
test connections be established between the CDA circuit and the CDT
circuit. Operation of the Master Test Line -Test key on the CDT panel

causes the SPC to connect an MF receiver to the Position Master Test
Line (PMTL) of the CDT circuit via the TSPS network. Once this connec-
tion is established, the SPC lights the Master Test Line (MTL) lamp on

the CDT panel, indicating that codes can be entered via the CDT
multifrequency (MF) key set. At this point, a test connection can be
requested with any CDA circuit appearing on the TSPS network by
entering its trunk group and member number and the camp -on bit via
the CDT MF key set. A special display on the CDT panel indicates to the
maintenance personnel whether the request was successful, aborted

due to system failure, or invalid.
The SPC indicates the status of the requested CDA on a special

display lamp. This lamp indicates whether the CDA is idle, traffic busy,
maintenance busy, or out of service. If the CDA is busy and camp -on is
requested, the SPC reserves it for maintenance by placing it out of
service as soon as it becomes idle and notifies the maintenance person-
nel of its availability via a teletypewriter output message. If the CDA is

idle or out of service, the SPC disconnects the MF receiver from the
PMTL, extinguishes the MTL lamp, and establishes the test connection
between the CDA and CDT circuits.

Several other test features involving CDT panel key actions have also
been provided for CDA circuits. By operating appropriate keys, the
maintenance personnel can place the CDA connected to the CDT out of

service, or return it to service. Also, a display of the ferrod states of
the CDA under test can be requested by operating a special key. This
key action causes the scan row containing the CDA ferrods to be
displayed on the program display of the control and display panel.

2.5.2 Trunk test panel measurements

The CDA circuits contain analog transmission components which
provide a part of the talking path between the customer or customers
and the CDA announcement decoder. These CDA circuit voice paths
must be tested with respect to noise and signal loss whenever trans-
mission problems associated with the circuit are suspected. The trunk
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test panel, shown in Fig. 13, provides a convenient means of performing
noise and loss tests on CDA circuits that appear on the TSPS network.

Testing of the transmission path of a CDA circuit involves separate
tests for performing noise and loss measurements. First, a test connec-
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tion is established and the Master Test Line -Test key is operated to
signal the SPC to connect an MF receiver to the PMTL. Next, by entering
an appropriate test code and appropriate test control key actions, each
of these tests can be initiated. These tests can be repeated or performed
in any sequence as long as only one test control key is operated at a
time. These tests can also be sequenced under the SPC control by using
an appropriate test code. As soon as the code is entered, the SPC
establishes the connection for the first test. Upon completion of the
first test, the connection for the second test is established. This process
is continued until the completion of the last test. At this point, the
CDA circuit is disconnected from the CDT panel and is returned to its
previous state.

Manual transmission tests of all CDA circuits in the office can be
initiated by entering a special test code. The SPC connects each CDA
circuit in sequence to the CDT panel. If the circuit is traffic or mainte-
nance busy, it is skipped and a teletypewriter message is printed. After
the completion of the tests, the SPC disconnects the CDA circuit from
the CDT and connects the next one.

Automatic sequencing of the transmission tests of all CDA circuits
can be initiated by entering another special code. The SPC connects
each available CDA circuit to the CDT panel, and sequences through
each of the tests. Once all of the tests for a CDA circuit are complete,
another CDA circuit is connected. Busy circuits which are skipped are
identified by teletypewriter messages.

2.5.3 Vocabulary recital

Because the announcement decoding aspect of the SSAS has no
existing counterpart in the TSPS, a totally new test feature is provided
from the CDT panel. This feature is an announcement vocabulary
recital exercise whereby the maintenance personnel can listen to each
speech segment in the announcement vocabulary via the CDT telephone
head set.

Listening to the announcement output of a CDA circuit provides a
manual check not only of the CDA circuit announcement decoder, but
also of the SSAS announcement subsystem circuits. When an announce-
ment store is loaded from tape, this feature can be used to verify the
contents of the store before it is made active. The announcement
recital test can be performed from both active and standby SSAS sides.
Two options are provided for the recital test. They can be summarized
as follows:

(i) The decoding of every announcement segment and phrase in
sequence.

(ii) The repetitive decoding of a specified announcement segment
or phrase.
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The announcement recital test on an active SSAS side begins with a
CDA circuit connected to the CDT panel. By operating appropriate keys
and entering a special test code, the SPC starts the PRocoN-controlled
announcement exercise on the active side. This exercise accesses the
announcement data for a phrase and sends it to the CDA circuit under
test. It sequences through every word or phrase in the announcement
vocabulary and then stops. Each word or phrase is separated by 1/2
second of silence.

Entering another test code causes a specified announcement phrase
to be repeated at a constant rate. This is controlled by another PROCON
exercise which accesses the announcement data for the specified
phrase and sends it to the CDA circuit under the test. One-half second
of silence is inserted between repetitions. The phrase is repeated until
the circuit is released from the CDT panel.

Similar procedures are used for the announcement recital test from
a standby SSAS side. Again by entering special codes, appropriate
announcement exercises are started. If the SSAS diagnostic is in prog-
ress on the standby side, the exercise is not run and a teletypewriter
output message is printed.
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Automated Coin Toll Service replaces operator handling on most
toll calls paid for with coins and provides operator handling when
customers fail to deposit. Human factors work on ACTS consisted of
first documenting the range and frequency of existing operator inter-
actions, then simulating various possible versions of machine -pro-
vided service, and last analyzing simulation results to provide service
recommendations, performance estimates, and a list of important,
but unanswered, questions. The simulation also led to the early
development of operator practice and training materials, evaluation
tools, and operational requirements, as well as timely discovery of
potential problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Companion papers describe the hardware and software used to
provide Automated Coin Toll Service (AcTs),I-3 This paper describes
human considerations which contributed to the design and evaluation
of the automated service.

Prior to the development of the hardware and software described in
the previous papers, many questions were raised:

(i) Would the automated service be an acceptable substitute for
Traffic Service Position System (TsPs) operators performing
routine functions, e.g., deposit request, coin counting, deposit
prompt, deposit acknowledgment, and others?

(ii) How would customer depositing (and other behaviors) depend
on service design?
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(iii) How would customer satisfaction with the service depend on
the design?

(iv) How would operators be affected by the automated service?
These few broad questions implied many specific questions: How

should performance be measured? What aspects of customer behavior
are most important? and How should these be measured?

The human factors work proceeded in three stages: detailed obser-
vations of existing (operator -assisted) coin toll service to comprehend
the range and relative frequencies of events; a highly instrumented
service trial to obtain performance measurements and customer opin-
ions; and a data analysis and recommendations phase to formulate a
final service offering, estimate performance, and isolate potential dif-
ficulties for further study. The remainder of this paper is organized
around these stages.

Section II briefly describes early observing studies upon which the
original service proposal, as well as the provisional announcement and
timing schemes, were based. Additional confirming observing studies
are also mentioned. Section III describes the usefulness of service
simulations-first with operators only, later with computer -driven
equipment to provide service and measure customer -service perform-
ance. Section IV describes the technical implementation of the com-
puterized simulation, Section V describes simulation results and rec-
ommendations, Section VI estimates performance and acceptance,
Section VII enumerates unanswered questions, and Section VIII
briefly mentions some cost -worth factors to be considered in evaluating
the simulation.

II. EARLY HUMAN FACTORS WORK -OBSERVING HOW COIN CALLS
ARE PRESENTLY HANDLED BY OPERATORS

At TSPS, toll coin calls are divided into several parts (called position
seizures) for efficient operator handling. Each seizure accomplishes a
single function: (i) initial period deposit request and verification of
complete deposit, (ii) notification at the end of the initial period that
overtime charges would apply unless the call ended immediately, (iii)
call interruption, deposit request, and verification after each additional
10 minutes of overtime conversation, and (iv) ringback (if necessary),
deposit request, and verification at the end of conversation. The
human factors effort concentrated on replacing operators performing
these functions.

The initial service proposal by J. C. Dalby was based on the
characteristics of (operator -assisted) station -to -station coin toll calls
monitored at Neptune, New Jersey and Chicago, Illinois.' Of particular
interest were:

(i) The wording of the operators' deposit requests.
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(ii) The time from the deposit request until customers deposited
their first coins.

(iii) The number of times operators repeated deposit requests before
customers started depositing.

(iv) The times between coins (intercoin intervals).
(v) How frequently customers began depositing, then stopped and

asked operators how much was still due.
C. E. Bronell and M. S. Schoeffler5 conducted a more extensive

service measurement study in Seattle, Washington, Miami, Florida,
and Rochelle Park, New Jersey. The objective of this study was to
reinforce earlier observations and accumulate enough direct observa-
tions of operator -handled calls to provide a thorough, general descrip-
tion of the process and of the most common situations likely to be
difficult for an automated system. Location differences were also
analyzed.

From these observational studies, it became apparent that there are
two general types of coin customers: experienced and (those presumed
to be) inexperienced. Experienced customers are familiar with coin
service. They had correct change and often knew the exact charges
before making the call. After a short initial deposit request (e.g., "50
cents please"), experienced customers immediately started depositing
and continued until the requested amount was deposited. If the oper-
ator used a longer initial deposit request (e.g., "Please deposit 1 dollar
and 75 cents for the first 3 minutes"), experienced customers often
began depositing while the operator was still talking.

At the other extreme, inexperienced customers are not prepared for
the initial deposit request and often ask for a repetition. They began
depositing, but occasionally lost count and asked for the remaining
amount due. Inexperienced customers often did not have the correct
change and had to deposit too much. The operator informed these
customers that extra deposits would be credited toward additional
charges, if any. Some inexperienced customers dialed the call as if they
wanted to pay with coins when they did not wish to do so and were
unprepared. (They should have dialed 0 plus the called number.) On
these calls, the operator adjusted the method of payment.

As a result of these observations, it was concluded that the sequence
of announcements and coin deposit intervals should provide experi-
enced customers with fast efficient service and inexperienced cus-
tomers with repetitive requests for deposits, prompts for the remaining
amount due, and automatic transfer of calls to operators when diffi-
culties were detected. In addition, the automated service should be
able to acknowledge extra deposits and provide credit toward addi-
tional conversation time.

It was estimated that provisional announcements and deposit inter -
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vals would handle approximately 85 percent of initial deposit seizures
without operator intervention. On this basis, automated service was
an economically sound development. However, it was also recognized
that further refinements in the announcements and timing intervals
which increased the proportions of mechanized seizures, even by only
a few percent, would yield substantial additional savings.

III. FIRST AUTOMATED SERVICE-SIMULATION BY OPERATORS

In the spring of 1975, 0. 0. Gruenz, Jr., conducted an experiment at
Harrison, New York, Fort Washington, Pennsylvania, and New York
City, in which the automated service was manually simulated.' Several
TSPS operators requested deposits and prompted customers using
proposed announcements and approximate timing intervals. These
operators were instructed to ignore any questions or comments made
by customers.

During the experiment, two variants of the provisional deposit
request ("Please deposit 35 cents for the first 3 minutes") were tried to
reduce customer requests for repetitions of the amounts due:

(i) "Thirty-five cents please." (2 -second pause) "Please deposit 35
cents for the first 3 minutes,"

(ii) "Please deposit 35 cents." (2 -second pause) "Thirty-five cents
for the first 3 minutes."

Both these announcements were successful in reducing customer
needs for additional information. Furthermore, these results indicated
that mechanized initial deposit seizures could be increased by several
percent with the proper announcement wordings and timing intervals.
However, because all record -keeping for this experiment was done
manually, it was not feasible to explore many options. Thus, the
experiment did not finally answer any design questions; rather, it
demonstrated that proper design choices could substantially improve
system performance.

3.1 Additional questions about customer/ system performance and
customer acceptance which justified additional simulation

In addition to announcement wording and deposit timing, early work
raised other specific design questions:

(i) Would an alerting tone preceding announcements help cus-
tomers deposit more quickly and/or more reliably?

(ii) How would customer/system performance and customer ac-
ceptance be affected by the use of a nasal monotone ("ma-
chine -like") voice as opposed to more natural -sounding an-
nouncements? (There was some speculation that informing
customers that they were being machine -served would be
beneficial, and it was thought that voice quality was a reliable,
non -time-consuming way of doing so.)
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(iii) Should coin station instruction cards inform customers that
service is being machine provided?

Furthermore, a properly designed simulation was expected to:
(iv) Identify potential overall system weaknesses, overlooked by

even careful examination of individual system elements and
stimulate further work where required.

(v) Give useful experience with microprocessor -controlled, an-
nouncement -generating equipment and software.

(vi) Stimulate early development of operator procedures and train-
ing materials.

(vii) Aid preparation of an appropriate public relations campaign
for the introduction of automated service.

(viii) Provide some engineering information useful in early site
equipment provisioning.

(ix) Complement performance measures with customer interviews
which would reveal preferences and sensitivities to machine -
provided service.

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF ACTS

Various versions of the automated coin toll service were simulated
using microprocessor -controlled, announcement -generating equip-
ment. This equipment was originally built by an exploratory develop-
ment group to demonstrate the feasibility of generating announce-
ments using digitized segments of speech stored in semiconductor
memory. However, this equipment lacked much of the hardware and
software necessary to provide the fully automated service. First, the
coin detection circuits had not been designed and, second, the circuitry
and software to interface the microprocessor and the TSPS processors
had not been developed. Thus, to simulate the automated service, it
was necessary to have TSPS operators relay call and coin deposit
information to the microprocessor. A minicomputer and a TTY were
used as interface between the operator and the microprocessor. In
addition, the minicomputer provided all the necessary timing intervals
and a record of the call events on a 9 -track tape (see Fig. 1).

The sequence of events on a simulated ACTS call were as follows:
(i) The call seized a position and the initial period length and

charges were displayed to an operator.
(ii) The operator transmitted the information to the minicomputer

via the TTY.
(iii) The minicomputer sent instructions to generate an announce-

ment (deposit request) which was patched into the customer -
operator voice path.

(iv) As the customer deposited coins, the operator depressed keys
on the TTY which were interpreted by the minicomputer as
nickels, dimes, or quarters.
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The timing and initiation of the announcements were under mini-
computer control, as were instructions to the operators. If the customer
did not deposit coins, a second operator (sometimes with no previous
knowledge of the call) assisted the customer, providing a customer -
operator situation much like the eventual service.

Two operator positions (each with two operators) were equipped
with TTYS. To ensure that these positions received only station paid
coin calls, a special set of program overwrites was installed in the TSPS.
In addition, other overwrites were inserted to ensure that calls at the
special positions originated from one of a selected set of coin stations.
Coin stations were selected to facilitate interviewing, traffic manage-
ment, station instruction card study, and traffic sampling.

4.1 Administration of the simulation- hourly traffic distribution

Figure 2 illustrates the hourly distribution of simulation traffic and
the corresponding distribution for coin -paid toll traffic at Illinois Bell's
Great Lakes TSPS. This representative sampling for weekdays was
attained by choosing an appropriate mix of 8 -hour shifts over the three
months of study. The simulation was operated for one shift per
weekday, as well as a few weekends.

4.2 Station selection and activation

Stations participating in the trial were those most frequently used
for coin -paid toll calls in the host TSPS serving area. A total of 732
stations were activated at various times. However, at busy times during
the day, fewer than 100 generally received simulated service. The
number of active stations was adjusted dynamically to keep (one or)
two trial positions as busy as possible, without overflowing calls to the
regular team more than 10 to 15 percent of the time, on the average.

4.3 Varying elements of the service design

To answer the service design questions at hand, a daily schedule of
service variants was constructed to sometimes include an alerting
tone/no tone, a "machine-like"/natural announcement voice, etc.
Overall service was composed of variable elements in a way that
allowed the effects of each element to be partialed out by appropriate
analyses. Ongoing analyses quickly suggested that some service ele-
ments be eliminated from further consideration and that others be
tried.

V. CUSTOMER/SYSTEM PERFORMANCE-ANALYSES, RESULTS, AND
DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

Table I presents some key results derived from simulating over
seventeen thousand automated initial deposit seizures. The table
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shows regression estimates of the effects of design decisions on impor-
tant service performance measures. Mechanization rate is the percent-
age of calls handled without operator assistance. Walkaway rate is the
percentage of calls going into overtime but not fully paid for by
customers "walking away." Abandonment rate is the percentage of
calls that customers abandoned prior to receiving busy or ringing
signals.

The body of the table contains estimates, as percentages, of the
incremental effects of several important service components. For ex-
ample, the alerting tone is estimated to decrease mechanization rate
by 0.2 percent, to increase walkaway rate by 1.4 percent, and to have
no measurable effect on abandonments. Service component effect
estimates are arbitrarily constrained to a zero sum on each perform-
ance measure.
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Table I -Estimates of design decision effects on initial deposit
request handling performance measures

(./ indicates decisions taken)

Service Components

Estimated Performance Measure Increments

Mechanization
Rate (%)

Walkaway
Rate (%)

Abandonment
Rate (%)

Alerting Tone (T)
Present (Tone) -0.2 +1.4 Nil

V Absent (No Tone) +0.2 -1.4 Nil
Voice Quality (V)

Machine (Mach) -0.1 +1.8 +0.2

V Natural (Nat) +0.1 -1.8 -0.2

Announcement Wording
"Please deposit $X.XX for..." -2.2* +4.7 +0.1

V "$X.XX please. Please de-
posit..."

+1.3* -1.7 -0.8

"Please deposit $X.XX, $X.XX
for..."

+0.9* -3.0 +0.7

Deposit Interval Allowed
4.5 secs -3.7* -1.6 -0.9

V 6.0 secsf +1.3* +1.5 -0.3

8.0 secs +2.4* +0.1 +1.2

Speech Detector (S)
Present (Det) -1.0 +0.9 -0.1

V Absent (No det) +1.0 -0.9 +0.1
Interactions

Tone/ Voice
V Tone -mach or No tone-nat +0.7 +0.5 +0.3

Tone-nat or No tone -mach -0.7 -0.5 -0.3

Voice/Speech Detector
V Mach-det or Nat -no det +0.3 -1.5 -0.2

Mach -no det or Nat-det -0.3 +1.5 +0.2

Constants 86.4 19.8 11.5

* (Column) contrasts statistically different (p < 0.01).
f 5.5 secs selected, but 6.0 secs estimates used.

Most individual effects are estimated to be small -too small to be
considered statistically different from zero with confidence. Those
large enough to reach statistical significance at the 99 -percent confi-
dence level are indicated with asterisks. However, estimated effects
are additive, in general.

The lower section of the table, labeled "Interactions," presents the
estimable two -component interactions. These are, in effect, adjust-
ments to the additive estimates above them. Because of the experi-
mental design, not all such adjustments can be estimated.

To compare the performance of designs, sum estimates correspond-
ing to each service design. For example, the service utilizing tone,
natural voice, operators' announcement wording (shown first in the
table), a 4.5-s deposit interval, and no speech detector would be
expected to have a 10.3 -percent lower mechanization rate than the
service indicated by the checks (V). By adding the constants given in
the bottom row of the table, the actual estimated rates are obtained.
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Thus, the checked components result in estimates of 91.3, 14.5, and
10.4 percent for mechanization, walkaway, and abandonment rates,
respectively, whereas the example alternative service results in esti-
mates of 81.0, 19.6, and 10.1 percent, respectively-slightly better
abandonment performance at the expense of mechanization and
walkaway rates.

5.1 Alerting tone effects and recommendations

Prior to the simulation, it was reasoned that a short alerting tone
would better prepare customers to understand the announcement
requesting deposit and/or better prepare them to deposit promptly in
cases when they knew the amount from previous experience. Thus,
use of the tone should result in shorter times to first coin and better
overall performance.

In addition to the effects presented in Table I, our data indicated
that the 1/2-s alerting tone we used had no significant effect on time to
first coin in most situations. However, on intermediate overtime re-
quest seizures, the tone boosted the seizure mechanization rate signifi-
cantly: the tone, apparently, interrupts conversation more effectively
than the announcement alone. Thus, the alerting tone is being used
only on intermediate deposit seizures.

5.2 Voice quality

As mentioned earlier, a machine -like voice quality was tested in the
simulation. It was thought customers might be able to respond more
effectively to deposit requests if they realized they were being machine -
served and they did not try to converse with the system.

The system performance effects of the machine -like voice were
small, mixed, and generally not of practical importance; though
walkaway rates are, apparently, increased. Overall, trends favored a
natural voice slightly. However, interviewed customers strongly pre-
ferred the natural voice. Consequently, natural voice announcements
are incorporated in the system.

5.3 Announcement wordings

Fairly early in the simulation study, the operator deposit request
phrase (typically), "Please deposit 25 cents for the first 3 minutes,"
(listed first in Table I), was found to be less effective for the automated
service than others. Repetition of the amount decreased average time
to first coin and walkaway rate while increasing average proportion of
seizures automated.

In retrospect, the improved performance associated with repeating
the amount due is not surprising since Bronell and Schoeffler found
that operators repeat deposit requests 3 to 15 percent of the time.
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Because the automated service would not be able to respond directly
to customer repeat requests, improvement is achieved by repeating
amounts to everyone who does not deposit immediately.

The request wording chosen for ACTS is "25 cents please." (2 -second
pause) "Please deposit 25 cents for the first 3 minutes." Most customers
begin depositing during the pause, truncating the announcement se-
quence.

5.4 Deposit and announcement intervals

The primary tradeoff for deposit timing is between allowing short
intervals that favor customers who deposit quickly (but occasionally
need the amount repeated) or need an operator,* and long intervals
that avoid attaching an operator needlessly for customers who deposit
slowly.

Announcements that repeat the deposit amount reduce the need for
whole announcement repetition. Thus they increase the overall desir-
ability of long interannouncement intervals, i.e., fewer customers must
wait for prompting announcements. However, for customers needing
an operator, lengthening interannouncement intervals degrades service
quality. Therefore, in the final ACTS environments where relatively few
customers reach ACTS when they need an operator, relatively longer
intervals are desirable; in the environment where more who reach ACTS
need an operator, shorter intervals are desirable. The appendix con-
tains a discussion of a potential means of discriminating between
customers who need operators and those who do not.

For initial deposit request seizures, 5.5-s interannouncement inter-
vals were incorporated into the system. This choice represents an
attempt to balance the mechanization rate benefit of 6.0 s and the
walkaway reduction of 4.5 s (see Table I). For intermediate and end -
of -conversation seizures, an 11-s interval is followed by operator at-
tachment because repetition of the whole announcement was found to
be ineffective in obtaining additional deposits.

5.5 Instruction cards

Bright orange instruction cards were placed on half the simulation
coin stations, chosen randomly. Previous studies had indicated that
coin station instruction cards are rarely noticed or used by customers.
It was reasoned that, if such an attention -getting color was ineffective,
no less noticeable card would work.

As anticipated, no practical, consistent changes in customer/system
performance resulted from the use of bright orange cards. Customers

* Incorrectly dialing a "1" instead of "0" prefix will result in reaching ACTS instead of
an operator. This dialing error is quite common now in areas where "1" is used to specify
a station toll call to be paid by coin deposit.
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did use stations with orange cards about 6 percent more often on the
average, indicating that they noticed the cards from a distance. How-
ever, when interviewed about service, immediately after using stations
with these cards, customers very rarely remembered any card details,
including the color or the statement, "Note: Charges may be requested
by a recorded announcement during an equipment trial." Therefore,
no special card design or card information was recommended.

VI. CUSTOMER/SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND CUSTOMER
ACCEPTANCE ESTIMATES FROM SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results are not only useful in reaching design decisions
but also in estimating customer/system performance for the design
chosen. However, these estimates are strictly applicable only to the
simulation site. Because the Bronell and Schoeffler service measure-
ment study indicated that sites bear many overall similarities as well
as significant differences, many findings of the simulation are expected
to be accurate more generally. (Field performance of the final ACTS in
the simulation site will provide valuable information about the ade-
quacy of the simulation.)

6.1 Times to first coin

Fifty percent of first coins were obtained within 6 seconds of the
beginning of the first announcement. Ninety percent of first coins were
obtained in 12 seconds, 95 percent in 14 seconds.

6.2 Proportions of seizures mechanized

Seizure mechanization rates are estimated at 91 percent for initial
deposit seizures, 64 percent for intermediate deposit seizures, and 76
percent for end -of -conversation deposit seizures. Notification (at the
end of the initial period) seizures, because they require no deposit, will
be essentially 100 percent automated. Overall, these rates are expected
to rise with customer experience, but the rate of increase cannot be
predicted from simulation data, since it was conducted over a relatively
short (3 -month) period with intermittent service at a limited number
of stations.

6.3 Abandoned call attempts

Abandoned call attempts, which can occur only on initial deposit
seizures, are estimated to be about 10 percent of initial deposit seizures.
This rate is expected to decline as customers become accustomed to
service. Abandonment from the stations used in the trial, on calls
handled normally by operators, was about 7 percent.
6.4 Walkaway rate

The walkaway rate for the design chosen is estimated initially to be
about 14.5 percent of calls extending beyond the initial period. How -
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ever, the validity of this estimate is difficult to assess. It is considerably
higher than the 7 percent for operator -handled calls from the same
stations over the trial period. Furthermore, even though no trends
were detected during the trial, the walkaway rate is not expected to
decrease with customer experience.

Walkaway rate is being carefully monitored in the first ACTS instal-
lations to determine the need to adopt alternative overtime collection
strategies.

6.5 Customer acceptance of automated service

Interviewed simulation customers generally preferred operator ser-
vice to automated service. More than a third expressed very strong
preference for operator service (8 or 9 on a 9 -point scale from 1 =
"strongly prefer automated service" to 9 = "strongly prefer operator
service"). About 15 percent preferred automated service.

The quality of announcements was the most often noticed clue to
customers that they were being machine -served. Seventy-one percent
of the interviewed customers receiving the natural voice announce-
ments recognized machine handling; 79 percent recognized the ma-
chine -like voice. However, it should be noted that 28 percent of the
interviewed customers who received operator service thought their
calls had been automated.

Overall, interview data indicate that customers will prefer operators
to ACTS initially. As they gain experience with ACTS, acceptance is
expected to grow due to increasing familiarity.

VII. QUESTIONS UNRESOLVED BY THE SIMULATION TRIAL

Several important questions were not answered by the simulation
study. They will be studied in early ACTS sites:

(i) Will long-term customer acceptance require modification of the
service?

(ii) How will the operator task be affected by ACTS? (Customers
reaching operators will often be those who have failed to satisfy
ACTS.)

(iii) Will walkaway rates remain at tolerable levels?
(iv) Should ACTS employ different announcements, timings, etc., in

different locations? In the same location over time?
( v) Should a voice detector be incorporated into Am's? (See the

appendix for discussion of the voice detector.)

VIII. COST/WORTH ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION AND OTHER HUMAN
FACTORS STUDIES

In addition to the savings provided by the initial proposal for ACTS,
improvements in the ACTS seizure mechanization rate due to human
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factors work will yield substantial additional savings. Operator proce-
dures and associated training materials developed for the simulation
study were valuable in preparing for the actual service. Customer/
system performance and customer acceptance evaluation tools pre-
pared for the trial are now being used to evaluate early ACTS installa-
tions.

In addition, the simulation experiment forced the development,
systems engineering, and AT&T operator services organizations to
understand the new service in depth early in the development cycle.
This understanding permitted early formulation of very detailed op-
erational requirements. The experiment also provided an early indi-
cation of some unanticipated development problems. For example, it
was discovered that the editing features for analog announcement
source tapes were not adequate for producing high -quality announce-
ments. A digital phrase -editing system was consequently proposed and
developed in time for the first installation.
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APPENDIX

Considerations Leading to Proposal and Evaluation of a Voice Detector
to Discriminate Between Customers Who Need an Operator and Those
Who Do Not

Manual simulations revealed a problem inherent in the scheme of
using machine -controlled announcements to obtain customer deposits:
a long interannouncement interval is desirable to allow the slowest
customers to make deposits without being "rushed," but a short
interannouncement interval gives better service to customers who
need immediate repetition of the announcement or operator assistance.
What is needed is a way to discriminate between the two situations.

A potential solution was suggested during the manual simulations
when we observed that customers desiring operator assistance often
ask questions or make statements during the intervals following an-
nouncements, whereas customers preparing to deposit generally do
not. For example, customers who say things like, "How much was that,
operator?" "Make that a credit card call, operator," or "This is a
collect call," need either an announcement repetition or an operator.

A "voice detector" was devised and built to end the ongoing deposit
interval if speech occurs. Initially, this causes the announcement to be
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repeated. If talking persists, an operator is more quickly attached.
Intuitively, this makes possible the provision of long intervals for
(silent) customers slow to deposit while responding more promptly to
those (speaking) who need announcement repetition or operator as-
sistance.

The simulation trial did not provide a sensitive test of the voice
detector for several reasons:

(i) Potential benefit is limited a priori to those users who need
announcement repetition or an operator. The need for an-
nouncement repetition was largely eliminated by selecting an-
nouncements that state the amount twice. Also, customers
needing an operator due to dialing errors ("one plus" instead of
"zero plus") were unusually rare in Chicago compared to other
cities Bronell and Schoeffler characterized.

(ii) No sensitive measures of the service improvements afforded by
the voice detector were readily available. (Customers are una-
ware of the voice detector, and we were able to obtain very
limited observer data.)

Our limited data indicate that the voice detector operated as in-
tended. It was triggered in about 56 percent of the cases for which a
shortening of the interval was beneficial but acted only 6 percent of
the time when it was not potentially beneficial. The majority of cases
it missed were due to customers talking during an announcement
(when it was disabled because it would have been triggered by the
announcement-an easily rectifiable design flaw). However, the voice
detector had only a minor impact on primary performance criteria.

Inclusion of the voice detector cannot be recommended on the basis
of the data available from the simulation. However, the problem the
voice detector was devised to solve still exists and could, at some future
time, be shown to justify voice detector inclusion in ACTS or other
mechanized services where customer speech is a reliable and useful
indicator.
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This paper is concerned with the development tools, strategies, and
methodologies employed by Traffic Service Position System (TsPs)
application programmers for the creation and testing of TSPS soft-
ware. Two environments are described: (i) The support environment
provided by an IBM 370/168 and related TSPS support software
packages for the production of testable TSPS software. (ii) The support
environment provided by the TSPS system laboratory, utility system,
and specialized hardware for testing the TSPS software.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the tools of TSPS software generation and
testing in the following environments:

(i) The facilities provided via a general-purpose IBM processor for
the production of testable TSPS software.

(ii) The facilities provided by the TSPS system laboratory for testing
new and changed TSPS software in an operational environment.

Section II is concerned with the IBM support environment utilized
by TSPS application programmers. The major tools and strategies are
described. More important, the methodologies that make use of these
tools are explained. Section III is concerned with the testing environ-
ment provided by the TSPS system laboratory. This environment
combines an actual TSPS machine, a utility system and related software,
and special hardware for debugging TSPS software.

II. SOURCE CODE DEVELOPMENT AND GENERATION OF SPC-
LOADABLE OBJECT CODE

This section concerns itself with the general environment of TSPS
source code creation, modification, and preparation for testing using
the TSPS system laboratory and associated utility systems.
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2.1 General software support environment of TSPS

The software required to operate a particular TSPS installation is

comprised of approximately 300 programs (PIDENTS) totaling over 200

thousand 40 -bit Stored Program Control (sPc) 1A machine instruc-
tions. The combination of these 300 PIDENTS into an issuable (via
Western Electric) software package is referred to as a generic release.
There are currently four active TSPS generic releases, each having
implemented a major new TSPS feature.

The implementation of new minor enhancements are normally pro-
vided by a new release of an existing active generic. All capabilities
provided by the software of a lower numbered generic are also provided
by the higher numbered generic in addition to the new major feature.
The starting point for software development of a new generic will be
the current state of the source modules comprising the previous
generic. Many of these modules remain unchanged in the new generic.
Others are modified to produce a new version of the PIDENT that adds
the new capabilities for the new generic. In addition, new PIDENTS are
created for the new generic. It is therefore possible to have to maintain
as many versions of a PIDENT as there are active generics.

2.1.1 Featuring and a single source environment

Four active generics with 300 PIDENTS per generic could imply that
1200 PIDENT source modules would have to be maintained. This is not
the case. TSPS employs the use of "featuring" to maintain a single
source module for a PIDENT regardless of the number of distinct
versions of that PIDENT. Featuring basically means the following:

Any addition to a PIDENT source module must be bracketed by
feature control directives which, during the assembly of the source
module, direct the assembler to either assemble or ignore the
bracketed source code. Any existing source lines to be replaced/
deleted are likewise bracketed.

This implies that a single source for a PIDENT can be maintained
which is capable of generating multiple versions of the PIDENT'S object
module (i.e., the output of the assembler). By appropriate feature
control directives to the assembler, different versions of a PIDENT can
be assembled. In speaking of multiple versions of a PIDENT due to four
active generics, what actually is meant is that multiple versions of a
PIDENT'S object module are producible from a single PIDENT source
module.

The feature control directives employed by TSPS are:

INFOR feature expression
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OUTFOR feature expression
ENDFOR feature expression.

The term "feature expression" in all three is a Boolean expression
which is evaluated as "true" or "false" by the assembler. INFOR implies
"assemble" the following source lines if the feature expression is true.
OUTFOR implies "ignore" the following source lines if the feature
expression is true. ENDFOR is the terminating bracket for source lines
to be assembled/ignored. INFOR with a true feature expression is the
same as OUTFOR with a false feature expression. "Feature expressions"
may be combined with Boolean "and," "or," and "not" operations.

Each generic has associated with it sets of feature expressions that
always evaluate as true. Every assembly of a PIDENT source module is
initiated by the processing of a special control statement which speci-
fies the generic for which the PIDENT is being assembled and therefore
the feature expressions which are to be "true" for this particular
assembly.

2.1.2 Software development support environment

Software to be executed on the TSPS SPC lA is generated by means
of the computing facilities of an IBM processor located at the Colum-
bus, Ohio branch laboratory of Bell Laboratories. This facility operates
the OS/370 operating system with the IBM Time Sharing Option
(Tso). The latter point is significant because the TSPS development
organization resides at the Indian Hill laboratory in Naperville, Illinois.
All accesses to the TSPS software data base are through TSO via dial -
up terminal access from Indian Hill. The high-speed data network
(VIPERDAE) connecting Columbus and Indian Hill allows hard copy
and tape output to be returned to Indian Hill.

TSO provides the needed interactive facilities to both TSPS application
programmers and TSPS program administration personnel for data base
administration, PIDENT creation and modification, and submission of
OS/370 batch jobs for assemblies, loads, etc. It should be mentioned
that this interactive environment was new for TSPS with the develop-
ment of Generic 8. Before Generic 8, the software development envi-
ronment was punched -card -oriented, with all functions to be per-
formed being initiated via over-the-counter submission of card decks.

2.1.2.1 Creation and modification of PIDENT source modules.
The major Tso-provided tool utilized by TSPS application programmers
for the creation or modification of PIDENT source is the QED text editor.
QED is a powerful, flexible, and general-purpose text editing facility
capable of either line number or context editing on a range of various
OS/370 file organization types. It should be mentioned at this time
that TSPS application programmers do not directly modify existing
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PIDENT source modules. Since a single -source module is used to gen-
erate (via assembly) the object modules for more than one active
generic, it is felt that direct modification of the PIDENT source for any
particular generic is too dangerous. Instead, TSPS employs the use of
two editors for PIDENT source modification. Via QED, the application
programmer is actually creating the editor statements to be processed
by the Advanced Processor Editor (APE). APE is a very simple, line -

number -oriented editor. It provides only the basic "insert," "replace,"
and "modify" functions and is specifically designed to operate in
conjunction with the TSPS assembler. In almost all cases, APE and the
TSPS assembler are executed in sequence in the batch environment of
the OS/370. APE applies the edits created via QED to the official PIDENT
source and outputs a temporary edited copy of the PIDENT source,
which is then assembled. The actual PIDENT source module is not
altered during this sequence, although the mechanism does exist in
APE to permanently apply the edits to the PIDENT source module,
renumber all lines sequentially, and regenerate the PIDENT source
module. From this point on, any reference to a PIDENT source module
is actually a reference to a PIDENT source module in combination with
the official module of APE edits for that PIDENT.

2.1.2.2 The TSPS assembler. The creation/modification of TSPS
PIDENT source (source + APE edits) is only the first step in a sequence.
This sequence of functions will eventually produce an output from the
IBM support machine which is capable of being executed and tested
on the TSPS system.

The second step in this sequence is the conversion of the PIDENT
source module into an assembled object module suitable for input to
the load step. This conversion process combines the execution of the
APE editor to produce a temporary modified source module, followed
by the assembly of this modified source module by the SPC-SWAP
(Switching Assembly Program) assembler. Primary outputs of the SPC-
SWAP assembler are an object module and an assembly listing corre-
sponding to a particular version of the PIDENT. SPC-SWAP is an excel-
lent, high-powered assembler which possesses an assortment of
pseudo -operations for controlling listing format, symbol definitions,
etc. SPC-SWAP also includes powerful MACRO definition and usage
facilities.

Another facility of the SPC-SWAP assembler which is heavily used by
TSPS in its multigeneric environment is the capability to create a
special file (referred to as a library) of symbol or macro definitions
which can then be accessed by subsequent PIDENT assemblies for the
purpose of symbol or macro resolution. It is the library and macro
facilities of SPC-SWAP which allow the single -source, multiple -generic
environment of TSPS to be viable. The feature control directives
described in Section 2.1.1 are actually macros available through the
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library facility to each TSPS PIDENT assembly. The control statement
which initiates each PIDENT assembly is again a macro (the PACKAGE
macro). Execution of the PACKAGE macro, which basically takes a
generic name as a parameter, establishes the generic environment of
the assembly (i.e., what feature expressions evaluate as "true"; what
generic -dependent libraries of symbol, macro, and data definitions will
be available during the assembly; what "name" should be given to the
produced object module; etc.). Simply by "inserting" via APE a different
specification for the PACKAGE macro and reassembling, a single-source
module is capable of producing many different generic -dependent
versions of its object module.

2.1.2.3 The TSPS loading process. Object modules produced by
the SPC-SWAP assembler are not suitable as input to the TSPS. The final
step in the sequence of operations which produces sPC-compatible
output is the execution of the SPC loader on the IBM support machine.
Primary inputs to the SPC loader are the object modules for all PIDENTS
comprising a particular generic software release and control directives
specifying such things as (i) what areas of SPC memory are available
for loading PIDENTS, (ii) what PIDENTS are to be loaded and, if neces-
sary, at what addresses, and (iii) what types of maps and cross
references are to be generated. In these respects, the SPC loader is very
similar to most relocatable linking loaders. Primary output of the SPC
loader is an 800 -bits -per -inch, 9 -track tape representing the relocated,
fully linked generic load module which is capable of being read into
SPC memory and executed. Corresponding to the tape output is a
printed load map showing memory assignments, available space, etc.,
and optionally cross-reference listings showing entry point definition
and PIDENTS referencing.

An additional capability of the SPC loader is somewhat unique to
Ess-type loaders and is heavily used during TSPS software development.
When creating a full generic software load of all 300 or so PIDENTs, the
SPC loader can be directed to create a special file, called a HISTORY,
into which detailed information concerning the generated load is
written. The information includes the names of all PIDENTs loaded;
the addresses at which they were loaded; how much space each
consumed; what entry points each defined; where each entry point was
referenced; where and how much free SPC memory remains; what SPC
memory was originally available to be loaded; and a complete copy of
the relocated, linked, and loaded SPC memory. On a subsequent exe-
cution of the SPC loader, the HISTORY file can be reinput to provide the
capability for what is known as a partial load. On a partial load, the
SPC loader need only be informed of changes to be made to the previous
full load represented by the HISTORY. Previously loaded PIDENTS can
be unloaded or replaced by new versions, new PIDENTS can be added,
additional SPC memory can be made available for loading into, and a
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new HISTORY reflecting all changes can be generated. Of particular
importance is that, on a partial load, the tape that is generated reflects
only the difference between the updated load image and the previous
load image that had been saved on the input HISTORY file. This partial
load facility of the SPC loader provides SPC application programmers
with an incremental load capability that is the basis for one of TSPS'S

primary software development methodologies to be described.
2.1.2.4 The Interactive Program Administration System. IPAS

(Interactive Program Administration System) is a tool developed for
use by TSPS and other SPC 1A based systems. IPAS executes in the
interactive TSO environment and primarily serves to shield the appli-
cation programmers and program administration personnel from the
complexities of the OS/370 operating system, specifically the nontrivial
Job Control Language (JcL) required for batch execution of spc-related
support tools. IPAS is based on the concept of PIDENTS and versions of
PIDENTS and utilizes the Bell Laboratories Data Management System
(DMs), a hierarchical data base system. IPAS provides the TSPS user
with access to QED for line edit file creation and a simple command
language for initiating the execution of the SPC-SWAP assembler, the
SPC loader, and other minor support tools. IPAS was developed for use
with all TSPS generics but to date has been most extensively used on
the Generic 8 development.

2.2 TSPS software generation methodologies

The discussion to this point has centered on the support tools and
basic implementation strategies available for generating and preparing
for execution the TSPS PIDENT source modules. The discussion now
turns to the methodologies which make use of these tools and strate-
gies. Two methodologies will be covered, one which applies to software
generation in a relatively free administrative atmosphere, and another
which applies to software generation in a very tightly controlled change
environment. Both have been applicable to the recent Generic 8
development, and in fact both were formulated for the Generic 8
development. Both are equally applicable to the other generics. The
two methodologies correspond to the two administrative modes under
which TSPS application programmers work. The "development" mode
implies the free atmosphere; the "frozen" mode, the tightly controlled
atmosphere.

2.2.1 Development mode methodology

The "development" mode primarily applies to the generation of a
major new feature, and therefore to a new generic. In this mode, the
object is to provide the application programmers with as much freedom
as possible in generating the new feature. For this reason, there is little
restriction on how the programmers modify existing PIDENTS or create
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new PIDENTS. The methodology formulated for this "development"
environment is heavily based on the team programming concept and
the partial load capabilities of the SPC loader.

The overall software development of the Automated Coin Toll
Service (ACTS) feature was divided basically along functional lines.
TSPS application programmers were organized in programming teams
based on these functions. The implementation of a given function
required the modification of some subset of the 300 or so TSPS PIDENTS
and the creation of new PIDENTS. The functional subsets of PIDENTS
were not necessarily mutually exclusive. Many times multiple functions
required modification to the same PIDENT. The startup point for the
software development of Generic 8 was the stable state of the TSPS
software as it existed for Generic 7 in the second quarter of 1976. TSPS
program administration personnel set up the proper PACKAGE macro
for Generic 8 and established the Generic 8 dependent macro and
symbol libraries which the PACKAGE macro would make available to
the SPC-SWAP assembler when performing Generic 8 assemblies. All
Generic 7 PIDENTS were then reassembled to produce relocatable
Generic 8 versions of the PIDENT object modules. Recall that a PIDENT
source is actually the combination of the official (i.e., Program Admin-
istration Group [PAG] controlled) PIDENT source module and the
official file of APE line edits for that PIDENT. All relocatable Generic 8
object modules were then input to the SPC loader to produce a full
Generic 8 load module. This load module was designated the "Base 0"
Generic 8 load, capability -wise identical to the Generic 7 state from
which it was generated, and loadable and executable in the TSPS system
laboratory. The foundation upon which to build Generic 8 was estab-
lished.

The programming teams were now capable of incrementally modify-
ing this "Base 0" load and testing their function implementation. To
illustrate the methodology, assume programming teams 1 and 2. The
function of team 1 requires modification of PIDENTS A, B, and C, and
the creation of a new PIDENT D. The function of team 2 requires
modification of PIDENTS A, E, F, and G. Team 1 would proceed as
follows:

(i) Exact copies of the official line edit files for PIDENTS A, B, and
C would be created using QED. Each would be modified as
needed for team 1 function implementation.

(ii) The source for new PIDENT D is created using QED.
(iii) An SPC-SWAP assembly is initiated via IPAS or other TSO facili-

ties utilizing the copied and modified team 1 line edit files for
PIDENTS A, B, and C and the created source file for PIDENT D.
The object modules produced by SPC-SWAP are saved as team
1 object modules.

(iv) Using the SPC loader, initiated via IPAS, a partial load is gen-
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erated based on the HISTORY file corresponding to the "Base 0"

Generic 8 load. PIDENTS A, B, and C are replaced by team 1
versions, and PIDENT D is added. The partial load tape pro-
duced reflects only the differences between the team 1 load and
the "Base 0" load.

(v) Team 1 is now capable of overlaying their partial load image
on top of a known -to -be -stable "Base 0" load image in the TSPS
system laboratory and testing their function unencumbered by

new code from other teams.
(vi) The cycle can be reiterated as problems are discovered during

testing, except that modifications are made to team 1 line edit
files.

Team 2 has concurrently been developing their function following
the same procedures as outlined for team 1. This approach allows very
extensive testing of individual functions, comprising large amounts of
new and modified software, to be accomplished prior to a large-scale
integration of functions.

The PAG personnel again became involved with the Generic 8
development at periodic intervals (usually 6 to 8 weeks) to produce an
updated base load. In preparation for performing the official reassem-
blies for all PIDENTS modified by the programming teams, a merging of
official and team line edit files must take place.

Recalling that both teams 1 and 2 copied the official line edit file for
PIDENT A, the PAG personnel would first merge the team line edit files
for PIDENT A, and the result would then be merged with the official
line edit file for PIDENT A to produce an updated official line edit file.

PIDENTS modified by a single team required only a single merge. The
final merge with the official line edit file guaranteed that no original
official line edits had been inadvertently deleted or modified in such a
way as to adversely affect generics. Having completed the merging
process, PAG could then make any required modifications to Generic 8
macro or symbol libraries, and then reassemble all modified PIDENTS
to produce updated official Generic 8 object modules. These object
modules now would contain all the function code tested by the indi-
vidual teams up to the time the new base was created. PAG then
reexecutes the SPC loader to produce a "base n + 1" load module and
corresponding HISTORY file. The base load image in the TSPS system
laboratory is then updated to "base n + 1," and the new base can be
system -tested to ensure stability.

Although a large amount of new and modified software is introduced
with a new base load, the interval between the start of the merging
process and the completion of the system testing of a new base
averages about 2 weeks. During this interval, the programming teams
are able to continue working against "base n," with the stipulation
that any additional team line -edit changes must be incorporated with
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the updated official line -edit files reflecting "base n + 1." Due to heavy
testing of individual team functions, a minimum amount of system
testing is required to stabilize the new base load, even though the
functions had not previously been integrated.

Prior to Generic 8, the "development" mode methodology was based
on manually overwriting a load image in the TSPS system laboratory to
test new functions or including untested software in new load images.
System testing of new load images was an enormous, time-consuming
task. Function testing via manual overwrites was more of a hindrance
to software development than a help.

2.2.2 Frozen mode methodology

The "frozen" mode of software generation applies primarily to active
generics which have been issued through the Western Electric Com-
pany, and to the latter stages of the development of a new generic.
The objective of the "frozen" mode is to maintain the maximum
amount of stability in the generic software by providing a highly
controlled and documented change environment through which appli-
cation programmers must make software corrections.

For a generic in the "frozen" mode, software change is initiated in
response to a written Trouble Report (TR) documenting a suspected
problem or a needed improvement. The "frozen" mode imposes a
number of restrictions on the application programmers and PAG as to
the manner of software change:

(i) No change to a PIDENT can cause the size of the PIDENT'S object
module to either increase or decrease.

(ii) The primary method for testing is not the partial load, but
incrementally applied changes to the frozen generic's load
image in the TSPS system laboratory.

(iii) Line edit changes corresponding to a laboratory change must
produce a bit -for -bit match between the PAG-generated (via
PIDENT reassembly) next release of the frozen generic and the
overwritten old release in the TSPS system laboratory.

(iv) All programmer -generated changes must be independently
tested and approved by a generic test team.

(v) The application programmer must generate a written Correc-
tion Report (cR) documenting any changes made in response
to a TR.

(vi) Not only must the change be independently tested, but the TR,

CR, overwrite, and line edits must be approved by a generic
software change review committee prior to the line edits being
included in the next release of the frozen generic.

To alleviate some of the problems associated with (i), (ii), and (iii),
above, a functionally identical set of "patching" directives exists,
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available to both the SPC-SWAP assembler and the test laboratory
utility system overwrite assembler. In the case of SPC-SWAP, these are
TSPS system macros available to any PIDENT assembly. They are
merely control directives to the utility system overwrite assembler.
These "patching" directives allow the application programmers to add
new software, replace existing software, or delete existing software
within a PIDENT without altering the assembled size of the PIDENT.

Primary input to utility system overwrite assembler is a deck of
punched cards, composed of symbolic sr C source to be assembled, and
utility system control directives. A few major restrictions on the change
to be assembled are:

(i) There is no macro capability. Any macro to be assembled must
be manually expanded prior to input.

(ii) There is no LIBRARY facility as with the SPC-SWAP assembler.
The utility system overwrite assembler must be explicitly in-
formed of the value of any and all symbols referenced by the
overwrite but not defined within the overwrite.

(iii) No arithmetic beyond addition and subtraction is allowed.
(iv) Many data defining pseudo-ops of the SPC-SWAP assembler are

not recognized by the overwrite assembler.
Given these restrictions of the overwrite assembler and the previ-

ously stated restrictions of the "frozen" mode environment, the change
implementation flow prior to Generic 8 (and therefore prior to general
TS0 usage by TsPs) went as follows:

(i) The TR would be received by the application programmer who
would be making the software change.

(ii) The application programmer would generate an overwrite deck
to fix the stated problem and test the fix by temporarily
overwriting the generic load image in the system laboratory.

(iii) Satisfied with the results, the application programmer would
generate the corresponding CR and a deck of line edits for the
PIDENT source which produced results identical to the over-
write.

(iv) The TR, CR, overwrite deck, and line edit deck would then be
submitted to the generic software change review committee for
approval. If rejected, back to step (ii).

(v) If approved, the TR, CR, overwrite deck, and line edit deck are
submitted to the generic system test team for independent
overwrite testing. If rejected, back to step (ii).

(vi) If approved, the TR, CR, overwrite deck, and line edit deck are
submitted to PAG. The line edit deck is included in the official
line edit deck for the PIDENT(S) involved, the TR and CR are
filed, and the overwrite deck is saved.

This procedure was followed for each TR requiring a software change.
When a new release of the frozen generic was required, PAG would
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reassemble all modified PIDENTS and regenerate the generic load,
maintaining the starting address and size of each PIDENT. This new
load was required to exactly match the overwritten load image in the
TSPS system laboratory before it would be released to Western Electric
for distribution. The methodology outlined above was successful but
possessed inherent and painful shortcomings when it was time to
generate and match the next release of the frozen generic. The short-
comings were primarily due to the overwrite assembler and the need
to create a separate line edit deck producing identical results. The
areas most susceptible to error were the manual symbol resolution and
manual expansion of macros required by the overwrite assembler, but
not required in the line edits.

For Generic 8, the basic theory of this overwrite methodology, with
its checks and approvals, was not substantially altered. There was,
however, the development of a new tool, an Overwrite Generation
(ovGEN) program, which eliminated the need for separate manual
generation of overwrite and line edit decks. OVGEN allowed application
programmers to continue to create line edits as files via QED. OVGEN
requires the application programmer to include in the line edit file
special control directives, identified by the programmer I.D. and a
trouble report number, which informed OVGEN of which line edits to
extract for overwrite generation. OVGEN, actually a combination of
three pre-processors, an SPC-SWAP assembly, and a post -processor,
outputs a symbolic overwrite
overwrite assembler. The overwrite deck contains all information
needed for external symbol resolution. Due to the fact that SPC-SWAP
is used to assemble the line edits, the application programmer can
utilize macros, libraries for symbol resolution, the SWAP data defining
pseudo-ops, etc. In other words, for the application programmer, the
environment is quite similar to the partial load environment, with final
output being an overwrite deck instead of a partial load tape.

The advantages of the OVGEN procedures in the frozen mode are
many.

(i) The application programmer need only create the line edits in
response to a TR.

(ii) The macro facilities of SPC-SWAP are available for use.
(iii) Symbols used which are external to the line edit are resolved

via pre-processing and SWAP LIBRARY facilities.
(iv) Line edits are individually assembled. This leads to far less

assembly problems by PAG when the full reassembly of the
PIDENT is performed for the next release of the frozen generic.

(v) The final match between the new release of the frozen generic
and the old release plus overwrites is considerably cleaner due
to the overwrites having been generated directly from the line
edits.
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III. LABORATORY TESTING ENVIRONMENT

TSPS programmers use the TSPS system laboratory complex to test
and debug new or changed PIDENTS. One or more programmers work-
ing on similar program areas will schedule time in the lab. Thus, this
complex has been designed to provide a working environment condu-
cive to high programmer productivity.

Two TSPS laboratories are available to programmers. Both consist of
the Stored Program Control (spc) No. 1A/TsPs complex, the nonresi-
dent utility system, and call -oriented simulators. The SPC/TSPS com-
plex allows programmers to test in an environment much like a typical
TSPS office. The utility system and simulators provide debugging aids
not found in a typical office. This section describes the hardware and
software facilities which make up the laboratory complex.

3.1 Hardware configuration

The TSPS laboratory configuration is shown in Fig. 1. This section
discusses each component in the configuration except the simulators,
which are discussed in Section 3.3.

3.1.1 Stored program control (SPC) 1A

The TSPS is controlled by the SPC 1A.' The SPC consists of a processor,
memory system, central pulse distributor, signal distributor, master
scanner, and a maintenance control center for the man -machine inter-
face. Each of these parts is duplicated for reliability except the main-
tenance control center.

The SPC processor provides the control for the TSPS by executing the
instructions in the memory. The processor cycle is 6.3 p.s. The registers
available in the processor include a 20 -bit Program Address Register
(PAR), 20 -bit Address Image Register (AIR) which contains the address
of the most recent store access, 47 -bit Memory Access Register (MAR)
for storing the information read from or written into the memory, and
seven 20 -bit index registers. The index registers are general purpose
and may be used for any function.

The word length of the SPC memory is 47 bits (40 bits of information
and 7 for error correction). There are 20 bits of addressing. Nineteen
bits select the memory word. The remaining bit determines which half
of the word is used.

The processor communicates to the peripherals and TSPS by three
units: the Central Pulse Distributor (cPD) which allows the SPC to send
pulses to points in the system where fast response to an instruction is
needed, the signal distributor which allows the SPC to operate or
release magnetic latching relays which are connected to output points,
and the master scanner which provides status and supervisory inputs
to the SPC from the various units in the SPC complex.
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Fig. 1-TSPS system laboratory.

The Maintenance Control Center (Mcc) consists of a control and
display panel, a teletypewriter, and a program tape unit for loading
the SPC 1A memory.

3.1.2 Nonresident utility system

The utility system provides a means for easily loading and reading
the SPC memory, for debugging real-time programs in a noninterfering
fashion, for controlling devices in the laboratory, and for transmitting
or storing files. The advantage of this utility system over the earlier
TSPS utilities is that the programs are nonresident to the SPC and that
debugging of programs can be done without interfering with the
execution of the system's real-time programs.

The utility system is a combination of hardware and software. This
section discusses the hardware aspects of the system, and other sec-
tions discuss how the utility system is used for software change
administration and program testing. The utility hardware consists of
a support processor, a support processor interface, a noninteracting
utility program interface console, an electronic signal distributor, and
serial data links.

3.1.2.1 Support processor. The support processor used in the
utility system is a commercial minicomputer. The minicomputer uses
the XVMDOS operating system and its peripherals include a 9 -track
magnetic tape unit, fixed head disk, 3 -disk -pack bulk memories, tele-
typewriter, high-speed printer, card reader, and paper tape reader and
punch. .

User files and TSPS generic programs are stored on the disk memory.
These files can be updated and additional files added by means of the
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magnetic tape unit, card reader, or paper tape reader. The user input
is via the teletypewriter and card reader. The output is usually over
the high-speed printer.

3.1.2.2 Noninterfering utility program interface console/ sup-
port processor interface (NUPIC/ SPI). The interface between the
SPC and the support processor is the Noninterfering Utility Program
Interface Console (Num) and the Support Processor Interface (sPi).
The NUPIC and SPI are two separate circuits but are discussed together
because they are so closely related.

The NUPIC interfaces directly with the SPC processors to allow the
user to monitor and control the system programs. It provides access to
the PAR, AIR, MAR, and the index registers in each SPC processor. It
also provides processor clock control and interrupt interfaces. The
circuitry in the NUPIC allows the user to load the SPC, read the SPC
memory, set program matchers, and have the contents of the SPC
registers read and stored. The NUPIC has a man -machine interface
consisting of SPC register displays and manual controls. These manual
controls are particularly useful if the support processor should fail.
The section on program testing will discuss the debugging aids avail-
able with the NUPIC.

The NUPIC is controlled by the support processor via the SPI circuit,
which provides a 2 -way, high-speed data communications channel.
Since the support processor and the SPC processors have different word
lengths and different cycle times, buffering (core memory) is provided
in the SPI. The SPI is used in conjunction with the NUPIC and the
support processor for loading the sic memory, reading the SPC mem-
ory, and collecting data during program debugging.

3.1.2.3 Electronic signal distributor (ESD). In testing programs, it
is often necessary to have TSPS configured differently due to multiple
generics. This means that specified circuits can be connected to or
removed from the TSPS buses, equipment can be removed from service,
or equipment can be put into service. The ESD provides a means to do
this automatically. Up to 2048 distributor points can be individually
set or reset by the support processor. These points can be used to
control relays, lamps, and logic inputs.

Each user can have a file on the support processor which specifies
the generic program and how the ESD points should be set. Section
3.2.1.2 discusses the creation and execution of the user files.

Another use of the ESD is for physical fault insertion. This applica-
tion is discussed in a later section on trouble location manual genera-
tion.

3.1.2.4 Serial data channels. Several serial data channels are
available on the support processor. The channels are full duplex, with
data rates up to 10K baud. The channels are used for transmitting
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files or receiving files for storage. Presently, one of these channels is
used for transferring user call load files to and from the microprocessor
controlled call simulator (Section 3.3.3.2) and another is used for
loading the writable storage unit (used in program development) of
the Programmable Controller in the Station Signaling and Announce-
ment Subsystem for the Automated Coin Toll Service' (ACTS) feature.

3.2 Laboratory software change administration

The desire to add new features, as well as the need to correct
software errors, make it necessary to be able to easily change programs
in the TSPS laboratory. This is done differently, depending on the state
of the software base being changed. If the code is being developed into
a new major generic issue, programmers are free to perform large-scale
code modifications and additions. This is termed the development
mode. If the base is already an official generic issue, only minor
changes and additions can be made in response to specific troubles.
This is done to minimize the need for extensive retesting after applying
the change. This mode is termed the frozen mode.

This section deals with the tools available for changing the TSPS
program in the lab in both of the above modes.

3.2.1 Development mode

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the partial load is the primary means
of changing code in the development mode. A partial load tape con-
taining all new and changed object code is brought into the TSPS lab
by the programmer for debugging. The programmer then uses two
support processor programs to load the base load plus the partial load
into the SPC. These programs are DZLOAD and ALCFG (Automatic
Laboratory Configuration). Once the desired load is in the SPC, the
NOVA (Noninteracting Overwrite Assembler) program is used to make
minor code revisions until a new partial load tape can be generated.

3.2.1.1 The DZLOAD program. DZLOAD is the interchange and
comparator program for SPC code and data residing on magnetic tape,
disk, or SPC memory. It allows the user to easily load and verify SPC
programs as well as create duplicate copies of SPC memory on disk or
tape. The user may choose to store a partial load tape on disk in the
support processor, which eliminates the need to carry the magnetic
tape into the lab for subsequent debugging sessions.

DZLOAD deals with only one file at a time; however, the support
processor can also load multiple files and control the TSPS lab's
hardware configuration. The program that does this is called ALCFG.

3.2.1.2 The ALCFG program. The TSPS system laboratories are
used to develop and test hardware and software for use at TSPS
installations in the field. The laboratory is used to simulate configu-
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rations existing in the field and new hardware configurations under
development.

The ALCFG program allows the user to easily and quickly change the
laboratory's program and hardware configuration. The result is in-
creased lab availability, brought about by a decrease in the manual
action required to establish a particular configuration. The user can
predefine a configuration and store it on a support processor disk.
Thus, calling in the configuration definition under ALCFG will cause
the quick reestablishment of the desired lab environment-both soft-
ware and hardware. The lab hardware is controlled by the Electronic
Signal Distributor (EsD). The ESD is explained in Section 3.1.2.3. ALCFG
allows the user to easily define a particular ESD state.

During a lab testing and debugging session, the user will probably
uncover minor coding errors or oversights. These errors can be tem-
porarily corrected in SPC memory using the NOVA program.

3.2.1.3 The NOVA program. NOVA is a utility program that allows
the lab user to overwrite SPC memory. The input to NOVA is symbolic
SPC source code residing on punched cards or disk, or typed directly on
the user terminal. Since the program being changed resides at a fixed
SPC memory location and occupies a fixed amount of storage space,
code additions must be incorporated in a "patched" fashion. NOVA is
therefore designed to manage a series of patch buffers. These buffers
are the actual start and end addresses of spare program memory in the
SPC. Definitions of these buffers are covered in Section 3.2.2.2.

NOVA allows the user to specify program changes in either relocatable
or absolute fashion. NOVA reads the overwrite statements, assembles
them into SPC object code, prints a listing, and stores a binary image
of this code on a support processor disk. This binary file is then loaded
into SPC memory. Another binary file is also kept by NOVA, namely,
the contents of the addresses specified in the overwrite prior to loading
the overwrite. This file is identified by a temporary overwrite number.
The user can therefore instruct NOVA to flush a specific overwrite out
of SPC memory by restoring all addresses to their contents prior to the
change.

Many options are available to the NOVA user. Some commonly used
ones are (i) assemble and produce a listing, (ii) assemble, produce a
listing, and create a binary file, (iii) load the last binary file created,
and (iv) print the old data along with the overwrite listing. Another
option has to do with permanent overwrites. This is covered in the
next section.

3.2.2 Frozen mode

The NovA-assembled overwrite is the primary means of changing
SPC code in the frozen mode (see Section 2.2.2). The main emphasis in
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this mode is placed on incremental change documentation and testing,
and administration of the updated generic base load. The NOVA pro-
gram is used extensively during this process. A programmer submits,
in addition to TR/CR (trouble report/correction report) forms and line
edits, a symbolic overwrite to a system test team. This overwrite is
designed to fix a particular trouble existing in the base generic. The
test team tests the change as a temporary NOVA overwrite and, if
accepted, prepares to permanently incorporate it in the base generic.

3.2.2.1 NOVA-Permanent overwrites. The mechanics involved
in establishing a permanent NOVA overwrite are very similar to those
for temporary overwrites. The main differences are

1. No old data file is kept (permanent overwrites cannot be flushed
from sr C memory).

2. The pointers into the patch buffers are permanently changed to
indicate that patch used in the overwrite is no longer spare
program memory.

In addition, a permanent record of the start and end address of
individual patches is kept on disk. This information is extremely useful
to PAG when generating a patched load (see Section 2.2.2) correspond-
ing to the updated lab base load. Each patch origin must be defined to
allow the SWAP assembler to correctly assemble the patched code into
the changed program. The NOVA permanent overwrite listing is used
to document the change in the lab until the new PAG load and listings
are produced.

3.2.2.2 NOVA- Generic administration. Up to this point in the
lab software change section, only one base load is mentioned. However,
as stated in Section 2.1, more than one TSPS generic issue is usually
active at one time. Consequently, NOVA must be able to properly
change and patch programs for each active generic. This generic is
identified by the user each time the NOVA program gets called in. NOVA
uses this identification to access a set of PIDENT and PATCH files unique
to that generic. The administration of these PIDENT and PATCH files is
handled by a portion of NOVA, called PIDAM. The system test group
usually takes care of this administration. PIDAM allows the user to
define and update the PIDENT and patch files for each generic. These
files contain a list of all PIDENT5 that make up the generic issue along
with their start and end addresses, available patch buffers, a store
patch map (i.e., a map linking sic programs to a specific patch buffer),
and a list of all permanently loaded patches (see Section 3.2.2.1).

3.3 Laboratory program testing

After the sic has been loaded with a new generic program (devel-
opment mode) or changes made to an existing generic program (frozen
mode), the programmer is ready to begin testing. The following sec -
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tions describe the hardware, software, and simulators available to the
programmers for testing programs.

3.3.1 Hardware for program debugging

The NUPIC discussed in Section 3.1.2 gives the user extensive pro-
gram debugging tools. These tools include matchers, visual displays,
and processor controls (Fig. 2).

The matchers available with the NUPIC include:
Address Matchers-There are nine address matchers (one manual)

which can be set to indicate when a specified program address is
executed or when a specified data address is read or written.

Range Trap Matchers-Two range trap matchers are available.
These matchers will indicate when any address within a range of
program is reached or when any address within a range of data is

accessed.
Bit Matchers-Two 20 -bit matchers allow the programmer to match

against an address, contents of a memory location, or the contents of
an index register. The bit pattern to be matched against can have an
associated mask. This mask will indicate which bits in the pattern are
"don't cares."

Peripheral Matcher-The peripheral matcher is used to indicate
when a particular peripheral order accesses a particular peripheral
unit. The peripheral unit address can have an associated mask.

Each of these matchers can be set manually via keys on the NUPIC.
All but the manual matcher can also be set automatically. When a
matcher "fires," the contents of the SPC registers can be collected by
the support processor, analyzed, and printed on the high-speed printer.

The matchers can be set up with different options which will be
executed when the matcher fires. These options can be interfering and
noninterfering. The noninterfering options include register snaps and
transfer traces. The transfer trace gives a record of every transfer that
occurs in the program once the matcher fires.

The interfering options cause an interrupt in the sic program
execution and transfer of control to the SPC resident utilities. The
options include doing a write into unprotected memory, dumping
portions of memory, writing to registers, jumping to a different address,
and stopping the SPC.

The visual displays on the NUPIC include binary lamp displays for
the major points in each SPC processor such as the index registers and
buses. Octal displays are provided for the registers most often used.
These include the PAR, AIR, MAR, selected matcher address, and
relocatable address (least five significant digits). The PAR, AIR, and
MAR displays are available for each processor.
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Several manual control functions are provided to allow the user to
selectively control either or both SPC processors.

(i) The user can stop or start the processor clock and can step
through instructions one cycle or one phase at a time.

(ii) Instructions, data, and scanner answers can be inserted.
(iii) Matchers can be set up.
(iv) Utility interrupts can be generated and flags provided for the

SPC resident utility programs.
(v) Transient store errors can be simulated.

(vi) The processors can be split into two independent systems.

3.3.2 Software for program debugging

Facilities exist in both the support processor and the SPC to aid in
TSPS program debugging and testing. The most useful of these resides
in the support processor and is called SPCDDT (Stored Program Control
Dynamic Debugging Tool). This program activates matchers and
traces via the NUPIC to give the user information about program flow
in the SPC. Another useful support processor program is AMADMP
(Automatic Message Accounting Dump). This program aids call proc-
essing programmers by providing formatted AMA information at the
completion of a call. Finally, sPc-resident code assembled as a special
set of Feature Assembly Debugging Aids (FADA) allows the program-
mer to selectively control the execution of TSPS programs.

3.3.2.1 The SPCDDT program. SPCDDT is used to set address
matchers, range traps, bit matchers, and a peripheral matcher in the
NUPIC circuit (see Section 3.1.2). The user has the ability to control
certain actions before and after a matcher fires. Some of these options
are:

(i) Jump to a program address when a matcher fires.
(ii) Dump the contents of specific SPC memory areas on the line

printer when a matcher fires.
(iii) Write information into an SPC memory location when a matcher

fires.
(iv) Start or end a transfer trace when a matcher fires.
(v) Selectively print trace information on the line printer.

(vi) Continually store trace information in the core memory of the
SPI circuit (see Section 3.1.2.2). If the core fills, overwrite it
with the more recent information (overlay mode). Freeze it and
send the contents to the support processor for printing when
another matcher fires.

Option (vi) is a particularly useful feature. It allows the programmer
to monitor the entire flow of one (or more) program(s), and print out
only the flow prior to an interesting event.

3.3.2.2 The AMADMP program. AMADMP provides formatted AMA
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information on the support processor line printer at the completion of
a TSPS call. This information is very useful to a programmer in
debugging call processing or billing -oriented software.

Normally, the AMA Data Accumulation Program (AmAc) stores the
billing information in buffers in TSPS memory. When a buffer is full,
AMAC activates another program which records all buffered data on
magnetic tape. This tape must then be processed on an off-line
computer. The delays and logistics involved in this procedure make it
undesirable for debugging purposes. Consequently, AMADMP was writ-
ten during the development stage of the Remote Trunk Arrangement
(RTA) feature of TSPS Generic 7.

AMADMP uses the NUPIC to activate two matchers in the AMAC
program. One matcher fires at the start of AMAC'S recording of the
billing information and the other fires after all information has been
buffered for a call. Using the information appearing in the sic registers
at the time the matchers fire, AMADMP requests a dump of the buffer
locations used by AMAC. The data from these locations are then
formatted in the support processor to make it more readable, and then
printed on the line printer.

3.3.2.3 The FADA feature. FADA is a collection of debugging soft-
ware that can be assembled into a development base load. It consists
of special code added to generic TSPS programs as well as a special
PIDENT (ECDB). This code does not get released officially for use in live
TSPS offices.

FADA was developed during the early stages of Generic 7 as an aid
in the recovery of new program loads and a debugging tool. It accom-
plishes this by allowing the user to selectively inhibit execution of
many program functions. This capability makes it possible to simulate
many low probability events, cause race conditions, and exercise
program failure legs.

3.3.3 Simulators

3.3.3.1 Single -call simulators. Many times in testing programs,
the programmer needs the ability to place a single call through the
TSPS. Two types of test facilities are available for making single calls.
The first of these facilities is the "single -line" simulator. This simulator
consists of a local (calling) telephone connected to the local office side
of the simulator and the toll (called) phone connected to the toll side
of the simulator. The local and toll sides of the simulator are connected
to a TSPS incoming trunk. This trunk is dedicated to a particular traffic
type. For each traffic type (coin, hotel/motel, RTA), there is a single -
line simulator.

Calls are placed by the programmer in the same way a customer
would make a particular type of call. The simulator performs all
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necessary signaling required by TSPS. The call is recognized by TSPS
and handled appropriately by routing it to an operator's position or by
connecting the called telephone.

The single -line simulator is used for calls which are to be handled
normally. The simulator generates the correct KP, Start (sT) digit, and
Automatic Number Identification (Am) digit for the call. However,
there are times when the programmer must have more control over
the call. For instance, the programmer may wish to test a call using an
improper ST digit or ANI digit. In these cases, the manual trunk test set
(also known as the "Burelback Box") is used.

The manual trunk test set allows the programmer to place a single
call and to have control over the entire call. The programmer selects
the type of TSPS trunk circuit to be used and the call type. By operating
switches, the programmer simulates seizure by the local office and
responds to supervision from TSPS by keying in the KP digit, the call
digits, a ST digit, an ANI digit, and the calling digits. When the toll side
of the trunk is seized by TSPS, the programmer generates the toll
supervision signals to TSPS. On ACTS calls, the coin tones can also be
generated.

3.3.3.2 Multiple -call simulators. There are program bugs which do
not show up until there is a substantial traffic load on the system. In
TSPS testing, a simulated load can be generated by the Electronic Load
Box (ELB) and the Microprocessor Controlled Load Box (MICLOB).
Both of these "load boxes" automatically generate calls on multiple
TSPS trunk circuits. Each load box simulates the functions of both the
local and toll offices.

The characteristics of the ELB are:
(i) Generates up to 14 simultaneous calls. All calls must be the

same type and the same length.
(ii) Can generate 1800 calls per hour.

(iii) Works with MF (multifrequency) trunks, 2 -wire, or 4 -wire, loop
or E&M signaling.

To use the ELB, the user selects the number and the type of the calls
desired. If more than one call type is required, another ELB must be
used. To provide the user with more flexibility in setting up a call load
and to provide the capability for coin signaling for ACTS, the MICLOB
was developed. MICLOB (Fig. 3) has the following characteristics:

(i) It generates up to 32 simultaneous calls of any call mix the user
wishes.

(ii) The call types include coin, noncoin, hotel/motel, and inter-
national.

(iii) All call parameters are under user control.
(iv) It works with either 2 -wire or 4 -wire trunks with MF or DP (dial

pulsing) signaling and with loop or E&M supervision. Other
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Fig. 3-Microprocessor Controlled Load Box.
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trunk types can be easily handled by modifying the microcom-
puter program and providing the proper trunk interface.

(v) The call load can be as high as 10,000 calls per hour for short
calls.

The user sets up his call load by entering the call parameters for
each trunk via a teletypewriter or a terminal. Once the load is estab-
lished, the calls can be started or stopped individually or as a group.
The user can save his call load parameters on the support processor's
disk via a serial data link (Section 3.1.2.4). This call load can be
reloaded at a later time. This save/load capability allows users to set
up a call load without entering the information via the teletypewriter
each time.

Another feature of the MICLOB is the error messages printed on the
TTY or terminal whenever calls do not proceed properly. These mes-
sages can alert the user to a problem with a trunk circuit or a MICLOB
circuit.

In a testing environment where a heavy load is required, the ELB
can be used to generate a background load of a particular call type.
The micLos can be used to generate a load of special calls or of call
types not possible with the ELB. In this manner, the TSPS programs
can be exercised in the lab much like a live system.

3.3.3.3 Operator simulators. Operator simulators are used to sim-
ulate operator actions on calls arriving at positions. These simulators
are used when a call load is generated containing calls which require
operator assistance. The simulators recognize the call types arriving at
the position and generate the required keying sequences. There are
two types of operator simulators used in TSPS. The older simulator is
hardwired. It can handle all call types except ACTS. Each of these
simulators requires an actual position to operate.

The new Microprocessor Operator Position Simulator (Mops) can
handle all call types. Each call type can be handled differently, new
call types can easily be added, and existing calls can easily be changed.
This simulator can work with or without an actual position available.
In this way, less positions are required in the laboratory. The advan-
tage of having calls go to an actual position is that one can observe
how the simulator is handling calls or one can manually handle a call
if necessary. These functions can be duplicated via a terminal con-
nected to the simulator.

The lamp and display orders sent to a simulator position by TSPS
during a call can be converted to lamp names and digital displays and
printed on the terminal. By monitoring a particular simulator position,
the programmer can observe calls going to the position. The keys on
the terminal are programmed to act as position keys so that the
programmer can also manually handle a call if desired. The terminal
can be remoted if necessary. This feature is useful when the TSPS
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operator positions are not at the same location where program testing
is being performed.

3.4 Trouble location manual (TLM) generation

The Trouble Location Manual (TLM) contains Trouble Location
Numbers (TLN) for a circuit or subsystem. Associated with each TLN
is the location of probable failing circuit packs in the circuit. These
numbers which are an output from the diagnostic program are used to
assist craft in fixing a faulty circuit.

The generation of a TLM for each circuit or subsystem requires that
faults be physically inserted in these circuits. The diagnostic program
for the circuit being faulted is run. The results from the diagnostic are
used to generate the TLN. The collection of TLNS and faulted circuit
locations make up the TLM.

Originally, in TSPS, most circuit pack faults could be inserted at the
connector. However, with the introduction of RTA and the IGFET
(Insulated Gate Field Effect Transistor) memory, circuit packs become
much more complex. They contained many integrated circuits in Dual
In -Line Packages (DIP). All necessary faults could not be inserted at
the connector. To insert faults in the newer circuit packs and to speed
up the TLM generation process, a minicomputer -controlled fault inser-
tion technique was developed. This technique, which consists of fault
insertion hardware and software, is discussed in the following sections.

3.4.1 Physical fault insertion

The type of faults inserted in the circuits are opens and shorts to
desired voltage levels on the circuit pack connectors and the pins of
the DIPS on the packs.

The circuit pack which is being faulted is a special version of the
standard circuit pack in that the integrated circuits are socket -
mounted. The circuit pack is mounted in a special extender board
which is plugged into the circuit pack connector. The DIPS on the
circuit pack have "daughterboards" inserted between them and their
sockets. Both the extender board and "daughterboards" have relays
which can be controlled to open or short the circuit pack connector
pins and the DIP pins.

These relays are controlled by the support processor by setting
selected points in the ESD. The fault insertion hardware decodes this
information to operate the selected relays and thus insert the desired
fault.

3.4.2 Diagnostic control and raw data accumulation

The support processor contains software to control automatic phys-
ical fault insertion and the sic diagnostic programs. It also contains
routines to gather the test results, or raw data, from these diagnostics.
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These results are combined into a data base used to produce system
TLMS. The support processor software designed to control these proc-
esses is called MCFIT (Minicomputer Controlled Fault Insertion Tech-
nique). The MCFIT program, together with special code in the SPC to
interface with system diagnostics, make up the automatic physical
fault insertion control software.

3.4.2.1 The MCF1T program. MCFIT was designed to allow rapid
fault insertion and TLM generation. The majority of faults to be
inserted are stored in a data base on the support processor's disk. This
data base consists of all standard faults that are defined for each type
of DIP used in the circuit being faulted. Thus, the user must only input
the layout of the circuit pack to be faulted and any modifications to
the standard fault list. MCFIT automatically controls the faulting of the
entire pack, requiring manual intervention only to move the fault
insertion hardware to the next pack.

Once the user has specified the pack layout, MCFIT retrieves the
correct list of faults from disk and applies any necessary modifications.
This list, together with the subsystem identification and circuit pack
location, comprise the MCFIT "work file." MCFIT then executes a fault
insertion program which sequentially inserts all faults appearing in the
work file. This program controls the fault insertion hardware, activates
a special SPC program which requests diagnostics on the specified
subsystem unit, and records the failure data on the support processor's
magnetic tape unit. It also prints summary data on the line printer.
These data point out unexpected diagnostic ATPS (All Tests Passed)
and inconsistent failure data for the user to examine.

3.4.2.2 SPC interface software. As mentioned above, the MCFIT
program activates a special SPC program to request diagnostics. This
SPC program is not part of the official generic, but is loaded into
memory at the start of each fault insertion session in the lab. The
diagnostic is requested through the NUPIC/SPI interface. An interrupt
is generated in the SPC which transfers control to this diagnostic
interface program. This program sets the appropriate bits in the
diagnostic request words and status words corresponding to the sub-
system unit being faulted. The diagnostic sequence proceeds normally
in the SPC with one exception. Normally, each diagnostic transfers
control to the SPC Diagnostic Output Control Program (DocP) to print
the pass/fail data on the maintenance teletypewriter. This special
program, however, intercepts the data passed to DOCP and sends them
to the support processor via the NUPIC/SPI.

IV. CONCLUSION

Effective software development depends very heavily on adequate
development tools and test facilities. The tools and facilities described
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in this paper came about through an evolutionary process. They
started out in a much more basic form and were improved and
expanded many times before they reached their present state. Thus,
effective support software and hardware requires ongoing develop-
ment. This point must be kept in mind so that programmer productiv-
ity can continue to improve.
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This paper describes the verification and evaluation procedures
followed in the development of new features for the Traffic Service
Position System (TsPs). Beginning with the definition of new feature
requirements, these procedures are adhered to throughout the TSPS
development cycle. Hardware and software designs are reviewed to
verify that all requirements are met and to ensure that Bell System
standards for reliability are maintained. Finally, both system labo-
ratory and site testing are performed to verify the proper implemen-
tation of each new feature and to evaluate the overall performance of
the TSPS.

I. INTRODUCTION

A significant part of the effort required for any switching system
development involves determining whether the system performs
properly. The ultimate judge of system performance is the user. In
making this judgment, the user considers both system reliability and
maintainability. Since Bell System standards for service are very high,
measures of acceptable performance are rigorous. Thorough plans are
made to ensure that switching systems provide this required high level
of performance. These plans begin with the initial concept of a switch-
ing system or new feature and continue throughout the development
process. Every design decision is based on providing the best possible
service at the lowest possible cost. Each decision is evaluated for its
impact on the customer who uses the switching system and on the
operating company that must administer and maintain it.

This paper discusses the methods used to verify and evaluate system
performance of the Traffic Service Position System (TsPs). It also
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describes the facilities specifically designed to support the verification
and evaluation process.

II. STAGES OF THE TSPS VERIFICATION AND EVALUATION PROCESS

The verification and evaluation process for new TSPS features in-
volves all aspects of system development. This process begins with the
determination of feature objectives and continues with the verification
that the design requirements for each new feature are consistent with
these objectives. Finally, the system is tested to ensure that the
implementation reflects the design requirements. This process is di-
vided into several stages. The stages of verification and evaluation
discussed in this article are (i) requirements reviews, (ii) design
reviews, (iii) circuit analysis or program reviews, (iv) unit testing, (v)
integration testing, and (vi) system testing. Figure 1 shows these six

IDEA FOR A NEW FEATURE

1

REQUIREMENTS REVIEW

DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS MEMORANDA

2

DESIGN REVIEW

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONS AND DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATIONS MEMORANDA

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM REVIEW

CIRCUITS AND PROGRAMS

4

UNIT TESTING

TESTED FUNCTIONAL UNITS

5

INTEGRATION TESTING

FROZEN FUNCTIONAL UNITS

NEW TSPS CAPABILITY

Fig. 1-Six stages in the TSPS verification and evaluation process.
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stages and how the results of each stage are used in subsequent stages
of the development.

The first stage of the verification and evaluation process begins
when a new TSPS feature or system capability is proposed. Each new
feature is analyzed to determine the service and maintenance require-
ments that must be satisfied. This analysis can be very extensive for
some new features, such as the Automated Coin Toll Service (AcTs)
feature. To perform this analysis for ACTS, an in-service TSPS was
modified to simulate ACTS for a comprehensive human factors trial.'
The results of this trial guided the formulation of the requirements for
ACTS. These requirements are documented in development require-
ments memoranda and form the basis for detailed design and devel-
opment.

The detailed design and development of a new feature is generally
accomplished by partitioning the feature into functional units which
are then assigned to development teams for implementation. Contin-
ued division of responsibility within a team for the development of a
functional unit is dependent on the complexity of that unit. This
partitioning applies to both hardware and software portions of the
system.

The second stage of the TSPS verification and evaluation process
begins when design reviews are held to determine if the conceptual
aspects of each functional unit are consistent with the overall system
requirements. Once the architectural design of the functional unit has
been evaluated in this manner, the development team begins the
detailed design of the functional unit. The design of each element in
the functional unit is reviewed. Depending on the number and com-
plexity of functional unit interfaces, members of other TSPS develop-
ment teams may participate at this point in the process. After this
review, development specifications memoranda and circuit descrip-
tions are usually written documenting the detailed design.

The hardware development proceeds with the generation of circuit
schematic diagrams and the specification of the circuit components
used in constructing the circuit. The layout of the circuit components
and their interconnections are specified, and prototype circuits are
built. The prototype circuits are tested off-line from the system to
ensure that they perform as required. Manufacturing tests are also
generated for digital circuits using a logic simulation program.' After
these tests and prototypes of the digital circuits are verified with a
circuit pack tester, testing begins in the system laboratory. Once the
circuit is verified to operate in accordance with the design intent,
manufacturing and factory test information is transmitted to Western
Electric. This activity is scheduled so that standard Western Electric -
supplied hardware will be available when site testing begins.
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The software development is done in parallel with the hardware
development. After each program is written, a program review is
conducted (i) to ensure that all development requirements are met;
(ii) to verify that the interfaces between programs are correct; and (iii)
to check that each program instruction is correct. Problems identified
and corrected during this program review require much less effort than
if they were left to be resolved during later stages of the verification
and evaluation process.

The fourth stage in this process is the formulation of functional tests
which utilize special test facilities (see Section III) and which ensure
that each functional unit meets the design requirements. Upon the
completion of unit testing, the fifth stage of the verification and
evaluation process occurs when integration testing is performed. In-
tegration tests ensure that each functional unit performs in a total
system environment. Specifically, interactions between functional
units and hardware -software interfaces are emphasized. Once the
integration tests have been successfully run, the functional unit designs
are considered frozen, in that changes to a functional unit can only be
made on a more formal and controlled basis. The frozen functional
units are now ready for system testing, the sixth and last stage in the
verification and evaluation process.

During system testing, additional functional tests are written, and
the total set of functional tests are performed by an independent group
to ensure that any biases held by the design engineers are not reflected
in the interpretation of test results. Beginning with this phase of TSPS

testing, every change introduced into the system-hardware or soft-
ware-must be initiated by a trouble report which specifies the seri-
ousness of the problem so that corrections can be generated on a
priority basis. Changes must be submitted in a formal manner and
approved by a special committee called the change review committee.

Beginning with the system testing phase of the verification and
evaluation process, each change is tested incrementally. That is, the
correction to each problem, when possible, is considered an independ-
ent entity. Each correction can be rejected if not deemed appropriate
by either the change review committee or the system testers. This
procedure is used (i) to provide a high degree of visibility to all changes
being introduced into the system, (ii) to provide a procedure whereby
each change is individually and thoroughly tested, and (iii) to provide
a procedure whereby design engineers can make changes without
repeatedly going through the integration process.

To this end, each change submitted by the design engineer must be
accompanied by a very specific test procedure which has been verified
before the change is submitted. System testers then take great care to
ensure that the test procedure is appropriate and that the change does
not invalidate a previously verified functional capability. In some
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cases, this can only be done by repeating a long series of previously
completed functional tests. This verification and evaluation process is
greatly enhanced by a comprehensive set of test facilities discussed in
the following section. These test facilities are available to both design-
ers and system testers.

III. SYSTEM LABORATORY TESTING

TSPS verification and evaluation is done at Indian Hill using two
system test facilities. Each test facility contains a TSPS and its associ-
ated peripheral subsystems (i.e., a Position Subsystem No. 1,3 Position
Subsystem No. 2,4 Remote Trunk Arrangement,' Station Signaling
and Announcement Subsystems-see Fig. 2). Minicomputers and var-

CALLER PARTYLOCAL
OFFICE

RTA TRUNK
TOLL

OFFICE

CALLED

REMOTE PCL
HARDWARE

\CONCENTRATOR/ ANNOUNCEMENT
STORES

PERIPHERAL
CONTROL LINK

BASE
REMOTE
TRUNK

SSAS
CONTROLLER

COIN DETECTION

PCL GROUP
AND

ANNOUNCEMENT
GATE CIRCUITS

TSPS CALLER

PCL GROUP LOCAL OFFICE
GATE

 PERIPHERAL
 CONTROL LINK

REMOTE PCL
HARDWARE

PSS1 GROUP
GATE

CARRIER

REMOTE PSS1
HARDWARE

TSPS TRUNK

TOLL OFFICE

CALLED PARTY

PSS2 POSITION PSS1 POSITION

Fig. 2-Traffic Service Position System No. 1.
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ious microprocessor -controlled circuits are utilized to produce the
desired hardware and software environment.' In this environment, the
system laboratory user can control and monitor the operation of the
TSPS. Figure 3 shows one of the TSPS system laboratories at Indian
Hill.

One aspect of controlling the TSPS operation is to establish the
desired hardware and software configuration. The minicomputer pro-
vides three major capabilities for reconfiguring or modifying the sys-
tem. First, the minicomputer provides the capability to load the TSPS
with a new program, with the system's program stores being automat-
ically reconfigured to match the memory requirements of the new
program. Second, portions of the TSPS program can be modified with
changes assembled by the minicomputer. This capability is used ex-
tensively in the incremental testing of modifications to frozen pro-
grams. Third, automatic fault insertion by the minicomputer is used
to exercise system diagnostics in the preparation of trouble locating
manuals. These manuals are used in conjunction with diagnostic
outputs to identify hardware faults. The automatic process by which
these faults are inserted helps to increase trouble locating manual
resolution by allowing efficient generation of a large number of sample
diagnostic results.

Once the desired hardware and software configuration has been
established, the minicomputer can then be used to monitor the oper-
ation of the TSPS. Data associated with a specific event or combination
of events can be recorded and later retrieved by the minicomputer.
When correlated with the normal system responses such as teletype-
writer messages, those data can be used to resolve problems or to
confirm the proper operation of the TSPS.

An important part of testing TSPS features is ensuring that system
interactions involving customers and operators are correct. Many
inputs processed by a TSPS result from these interactions. To provide
similar inputs in the system laboratory, stimuli comparable to those
generated by customers and operators are produced using system
utilities. A microprocessor -controlled facility is provided to simulta-
neously generate calls from many trunks. Both the traffic -handling
characteristics of each trunk and call types can be changed under
program control. Facilities are also provided to simulate the local and
toll offices associated with a single TSPS trunk, thus allowing a labo-
ratory user to completely control all stages of an individual call.
Microprocessor -controlled operator simulators are provided to auto-
matically handle calls at TSPS operator positions. In addition, calls can
be handled manually at an operator position, thereby allowing the
system laboratory user to test unexpected operator sequences.

System testing is divided into functional testing and system evalu-
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ation. Ideally, it would be desirable to write and perform functional
tests in the system laboratory for each call processing and maintenance
situation the TSPS will encounter. In practice, however, this is impos-
sible. Consequently, during system testing, additional effort is required
above and beyond the analysis of functional test results. This effort is
referred to as system evaluation. In terms of cause and effect, func-
tional testing involves setting up a prescribed set of initial conditions
and then determining whether or not the proper response occurs.
However, system evaluation involves observing every improper system
response and then determining the cause of that response. This can be
a difficult task, which at times is more of an art than a science.
Reproducibility is a primary requirement for identifying the cause of
a problem. Problems discovered during functional testing are generally
reproducible, since a set of initial conditions have been specified for
running each functional test. However, problems encountered during
system evaluation frequently do not meet this reproducibility criterion.
As a result, much more analysis of these types of problems is required.

During system evaluation, several indicators are used to determine
that a problem exists. These indicators are:

(i) Unexpected teletypewriter output messages.
(ii) Loss of service of a hardware unit to the system for no appar-

ently valid reason.
(iii) Unexplainable maintenance or call processing activity.

The audit messages' printed on the teletypewriter are a primary
indication of system problems. Each audit message generally signifies
the presence of some program error resulting in an inconsistency in
unprotected memory. This memory is continuously updated by differ-
ent programs to reflect the current state of the system. A detailed
analysis of the audit messages will sometimes indicate what caused
the error condition. The debugging capabilities of the minicomputer
described above are particularly helpful in resolving this type of
problem. With these capabilities, system activity which occurred be-
fore the audit program detected the error can be analyzed, and the
cause of the problem can be identified.

The system laboratory provides a controlled environment where
interfaces external to the TSPS have been simulated with system
utilities. Although it is possible to test most aspects of the TSPS
operation in this environment, increased confidence is built when new
features are tested at a newly installed TSPS which interfaces with
actual local and toll offices. For these and other reasons, the verifica-
tion and evaluation process is continued at a test site.
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IV. THE SITE TESTING INTERVAL

Each new generic is tested at a TSPS that has not been cut into
service. This TSPS has been fully engineered by operating company
personnel, and the hardware has been installed by Western Electric
during a normal installation interval. Bell Laboratories testing of a
generic at this pre-cutover TSPS evaluates the new features in a fully
equipped TSPS. It also verifies the accuracy of the information provided
to Western Electric and the operating companies on these new fea-
tures. Testing is done with both local and toll offices to ensure that no
interface problems exist. The length of the site test interval varies
depending on the number of features being tested, amount and com-
plexity of the new hardware, and size of the program change. Table I
summarizes the test site, major new features, and size of the program
change for each of the recent TSPS generics.

Testing at the site involves reverifying specific operational and
maintenance capabilities for all new features, with the objective of
determining whether or not the requirements for each feature are met.
In particular, testing focuses on verifying interfaces with local and toll
offices. Regression testing is also performed to ensure that previous
TSPS capabilities are not adversely affected by the new features. Since
site testing is performed after new feature development has been
completed, problems identified at the test site are generally more
subtle than those previously uncovered during system laboratory
testing at Indian Hill. Furthermore, by the beginning of the site test
interval, the hardware design has already been proven in the system
laboratory. As a result, during this interval the majority of problems
identified are in the software. Most are not due to any significant
design problems and are easily corrected.

Both functional testing and regression testing at the site are done in
a systematic manner; a specific set of tests are performed for each

Table I-Recent TSPS generics

Generic Test Site Major New Feature(s)

Size of Pro-
gram Change

(40 -bit
Words)

Generic 7, Is- Syracuse, New
sue 1 York

Generic 7, Is- Saginaw, Michi-
sue 2 gan

Generic 8, Is-
sue 1

Generic 8, Is-
sue 2

Phoenix, Arizona

Remote Trunk Arrangement, Po- 60,000
sition Subsystem No. 2

Selective Call Screening, more
than twenty stores on a bus

Automated Coin Toll Service

Montgomery, Al- Automated Coin Toll Service with
abama Remote Trunk Arrangement

5,000

40,000

7,000
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feature, the results are observed, and these results are analyzed. The
amount of detail with which functional test results are analyzed at the
test site is minimal. Instead, any functional tests which fail are docu-
mented in trouble reports which are then sent back to the developers
at Indian Hill. Extensive analysis at the test site is restricted to
problems uncovered during system evaluation. In general, the exact
conditions required to bring out these types of problems must be
determined at the test site.

The combination of system laboratory testing and site testing during
this interval complement each other in the verification and evaluation
of a TSPS generic. In the system laboratory at Indian Hill, emphasis is
placed on testing individual changes being made to correct specific
problems. However, as indicated above, effort at the test site is oriented
toward verifying and evaluating functional capabilities rather than
testing changes or corrections.

The test facilities provided at the major test sites are comparable to
those permanently installed in the system laboratories at Indian Hill.
These facilities include the minicomputer, call generation capabilities,
and operator simulators described in Section III. Additional capabili-
ties are also provided to remotely control these test facilities so that
testing can be done from one location.

The number of problems identified from the time the hardware and
software were frozen until the completion of site testing is shown in
Table II for each of the recent TSPS generics. These totals are broken
down into: (i) problems identified at Indian Hill in the system labora-
tory and (ii) problems identified at the test site.

At the completion of the site testing interval, responsibility for
monitoring system performance is given to TSPS field support person-
nel. In addition to continuing the evaluation of TSPS and new feature
performance, field support personnel are responsible for updating the
system with any necessary changes. To assist in these efforts, the
TSPS'S maintenance teletypewriter output can be transmitted to the
TSPS Diagnostic Center at Indian Hill. Problems detected from this
output or reported by the operating company are analyzed, and cor-

Table II-Trouble reports written through the completion
of site testing

Generic

TRS Written
at the Base TRS Written at

Location the Test Site Total

Generic 7, Issue 1 600 615 1215
Generic 7, Issue 2 33 20 53
Generic 8, Issue 1 565 800 1365
Generic 8, Issue 2 108 58 166
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rections are generated by designers working in conjunction with field
support personnel.

V. SYSTEM CAPACITY

The addition of each new feature to TSPS has an impact on the real-
time capacity of the TSPS. Overall system real-time capacity varies for
each TSPS installation based upon the hardware configuration used
and the particular call mix being processed. Each new feature is
evaluated during the development cycle to determine its impact on
system capacity. This evaluation is verified at the first in-service office
or the first office close enough to capacity for a verification to be made.
The real-time capacity estimation and verification process is extremely
important due to its effect on the long-range planning of the operating
companies. To assist the operating companies in their analysis of an
individual office's real-time capacity, a program called TSPSCAP is

available. This program runs on an off-line computer and is updated
with each generic to reflect the addition of new features.

VI. SUMMARY

System verification and evaluation is a process that is interwoven
with all aspects of the development of new TSPS features. From the
inception of the idea for a new feature, development requirements are
evaluated to ensure a proper understanding of the proposed capabili-
ties and to verify that the proposed design will provide these capabil-
ities. After formal reviews, these requirements are specified in devel-
opment requirements memoranda, and the design is specified in de-
velopment specifications memoranda and circuit descriptions. Next
the design is implemented and each functional unit is verified in the
system laboratory. Before the commencement of site testing, both
hardware and software are placed in a frozen mode, after which all
changes to the system are verified through a formal procedure. Site
testing is done in a pre-cutover TSPS engineered by an operating
company with hardware supplied and installed by Western Electric.
During site testing, functional tests are run to verify the proper
implementation of all new features and regression tests are run to
ensure the proper operation of previous TSPS capabilities. In addition,
system evaluation is done before the site is cut into service, thus
resolving many of the more subtle problems. Finally, an analysis of
the real-time effect of each new feature is made after cutover to
confirm the theoretical analysis made prior to cutover.

This verification and evaluation approach is followed for each new
TSPS feature. Adherence to this methodology allows new TSPS generics
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to be properly verified and evaluated, thereby insuring Bell System
customers of the best possible service.
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Traffic Service Position System No. 1:

Operator Training Facilities

By G. RIDDELL, C. R. SWANSON, and R. T. STEINBRENNER

(Manuscript received December 11, 1978)

The evolution of operator training facilities for TSPS No. 1 has
involved the development of new program -controlled positions which
have much greater flexibility and reliability than preceding training
equipments. These PRocoN -controlled positions and associated facil-
ities are now the standard means for training TSPS operators. Coin-
cident with the development of these facilities, a minicomputer system
for generating master training tapes was designed to facilitate the
generating of new training tapes and modifying existing ones to add
new operating features.

Since the beginning of telephony, there has been a need to train
switchboard operators in the procedures required to handle and com-
plete telephone calls. These procedures started with "on the job"
training and gradually improved over the years to specialized training
facilities to give the trainees the ability to handle calls before they sat
down at a switchboard handling traffic.

With the advent of the crossbar tandem Traffic Service Position in
1961, a new specialized training facility (100A trainer) was designed to
train operators in the basics of handling traffic on this new type of
switchboard (Fig. 1). This consisted of an operator position with two
equipment cabinets. One of the two cabinets contained a paper tape
reader, a magnetic tape player, power supplies, and racks for tapes.
The second cabinet contained densely packaged electromechanical
and solid-state circuitry which performed the necessary trainer func-
tions under control of information on the magnetic and paper tapes.

Customer calls were simulated by verbal passages on the magnetic
tapes which also provided synchronizing tones to start the paper tape
reader. The paper tape reader and the magnetic tape player were
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Fig. 1-Operator training equipment.

additionally controlled by the trainee sitting at the training position
responding to simulated calls.

In effect, the training system was a simulator which could duplicate
nearly all types of calls handled by a TSP. Different types of calls were
simulated by different input tapes which were loaded by supervisory
personnel.

With the development of TSPS No. 1, this 100A system was modified
to provide added capabilities and was classified as the 100B trainer.
Essentially, however, the basic operating principles and the physical
appearance of the new trainer remained the same. This system has
been used to train operators on TSPS call -handling procedures since its
first application in 1969. However, as new features have been added to
the TSPS, corresponding equipment modifications have been required
in the relay circuitry. As there are over 2000 of these trainers in the
field, this is a significant problem. In addition to this, the design of
these changes becomes more difficult as control logic becomes more
complex and as precise operating characteristics of the trainers is
required.

To overcome these problems, a new programmable 100C trainer
system was designed. Programmability enables new TSPS features to
be introduced to the simulator quickly with few or no hardware
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modifications. This system also provides a supervisory function not
available on the 100B trainer. Furthermore, it uses standard 100C
operator positions which can also handle regular traffic when not used
as trainers.

This new trainer system shown in Fig. 2 consists of a maximum of
eight training positions and one supervisory position. Each position
can be switched to handle normal traffic. These positions can also be
dedicated for training only and supplied on a stand-alone basis requir-
ing no association with any chief operator group or TSPS No. 1 System.
A photograph of a training position is shown in Fig. 3.

A standard 100C position is converted to a trainer by a wiring option
added to the existing local cable wiring, and an applique column (Fig.
4) added to the rear of the position. This column contains a micro-
processor called the programmable controller (PRocoN) (Fig. 5), which
provides the necessary control functions for the trainer. In addition to
this, translator and temporary memory boards, voice and tone detec-
tors, tone generators, I/O logic control circuitry, diagnostic indicators,

TSPS

TRANSFER
CIRCUITRY

TSPS

SUPERVISOR
CONTROL

SUPERVISOR
CONTROL

MAXIMUM 8 - TRAINING POSITIONS
1 - SUPERVISORY CONSOLE
1 - SUPERVISORY POSITION
1 - OPTIONAL PRINTER

TRAINEE
MONITORING
CONSOLE

rST,ELETYPEWRITER rl

SUPERVISOR
CONTROL

8 TRAINING
POSITIONS

TSPS

TRAINING INSTRUCTOR'S POSITION

100C TRAINERS

Fig. 2-100C training system.
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Fig. 3-100C training position.

switching circuitry, supervisory interface control, and isolation cir-
cuitry are all contained in the column (Fig. 6).

To provide the necessary combined data and voice inputs to the new
trainer, a special cassette tape reproducer was required. This repro-
ducer is largely based on conventional technology in the audio/visual
and training fields. The prerecorded tape is in the standard Phillips
cassette stereo configuration. However, several special features were
required in this application:

(i) A precise high speed reverse to enable the trainee to return to
the beginning of a call pattern on the tape (called the "repeat"
mode).

(ii) Remote and local control functions customized for TSPS.
(iii) Power supplied to external interface circuitry.
(iv) Enclosure designed and stylized for a mounting location on the

position accessible to the trainee.
The reproducer is manufactured for the Bell System by an outside

supplier. The prerecorded cassette training tape contains the voice and
data associated with a maximum of 30 minutes of simulated calls. The
tape contains two tracks, one for voice and the other for control tones
(Fig. 7). In a position being used for training, the PROCON processes
the cassette control tones, operator -keyed actions, and verbal re-
sponses to simulate actual calls. The operation of the player is under
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Fig. 4-Conversion of position to trainer.

control of the PROCON, although the trainee has some manual override
capability. The trainee now has the ability to load the cassette and
initiate and pace the training session, which was not possible in the
previous system.

The control of the various components is shown in Fig. 8. The
trainee inserts a prerecorded cassette in the reproducer and operates
the play button. The cassette advances beyond a point where data,
representing a TSPS lamp display, has been presented to the PROCON.
A proper response by the trainee (either a key operation and/or verbal
response) causes the PROCON to continue reading the tape.

The control data on the cassette are formatted in a 5 -bit baudot
code representation. Each bit is represented by a different frequency
on the tape. A coded 5 -bit character is represented by combinations of
one to four frequencies simultaneously. These frequencies are present
for 80 ms as the tape advances at VA inches per second (Fig. 7). A 20 -
ms interval is provided between consecutive characters as the tape
advances. An instruction to the trainer generally is provided by two
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successive baudot characters although there are exceptions requiring
only one. The data inputs are paired by PROCON and translated into a
control function. For digital displays, telephone numbers are stored in
the translator memory. There are standardized numbers for all trainees
to use regardless of their location in the country. With this technique,
a 10- to 12 -digit display requires only a 2 -character code. In addition,
numbers keyed by the operator are stored in temporary memory. Both
types of numbers can be displayed, when required, by operation of the
corresponding display key at the operator's console. Other digital
displays, for example, time and charges, are pre -coded and can be
displayed on demand.

Operation of the time display key will produce a time -of -day display.
When a position is powered up for the training function, the time is
initialized to 8 o'clock. If desired, this can be changed by keying in the
desired time on the keyset.

Operation of a key on the console generates one of the 84 possible 3/9
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Fig. 6-100C operator training system.
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key codes. These % codes are identified by PROCON through its asso-
ciated position interface circuit, and appropriate action is taken to
control the cassette player, and light, flash, or extinguish lamps on the
trainer console.
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Verbal responses of the trainee are detected by a voice detector and
forwarded to PROCON, which permits the call to progress to the next
voice passage or group of data on the cassette tape.

In addition to lamps and display data, the cassette tape data also
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control tone signals (ziptone, audible ring, busy) to the trainee. These
tones can be present for indeterminate time periods. For these types
of signals, tone generators are provided under PROCON control. In
general, these tones are initiated or terminated by the trainee key
actions.

The standard 100C operator position requires a 24 -bit serial data
word for each instruction to light a lamp or display pairs of numerical
digits. In the 100C trainer, these 24 -bit words are identical to those
used on the standard 100C position but are generated by PROCON. As
the trainee operates keys at the console, the % codes generated are
translated and matched against expected results. If the correct re-
sponse is made, the cassette is advanced to present new data. If a
match is not made, the trainer does not respond, forcing the trainee to
question his/her actions and give the correct responses. A flowchart of
the operations of the 100C trainer is shown in Fig. 8.

The 100C operator training system also includes an instructor's
console with an associated DATASPEED ® 40 printer to provide a
record of trainee keying actions. The instructor's console provides a
means to supervise trainees while they are learning to handle TSPS
traffic. It permits the instructor to monitor the simulated calls and the
trainee's responses. As keys are operated by the trainee, the corre-
sponding lamps light on the instructor's console. Incorrect key actions
by the trainee cause the corresponding lamp to flash at the instructor's
console.

The instructor can select any one of eight positions to monitor.
While this one position is being monitored, all other seven positions
are also being checked to determine if the trainees are making excessive
errors in their responses. Excessive errors generated at a training
position cause a corresponding position number lamp to flash at the
instructor's console.

A DATASPEED 40 printer produces a record of the numbers keyed
by the trainees. This can be done on a position -by -position basis by
operation of a print key on the console. These records provide infor-
mation on keying accuracy, as no actual matching of keyed numbers
is provided in the 100C trainer programs.

These trainers also require support facilities to provide training
tapes. The production of these training tapes require the coordinated
efforts of Bell Laboratories, AT&T, Western Electric and general trade
suppliers. Initially, the efforts of BTL and the AT&T operator services
organization are used to determine the correct operator actions and
console displays required on calls. Once this has been determined, data
codes required for new features are designed by BTL, and the infor-
mation is provided to the operator training groups at AT&T. The
necessary data patterns are then determined by the operator training
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group and entered into the data base of the minicomputer -controlled
support system used to produce master training tapes.

To put both the data patterns and voice passages on master tapes,
the support system called Automatic Data Entry Console (ADEc) was
designed (Fig. 9), and two custom-built systems were provided to the
AT&T training organization. This system has the capability of editing
tapes and synchronizing the recording of voice and data to accurately
simulate actual calls. It is updated and modified as required to provide
new features. In order to produce master tapes, a narrative script is
provided by the AT&T operator training organization to a professional
recording studio which in turn produces a voice master tape. The voice
master tape is used by the ADEC to generate the combined master tape
consisting of voice passages and data tones on separate tracks. The
generating of these tapes can call for several revisions to achieve
realistic simulations (Fig. 10).

The combined master tape provided by this system is then trans-
mitted to Western Electric for quality control. Commercial suppliers
provide cassette copies of the master tapes for use by the telephone
companies. Tight specifications on the generation of the master tape
and on the cassette duplication process are required to provide ade-
quate operating margins in the use of audio cassette technology for
the basic input to the control system.

The use of the ADEC system has been beneficial in providing capa-
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bilities for modifying and generating new training tapes not previously
available with the older trainers. Requirements for training have been
expanding continuously, and since the introduction of this system the
production of training tapes has greatly improved.
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An experiment has been performed in which the digital transmis-
sion of speech coded by adaptive differential PCM was simulated
under noisy channel conditions. The experiment was done with two
aims: (i) to get information on the subjective effect of channel errors
and the influence of various design parameters on the speech quality
under various conditions and (ii) to find objective measures for
predicting the overall quality of the processed speech over a wide
range of circuit conditions. The subjective results show that, for a
speech transmission through a channel with bit error probability up
to 1/256, best results can be obtained with a slow error recovery,
associated with fast quantizer adaptation. The use of slow error
recovery and slow quantizer adaptation is preferable for channels
with very high bit error rates, like 1/32. Overall subjective quality is
well predicted by the sum of two terms: (i) an objective performance
measure of the noise present on the output signal, disregarding any
effect of level mismatching due to the sensitivity of the adaptation
algorithms to channel errors and (ii) a measure of the level mismatch-
ing which takes into account both the average gain on the output
signal and its fluctuation in time. The best prediction scores are
achieved by three newly defined objective performance measures, two -

level compensated segmental SNR s, and a spectral signal -to -distortion
ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION
The design of digital waveform coders for speech communications

must face the inevitable presence of channel errors. Adaptive coders,
like ADPCM (adaptive differential PcM), in which the adaptation of the
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quantizer step -size is derived from the transmitted binary stream and
no error -protected side information is sent to the receiver, may be
particularly sensitive to this problem. In fact, a single channel error
may cause a multiplicative offset between the signal level at the
receiver and that at the transmitter. This offset may persist indefinitely
if no error dissipation mechanism is provided.

Recently, some algorithms of quantizer adaptation have been devel-
oped that make the effect of a single transmission error die out over
time, so the transmitter and receiver can resynchronize their step -size
estimates.' The possibility of obtaining such results is physically due
to the fact that these algorithms have an imperfect adaptation: the
step size increases more quickly and decreases more slowly for low
input levels than for high ones. In this way, the step size is overesti-
mated for low input levels and underestimated for high ones, thereby
reducing the dynamic range of the coder. Dynamic range and error
dissipation rate vary inversely, and the designer has to balance between
them.

In the case of speech transmission, the choice of the appropriate
design parameters must be based on a precise evaluation of the
subjective quality of the coded speech. Use of the conventional long-
term signal-to-noise ratio as an estimator of the subjective quality
would be, in this instance, completely misleading, at least because an
offset in the signal amplitude between input and output, due to an
offset in step sizes caused by an error, will be reflected in a noticeable
squared difference between the two waveforms, while it may not be
subjectively disturbing.

To study the subjective performance of ADPCM coders operating
under both error -free and noisy channel conditions, an experiment has
been conducted, as summarized in Section II. The following three
sections provide a brief description of the coding method, the definition
of several objective performance measures, and the description of the
experimental design and testing procedure. Sections VI and VII pro-
vide analyses of subjective and objective measurement data. In Section
VIII, the results of the previous two sections are discussed and a
physical interpretation is given of the principal findings on quality
prediction.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT
The experiment included 12 different ADPCM coding schemes, which

comprised all combinations of two bit rates, two adaptation time
constants, and three error dissipation rates. These systems processed
a total of 288 speech samples from four talkers (two male and two
female), at two different power levels (24 dB apart) and with three
different probabilities of independent errors on the channel.

Twenty listeners rated the quality of the processed speech samples
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on a scale from 1 to 9. The odd values were associated with the
adjectives: unsatisfactory, poor, fair, good, excellent. In addition to the
subjective data, a fairly large number of objective performance mea-
sures were also taken on the processed speech samples.

The aims of the experiment included the study of:

(i) The influence on speech quality of the above design param-
eters.

(ii) The optimum combination of parameters for a given error
probability.

(iii) The objective measures or combinations of objective mea-
sures which are good predictors of speech quality even under
noisy channel conditions.

The principal conclusions drawn from the analyses of the subjective
and objective data are:

(i) Contrary to a common feeling, a very slow error dissipation
is sufficient to ensure good robustness of the ADPCM coder to
error rates even much higher than those encountered in a
normal telephone connection. When no recovery mechanism
is provided, a fairly slow adaptation makes the system not
very sensitive to channel errors in the range of error rates
typical of a telephone connection.

(ii) For speech transmission through a channel with bit error
rate up to 1/256, best results can be obtained with a very
slow error dissipation, associated with fast quantizer adap-
tation; when the slow error dissipation is associated instead
with a slow adaptation, the system becomes fairly robust to
very high error rates, like 1/32, at the expense of a slight
quality deterioration at low error rates.

(iii) Good predictors of subjective quality were found to be two -
segmental SNR measures in which a compensation of the
level mismatching between input and output was performed
on a frame -by -frame basis. The combination of any of these
measures with two separate measures of level mismatching
further improved the prediction accuracy.

III. ROBUST ADPCM SYSTEM: A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the ADPCM coder -decoder used in the
experiment. The predictor is a second -order transversal filter, with tap
coefficients 1 and -0.5. The step size A(k) is adapted according to the
robust algorithm described in Ref. 1, which permits synchronizing the
step -size estimates at transmitter and receiver, after a transmission
error occurs, during a period of error -free transmission

A(k + 1) = Da(k)  M(I(k)), (1)
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Fig. 1-Block diagram of ADPCM coder -decoder.

Ilk)

where the exponent /3, 0 < fi < 1, is the decay constant and M(I(k)) is
the step -size multiplier at time k. The multiplier M(I(k)) depends only
on the actual code word I(k) and assumes N = 2'1 distinct values
(Mb M2,  MN), where B is the number of bits used to encode the
prediction error e(k).

The decay speed is shown to be independent of the actual code word
transmitted and also of the values of the multipliers, being only a
function of the decay constant /3.1 When fi = 1, the decay speed is zero
and the decay time infinite. With /3 < 1, the decay speed increases, but
at the'same time the dynamic range decreases.

It has been shown that the loading factor (ratio between range of
the quantizer and rms quantizer input) is a constant as a function of
the input level if 13 = 1, but it is a decreasing function of the input level
if fi < 1.1 The form of their relationship is almost linear, with slope
approximately inversely proportional to log(MN/Mi)/ (1 - /3), as indi-
cated by Fig. 6 of Ref. 1 and as recently proved theoretically by D.
Mitra.3 Therefore, with a small /3 and a small ratio between the
maximum and minimum multipliers, the coder will produce more
granular noise for low input level and more overload distortion for high
levels.

The values of the multipliers play another important role in the
overall performance of the coders under noisy channel conditions. In
fact, they determine the magnitude of the initial offset after a single
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transmission error. In the worst case, the offset is given by

(k)

A(k)
max

MN

M1 
(2)

In the present experiment, the multipliers M, were related by the
linear relationship:

M, = [a + C(1 - a)(i - 0.5)]A(1 -fl), (3)

where 0 is the step size that gives optimum performance at the desired
nominal input level. This was fixed at -21 dBm, i.e., 27 dB under the
saturation threshold for the signal that in the internal 16 -bit computer
representation is 32767. This relationship was chosen because, for ,8
= 1, the adaptation algorithm coincides with the magnitude estimation
algorithm described by Castellino et al.,4 and for this algorithm more
information about the subjective effects of its parameters are avail-
able.' In eq. (3), C essentially determines the mixture of granular noise
and clipping distortion in the decoded prediction error at the nominal
level. The parameter a controls mainly the speed of adaptation and
hence the ratio between maximum and minimum multipliers.

IV. OBJECTIVE PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Several objective performance indices were measured for each ut-
terance in the experiment. The speech samples used as input to the
coders were low-pass filtered at 3.4 kHz before being sampled and
converted into digital form by a 16 -bit A/D converter operating at 8 -
kHz sampling rate. Figure 2 is a block diagram of the simulated circuit
arrangement for performing coding and measurements. A filter after
the ADPCM decoding limits the bandwidth of the output speech as in a
real situation. A secondary path provides the reference signal so(k)
with which the filtered output ro(k) is compared to compute the
objective performance measures. With two identical filters in the main

INPUT SPEECH

s(k)
S

ADPCM
CODER

1(k)
CHANNEL

Ilk) ADPCM
DECODER

r'(k)

OUTPUT SPEECH

FILTER
ro(k)

FILTER

COMPARE

A

so(k)

REFERENCE
SPEECH

Fig. 2-Block diagram of simulated circuit arrangement for coding and measurements.
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and reference paths, only the distortion introduced by the coder is
measured. The filters are 5th -order elliptic low-pass with 3.4 -kHz
cutoff frequency, 0.25 -dB in -band ripple, and at least 40 dB stopband
attenuation.

The measures are classified in the two categories of time domain
measures and frequency domain measures. Frequency -weighted signal-
to-noise ratios are included in the first category because they rely
strongly on the exact time synchronization of the two waveforms and
on the absence of phase distortion.

4.1 Time domain measures

4.1.1 Long-term signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

SNR = 10 log
E [so(k) - ro(k)]
k

E s(2,(k)

(4)

where k ranges over all the samples of the utterance. SNR is the ratio
between the long-term signal energy and the long-term noise energy,
the noise being defined as the difference between reference signal so(k)
and output signal ro(k).

4.1.2 Segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SNR8)

Here the utterance is divided into adjacent segments of J samples
each, and the signal-to-noise ratio in each segment is measured in
decibels. The noise is still defined as the difference between corre-
sponding samples of reference and output speech. The segmental SNR
is the average of these measures over the M segments of the utterance.

J
> + mJ)

1 M-1 j=1SNRseg = - E 10 log
M nt=0 [so(j+ mJ) - ro(j + mJ)]2

j=1

(5)

In this experiment, J = 128, corresponding to 16 ms segments. This
measure, proposed by Noll,' was recently found to correlate very nicely
with subjective ratings of ApPcm-coded speech.' A very important
feature added to this basic formula consists in discarding from the
computation those segments in which the signal power is below -54
dBm. This threshold, whose value was found to be appropriate for
high quality speech,' was introduced to avoid a slight idle channel
noise having an unduly great negative weight in the overall perform-
ance measure. This is done also in all the following time domain
measures.
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4.1.3 Compensated signal-to-noise ratio (SNRcom)

This measure was specifically formulated to compensate for the
level variations that may occur under channel error conditions when
the coder has a slow error dissipation. The difference between reference
and output signals due to level offset should not be measured in fact
as noise.

To compensate for these level variations, let us formulate the coding
process in the mth segment as composed of an amplification of the
input signal, the addition of an uncorrelated random noise, and a
possible dc component. Therefore, the output process in the mth
segment can be written as

ro(k) = g(m)so(k) + q(k) + Q. (6)

This coincides with the simple linear regression model of ro(k) on
so(k). Therefore, the gain factor g(m) is the slope of the regression line
of the ouput on the reference signal in the mth segment, and the noise
term q(k) is the minimum error made in predicting ro(k) from so(k).8

Let us define the signal-to-noise ratio in the mth segment as the
ratio between the variances of g(m)  so(k) and q(k). This can be shown
to be only a function of the correlation coefficient p(m) between the
reference and output signals in the mth segment:8

JS,(m) - Ss(m)Sr(m)
P(m)

AelS(m) - S'Um)][JS,,-(m) - S2(m)]

where Sx(m) indicates the summation of x(j) and Sxy(m) the summa-
tion of x(j)y(j) over the J samples of the mth segment.

Averaging in decibels across the M segments in the utterance, the
compensated SNR turns out to be:

1 M-1 p2(m)
SNR. = E 10 log (8)

m=0 1 - p2(M) 

(7)

4.1.4 Average gain (G)

This is the average in decibels of the gain factor g(m) defined before,
across the M segments. From simple linear regression analysis, the
gain g(m) is:'

JS(m) - Ss(m)Sr(m)
g(m) (9)

JaSss(m) - ,5(7n)

The average gain, which is an indication of how much the output
level was increased or decreased on the average, with respect to the
input level, is:

1 1'
G = - E 20 log g(m).

M m=o
(10)
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4.1.5 Gain fluctuation (us)

This is simply the standard deviation of the gain g(m), measured in
decibels, across the M segments. It is a measure of how much the
output level fluctuates owing to transmission errors.

1/21 M-1
a = [-iii E (20 log g(m))2 - G2 .

m -o

4.1.6 Maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR.)

An alternate way of compensating for the level mismatching between
reference and output speech signals was found by defining the noise in
the mth segments as

where

E(k) = so(k) - 40(k), (12)

.40(k) = al (m)  ro(k) + a. (13)

is the least -square estimate of so(k) based on ro(k).
The ratio between the variances of the reference signal and the

minimum estimation error E(k) (hence the name "maximum sNR") is
again only a function of the correlation coefficient p(m), defined by
eq. (7).

Averaging again in decibels across the M segments in the utterance,
the maximum SNR is

1 M-1 1
SNRmax = M Eo 10 log

1 - p2(m)
. (14)

m=

It is readily seen that SNRmax is always greater than SNRcom and that
the two measures give essentially different results only for low -quality
coding conditions.

4.1.7 Frequency -weighted, segmental, signal-to-noise ratios

This term indicates a fairly large class of measures. In these mea-
sures, the frequency axis is partitioned into many bands, usually
nonuniform, the reference and output spectra are compared, some
performance measure is then computed over each band, and these
measures are averaged across the bands. In the measures described
below, the spectra are computed over 256 points (32 ms). The segmen-
tal measures are obtained by averaging the measures taken every 128
samples (16 ms).
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Three measures are reported here. They are described more in Refs.
7 and 9. The partitioning of the frequency axis is effected in those
three cases according to the 16 classical articulation bands.1°

- E -E lo 10g (15)
M nr=0 16 i=i

M-1 16

N.; (m)]

S; (m)
SNRF1

SNRF2

16 Sj (n)
1,;(m) 10 log

1 M-1 '=1 Nj (n)
= E j 16M m=0 E Li(n)

j=1

(16)

1 M-1 1
SNRF5 = E 10 log (17)

16 9

1V1 m=0 Nm)1+ (

J-1 S;(m)

where S., (m) is the energy of the reference signal so(k) in the jth
frequency band in the frame m and N; (m) is the corresponding noise
energy. The noise is again defined as the difference between reference
and output signals, the latter being preventively divided by the gain
g(m) previously defined to compensate for level fluctuations. However
g(m) is computed on the 256 -point analysis window. In eq. (16), a
"loudness weighting" has been introduced. The term L; (m) corre-
sponds approximately to the subjective loudness in band j, and is
computed as

Li(m) = f I Sr(f)11/2 df, (18)
band./

where Sr(f) is the spectrum of the gain -compensated output speech
ro(k)Ig(m).

4.2 Frequency domain measures

All the spectral measures here presented and used in the experiment
are based on the concept of linear prediction or inverse filtering." The
speech signal is represented by the pth order autoregressive model:

s(k) = E ais(k - i) + u(k), (19)
1=1

where u(k) is the white spectrum excitation function and the at's are
the coefficients of the inverse filter

A,(z) = 1- E aiz-i. (20)
i=1
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The coefficients ai's are computed to minimize the residual power of
the signal at the inverse filter output.

In this paper, the dissimilarity between the spectra of reference and
output speech in a given frame is computed essentially by comparing
the residual powers of the signals so(k) and ro(k) filtered by the inverse
filters A8(z) and Ar(z), derived from the same two signals. Four residual
powers can be computed in the mth signal frame:

(i) Pe(m) obtained passing so(k) through As(z).
(ii) Pd(m) obtained passing ro(k) through As(z).
(iii) (m) obtained passing ro(k) through Ar(z).
(iv) Pd -(m) obtained passing so(k) through Ar(z).

Four objective measures based on these concepts are presented in
the following paragraphs.

4.2.1 LPC distance measure (DO

This measure, proposed by Itakura," is also called log likelihood
ratio. The distance between output and reference speech in the mth
frame is defined as

DI = In
Pd(m)

(21)
Pe(m) 

It can be shown that D, can be expressed in terms of spectral
differences between the LPC models of the two frames of speech."
Moreover, it results that the spectral difference is most heavily
weighted in the peaks of the input speech smoothed spectrum, i.e., in
the speech formants.

Interchanging the roles of reference and output speech, a different
log likelihood ratio is obtained:

D2 =1n Pd (m)
(22)

Pe(m)

which has the same basic properties as DI.
The measure used here is actually the arithmetic mean of DI and

D2, averaged across the M segments of the utterance:

E
o

In
Pe(m)111 .-

1 4I-1 Pd(m)
+

Pe(m)
Pd -(m)DI = 21 (23)

4.2.2 Bharucha index (DB)

This index is again a distance measure, similar to the log likelihood
ratio. It has been formulated by Bharucha" and its definition is also
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reported in Ref. 7. The basic idea is that of measuring the noise
introduced by the coder by "notching out" the speech spectrum by
means of a time -varying linear filter, whose transfer function is
matched to the inverse of the short-term spectral envelope. The quality
index proposed by Bharucha is essentially the average increase in the
residual power at the output of the "notch filter," due to coding:

1 '1 [Ps(m) Pd(m) 1
DB = E 10 log (24)

M Pr(m) Pe(m)

where Ps(m) and Pr(m) are the powers of the reference and output
speech in the mth segment and provide the appropriate scaling in the
measure. It can be shown that an uncorrelated noise component in the
output speech is inversely weighted, frame by frame, by the smoothed
LPC spectrum of the input speech signal.7.14 Therefore, the noise has
more weight in those frequency bands where the signal energy is low;
this is probably in conformity with subjective noise evaluation.

4.2.3 Spectral signal -to -distortion ratios

Following the same basic idea of the Bharucha index, two other
measures were derived in the form of signal -to -distortion ratios. In
fact, they are measured in decibels, and they increase with increasing
quality, like the time domain SNRS. With the first SDR, a distortion
power is defined as the difference between the prediction error powers
Pd(m) m ) and Pe(m) defined above.

Before taking the difference, however, the term Pd(m) m ) is multiplied
by Ps(m)/Pr(m) to compensate for level differences between input
and output.

1
M-1

SDR1 = M 10 log (25)
.-3 Pd(m)  [Ps(m)/Pr(m)] - Pe(m) 

In the second SDR measure, the difference between the signal -to -
prediction error ratios in decibels that is averaged to give DB is instead
computed relative to the input signal -to -prediction error ratio, and this
new ratio is again averaged in decibels across the segments of the
utterance.

1 10 log[Ps( m )/Pe( m )]
SDR2 = Lo 10 log

M 10 log[Ps(m)/Pe(m)]  [Pd(m)/Pr(m)] 
(26)

m -

In this experiment, DB, SDR1 , and SDR2 are computed with an analysis
window of 160 samples (20 ms) that was shifted by 128 samples (16
ms) every frame. The inverse filters for computing Pe(m) and Pd( m )
were always of the 20th order.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

5.1 Circuit conditions

The choice of the experimental design variables was dictated by the
criterion of a broad quality range and of each value the variables
assumed having caused an effect that could be perceived for at least
some combination of the other variables.

Two bit/sample values were chosen, B = 3 and B = 4, and three
values of the decay constant, 13 = 1, 13 = 255/256, and 13 = 63/64.

The condition (I =1 was included because it should give the broadest
dynamic range and because it makes the ADPCM system identical to
the earlier schemes:4'1'

For the step -size multipliers, given by formula (3), C was kept
constant for each bit rate and equal to the values 0.65 and 0.41 that
were found to be subjectively optimum for B = 3 and B = 4, respec-
tively.' The parameter a was given two values, 0.75 and 0.96875. The
first value produces a rather fast adaptation, with a corresponding
time constant of 0.5 ms. With a = 0.75, the ratio MN/M, is about 4 dB
and 5.5 dB for B = 3 and B = 4, respectively. The second value of a
produces a rather slow adaptation, the corresponding time constant
being 4 ms. The ratio MN/M1 is much smaller, about 0.5 dB and 0.7 dB
for 3- and 4-bit/sample, respectively.

Two different input levels, 24 dB apart, were used for every combi-
nation of the other conditions. They were L = -33 dBm and L = -9
dBm, i.e., symmetrical around the nominal input level -21 dBm for
which the coder was designed to have optimum performance. The
level -21 dBm was not included to keep the dimension of the experi-
ment within reasonable limits of feasibility.

Finally the channel was characterized by three different probabilities
of independent errors, P(e) = 0, P(e) = 1/256, P(e) = 1/32.

Summarizing, the experiment included 72 conditions which com-
prised all the combinations of B = 3, 4; a = 0.75, 0.96875; /3 = 1,255/
256, 63/64; L = -33, -9; P(e) = 0, 1/256, 1/32.

5.2 Preparation of stimuli
Each experimental condition was simulated four times, using as

input signals four sentences spoken by two male and two female
talkers. Each talker spoke into a high -quality dynamic microphone,
while seated in a sound -proof booth. The digital recordings had been
generated by low-pass filtering the amplified microphone signal at 3.4
kHz, and then sampling and converting it into digital form by a 16 -bit
A/D converter operating at 8 -kHz sampling rate.

For simulating the different input levels, the sentences, all previously
adjusted to the same mean power level of -21 dBm, were multiplied
by a constant factor at the coder input, and then divided by the same
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factor at the output. In this way, each processed sentence was listened
at the same level, unless channel errors and/or slope overload of the
coder had caused output level variations.

From the 288 simulations, two analog test tapes were generated,
each containing in a different random order two simulations of each
experimental condition, one with a male and one with a female talker.
For each talker, 18 different sentences read from a different phoneti-
cally balanced list were used, so that in each tape the same sentence
appeared only twice.

5.3 Testing procedure

Twenty paid subjects (10 for each tape), all students from junior
and senior classes of local high schools, judged the 288 stimuli. They
listened to the processed speech binaurally over Pioneer SE 700
earphones at a nominal level of 80 dBSPL, while seated in a double -
walled sound booth. As pointed out before, the level of individual
sentences varied according to the particular experimental conditions.
The total listening time for each group of subjects was about 30
minutes, with a short break after the 80th sentence. After each stim-
ulus, the subjects had 4 seconds to record their judgments. They were
asked to rate the quality of the stimuli according to the adjectives:
excellent, good, fair, poor, unsatisfactory. Their answer sheet contained
144 rows of short lines divided into nine columns, with the odd ones
labeled with the adjectives. In this way, the subjects were allowed to
check intermediate ratings, if they chose to do so.

The categorical judgments expressed by the listeners were subse-
quently converted into numerical scores, assigning value 1 to the
category "unsatisfactory," value 9 to the category "excellent," and
intermediate integer values to intermediate categories.

Before the actual test sessions took place, the subjects listened to 12
practice sentences different from those used in the experiment, spoken
by the same four talkers, and representative of the range of quality
they expected in the test.

VI. ANALYSIS OF SUBJECTIVE RESULTS

6.1 Control variables

The purpose of the subjective test was to assess the different
behavior of coders in the presence of different operating conditions,
namely, channel error rate and input level. Other sources of variability
in listener responses are expected to cancel out in the average data for
each experimental condition. Before averaging the data for each ex-
perimental condition, it was necessary to assess the importance of such
extraneous sources of variability, as differences in the way the listeners
judged the stimuli and differences due to talker voices.
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6.1.1 Listeners

To assess the variability due to listener differences, their responses
were analyzed according to MDPREF.16'17 This is a factor analytic
procedure that derives a geometrical multidimensional space represen-
tation, in which the stimuli are represented by points and the subjects
by vectors. The projections of the points on a vector are the best fit
with the scores given to the stimuli by that subject. Basically, MDPREF
reveals whether the subjects attended to different psychological attri-
butes in the stimuli or if they attached different weights to each of the
various attributes. In the solution for the 72 experimental conditions
and the 20 subjects, the first principal component accounted for only
55 percent of the variance, while the remaining 45 percent was distrib-
uted over all the other components: 4.2 percent for the 2nd, 3.8 percent
for the 3rd, 3.4 percent for the 4th, 3 percent for the 5th, etc.

The fact that 45 percent of the total variance was accounted for by
so many axes in an almost uniform fashion indicates that these axes
do not represent different perceptual attributes of the stimuli, but that
they account only for the "noise" in the subjective data. In other
words, in spite of the low variance accounted for by the first axis, it is
evident that the listeners attended essentially to the same attributes
with the same weights and then only a unidimensional solution exists.
Therefore, the mean of the listeners' ratings for each condition were
used for the subsequent analyses.

6.1.2 Talkers

An analysis of variance was computed to study the variability of the
scores obtained by the talkers of different sex and to assess the validity
of averaging the ratings across talkers to perform an analysis of the
effect of the design variables. The analysis showed that the difference
due to the sex of the talker was highly significant. The average score
was 4.40 for female talkers and 5.07 for male talkers. On the other side,
however, all the interactions between the sex of the talker and the
design variables were not significant. This indicates that the sex of the
talker influenced the average value of the ratings, but not the relative
ranking of the various experimental conditions. Therefore, the mean
ratings across listeners and talkers were used for further analyses,
reducing the variability of the data to that due to the physical variables
of the coders and the circuits.

6.2 Design variables

In Figs. 3 and 4, the mean ratings across listeners and talkers are
shown for each bit rate B and decay constant 13 as a function of the
probability of error P ( e) , with a and the level L as parameters.
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When no error dissipation mechanism is provided (Figs. 3a and 4a),
a slower adaptation, i.e., a = 0.96875, makes the system less sensitive
to the errors. With a slow dissipation, i.e., $ = 255/256 (Figs. 3b and
4b), the slow adaptation is advantageous only at the higher bit error
rate, while with no errors the performance appears to be worse than
with fast adaptation. With faster error dissipation, i.e., /1 = 63/64 (Figs.
3c and 4c) and slow adaptation, the unbalancing of the load factor
between low and high input level is very high and the performance at
the low level is very degraded even with no errors. With fast adaptation,
i.e., a = 0.75, the dynamic range is instead very high; besides, even if
the performance under error -free conditions is lower than with slower
error dissipation, the system is very insensitive to channel errors.
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6.2.1 Analysis of variance

A five -way analysis of variance was performed to evaluate the effect
of the experimental variables. The results of the analysis are reported
in Table I. The last column reports the P value, that is, the probability
that the test statistics assume a value greater than or equal to the
computed F ratio, under the null hypothesis, compared with the two
significance levels 0.05 and 0.01.

The analysis showed that all the main effects except that due to a
are highly significant. The fact that a has no significant effect means
that it has a positive effect for certain combinations of parameters and
a negative one for others, as shown by the significant interactions.

The interactions between B and a and between B and /3 were found
to be not significant, indicating that a and /3 have the same effects on
the quality of coded speech whether it is a three -bit or a four -bit one.
All the other two-way interactions are highly significant. Only the
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Table I -Analysis of variance of the mean scores across listeners
and talkers

Source
Degrees of Sum of Mean F
Freedom Squares Squares Ratio Significance

B 1 31.8928 31.8928 204.7 P<0.01
a 1 0.1733 0.1733 1.11 >0.05
13 2 4.9167 2.4583 15.77 <0.01
L 1 19.1570 19.1570 122.96 <0.01
P(e) 2 85.5395 43.7697 274.52 <0.01
B x a 1 0.2854 0.2854 1.84 >0.05
B x IR 2 0.0034 0.0017 0.01 NS
B x L 1 0.7642 0.7642 4.93 <0.01
B x P(e) 2 1.8088 0.9044 5.84 <0.01
a x 46 2 11.0713 5.5356 35.78 <0.01
a x L 1 3.6933 3.6933 23.87 <0.01
a x P(e) 2 5.0383 2.5191 16.28 <0.01
/3 x L 2 3.8310 1.9155 12.38 <0.01
/1 x P(e) 4 4.7084 1.1772 7.60 <0.01
L x P(e) 2 1.5342 0.7671 4.95 <0.05
a x # x L 2 6.2810 3.1405 20.16 <0.01
Residual 43 6.9980 0.1558

interaction between L and P(e) is significant at P < 0.05 but not at P
< 0.01. This indicates that the level has an effect almost independent
of the probability of error.

The significant interaction between B and L is due to the fact that
the difference between the ratings at the two levels is greater on the
average for B = 4 than for B = 3. The significant interaction between
B and P(e) is instead due to the fact that the coder with higher bit
rate has a greater loss in quality in passing from P(e) = 0 to P(e) =
1/32.

Of the three-way interactions, only that among a, /3, and L is
significant. All the other three- and four-way interactions were not
significant, and they were pooled in the residual.

VII. QUALITY PREDICTION BY OBJECTIVE MEASURES

To find an objective predictor of the speech quality, linear regression
procedures were used. A linear model was chosen not only for its
simplicity, but also because in many cases it proved to be adequate to
represent the relationship between objective measures and subjective
quality. A linear relationship exists, for instance, between the simple
SNR and the quality of speech degraded only by the addition of
stationary random noise or of speech dependent noise.18-20 A linear
relationship exists also between signal -to -granular noise ratio and
probability of overload, and the quality of speech processed by ADPCM
coders when no transmission errors are present.'

To perform regression analyses, the subjective ratings were averaged
across listeners and talkers, and the objective measures were also
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averaged, taking the arithmetic mean of the values obtained for each
processed sentence. The gain fluctuation ag was instead averaged
quadratically, taking the square root of the arithmetic mean of the
squared values ag2.

Different sets of regression formulas were computed, in which the
objective performance measures, like signal-to-noise ratios or spectral
distance measures, were used either singly or in combination with the
two measures of level mismatching. Figures 5 and 6 show the gain
fluctuation and the average gain, both averaged across bit rate, as a
function of the probability of error. A few remarks should be made on
these figures. Although the two sets of measures have a fairly low
correlation of 0.55, the patterns are much alike for low input level and
fast adaptation. For the 18 conditions with L = -33 dBm and a = 0.75,
the correlation between G and cr, is, in fact, 0.96. Therefore, even if in
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a general case the two measures are independent each of the other, in
this particular experiment a high value of ag is normally associated
with a high average gain. This is particularly true if the input level is
low, because, owing to the channel errors, the output level tends to be
increased. If the input level is high and the quantizer step size is close

to its maximum value, the output level is likely to increase only to a
smaller extent.

The form of the relationship between the two level mismatching
measures and the loss in quality due to the sensitivity of the adaptation
algorithms to channel errors was not clear a priori, and therefore
various nonlinear transformations were tried on those measurement
data. No transformation on gain fluctuation proved useful in regression
equations, while a compression of the average gain, given by

= G/ VW' , (27)

gave better predictions than G, when associated with the other per-
formance measures.
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Table II reports the results of the regression analysis. The prediction
accuracy is indicated by both the correlation coefficient between the
true and predicted subjective scores and the rms prediction error.
After each regression analysis, however, a goodness -of -fit test was
performed to test normality of prediction errors. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test8 was used and in each case the hypothesis of normal
distribution was accepted at the 0.20 significance level.

Table II -Formulas for predicting ratings using objective measures
Formula for Predicting Rating Correlation rms error

1 A = 0.156 SNR + 2.702 0.667 1.202
2 A = 0.247 SNR, + 1.369 0.873 0.787
3 11 = 0.271 SNR, + 0.2600 + 1.071 0.881 0.765
4 A = 0.274 SNRaea + 0.1100, + 0.767 0.875 0.780
5 A = 0.302 SNRaeg + 0.2700 + 0.1220, + 0.393 0.883 0.756
6 A = 0.336 SNRcom - 0.486 0.911 0.665
7 E = 0.316 SNRcom - 0.3940 - 0.228 0.935 0.571
8 /I = 0.292 SNRcom - 0.1790, + 0.569 0.923 0.621
9 A = 0.297 SNReam - 0.3370 - 0.088a, + 0.254 0.938 0.561

10 A = 0.389 SNRmax - 1.529 0.913 0.656
11 A = 0.367 SNRmax - 0.3350 - 1.212 0.931 0.590
12 A = 0.343 SNRmax - 0.160a, - 0.449 0.923 0.622
13 11 = 0.345 SNRmax - 0.2830 - 0.088ag - 0.668 0.933 0.581
14 R = 0.267 SNRF1 + 3.906 0.878 0.773
15 A = 0.251 SNRF1 - 0.2950 + 3.920 0.891 0.731
16 li = 0.219 SNRF1 - 0.2680, + 4.606 0.909 0.673
17 A = 0.216 SNRF, - 0.1500 - 0.235a + 4.527 0.912 0.662
18 A = 0.238 SNRF2 + 3.290 0.887 0.744
19 A = 0.224 SNRF2 - 0.2720 + 3.339 0.899 0.708
20 A = 0.197 SNRF2 - 0.2490g + 4.050 0.914 0.656
21 R= 0.195 SNRF2 - 0.1400 - 0.219a + 3.983 0.916 0.647
22 A = 0.307 SNRF5 + 9.836 0.855 0.838
23 A = 0.286 SNRF5 - 0.3860 + 9.499 0.879 0.770
24 A = 0.244 SNRF5 - 0.323a,, + 9.461 0.905 0.688
25 A = 0.243 SNRF6 - 0.1940 - 0.2780, + 9.318 0.909 0.671
26 R = -6.514 D, + 7.613 0.797 0.975
27 A = -6.035 D, - 0.4740 + 7.345 0.837 0.883
28 A = -4.994 Di - 0.388a + 7.737 0.878 0.772
29 A = -4.977 D, - 0.2250 - 0.3340, + 7.592 0.885 0.751
30 A = -0.519 Dg + 9.154 0.826 0.910
31 11 = -0.482 DB - 0.4230 + 8.788 0.856 0.834
32 /I = -0.404 DH - 0.3060 + 8.797 0.868 0.800
33 A = -0.405 DH - 0.2620 - 0.2410 + 8.647 0.878 0.773
34 R = 0.436 stall - 1.268 0.850 0.849
35 R = 0.407 sDRI - 0.4420 - 0.923 0.883 0.757
36 A = 0.348 SDRI - 0.2810, + 0.518 0.885 0.751
37 A = 0.353 SDR, - 0.3040 - 0.2030 + 0.254 0.897 0.712
38 11 = 0.947 SDR2 - 0.249 . 0.874 0.784
39 A = 0.893 SDR2 - 0.5130 - 0.028 0.917 0.642
40 A = 0.766 SDR2 - 0.3060g + 1.331 0.918 0.641
41 A = 0.785 SDR2 - 0.3530 - 0.212a, + 0.998 0.934 0.578
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Among the objective performance measures taken singly, the best
one turns out to be SNRmax, with a correlation coefficient of 0.913 and
an rms error of 0.656 [formula 10 in Table II]. The compensated signal-
to-noise ratio SNRcom gives almost the same results, while all the other
measures achieve a correlation lower than 0.9. In particular, the
conventional, long-term, signal-to-noise ratio has a correlation of only
0.667 and an rms prediction error almost double that of SNRmax . The
log likelihood ratio DI is the second -worst predictor when used singly,
with a correlation of only 0.797.

When the two measures of level mismatching, i.e., the average gain
and the gain fluctuation, are included in the quality prediction for-
mulas, the prediction accuracy is significantly improved, the rms
prediction error having a 16 -percent decrease on the average. The
smallest improvement is displayed by SNRseg . Among all the other
measures, SNRcom gives the best prediction when combined with 0 and
a, (formula 9), with a correlation of 0.938 and an rms error of 0.561,
about one -quarter of a category. Formulas 13 and 41, which use SNRmax
and stort2, are almost as good as formula 9. The frequency -weighted
SNRS also give a fairly good prediction, with correlations over 0.9 and
the remaining frequency domain measures, DI, DB, and spill give a
slightly poorer prediction.

VIII. DISCUSSION

8.1 Effects of coder design parameters

The subjective data have displayed complicated interactions among
all the experimental design variables, the strongest interaction being
the one between the adaptation constant a and the decay constant /3.
In fact, each of these two parameters affects different phenomena:

( i) The dynamic range is reduced when /3 decreases from unity,
but this reduction does not seem to be perceptible for any /3 if
a = 0.75. If a = 0.96875 and /3 = 255/256, a certain reduction in
the dynamic range begins to be perceived, producing a loss in
quality at the low level of about 1.5 points with respect to the
high level. When a = 0.96875 and /3 = 63/64, the dynamic range
is reduced still further, and the loss in quality of the low level
with respect to the high one is very large, the average score
dropping down from 5.3 to 2.4.

(ii) The effect of the errors is smaller when a increases or /3
decreases. For instance, with a = 0.75, the loss in quality
passing from P (e) = 0 to P (e) = 1/256 averages 0.49 when /3
= 63/64, while it averages 1.59 for /3 = 1 and 0.93 for /3 = 255/
256.
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(iii) The difference in the effect of the errors between the two input
levels is higher for faster adaptation. For instance, passing
again from P(e) = 0 to P(e) = 1/256, the difference between
the losses at the two levels averages 1.0 when a = 0.75, while
it averages 0.45 when a = 0.96875.

8.2 Optimum coders

Given a fixed number of bits per sample, a combination of decay
constant fi and adaptation constant a provides the best output quality
for a given probability of error.

In the case of error -free transmission, optimum quality should . be
attained with no error dissipation mechanism, i.e., fi = 1 which pro-
duces theoretically infinite dynamic range. The parameter a is not
very critical in that case.'

When the coder operates under noisy conditions and the probability
of error is in the range of the values encountered in a normal telephone
connection or even higher than that (as is the case of P(e) = 1/256), a
very slow error dissipation associated with fast adaptation provides
good robustness to channel errors, without impairing the dynamic
range. Actually, in this experiment, the combination /3 = 255/256 and
a = 0.75 provided optimum performance even under error -free condi-
tions.

If the probability of error is as great as 1/32, more typical of mobile
radio communications, the best compromise between dynamic range
and error sensitivity is obtained by a slow adaptation constant, com-
bined again with a slow error dissipation rate. However the use of
faster error dissipation and faster adaptation could be almost as good
for this very high error rate.

8.3 Objective measures

One aim of the experiment was to examine a certain number of
objective measures of coder performance and to compare them in the
light of the actual subjective quality ratings, obtained under very
different conditons. With the results of correlation and regression
analyses reported in Table II, it is possible to observe strengths and
weaknesses of the different measures and to derive general indications
on which are the desirable properties of an objective quality measure.

A first indication that emerges from the experimental data is that
the conventional long-term SNR is a very poor indicator of the quality
of ADPCM coders under noisy channel conditions; this confirms the
results obtained with PCM18 and ADPCM coders' in the case of error -free
transmission. Therefore, the use of SNR can be completely misleading,
when comparing different coders operating under noisy conditions. A
noticeable improvement in prediction accuracy is obtained simply by
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measuring signal-to-noise ratio segmentally. Being time -segmental is
a necessary property of any successful objective quality measure of
coded speech.

Table II demonstrates also that, when a coder incorporating an
adaptive quantizer is operating under noisy channel conditions, an
objective performance measure must not be sensitive to changes or
fluctuations of the output speech level. These fluctuations can be
measured separately and the value obtained can be combined with the
performance measure to improve the accuracy of the subjective quality
prediction. It should be noticed, for instance, that G and a, have a
positive coefficient when combined with SNRSeg (formula 5 in Table II).
This indicates that the level mismatching is weighted too much in
SNR8eg, which did not incorporate any level compensation.

An important consideration on the subject of objective quality
measures is that results from recent experiments." indicate that fre-
quency -weighted signal-to-noise ratios improve the prediction accu-
racy, especially when largely different noise spectra are produced by
the coders.7'9 In this experiment, actually the frequency -weighted SNRS
did not predict the subjective ratings as accurately as the simpler level -
compensated SNRS, namely, sNRcorn and SNR.. This may depend on
the fact that the level compensation is effected by minimizing the rms
error on the whole bandwidth; this fact may worsen the measure in
same band. If this is the case, it would be a weakness of the frequency -
weighted SNR'S when measuring coder performance in the presence of
channel errors.

A final remark on frequency domain measures: These measures are
more general than time domain ones because they are insensitive to
short delays or to phase distortion." Therefore, they are more easily
applicable to the test of coders whose input and output signals are in
analog form or which include digital filters. On the other hand, the
performance measures used here incorporate a spectral noise weighting
that cannot be directly controlled. However, it is encouraging to see
that the newly defined spectral signal -to -distortion ratio, SDR2, provides
a very good prediction of subjective ratings when combined with the
level mismatching measures.

More work is needed in the field of objective prediction of coder
quality. In particular, frequency weighted SNRS should be evaluated
more carefully, to derive the appropriate frequency weighting mecha-
nism. In addition, the difference in behavior of the various spectral
distortion measures need to be analyzed in more depth.

8.3.1 Estimation of the subjective effect of level mismatching

8.3.1.1 A Physical Interpretation of Prediction Formulas. The results
of Table II lend themselves to a nice interpretation. The quality of an
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adaptive coder operating in a noisy channel environment (high prob-
ability of error) may be considered as composed of two terms: (i)
"intrinsic" goodness of the speech reproduction, which takes into
account the noise due to the coding and to the errors, but not the level
mismatching, (ii) loss in quality due to the level variations caused by
the sensitivity of the adaptation algorithm to channel errors. In for-
mulas, we can write

= - (28)

III can basically be estimated by any of the performance measures
which incorporate gain compensation or, in any case, which are not
sensitive to alterations in the output signal level. RL is instead esti-
mated by a linear combination of the gain fluctuation and the average
gain, modified according to eq. (27).
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probability of error, for 4 -bit ADPCM and different combinations of design parameters:
(a) a = 0,75, f = 1, (b) a = 0.75, # = 255/256. (c) a = 0.96875, $ = 255/256.
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8.3.1.2 An Example. In the light of the interpretation given in the
previous section, it is possible to give at least a qualitative answer to
the question on which is the subjective effect of level mismatching.
Figure 7 shows the predicted overall rating R and the "intrinsic"
goodness RI as a function of the probability of error, for the 4 -bit
ADPCM coder with low level input and three different combinations of
design parameters. R was computed according to formula 41 in Table
II, while R/ was computed discarding the terms involving G and a,
from the same formula:

111 = 0.785 SDR2 + 0.998.

In the case of fast adaptation and absence of error recovery (Fig.
7a), the loss in quality due to level mismatching can be estimated as
half category (1 point) for the intermediate error rate and 1 category
(2 points) for the high error rate. In the case of fast adaptation and
slow error recovery (Fig. 7b), the loss RL is instead reduced to about
only half category (1 point) for the high error rate.

Finally, when slow adaptation and slow error recovery are used,
simultaneously (Fig. 7c), the loss due to level mismatching can be
estimated as only about 0.4 point, i.e., less than a quarter of a category.
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This paper introduces a nonstationary model for images and
develops an adaptive intrafield DPCM codec based upon the model.
The codec attempts to minimize the mean -square coding error at
each sample point in the picture. The quantizer in the resulting
adaptive codec is found to be similar to that previously obtained from
visual masking considerations. Comparative simulation results using
256 x 256 pixel rasters are given for two- and three-bit/pixel versions
of the adaptive codec, the three-bit/pixel Graham codec, and three-
bit/pixel previous element DPCM.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper introduces a nonstationary model for images and devel-
ops an adaptive intrafield codec based upon the model. The codec
adaptively estimates both the mean and probable range of values of
the next picture sample to be encoded and adapts the predictor and
quantizer accordingly. In so doing, the coder attempts to minimize the
mean -square coding error (MMSE) at each sample point in the picture.
The MMSE distortion measure is generally acknowledged to be a poor
indicator of image quality.' However, when it is applied on a point
(rather than area) basis in conjunction with the image model presented
here, the coder adaptation and resulting coding quality are found to be
comparable to that previously obtained from visual masking consid-
erations. This result follows from a property of human vision, stressed
by Graham,' concerning the strong connection that exists between
image chaos (unpredictability) and the visual system's tolerance to
noise -like coding distortion. Because of this property, we obtain good
image quality at two bits per pel and excellent quality at three bits per
pel in a DPCM codec designed solely using the MMSE criterion-masking
phenomena are in large part accounted for automatically when the
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source model more adequately represents actual images and when the
distortion criterion is applied on a point basis.

II. SOURCE MODEL

This section introduces a nonstationary causal source model for the
intrafield video process that will be used to develop the adaptive
predictive intrafield codec of Section IV. Motivation for the model is
intuitive and follows from an examination of a representative video
signal of the type we wish to encode, such as that shown in Fig. 1. This
is a frame of two interlaced fields, each having 256 pixels per line and
128 lines, with amplitudes stored as 8 -bit quantities. The essential
characteristic of this (and any) image is that it is a projective transfor-
mation of a collection of physical objects. As a consequence, the image
is partitioned into regions of luminance elements whose amplitudes
are interrelated by the physical structure of the objects they represent.
The result is an array of pixels composed of distinct regions having
slowly varying "brightness" and "texture" with abrupt boundaries (the
picture outline) separating one region from another. We find it natural
to view this array as a field that is partitioned into regions of inde-
pendent quasi -stationary subfields. Two underlying random phenom-
ena are involved: the random amplitudes of picture elements within a

Fig. 1-Checker girl original.
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given subfield and the random selection of the subfield with respect to
raster coordinates. A source model that incorporates both phenomena
is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 models the image generation process as a composite of Q
autoregressive sources, q = 1, 2, , Q, and one white source, q = 0.
Switches S1 and S2 determine which source generates output lumi-
nance s,==-. sr, where m and n are, respectively, the line number in the
field and the column number of the pixel and t is the time the pixel is
encountered during conventional line scanning. The autoregressive
sources, characterized by predictors 1 through Q and "innovations"
process w, = uh, provide a set of Q possible processes from which the
regions of slowly varying brightness and texture of a subfield in an
actual image can be approximated. The random variables wr are
assumed zero mean, independent, and characterized by a single known
probability density function (pdf) g(w). The predictors F, in sources
q = 1, 2,   , Q are taken to be linear functions of pixels from the local
past neighborhood of coordinate (m, n) = t. Section IV discusses the
specific predictors chosen for the codec of this paper (Table I). Source
0 models those pixels of an actual image that either have no structural
relation to previous pixels or whose relation to these pixels is not
adequately modeled by sources 1 through Q. Such pixels tend to occur
in highly chaotic regions of the image and at certain boundaries at
which new subfields are initiated. Since this source represents the
extreme of chaos possible in an image, its output is taken to be a

RANDOM
SOURCE

RANDOM
SOURCE

S2

F1

O
F2

PREDICTOR
NO. 1

Fo

PREDICTOR
NO. 2

PREDICTOR
NO. Q

S1

STORAGE

Fig. 2-Source model. Switches S1 and S2 are governed by eq. (2) in the text.
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sequence of random variables Fo = Fo(m, n), each uniformly distributed
over [0, 255].

Switches Si and S2 of the model determine which source is used for
final output at each raster coordinate and thus determine image outline
as well as more subtle structural changes. "Outline" and "subtle
structural changes" are subjectively perceived qualities of an image
that are difficult to quantify probabilistically. However, in an actual
image "structure" tends to vary slowly: boundaries between regions
are an exception, but even here the discontinuity is generally only
along one dimension. This suggests that probabilistic information
regarding the source in operation at time t can be inferred by appro-
priate processing of the pixels in the local past vicinity (in the same
field) of the pixel in question. To arrive at a source model that
characterizes this quasistationary in the simplest way, we model the
image source as choosing sources, q = 0, 1, 2, , Q, independently
according to unknown first -order probabilities P[ig; (m, n)] that are
slowly varying functions of coordinates (m, n). We further assume that
the Q textures generated by sources q = 1, 2,  , Q are a priori
equally likely for a random choice of coordinate (m, n):

E{P[q; (m, n)]} = c q = 1, 2, , Q

and

E{P[q; (m, n)]} = E << c q = 0,

where c and E are constants satisfying E Qc = 1 and the expectation
is taken over the raster coordinates.

An alternative approach would be to model the sequence of q,,, as
stationary Markov. However, this approach was not taken since the
assumption of nonstationary independent q leads to a relatively simple
codec that is robust with respect to both varied picture inputs and
channel errors. The assumption of equality of expectations in (lb)
leads to mini -max performance with respect to variations in textural
content of the picture to be encoded. Biasing this a priori distribution
toward one predictor would make the codec more susceptible to poor
performance on a picture which does not match this distribution. The
problem faced by the codec is to estimate probabilities P[q; (m, n)] by
suitable processing of past pixel outputs and use the estimates to best
advantage for bandwidth compression.

To summarize, the proposed model of the video process has the
form (Fig. 2)

St =
Fo, with probability P(0; t)
Fq + wt, with probability P(q; t), 1 S q Q, (2)

where F0 is an independent random variable uniform over [0, 255], Fq
is a given linear function of pixels in the local past neighborhood of st
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(Table I), and tut is an independent zero mean random variable
characterized by probability density function (pdf) g(w). Probabilities
p(q; t) q = 0, 1,  , Q vary slowly with respect to at least one
coordinate of the raster and satisfy (1); otherwise, these probabilities
are unknown. Note that the model embeds the elusive variety of gross
image structure in the unknown probabilities P(q; t), 0 s q 5. Q. These
represent the probabilistic information that the encoder hopes to learn
by suitable processing of past image source outputs.

Figure 3 illustrates a representative output generated by the model.
In obtaining this output, g(w) was assumed Laplacian, and the P(q; t)
were estimated from the image of Fig. 1 by a procedure described in
Section III. Significant increases in structural similarity to Fig. 1 are
possible by modeling the sequence of wt as nonstationary. In the
interest of codec simplicity, however, this additional complexity is not
included in the model.

III. ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENTS

The design of the DPCM codec of Section IV requires specification of
both the quantizer and the predictor. Complete statistical information
pertinent to this design is contained in the conditional pdf of st given

Fig. 3-Representative output of source model. Output of the source model of Fig. 2,
where w, is Laplacian and probabilities P(q; t) of eq. (2) are estimated from Fig. 1.
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the set of past pixels {se, t < t} = Sa . This section describes how this
conditional pdf can be etimated at the source output.

It can be easily shown that, for given P(q; t), q = 0, 1,  , Q, the
probability density of st conditioned on ST is (for 0 < st 5_ 255)

P(0; t) Q
p(se I ST) = + E g - F,(ST))P(q; t), (3)

255 q=1

where F, (ST) denotes the qth predictor F, of st as an explicit function
of past pixels ST. An estimate of density function (3) is obtained by
replacing P(q; t) in the above by its estimate, as described below.

Let the number of times the qth source had been output in a local
past region Re of N points neighboring (m, n) = t (Fig. 4) be denoted
by n(q). Due to the nature of the source model, n(q) cannot be
measured at the source output. However, a reasonable and computable
approximation to it is given by the expectation E {n(q)IST} , where the
expectation assumes a random selection of (m, n) and is over the
density (to). By the quasi-stationarity of P(q; t), we then set

E {n(q)I ST}P(q; t) -
N

which becomes (appendix)

(4)

P(q; t) = KT-1 jE P(qi = q ST) (5)
=1

where P(q; = q I Si) is the conditional probability that the jth pixel in
Re (Fig. 4) was output by source q based upon a priori probabilities
E{P[q; (m, n)]} of (1). Further manipulations (appendix) give

n

ml

A,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 04 O 0 0' 0

0 0 0 03 06 0 0 0

0 0 0 02 01j

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

.
-"PIXEL t (rn,n)

Fig. 4-Illustration of region R,. This region consists of N pixels in a local past vicinity
of pixel (m, n). Note that the numbering of coordinates j = 1, 2,  , N is arbitrary, as
are the region boundaries.
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P(q, = K
255

q = 0

KC N
P(q; t) = E g(e,(t; j)) 1 5_ q Q,

N j=1

where K satisfies

(6a)

(6b)

E P(q; t) = 1. (7)
q=0

Equation (5) interprets P(q; t) as an arithmetic average of a posteriori
probabilities of q over region Pt, and eq. (6) show how this average can
be computed. The term eq(t; j) in (6b) is the difference between the
actual value of the jth pixel in region Rt and the predicted value of
this pixel given by predictor Fq and is therefore the implied value of
the jth innovations variable in Rt under the hypothesis that predictor
q was in operation at the source. Explicitly,

eq(t; j) = s! - Fq(Sit-), (8)

where sit is the jth pixel in Rt and Sit- is the set of pixels previous to
sit. Equation (6b) estimates P(q; t), by summing the relative probabil-
ities of the innovations implied under the hypothesis that source q was
in operation over region Rt. Note that if g() has its peak at zero, then
P(q; t), 1 q s Q, will be large for those q corresponding to small
prediction error eq(t, j) over the N point region. If none of the Q
predictors is consistent with past local data, then all terms in the sum
of (5b) will be small for 1 s q s Q, and the normalization in (6) will
make P(0; t) large. Further description of (4) to (7) is included in the
derivation in the appendix.

The codec described in Section IV predicts St by the estimated mean
of predictable source outputs:

E Fq(ST)P(q; t)
St - q=1

E P(q; t)
q=1

(9)

An important characteristic of this prediction rule is its insensitivity
to small variations in data ST regardless of the relative values of N
and Q. This is in contrast to the covariance method in linear prediction
described in a review paper by Makhoul3 in which small sample size
can lead to an ill -conditioned system of equations whose inversion is
the adapted predictor. Since (9) is a weighted average of stable (and
generally good) estimates Fq, stability persists even for N < Q, and
some thought indicates that the resulting prediction of k works in an
intuitively reasonable way even if N is only unity.
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IV. THE CODEC

In this section, a codec resulting from the source model is described.
A block diagram of the encoder is shown in Fig. 5. The codec has been
used to code pictures using two and three bits per pel.

The encoder operates by forming Q estimates F,(X7), 1 5_ q of
source output Sc based upon the previously reconstructed field ele-
ments XT. Estimates of source probabilities P(q; t), 0 q 1, are
made with eq. (6) to (7) using previously reconstructed pixels Xi in
place of Si. Estimates Fq(XT) and probabilities P(q; t) are used to
predict the next encoder input pixel s,, according to (9) and the most
likely distribution of values st according to (3), with XI replacing ST .

The encoder has been implemented using an N = 4 point learning
region R1 (Fig. 6) and Q = 6 predictors. The predictors used are given
in Table I.

Note that with these six predictors the form of predictor (7) can be
any one of the most common fixed predictors used in intrafield coders.
This varies over the picture so that the best predictor (or best weighted
sum) considering the recent past will be used at each sample point.

The pictures which were encoded consisted of 256 lines in two
interleaved fields and 256 samples per line. The previous line elements
were taken from the previous line in the same field. In this environ-
ment, no advantage was obtained by including elements more than
one line away in the estimates. Similarly, no visible improvement was
obtained using elements that were more than two elements away on
the same line. The slope estimator, F5, and the planer estimator, Fs,
were found to be particularly useful in the system which uses two bits

St

QUANTIZER
CHANNEL

WEIGHTED SUM
PREDICTOR

RANGE OF
QUANTIZER

STORAGE

PREDICTOR

I(F5)

RECEIVERS
VERSION OF S

{P(q, t))

Fig. 5-The encoder.

PROBABILITY
ESTIMATER
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Fig. 6-Four-point region R, used by codec.

Table I
F,(n, m) = i(n - 1, m).
F2(n, m) = i(n - 1, m - 1).
F3(n, m) = i(n, m - 1).
F4(n, m) = .i(n + 1, m - 1).
F5(n, m) = 2i(n - 1, m) - i(n - 2, m).
F6(n, m) = ic.(n - 1, m) + 1(n, m - 1) - i(n - 1, m - 1).

per pel. These estimators allowed the coder to respond more quickly
to edges within the picture, and reduced slope overload.

Ideally, the quantizer should be adapted at each point to the esti-
mated probability distribution of sr. In view of the complex form of (3),
this type of redesign is not feasible, and the following ad -hoc curve -
fitting technique was used to simplify the adaptation algorithm. The
density function g(w) was taken as Laplacian, g(w) = a/2 exp(-a I w I ).
The Max quantizer4 for this was determined. Each side of the distri-
bution (3) about the mean it was then approximated by an exponential
distribution, and the axis was simply scaled appropriately in codec
operation to place the quantization levels. The parameter of each
exponential distribution was selected so that it had the same first
moment about it as the corresponding portion of the actual distribution
as described in Fig. 7.

When the estimated probability of occurrence of the random esti-
mator is near zero and the estimators q = 1 through 6 are identical
corresponding to a perfectly flat region in the picture, the parameter
of the exponential defining the quantizer assumes its smallest value.
In this situation, the parameter of the exponential defining the quan-
tizer is approximately a, the parameter of the Laplacian distribution
defining the innovation term in the model. Therefore, a determines
the minimum values of the levels of the quantizer, and these, in turn,
determine the amount of granularity due to quantization noise in flat
regions of the picture and the ability of the coder to respond to
unexpected edges. The smaller the value of a, the lower the granular
quantization noise; the larger the value of a, the quicker the coder can
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F0

F5 F3 F6 F4 F2 F1

Fig. 7-Illustration of encoder's derivation of predictor and quantizer. Fo refers to the
distribution of the white source output; s, is the weighted sum predictor; m. and me are
the upper and lower first moments of the actual distribution about it; and c. and ce are
the exponential distributions used to determine the quantizer.

respond to edges. Because of this interaction, the values of a were
selected experimentally based upon visual examination of a sequence
of coded pictures for the two- and three-bit/pel quantizers. For the
two-bit/pel quantizer, a was selected so that the minimum value of
the inner quantizer level is equal to two picture levels, when the picture
is initially quantized into 256 levels. For the three-bit/pel quantizer,
the inner quantization level was selected so that the inner quantization
level is equal to one picture level.

The random variable Fo in the source model of Fig. 2 is uniformly
distributed over the range of possible values the sample can assume.
In implementing the codec, it was found to be desirable to assume that
the range of Fo is somewhat reduced. Limiting the span of Fo is
particularly necessary in the system which transmits two bits per pel.
This can be seen as follows. Assume that probability P(0, t) is estimated
by the encoder to be close to unity. In this situation, if Fo has range
[0, 255] the four quantization levels will be spread over the entire range
of possible sample values. It is then likely that none of the estimators
will be close to the reconstructed value xt even though an estimator
can have closely approximated the actual value sc. Thus, the random
estimator may be used for the next sample. This creates an instability
in the coder which can propagate into flat regions of the picture. To
eliminate this type of instability, the maximum range of the quantizer
was limited. To be consistent with limiting the maximum range of the
quantizer, the span of F0 was limited to a symmetrical region about §t
of (9). The maximum span of the quantizer was also set experimentally.
In the two-bit/pel system, the maximum span of the quantizer was set
so that the inner level of the quantizer is eight picture levels. And in
the three-bit/pel system, the maximum span of the quantizer was set
so that the inner level in the quantizer is four picture levels. In the
two-bit/pel system, there are only two quantization levels on each side
of the predicted value. In this system, the maximum span of the
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quantizer determined the ability of the encoder to track sudden
changes in the picture. Therefore, it is necessary to make the maximum
quantizer span as large as possible, without making the encoder
unstable. In the three-bit/pel system, four quantization levels are on
each side of the predictor. In this system, restricting the maximum
quantizer span was necessary to prevent the quantizer span from
frequently exceeding the range of possible picture levels and wasting
quantization levels. This is why a smaller maximum value of the inner
quantization level was selected for the three-bit/pel system than for
the two-bit/pel system.

In Figs. 8 and 9, the quantization span for various parts of the
picture in the two- and three-bit/pel systems is shown. In these
pictures, the average of the upper and lower quantization spans is
displayed. The white areas correspond to the smallest span of the
quantizer and the black levels the largest span. It is interesting to note
that the resulting quantizer adaptation is similar to that which would
be expected if a masking function were used.' However, this quantizer
adaptation was arrived at strictly by mathematical techniques, mini-
mizing the expected point mean -squared error with a varying proba-
bility distribution of next sample values, rather than by the psychovi-
sual considerations used to derive masking functions. This result is

Fig. 8-Quantizer range adaptation of the two-bit/pel codec.
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Fig. 9-Quantizer range adaptation of the three-bit/pel codec.

consistent with Graham's early observations concerning the strong
connection between image chaos and the visual system's tolerance to
noise -like distortion.'

V. RESULTS

This adaptive predictor with a two- and three-bit/pel quantizer has
been implemented and compared with an adaptive predictor using
Graham's rule' and the three-bit/pel fixed quantizer suggested in the
Graham paper, and a previous element DPCM encoder with a fixed
three-bit/pel quantizer. Our two-bit/pel adaptive predictor has consid-
erably less slope overload than the previous element predictor having
three bit/pel quantizer, but is not quite as good as the Graham
predictor having a three bit/pel quantizer. Our adaptive predictor with
a three bit/pel quantizer has less slope overload than the Graham
predictor with a three bit/pel quantizer. In addition, the estimates at
edges within the picture are accurate enough to virtually eliminate the
edge business in moving sequences which is characteristic of many
adaptive predictors. To demonstrate these characteristics, the differ-
ence between the original picture of the checker girl, Fig. 1, and the
result of processing by these four techniques is shown in Figs. 10 to 13.
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Fig. 10-Two-bit/pel codec performance. Top: Decoder output. Bottom: Difference
between decoder output and original.
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Fig. 11-Three-bit/pel codec performance. Top: Decoder output. Bottom: Difference
between decoder output and original.
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Fig. 12-Performance of three -bit Graham codec. Top: Decoder output. Bottom:
Difference between decoder output and original.
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Fig. 13-Performance of three -bit previous element DPCM. Top: Decoder output.
Bottom: Difference between decoder output and original.
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APPENDIX

This appendix traces the development from eq. (4) to (7) of Section
III.

There are M = (Q + 1)N possible vectors V = (qi, q2, qf,  qN)
of source options in the N point region Rt of Fig. 4. Number these
vectors i = 1, 2, , M and let Vi denote the ith vector. Define n(q I V1)
as the number of components in V, that equal the specific value q.
Then (4) becomes

15(q; t) = E nN(q) (10a)

1 m
= - E n(q I V1)15(Vi I ST ) (10b)N t=i

In taking the expectation in (10a) we have treated t 7-- (m, n) as a
randomly chosen raster point for which P(q) -= E(P(q; t)) of eq. (1)
applies. Because the q are selected independently, .F3( Vi I SI) of (10b)
is related to P(q) by

(ST _15(VPI ST) =
Vi)

P(V1)P(ST)

P(ST IV i) N -
f,

(11a)

(11b)

where p(ST I (  )) denotes the probability density function of the vector
of values in ST, and q, is the jth component of V,. [The random
selection of t cannot affect the independence of the components of V,
in (11a); hence, (11b)].

Substituting

n(q IV t) = E 8q -q4
j="1

(12)

into (10b) and summing over i, (10b) becomes

1 N
P(q; t) = iv- E P(q)- = q I ST), (13)

where 15(q; = q I ST) is the conditional probability that the jth pixel in
R, was generated by source q. Note that (13) gives P(q; t) as an average
of a posteriori probabilities of q over the region R,, where

P(ST I q; = q)
15(q; = q 1ST) -

P(SI)
We now partition the set of pixels ST into (i) a subset of pixels future

to s1 but past to S, (call it SI); (ii) the pixel .91; and (iii) a subset of

(14)
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pixels Sit past to pixel The elements in SI when conditioned on s;
and Si do not depend upon qb and it follows after straightforward
manipulations that

/5(q; = q I Sr) = K g(st - Fq(S9))15(q); 1 q = Q,

and

15(q; = 0 I ST) =
255

P(0), (15)

where K is a normalizing constant. Substitution of eqs. (15) and (1)
into (10) yields (5).
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Reduction of Transmission Error Propagation
in Adaptively Predicted, DPCM Encoded

Pictures

By N. F. MAXEMCHUK and J. A. STULLER

(Manuscript received November 21, 1978)

A new technique for reducing transmission error prop ,(.47711: n in
adaptively predicted, DPCM-encoded pictures is described. The basis
for the technique is a generalization of the notion of predictor output
attenuation, described by Graham, to include attenuation of the
adaptive prediction function. Simulation results are presented that
show that application of the technique to Graham's codec results in
significant reduction in error propagation without degradation of
picture quality. The technique requires no increase in transmission
rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a new and simple technique to reduce error
propagation in DPCM image coders that employ adaptive switching -
type prediction. An analytical performance description of this tech-
nique has not been obtained. However, simulation results using the
Graham' adaptation algorithm are presented that demonstrate that-
in this case, at least-the technique can provide substantial reduction
in channel error propagation without decreasing the transmission rate.

The class of coders considered is those which adaptively choose one
of Q fixed predictors Fq, q = 1, 2,  , Q, according to a decision rule
that operates on the previously reconstructed pixels in the local past
vicinity of the element to be predicted. If xi.; is the ith pixel on the jth
line of the input raster, and y, is the vector of reconstructed pixels in
the local past vicinity of (i,j), then the adaptive predictor has the form

= F(y,j), (1)

where F() is one of Q fixed functions Fq(), q = 1, , Q, with q
chosen according to a decision rule operating on yu,
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q = D(y)). (2)

The encoder and decoder use the same decision role to determine q,
but the decoder must base its decision upon its,possibly contaminated
version of the reconstructed past scene.

An example of (1) and (2) is given by Graham's predictive encoder.
Here Q = 2 with

Fi(y,;) = y(i - 1, j)

F2(yii) = y(i, j - 1)

and

(3)

1; if I y(i - - 1) - - 1) 1

D,= < I y(i - 1, j - 1) - y(i - 1, j) I (4)

2; otherwise.

It is well known that, for a fixed transmission rate, adaptive prediction
generally results in a more accurate coded version of the image,
particularly on edges within the picture where large changes in ampli-
tude occur along one dimension. However, a serious problem generally
arising from such adaptation is the response of the system to channel
errors. Generally, the effect of an error propagates over a larger area
of the picture when an adaptive predictor is used than when a fixed
predictor is used. This occurs because transmission errors not only (i)
contaminate the value of the elements used by the receiver in the
function F() when the receiver's choice of q is correct, but can also
(ii) cause an error in the receiver's choice of q. Note that effect (i) is
present in nonadaptive coders and is defined as occurring in adaptive
coders when the correct choice of q is made by the decoder. Effect (ii)
is unique to adaptive prediction and is potentially more grievous since
the transmitter and receiver then use different choices for the predic-
tion function F()-a result that, once started, can propagate. An
example of the effect of transmission errors in adaptive DPCM is shown
in Fig. 1. In this example, Graham's three -bit codec is used over a
binary symmetric channel having bit error probability of 10'. Figure
2 shows the difference between the output of this system with and
without transmission errors.

II. PREDICTOR OUTPUT LEAK

As observed by Graham and others, the effect of transmission errors
can be reduced by attenuating the predictor output by a constant a, 0

a < 1. In general, a bias term can be introduced so that z, i assumes
the form:

= cxF(yii) + (1 - (5)
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Fig. 1-Effect of 10-4 channel bit error probability on output picture: Graham 3 bit/
pel codec.

where n is a constant in the span of possible picture values. A possible
choice of q is the mean of x11,

= E(xii) . (6)

Other choices, however, can give subjectively better results depending
upon context and system nonlinearities.

Equation (5) can be viewed as a weighted combination of locally
inferred and globally given knowledge about xo. A value of a < 1 has
the effect of decreasing the memory of the closed reconstruction loop,
and the bias term causes the output to tend toward n. The quantity
quantized and transmitted has the form

xo - io = a[x4 - F(y4)] + (1 - a)[x, - n], (7)

which is seen to consist of both DPCM and PCM information. As a varies
from one to zero, the system changes from DPCM to PCM. Therefore,
attenuation of predictor output as in (5) trades error -propagation
attenuation with transmission rate. It should be observed that the
technique described by (5) will also reduce error propagation in non -
adaptive codecs. Also, the technique does not directly address the
problem of the choice of q and is therefore a remedy more closely
connected to type (i) errors than to type (ii).
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Fig. 2-Difference between output of Graham codec with and without transmission
errors.

Using the Graham system, it was found that a could be reduced to
'5/16 before degradation in the output caused by quantization noise
becomes visible. The reduction in error propagation resulting from (5)
(with 77 set to 128) is shown in Fig. 3. The difference of the coded
picture with and without channel errors is shown in Fig. 4. Although
an improvement is obtained with this approach, the next section shows
that substantially greater improvement is possible.

III. PREDICTION FUNCTION LEAK

Since the second effect of channel errors in an adaptive codec is to
make the value of q uncertain, the receiver loop must in fact estimate
the function F() as well as xv. In analogy with (5) we introduce a
constant /3, 0 /3 s1, and set (at both transmitter and receiver)

P( ) = /3F() + (1 - te)P(), (8)

where P(  ) is a fixed predictor. A reasonable choice for F() is the
mean of Fq,

P() = > F,()P(q), (9)
q=1
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Fig. 3-Reduction of transmission error propagation using predictor output leak (a
= 15/16,n= 128, 10-4 bit error probability).

where P(q) is the a priori probability of q. Other choices for F() are
possible.

Note that, as varies from one to zero, a system using P(  ) will
change from fully adaptive DPCM to nonadaptive DPCM. The smaller
the value of the closer the predictor to being fixed, and the smaller
the effect of error propagation due to using the wrong predictor. Note
also that (9) is an approach that is applicable only to adaptive codecs.
Because of this, we view this technique as a remedy for the second
error class (ii) described in Section I.

The concept of prediction function leak has been applied to the
Graham predictor and has successfully reduced error propagation. The
predictor used in this experiment is:

xti = P(Yu), (10)

where P(  ) is given by (8) using (3) to (4) and

P(Y,i) = 1/2(Y(i - 1,./) + Y(i,./ - 1)). (11)

It was found experimentally that $ could be reduced to be between 3/4
and 1/2 (depending upon the picture) before the ability of the adaptive
predictor to respond to edges within the picture was compromised.
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Fig. 4-Difference between output of codec with and without transmission errors (a
= 15/16, n = 128).

Fig. 5-Reduction of transmission error propagation using predictor output and
prediction function leak (a = '5/16, /3 = 3/ 4, -11 = 128, 10-4 bit error probability).



Fig. 6-Difference between output of codec with and without transmission errors (tt
= '5/16, /3 = 3/4, = 128 ) .

Fig. 7-Reduction of transmission error propagation using predictor output and
prediction function leak (a = 15/16, /3 = 1/2, 71 = 128, 10' bit error probability).



Fig. 8-Difference between output of codec with and without transmission errors (a
= '5A6, /3 = V2, n = 128).

Fig. 9-Quantizing noise of Graham codec.
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Fig. 10-Quantizing noise for a = = 1.

Fig. 11-Quantizing noise for a = "3/46, /3 = .
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Fig. 12-Quantizing noise for a = 15Afi, /3 = 1/2.

When prediction function leak is used, it is possible to use predictor
output leak to further reduce the effects of errors. The estimator is
formed as:

1,, = aP(yii) + (1 - Or)

= al3F(yii) + a(1 - (3)P (y,i) + (1 - a)ri. (12)

Pictures with the same transmission error patterns as those that
occurred in the pictures produced using the original Graham predictor
were processed using (12). In Fig. 5, a = 15A6, fi = 3/4 and r1= 128. Figure
6 is the difference between pictures processed with this predictor with
and without transmission errors. In Fig. 7, a = 15/16, = 1/2, and 71 = 128.
Figure 8 is the error difference picture of this coder. As seen from these
pictures, leaking the prediction function significantly reduces the effect
of transmission errors. Analysis of this effect has been hindered by the
nonlinear nature of the equations and the fact that the quantities
involved exist on a two-dimensional field.

Figures 9 through 12 show the encoding (quantizing) noise for each
of the systems previously described in this paper. By comparing Fig.
9 with 11 and 12, it can be seen that, for $ equaling 3/4 and 1/2, prediction
function leak reduces encoding noise along edges within the picture.
In fact, pictures transmitted with these values of f over an error -free
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channel are preferable to those transmitted with the original Graham
codec since edge serration, which sometimes occurs when a switching -
type predictor is used, is reduced. Figure 10 shows that the introduction
of predictor output leak alone does not produce the same beneficial
effect.
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Application of Optimization Theory to the
Control of the Optical Fiber Drawing Process

By D. H. SMITHGALL

(Manuscript received January 15, 1979)

The optical fiber drawing process is examined and a feedback
control loop identified. The incremental dynamic response of each
loop component is determined, and the sensitivity of loop response to
system parameters is examined. The control loop is optimized, based
upon a mean square error criterion with constraints imposed for
periodic disturbances. An expression is derived for the effectiveness
of the control loop with respect to sources of system disturbance and
found to correlate well with experimental results.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of fiber optics technology has come the potential
for use of this technology in high quality telecommunications systems.
Such systems require sources, detectors, and fibers superior to those
used in the present applications. The fibers in high quality systems
must have low loss and dispersion and yet be economically produced.
One factor influencing transmission loss in the fiber, particularly at
splice locations,' is the diameter uniformity. Diameter uniformity is
directly related to the manufacturing process and is influenced by the
environment in which it is drawn2 as well as the material from which
it is drawn. In additon, large variations in diameter occur during the
startup operation, resulting in a material loss of up to 10 percent of the
potential fiber.

Much of this wastage can be eliminated and a high degree of fiber
uniformity maintained by the judicious design and application of a
feedback control on the fiber drawing process. Optimization of such a
control requires identification of the distributed, nonlinear drawing
process and a quantification of the sensitivities of the process to
changes in process parameters.
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1.1 The fiber drawing process

Optical fiber is formed by locally and symmetrically heating a
cylindrical preform, typically 7 to 25 mm in diameter and 30 and 60 cm
in length, to a temperature in the neighborhood of 2000°C. As the
preform of diameter Dp is fed into the heat zone at a velocity Vp, the
fiber is drawn from the molten material at a velocity Vi-, as shown in
Fig. 1. Due to the temperatures involved and the tolerances required,
the fiber cannot be drawn through a die, and consequently the surface
of the molten material is a free boundary whose shape is determined
by an equilibrium between the velocity shear gradients and the re-
straining surface tension. The diameter of the fiber, Df, is determined,
then, by the principle of conservation of mass, which may be written
as

D. VI = Dp Vp + dw, (1)

where w is a random process representing mechanical and thermally -
induced disturbances as well as the variations in diameter which occur
while the process is establishing its equilibrium condition. The nature
of the disturbing influences is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the fiber
diameter is plotted for a 500-m length of fiber with constant D, v,
and Vf. An additional source of diameter variation results from changes
in preform diameter which are of a slowly varying nature. Once the
process "equilibrium" has been established, the noise (diameter vari-

FIBER

PREFORM

ENERGY

Fig. 1-Geometry of the optical fiber drawing process.
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ation) which appears on the fiber can be characterized as band -limited
noise riding on a slowly varying bias.

1.2 Identification of process dynamics

Since the fiber diameter is related directly to the two manipulable
variables V1 and V), by the mass conservation principle, and only
indirectly to other manipulable variables such as heat source temper-
ature or heat flux, these are the system variables through which a
control signal can most effectively be coupled into the process. Exper-
imental results show that the dynamic response of the fiber is two
orders of magnitude faster with respect to the drawing velocity than
to the feed velocity. Consequently, the control loop shown in Fig. 3
has been determined to be the most effective means of controlling
fiber diameter.

The motor -drawing mechanism is typically a pinch -wheel device in
which one wheel is driven by a DC motor. The dynamic response of
the mechanism used in this investigation is modeled as

¢N
Lu

""
<-O
0 cc
CC L)

O 2-
LL -

d

118

114

110

106

104

100

96

92 I I I 1 I I 1 I

0 60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540

POSITION ALONG FIBER IN METERS

Fig. 2-Diameter profile of uncontrolled fiber with constant feed and drawing speeds.

V/(s) 0.31 meters/second
u(s) 0.0045s2 + 0.030s + 1 volt

(2)

e
CONTROL

MOTOR AND
DRAWING

MECHANISM

VI

O+

DRAWING
PROCESS

MEASUREMENT

0 d,

Fig. 3-Block diagram of diameter feedback control loop.
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where u is the control signal to the motor. The response of the motor -
drawing mechanism is dominated by the inertia of the pinch wheels,
while the drawing tension on the fiber has little effect on the response
of this component.

The drawing process is a nonlinear, distributed process. Since the
diameter is to be regulated about a fixed set point, a linear perturbation
model can be used to represent incremental system dynamics. The
parameters for this model, as well as the model structure, must be
determined experimentally. To obtain response characteristics, the
drawing mechanism is excited with a sinusoidal perturbation and the
change in draw speed and fiber diameter are measured. Using the
technique of Fourier filtering,' the relative gain and phase of the
drawing mechanism and the process diameter response at each exci-
tation frequency can be determined, and a model can be constructed
from the data. It is found that, for nominal velocities up to 1 m/s, the
process can be modeled by

df(s) - ,Df1217f vf(s) + n(s), (3)aps + bps + 1

where d1 and of now represent incremental changes in fiber diameter
and velocity, Df and Vf represent the nominal process values, and am
b are the parameters representing process dynamics. The source of
diameter variations, n, is a band -limited, Gaussian process with E(n)
= 0, E{n2} = cd. The parameters ap and bp are sensitive to certain
process parameters and insensitive to others. They have been found to
be insensitive to preform diameter, fiber diameter, draw velocity, and
the temperature of the heat source over the ranges

1950°C < Ts < 2150°C
7 mm < Dp < 19 mm
0 m/s < Vi- < 1 m/s
80 ium < Df < 125 ,um.

The response is generally insensitive to changes in preform feed
velocity over the range of speeds commensurate with the above values
of Df, Vf, Dp, but is known to change for draw velocities higher than 1
m/s. The dynamic response parameters are also sensitive to the length
of the heat zone as shown in Fig. 4. The long heat zone was obtained
in a furnace and the short heat zone with laser heat source.'

Due to physical limitations, the fiber diameter is measured at some
point below the heat zone. Using a forward scattering interference
fringe counting technique,5 the fiber can be measured with an accuracy
of 0.25 lim at a rate of 1000 measurements per second. Due to the high
measurement rate, the measurement process has no dynamic response
to contribute to the loop dynamics. As a result of the digital fringe
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Fig. 4-Variation of process parameters with the length of heat zone.

counting technique, however, a quantization noise, q,, perturbs the
control loop. The effect of q,,, can be seen from Fig. 3 to be equivalent
to a loop with perfect measurement and a set point which changes ±
q, at random times. The effect of the noise on the fiber diameter
depends upon the rate at which the step changes occur. Experience
has shown that the quantization noise becomes significant only when
the standard deviation of other system disturbances have been reduced
to the level q, and represents a lower bound of achievable performance
for the drawing system.

Since the measurement process must be physically located beneath
the heat source, it must also be located some distance away from the
point, or region, where the diameter of the molten zone changes in
response to variations in the drawing velocity. The distributed nature
of the process leads to the expectation that the response to a step
change in Vf would result in a distributed change in the boundary of
the molten material, as well as a change in fiber diameter. Experience
indicates that small perturbations in draw velocity result in diameter
variations in the molten zone which are confined to a very small region,
near the point where the fiber is formed. Consequently, a "point" at
which the molten material changes diameter in response to changes in
draw velocity can be defined, and a measurement time delay, T, results
which relates the delay distance and nominal drawing velocity.

The resulting model of the measurement process is

dm(s) - 0.040 e-'7. volts/pm, (4)
df(s)

where the quantization noise has been reassociated with the diameter
set point. The delay time is typically 0.04 to 0.10 second for a drawing
velocity of 1 m/s.
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II. DESIGN OF THE CONTROL

The control problem is to reduce the effects of the noise source, n,
upon the fiber diameter df. The relationship between the two quanti-
ties when the feedback loop of Fig. 3 is used is given by

8 df(s) 1
- H(s), (5)n(s) 1 + G(s)

where 8 df(s) = df(s) - dd, and G(s) is the forward transfer function

d
G(s) -f(s)

vf(s)
X

vf(s)
X

u(s)
X

cl,n(s) -
dd.

u(s) d,n(s) - dd df(s)

The form of the control circuit is

u(s) IC, acs + 1
dni(s) - dd s bcs + 1.

(6)

(7)

The integral term is required to remove the slowly varying compo-
nents of the noise source, and the lead -lag term is used to shape the
response curve. Using this control circuit and the component responses
(2) to (4), the response curve

8df(s)
n(s)

2

s=jw

as a function of w is shown in Fig. 5. The response curve shows that
low frequency disturbances can be effectively suppressed. There is a
loss of control effectiveness as frequency increases to a point where
the control loop has no effect upon the disturbances. In the region of
the corner frequency w,, the noise is amplified. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate
the role of the control circuit parameters upon the response curve. The
suppression of low frequency variations is affected only by the loop
gain. The degree of response peaking around the corner frequency is
affected by the gain as well as the lead -lag network parameters. Some
peaking resulting from high loop gain must be allowed, since it can
only partially be compensated for by adjustment of a, and bc. It has
been found that +2 dB is an acceptable peak gain for the response
curve, from the standpoint of the stochastic disturbances.

The performance of the control loop can be optimized by choice of
the parameters Ke, ac, be to minimize the performance index

J= IH(jco)12 dw,

subject to the constraint

(8)
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max
W = Wo: 0 < (.4.) < 00 I H(jW) I 2 .."5 2 dB. (9)

The performance index (8) is a measure of the relative noise power
transmitted to the fiber diameter through the control loop. Minimi-
zation of (8) is equivalent to minimizing

Ji = E fscil col, in(  )1 = 1, (10)

for n(  ) modeled by white noise. This relationship is established by
the relationship between the power spectral densities

rdf= 1 mi.)) 12 r., (11)

resulting in

f,11 = rd, dw = 2cd J. (12)

CO

- 00

Due to the constraint (9), which seeks to reduce the effect of periodic
disturbances upon the loop design, optimization is most effectively
performed in the frequency domain.

The optimum performance for a typical set of drawing system
parameters is shown in Fig. 7, for the case of two measurement delay
times. Referring to Figs. 5 to 7, of all the system parameters, the
effectiveness of the control loop is most sensitive to loop gain and the
measurement delay time. Examination of the phase characteristics of
the system components reveals that over the range of controllable
disturbances the measurement delay contributes the largest phase lag
to the loop dynamics. Consequently, it is imperative in drawing system
design to minimize the measurement delay. The loop response is
sensitive to loop gain because the destablizing tendencies of the mea-
surement delay pull the root loci toward the jw axis.'

To determine the effectiveness of the control, account must be taken
of both the process -related noise, n, and the measurement quantization
noise q. The fiber diameter variation is related to these two quantities
in the frequency domain by the expression

8c/f(s) = H(s)n(s) + G(s)H(s)q(s). (13)

The power spectral densities are related by

rd,(co) = I H(jw) 12 rn(w) + I F(jw) 12 rq (w), (14)

where F (s) = G(s)H(s). The noise generating process associated with
the fiber drawing process has been experimentally determined and can
be modeled as
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was
IT

r n(W) - 2 2,+ (On
(15)

where con is the corner frequency of the noise spectrum.
The quantization noise can be modeled as a random telegraph signal'

for which the power spectral density function is
Aqm2

rq(w) (16)x2 172,02,

where A is the mean number of switchings per unit time. The control
function can be approximated as

1 H(.iW) 1 2 =
CO2

CO2 ±
2

2

I F(ico) I 2 -
Co2 + we"

where We is the corner frequency of the closed loop transfer function.
The variance of the fiber diameter is then determined by computing
the auto -covariance function8 with zero lag:

(17)
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1 1
a2d - 2 + qm

2

1+W` 1+
77We

(18)

Equation (18) illustrates an interesting tradeoff. Whereas it is desirable
to reduce the process -induced fiber diameter variation by increasing
co, insofar as possible, it is done at the expense of allowing additional
quantization noise to affect the fiber diameter. The latter source may
only be reduced by increasing the resolution of the measurement
system.

Experimentally, the effectiveness of the control loop is illustrated in
Fig. 8 by the distribution of mean and standard deviations measured
on 500-m lengths of controlled and uncontrolled fibers, after the
process has reached equilibrium. The mean diameter of the uncon-
trolled fibers varies over a 4-µm range due to variations in preform
diameter, nominal drawing velocities, etc. Using the feedback control,
the mean diameter is held to within 0.1 Am of the set point. This
deviation from set point is due, in part, to the 0.25 µm measurement
resolution. The standard deviations of uncontrolled fibers are distrib-
uted over a wide range with the majority of the samples having a
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Fig. 8-Measured statistical characteristics of controlled and uncontrolled fibers.
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standard deviation of 0.8 Am. Use of the feedback control improves
fiber quality with the result that standard deviations below 0.30 pm
can be repeatably attained.

Using experimentally determined system parameters, the controlled
variance of the fiber diameter given in eq. (18) can be compared to
experimental values. If bon = 0.02, an = 0.8 ilm, q. = 0.25 µm, A = 5, and
from Fig. 7 co, = 0.2, eq. (18) yields a theoretical standard deviation of
0.27 Am. This value is very close to the median of the experimentally
measured sample standard deviations.

III. CONCLUSION

Optimization theory has been applied to the optical fiber drawing
process, resulting in a diameter feedback control loop which effectively
reduces fiber diameter variations. In addition to examining the sensi-
tivities of control loop performance to system component parameters,
the sensitivities with respect to the noise sources were also examined.
The expression derived to describe system performance with respect
to process -induced diameter variation and measurement quantization
noise showed good agreement with experimental results.
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The outputs of a discrete time source with memory are to be encoded
("quantized" or "compressed') into a sequence of discrete variables.
From this latter sequence, a receiver must attempt to approximate
some features of the source sequence. Operation is in real time, and
the distortion measure does not tolerate delays. Such a situation has
been investigated over infinite time spans by B. McMillan. In the
present work, only finite time spans are considered. The main result
is the following. If the source is kth-order Markov, one may, without
loss, assume that the encoder forms each output using only the last k
source symbols and the present state of the receiver's memory. An
example is constructed, which shows that the Markov property is
essential. The case of delay is also considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

The outputs of a discrete time source with memory are to be encoded
("quantized" or "compressed") into a sequence of discrete variables.
From this latter sequence, a receiver must attempt to approximate
some features of the source sequence. Operation is in real time, and
the distortion measure does not tolerate delays. Such a situation has
been investigated over infinite time spans in Ref. 1. In the present
work, only finite time spans are considered.

The main result is the following. If the source is kth-order Markov,
one may, without loss, assume that the encoder forms each output
using only the last k source symbols and the present state of the
receiver's memory.

An example is constructed, which shows that the Markov property
is essential.

II. THE MODEL
2.1 The causal structure

A source produces a random sequence X1, X2, , XT where for each
t E (1, , T), X, is a vector in n, -dimensional real space. The source
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is characterized by the sequence distribution: A given probability
measure on the Borel sets of the product space of dimension Etti nt.

For each t, there is an opportunity for noiseless transmission of a
signal Yt taking qt possible values. This signal is produced from the X
sequence by an encoder. As we consider the problem in real time,
causality allows the encoder at t to see only the values Xi, , Xt. The
encoders are thus characterized by functions ft: R"'+'  *"1 ---> {1,  ,
qt}, Borel measurable, t = 1,  , T.

At the receiving end, the most that could be accessible at stage t is
the subsequence Y1,  , Yr. However, we also want to consider the
case of limited memory, as the receiver might not be able to store this
whole sequence for large t. The model will be the following.

At t = 1, only Y1 is available, and a discrete variable Z1 = r1( Y1)
taking m1 values is stored in memory. For each t > 1, the memory is
updated by

Zt = rt(Zt-1, Y1), t = 2,  , T - 1,

where Z takes values in {1,  , mt} and

rt: {1, , mt_i} X {1,  , qt} -4 {1,  , mt)

is the memory update function.
The purpose of the receiver is to generate a variable Vt in In by

V1 = gi(Yi),

where {1, , qi} --4 R9',
and for t > 1

Vt = gat -1, Yr),

where

grt: {1, , mt-1} x {1, qt} R81.

The interpretation of Vt is that it represents an approximation to
something we wish to know at the receiving end about Xt. In particular,
one may have St = nt and consider V1 as approximating Xt itself.

The functional relationships described above are symbolized in
Fig. 1.

The case of full receiver memory is included in this model. One need
only identify Zt with ( Y1,  , I'd and rt with the concatenation
function "append."

Furthermore, in this case,

mt = H qk.
k=1
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2.2 The criteria

The performance of the system is defined by way of a sequence of
distortion functions. For each t, a Borel measurable function

git: I?"' x li' -> [0, co)

is given. Then

J, = Etti(Xt, V,))
measures the distortion at stage t. It is possible that J, be infinite, but
it is always well defined, as the composition of Borel functions is Borel
and ,P, ._>_: 0.

2.3 The optimization problem

The problem to be considered is the following:
Given: The integers: T; n1, , nT; qi, , qr; ml, , mT; si,  , sT.

The distribution of the X sequence.
The distortion measures Ilii,  , Tr.

Choose: The functions fl,  , IT; gl,  , gT; r1,  , rT (the latter are
redundant in the full memory case, i.e., when m, qiq2 q, for all
t). A choice of a system of such functions will be called a "design."
In order to:

Minimize (exactly or within E) the sum
T

J = E eft.
t-1

Fig. 1-General system.
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Remark that nothing would be gained by having J as a nonnegative
linear combination E cat (for instance, with ct = CAt, a discount
factor) because such ct 0 can simply be absorbed into the definition
of fit.

It should be said that the freedom of having nt, qt, m,, st, depend
upon t is not a matter of extra generality, but is essential to the proof
techniques used in the sequel.

A design producing the values (J1,  , Jr) is at least as good as a
design producing (eR,   , ) when Jr ._.c J for all t E (1,   , T} .
This, of course, implies the much weaker statement that J = E J'
= E

A design may exist which is at least as good as any other; it is called
a dominant design. In general, however, no dominant design exists
because the set in RT of achievable vectors (Ji, , eTT) does not have
a corner (tit , , J1) such that all other points of this set lie in the
shifted orthant Jt J7, t = 1, , T. Instead, the set may have a
Pareto frontier of "admissible" vectors, i.e., vectors (J1, , JT) such
that no vector (Ji,   , cA) is achievable that has Ji Jt for all t with
strict inequality for some t.

2.4 Special encoder structures

The encoder ft at a specific stage t> k is said to have memory structure
of order k, if there is a Borel function

jr: (1, , mr_i) X fr-k+1+-'11-> (1,  , qt)

such that

ft(Xi, , Xt) = Xt-k+1,  , Xt) a.s.

This is equivalent to the assertion that 171 is measurable on the a -field
generated by Z1_1, Xt-k+1,  , Xt. In other words, the encoder elaborates
Yr using only the k most recent source outputs Xt-k+1,  , X, and the
receiver's current memory Z_1.

III. THE MAIN THEOREM

The sequence X1, X2, , XT is said to be kth-order Markov, when,
given any block of k consecutive Xe, the parts of the sequence preceding
and following this block are conditionally independent. For k = 1, this
is the ordinary Markov property. Note that the kth-order Markov
property holds in a vacuous way if T < k + 2.

Most sequences can be approximated by kth-order Markov se-
quences for sufficiently large k. If this k is small compared to T, then
the following main theorem provides a substantial simplification of the
encoder optimization problem.
Theorem 1: Suppose the source is kth-order Markov. Then, given any
design, there is another design with the following properties:
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(i) The new design differs from the given one only in the choice of
encoders.

(ii) All encoders of the new design have memory structure of order
k. (The last encoder fT can even be made to have memory structure of
order 1.)

(iii) The performance index J of the new design does not exceed
the index of the old design.

Postponing the proof of Theorem 1 to Section V, we comment here
on its significance. It says, in particular, that for a Markov source and
a receiver with perfect memory, one need only consider encoderswhich
generate each code symbol Y, using only the current source symbol X,
and the past code sequence Y1, Y2, , Y,_1. This result is essentially
dependent on the Markov property of the source as can be seen from
the following example.

Take T = 3 and, for t = 1, 2, 3, let n, = s, = 1, q, = 2, 1//,(X,, V,) = (X,
- V,)2. Suppose the receiver has perfect memory. Suppose that the
source sequence (X1, X2, X3) takes just eight equally probable values,
namely (13, 1, 3), (12, 1, 2), (11, 1, 1), (10, 1, 0), (-10, -1, 0), (-11, -1,
1), (-12, -1, 2), (-13, -1, 3).

At the first stage, if one considers only the minimization of J1, one
has a classical quantization problem for X1. As X1 takes its values in
two separate equiprobable clusters, the minimum of J1 is attained by

of X1 to identify the cluster. Then VI =
and J1 = 1.25. Any other choice of the first encoder yields a strictly
larger value for J1. Furthermore, Yi is already sufficient for the
attainment of J2 = 0, the second -stage receiver need not even look at
Y2. However, Y2 can be used to help the third -stage receiver. If one
lets Y2 signal the parity of X1, then J3 = 0 is attainable by letting Y3
signal whether I X3 15. 1 or not.

The design so obtained minimizes J, for each t (it is "dominant"); a
fortiori, it minimizes J =El J,, giving J = 1.25. However, the second -
stage encoder does not have memory structure of order one.

Is it possible to achieve J = 1.25 with memory structure of order one
although the source is not Markov? The answer is no for, if one
changes the first -stage encoder, this alone will drive J1 and, a fortiori,
J above 1.25. But if the first encoder signals the sign of Xi and the
second encoder must have first -order structure, then the second en-
coder is useless. Indeed, X2 contains no information not already con-
tained in Y1, and the receiver remembers Y1. Now Y1 is useless to the
third -stage receiver,t and a single binary signal Y3 is insufficient to
distinguish among the four possible values of X3. The best that can be

t Y1 = sgn X, and X3 are independent.
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done is to form Y3 as in the previous design, giving J3 = 0.25; hence,
J = 1.5.

The optimum design requires encoder 12 to "signal ahead" features
of XI for the later benefit of receiver g3. This phenomenon is ruled out
for sources with the Markov property.

IV. TWO BASIC LEMMATA

All the results in this paper will be derived from two basic lemmata:
a "two -stage lemma" and a more complex "three -stage lemma." Once
these are obtained, the use of induction and of the technique of
"repackaging" random variables will suffice.

4.1 The two -stage lemma

This lemma uses what is, in fact, the basic line of reasoning in Ref.
1. Consider a system with T = 2 and any joint distribution of the pair
of random vectors (X1, X2). Observe that the content Z, of the receiver's
memory at the beginning of stage 2 is a certain function of Xl; that is,

Z1 = 45(X1),

where CI) is a Borel function (in fact, it is the composition of A and r1).
The second (and last) stage is characterized by the functions 12 and g2
with (Fig. 2)

Y2 = f2(Xi, X2),

V2 = g2(Zi, Y2).

Lemma 1: Given a two -stage system with a design in which 12 does
not have memory structure of order 1, one can change 12 (and only 12)
so that it has this structure and the new design is at least as good as
the given design.

Proof: If only 12 is changed, then J,, cA, and g2 remain as given. We
have to show that, for a suitable change in 12, J2 can only decrease.
Consider the function

F((Z,, X2), Y2) .'' 11)2(X2, gal, Y2))

As Y2 is discrete and F is measurable (by its construction), a measur-
able function 12 exists (see the appendix) such that

F((Z1, X2), 12(ZI, X2)) F((Z1, X2), Y2)

for all values of Zi, X2, Y2. Hence, by the substitution

Z1 = C(X1)

Y2 = /2(X11 X2)

7'2(X2, g2(15(X1)) /2(4)(X1), X2))) 15 1P2(X2) g2(4)(X1), f2(X11 X2))
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2

g2

V2

Fig. 2-Two-stage lemma.

holds for all X1, X2. As the functions 01, 12 and /2 are measurable, both
sides of the inequality are measurable. Since they are also nonnegative,
the inequality persists when taking the expectation of both sides,
whether finite or not. This establishes that J2 can only decrease as
claimed.

z ,

x2

f2

,

f3

93

V2

Fig. 3-Three-stage lemma.
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4,2 The three -stage lemma

Consider a three -stage system (T = 3) with a Markov source. Assume
that the last encoder f3 already has first -order memory structure, while
f2 does not (Fig. 3).

Lemma 2: Under the above assumptions, one can replace 12 by an
encoder 12 having memory structure of order one, without increasing
the total cost J = J1 +J2+J3.

Proof: The first -stage cost Ji is unaffected by changes in 12 and the
effect of the first -stage design is to generate the receiver memory Z1 as
a certain measurable function Z1 = 4)(X1), where cp is the composition
rill. By assumption, h can be written in the form

where

Y3 = /3(Z2, X3)

Z2 = r2(Z1, Y2).

The cost incurred in the last two stages can thus be written

412(X2, g2 (Z1, Y2))
+ 4,3(.7(3, g3(r2(Z1, Y2), f3(r2(Zi, Y2), X3)))

F(Z1, X2, X3, Y2),

defining the measurable function F.
Consider now the conditional expectation

E (F(Z 1, X2, X3, Y2)1 Xl, X2}.

Because X3 is a finite dimensional random vector, a regular condi-
tional distribution of X3 exists for any condition. In view of the Markov
property, conditioning on the pair (X1, X2) is equivalent to conditioning
on X2 only. Let P(dX3 I X2) be a regular version of this conditional
distribution.

Then the conditional expectation under consideration can be written

P(dX3 I X2)F(Z1, X2, X3, Y2),

where Z1 and Y2, which depend only on the conditioning variables Xl,
X2, can be treated as fixed. This integral defines a measurable function
(nonnegative and possibly extended real -valued)

G(Z1, X2, Y2).

For any choice of /2, the sum J2 + J3 will be given by the expectation
of G. Note that X1 enters G only by way of Z1 and Y2.

As in Lemma 1, a measurable function /2 exists such that, for all Z1,
X2 and Y2,

G(Z1, 12(4 X2)) is G(Z1, X2, Y2).
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Substituting Z1 = 4(X1), Y2 = /2(Xl, X2) and taking the expectations of
both sides of this inequality, implies, by the chain rule, that J2 + J3
cannot increase when 12 is replaced by 12.

V. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

To begin with, the situation of the last stage is always a special one,
as the following lemma shows.

Lemma 3: For any source statistics and any design, one can replace
the last encoder by one having memory structure of order one, without
performance loss.

Proof: The given T -stage system can be considered as a two -stage
system, by setting

= X2, , XT -1)

.g2 = XT

= ZT-1 = c6.(X1)

17-2 = YT

1:2(g1, X2) = fT(X1, X2, , XT -1, XT)

g2(Zl, Y2) = gr(ZT-1, YT)

jTl = (V1, , VT -1)

V2 = VT
T-1

tP01, = E tpt(X V,)
f-1

11;2(X2, V2) = 1PT(XT, VT),

which amounts to a change in notation. Of course,
T-1

rii = E n,,
1

a substantial increase in dimension.
By Lemma 1, there exists an encoder 12 which has the structure

Y2 = 12 (21, X2)

and whose use does not increase J2. Reverting to the original notation,
this corresponds to an encoder FT with the structure

YT = IT(ZT-1, XT)

whose use does not increase JT. As the other J, are unchanged, the
lemma is proved.
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The above fact is the starting point for the proof of the main theorem
with k = 1.

Lemma 4: The main theorem holds for k = 1. That is, for a Markov
source and any design, one can replace the encoders by appropriate
encoders having first -order memory structure without increase in the
expected cost J.

Proof: Using backward induction, one can first replace fT by IT, as in
Lemma 3. Now suppose the encoders for stages t + 1, t + 2, , T
already have memory structure of order one. It must be shown that ft
can be replaced by ft with such structure, without increase in expected
total cost. To this effect, the T -stage system can be considered as a
three -stage system, in which the third stage has first -order memory
structure and the source is Markov, as follows. Set

(
t-1

gi = (X1, , Xt-1) thus, fil = E ni
i=1

= Zt-1 = 15(X1)

X2 = Xt

= Yt

22 = Zt = 12(21, Y2) = rt(Zt-1, Y t)

V2 = V t =g2(Z1,172) = gt(Zt-1, Yr)

4:2(X2, V2) = 'Pr(Xt, Vr)

(
T

X3 = (Xt+1, , XT), 713 = E ni
i=t+1

(
T

Y3 = (Y1+1,  , YT) , 43 = II
i-t±i

)

173 = (Vt+i, , 171) = g3(22, t), (.§3 =T St).
it+1

The latter relation follows from the fact that each V0, 0 > t, is given by
ge(Zo_i, Ye) and the variables Z0-1, Y9 are known functions of Zt, 171+1,
Y t+2,  , YT using the memory update functions. Then

T

3(X3, = E 9(X8, vo.
8=t+1

As the encoders for stages t + 1,  , T already have first -order
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memory structure, their effect is to define an encoder

Y3 = /3(22, /CO

because each of the Ye, 0 > t, included in Y3 is given by a function
fe(Ze-1, Xe) and the variables Z0-1, Xe are known functions of Z2, X3; i.e.,

of Zr, Xt+i, , XT using the memory update functions and recursion.
The given encoder at stage t has the general form Yr = MX1, X2,  ,

X1-1, Xt) which translates to

12 = h(fC1, X2).

The new source (Xi, X2, X3) is Markov since XI = (X1, , X,_1) and

X3 = (Xt+1,  XT) are conditionally independent given X2 = Xt, by the
assumed Markov property of the original source.

Thus, the three -stage system satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2,
and 12 can be replaced without loss of total expected cost by f2, which

has the structure

Y2 = 12(21, It2).

This translates to an encoder

Yt = ft(Z-1, Xr)

for the original problem. Since the notational changes do not influence
total cost, the inductive step, and therefore the lemma, is proved.

Note that the above induction is carried out down to t = 2 because
fi cannot help but have the desired structure, albeit trivially so.

Turning to the case of general k, observe that the encoders for the
first k stages have memory structure of order k in a trivial way,
whatever their design, and for the last stage, Lemma 3 applies. Thus
the conclusion of the main theorem holds for T k + 1 trivially, as
does the assumption on the source. Hence, assume T k + 2.

The essence of the proof is a "sliding block" repackaging of the
source variables.
Let /Cr = Xt+1,  , Xt+k-1)

for t = 1,  , 11 where P = T -k + 1 3.

Then the sequence (-X, X2,  , XT) is Markov. For the variables, let

= ( Y1, , Yk),

= 17,-k-1, for t = 2,  , P

Zr = Z+k-1, for t = 1, - ,

= ( ,  , Vk )

and Vr = Vt+k-1, for t = 2, , D.
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The functions relating these variables are written as follows:

=1; (XI)

summarizes the action of the first k encoders, which will remain
unchanged as they already (trivially) have memory structure of order
k. For t > 1,

= Ft(Xl, :X2  , itt) = ft+k-l(Xl,  , Xt+k-1)

where It is not uniquely defined by this relation. It can be made unique
and measurable by requiring (for example) that for 0 = 2,  , t, the
function i; depends on the argument .24 = (X0, , Xe+k-1) only through
its last component Xe+k-l However, any measurable ft satisfying the
identity is acceptable.

The receivers are characterized by their memory updating functions:

= n(Y1)

summarizes the recursive buildup of Zk from ( Y1,  , Yk)
 , rk. For t> 2, ft is defined by

Zr = ft(2,-1, ft) = Yi+k-i)

Likewise,

using

Vl = gi(Y-1)

summarizes the action of the first k decoders (including their memory
updating). For t> 2, gt is defined by

17/ = gt(2/-1, = gt+k-1(Zt+k-2, Yr+k-1).

Finally, 1151(X1, VI) = Ot(Xt, V,) and for t> 2

4;t(X1, Vt) = 114-4-k-i(Xt+k-1, vi+k-1),

where 11:t depends on argument Xr only through the component Xt+k-1.
Now Lemma 4 can be applied to this T stage system with Markov
source. Without increase in total cost, the encoders f2, , IT can be
replaced by encoders ft with first -order memory structure, i.e.,

= gt), for t = 2, , 11.

Expressing this in terms of the original variables, the functions ft for
t = k +1, , T are replaced by functions ft satisfying

Yt+k-1 = ft+k-1(Zt+k-2, X,, X1+1,  Xt+k-1) for t = 2,  , T -k +1
or equivalently

Yt = Xt-k+1,  , Xt) for t = k +1,  , T.
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These 1t exhibit memory structure of order k, so that the main theorem
is proved.

VI. THE CASE OF DELAYED DISTORTION MEASURES

The basic model of Section II can be modified as follows for the case
in which a delay of S > 0 steps is included in the definition of distortion.
The first change is that the variables VI,  , VS are simply not
generated, the receiver spends its first 8 periods just accumulating
observations of Y1,  , Y6 and updating its memory accordingly.

The second change is that, for t > 8, distortion is measured by a
function tlit(Xt_s, Vr) whose expectation defines Jr. The design objective
is to minimize

T

J= eh.
(=s+1

For this situation, the following structure simplifying result holds.

Delay Theorem: Suppose that the source is kth order Markov and
that the distortion is defined with delay 8. Then any given design can
be replaced, without loss, by one in which the encoders have memory
structure of order max(k, 8 + 1).

Proof: In case k > 8 + 1, one can perform the same transformation of
the point of view as in the proof of the main theorem. Indeed, this
transformation gives cost functions of the form

1,Ct(gr, Cr), t= 1,  , T -k + 1,
where

Xt = (Xt, , Xt+k-1), 171 = (V1,  , Vk), "Vt = Vt+k-1

This is compatible with the delay criterion, as follows:

k--,5

%Pal, V1) =
t=1

and for t = 2, , T -k + 1
11,;(gt, -Vt) = 444-k-1(Xt+k-s-1, Vt-f-k-1),

where it happens that tft depends upon X, only through the component
Xt+k-8-1.

Therefore the argument of the main theorem applies: One can use
encoders with memory structure of order k. In fact, the above shows
that this conclusion is valid for any criteria of the form

xr+1, , Xt+k-1, Vt+k-1)-
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As for the case k < S + 1, observe that the source is then, a fortiori,
Markov of order 8 + 1. Hence, the first case applies to yield memory
structure of order 8 + 1, as claimed.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A few extensions of the results are of interest.
(i) The proof of the three -stage lemma goes through under the

weaker assumption that f3 depends upon Z2, X2, and X3.
(ii) All the results in this paper remain true for V, restricted to given

subsets of Rs'. This would correspond to quantization levels fixed in
advance, as opposed to their selection as part of the design.

(iii) Suppose 8 = 0, k = 1, and the encoder is restricted a priori to
be a finite state machine of the type

Wt = Itt(W-1, 10,

Yr = ft(W1-1,

where Wt is a discrete variable representing the contents of the
encoder's memory. Then the main theorem implies that it is optimal
to take Zr = Wt and lit = rt since this simulation of the receiver's
memory produces the argument required for the generation of Y. This
result was obtained independently by N. T. Gaarder.
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APPENDIX

Let X be a set and a a cr-algebra of subsets of X. Let Y be a finite set
{1, , q}.AfunctionF:XxY->R is called measurable if for each
y in Y, the function F( , y): X -> R is a -measurable.

Then it follows that a function f: X --> Y exists such that

F(x, f (x)) F(x, y)

holds for all x E X and y E Y and the function f is .4 -measurable (which
means that {x I f(x) = y} is in ,2 for each y).

Since y takes only finitely many values, it is evident that, for each x,
one can select an f (x) to satisfy the inequality. However, there may be
many x for which the minimizing y is not unique. This creates the need
for a choice of values in defining f, and if such a choice were made in
a totally arbitrary manner, it is possible that the resulting f not be .R -
measurable. What is needed is the (elementary) proof that, for a
reasonable way to resolve ambiguous choices, the resulting f is auto-
matically *measurable.
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Given y E Y, consider the set Ay of all x for which y is among the
minimizing values, this set is measurable because it is defined by a
finite number of inequalities among measurable functions, namely, for
each y' E Y,

F(x, y) < F(x, y').

The sets Ay cover X but with overlaps. To remove the overlaps, use
the numerical indexing of Y to define

and, for y > 1,

B1 = Al

y-1
By = Ay U Ai.

This construction preserves measurability and removes overlap. Thus,
if f is defined to take value y on By, the desired result is attained. This
amounts to stipulating that, when the minimum is attained for more
than one element of Y, f (x) is defined as the element with the smallest
label.
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Experimental and theoretical results from our work on current -
access technology show promise for high -density, -107 bits/ cm2, and
high -frequency, f > 1 MHz, bubble devices. We have operated current -
access devices where the bubble -driving fields derive from two pat-
terned conducting sheets instead of orthogonal field coils. Margins
for generation, propagation, and transfer were studied on 8 -pm
periods at 1 MHz. These 8 -pm period structures typically required 1.5
mA/ p.m per conducting sheet and dissipated 14 µW/ bit. Single
conducting -sheet, current -access circuitry also propagates bubbles
but offers less design flexibility. We present design criteria, mag-
netic field equations, and design curves. Implementation of these de-
vices required new magnetic materials with quality factor Q com-
parable to available garnets, yet higher mobility and lower dy-
namic coercivity. Of the three systems, (YLuSmCa)3(FeGe)5012,
(LaLuSmCa)3(FeGe)5012, and (LaLuSm)3(FeGa)5012, the last appears
best suited; some room temperature characteristics of the composition
La0.6Lu2.1Sm0.3Ga0.9Fe4.1012 are 47rM, = 470G,µ = 750 cmS-1-01-1,
d = 1.6 pm, and Ali, = 2 Oe across a bubble for the threshold of
motion. Necessary improvements in processing were made with a
radio -frequency, chlorine -containing plasma etch which produced
metal patterns identical to those of the etch mask. We anticipate that
current -access devices, when compared to conventional field -access
devices, will achieve higher data rates, lower power consumption per
bit, and greater storage densities with existing processing technolo-
gies.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have been investigating the potential of conductor -access bubble
circuitry' to meet the need for a high -density, high -capacity, low-cost,
nonvolatile memory device. There are two basic ways to move bubbles:
field -access' and current -access (conductor -access). Field -access de -
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vices, the only type in use at this time, require a pair of orthogonal
drive coils to provide an in -plane magnetic field which, coupled to a
bubble data stream via structured permalloy or ion -implanted fea-
tures,3 provides the necessary bubble drive forces.

It is difficult, however, to take advantage of the data rates intrinsic
in field -access bubble devices as they are scaled down in size. In
particular, the volt-ampere product increases with increasing fre-
quency, making economical coil drive circuits difficult to design. Pres-
ent field -access devices are limited to about a 250 -kHz rotating field
rate and are thus too slow for applications such as television frame
storage. A bit rate per chip of 1 Mb/s or greater would make bubbles
attractive to a wider range of potential customers.

In traditional current -access bubble circuitry, meandering conductor
strips of relatively high resistance, rather than drive coils, make it
possible to provide the necessary currents to move bubbles at stepping
rates of 1 MHz and greater with relative ease but give rise to a concern
that current -access chips would dissipate excessive power, especially
at the higher bit storage densities such as 107 b/cm2.

The disadvantage of the current -access circuits disclosed to date has
been the complexity of the conductor patterns themselves. We have
developed new configurations, however, that use rather simple aper-
tured sheet geometries and which should dissipate less power as well.
Bubble circuits with an 8-iim period, a four -times improvement in
storage density over present circuits, are expected to be achieved while
maintaining the same design rules of the 16-µm period field -access
circuits now in manufacture at Western Electric, Reading.'

II. HISTORY OF CURRENT ACCESS DEVELOPMENT

It is not surprising that the very first experiments to control bubble
movement used conductor drive. In these first experiments, adjacent
posts of a "waffle -iron" ferrite base plate were looped by conductors as
shown in Fig. 1.1 Conductors oi, 02, and 413 driven by unipolar current
pulses produced bubble motion with the direction determined by the
pulse sequence. Bubble domains had to overlap from one post to
another before proper operation could be obtained.

A continued evolution in circuit design next led to the single con-
ductor design of Copeland et al.,5 shown in Fig. 2. Note the conductor
which meanders back and forth across a groove which has been etched
into the surface of the epitaxial garnet layer. Undulations in the width
of the groove define preferred bubble rest positions which supplement
a bipolar current drive to produce bubble motion. It is a basic require-
ment of this design, however, that a rather precise geometrical fit be
maintained between the bubble and the groove pattern. The ideal
bubble diameter is, in fact, one-half of the conductor period making
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Fig. 1-Schematic of the first bubble shift register circuit. Bubbles in orthoferrites
were moved three steps with a waffle -iron base plate.

bubble -to -bubble interactions prohibitive at the maximum storage
density and hence the circuit could only be operated with data in every
other position. A variation in which grooved tracks were replaced by
ion -implanted tracks of similar shape was also operated.3 About this
time, effort in conductor propagation was terminated in favor of "field -

access" propagation.
Conductor propagation re-emerged in 1974 when Walsh and Charap6

proposed a perforated conducting sheet driven by either a rotating or
oscillating current as a novel bubble drive. Their computer simulation
indicated that operation comparable to that of field -access devices
could be accomplished. Their paper went unnoticed.

In 1975, the bubble lattice storage device was announced by Voegeli
et al.' Conductors were used to move bubbles in the main storage area,
the entrance -exit line, and the detector. In the most recent paper on
the bubble lattice, Hu et al.8 state "Ironically, the "simple" shift
register propagation of an isolated -bubble has one of the smallest
margins in the chip." Hu et al. were somewhat handicapped in their
design since bias field compatibility had to be maintained with the
main storage area. Nonetheless, their report was not encouraging.

Then in 1977, Dekker et al.,' Phillips Research Labs, introduced a
design which combined conductor and field access on a major -minor

chip. They replaced the usually field -driven major track by a conduc-
tor -driven track that operated at a ten -times -higher stepping rate. In
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this way, they achieved a fivefold reduction in access time. Typical of
the Dekker designs is that illustrated in Fig. 3. The "conductor" is in
reality a dual -layer, permalloy-gold sandwich in which the gold layer
has been included to lower the sheet resistance and, consequently, the

Fig. 2-An SEM of a turn of a conductor -groove circuit. The circuit period is 16 Am.

!PROP \

0 BIAS FIELD

.11- - - - HIN-PLANE
DIRECTION OF
PROPAGATION

Fig. 3-A current -driven major track. An in -plane field generates poles at points of
the "conductor," which is in reality a conductor-permalloy sandwich.
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drive dissipation. A nonrotating in -plane field, supplied by the very
coils that operate the field -access portion of the chip, magnetizes the
triangular permalloy points, converting them to low energy resting
positions for bubbles. The primary drive for bubbles comes from areas
defined by the conductor loops driven by a bi-polar current to alter-
nately attract and repel bubbles. As a result, bubbles step from loop to
loop but always move to the right because of the directionality induced
by the triangular points described above. Bubbles attracted to these
points offset to the right from their otherwise neutral position within
a loop.

Dekker reported a power dissipation of 0.6 mW/b for this structure.
It is thus difficult to conceive that their design could be used in an all -
conductor chip, since the power dissipation for even a 100 -kb chip
would be 60 watts. We see in Section VII that chip partitioning can be
used to reduce the dissipation considerably, but unlikely, in this case,
to a useful level. Copeland's design, on the other hand, did operate at
very low power per bit, but it was both wasteful of storage area and
difficult to process. It was difficult to process because its minimum
feature dimension was a very small portion of the circuit period.

This, then, was the reported status of current access bubble circuits.
The expected advantages of higher data rates, ease of driving, and
simple package design had not been realized.

III. APERTURED SHEET FUNDAMENTALS

It will be helpful to the understanding of the device structures
covered later if we digress at this point to some design considerations
peculiar to apertured sheet devices. First, let us consider some analo-
gies that exist between the more familiar permalloy structures and the
conductor structures that we introduce in this and the following
sections.

An analogy exists between the stray field of an isolated permalloy
bar immersed in a uniform magnetic field H and the stray field
generated by the distortion of an otherwise uniform current I in a
sheet conductor with a slot.' In either case, an isolated magnetic dipole
is formed. This situation is shown in Fig. 4, where it can be seen that
a "plus" -pole -seeking bubble would be attracted to the upper opening
of the slot just as it would be attracted to the upper end of the
permalloy bar. Note also that the directions of the magnetic field H
and the current I are at right angles while producing identically
oriented dipoles. We must be careful not to carry this equivalence too
far, since the field H is applied over a volume, whereas the current I is
confined to a plane. The practical significance is that a slot can
completely block a current whereas a permalloy bar cannot completely
shunt an applied field.

Next, it is useful to define a sheet current density J(mA/p.m) =//W,
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where I(mA) is the current applied to a sheet of width W(p.m). We can
relate current density in conductor devices to inplane field intensity in
permalloy devices by observing that an infinitely wide conductor
carrying a current density J = 1 mA/tLm supports an in -plane field of
6.3 Oe. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

There are, of course, an infinite variety of aperture profiles that can
replace the slot of Fig. 4. A number that we have considered are shown
in Fig. 6. By fabricating large-scale models, energizing these in a left -
to -right direction from a 30 -kHz current source and then measuring
the signals induced in a uniformly wound single -layer coil scaled in
dimension to that of a hypothetical bubble, we obtained the z -field
contours also included in the figure. The z -component is that field

PERMALLOY

\v/

( a ) (b)

SLOT

<H4. )

Fig. 4-Magnetic field H applied to a permalloy bar results in a dipole field. Current I
applied to a conducting sheet produces a similar field.

Fig. 5-A conducting sheet, infinite in extent, develops a 6.3-Oe surface field when
driven at J = 1 mA/ pm.
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component normal to the sheet itself. The results actually apply to a
square array of identical apertures positioned at center -to -center sep-
arations of A. Only one quadrant of field is shown, as the others follow
by symmetry considerations. Especially note how closely the field
peaks and valleys are confined to the vicinity of the apertures. The
oversized elements in the lower row give rise to larger fields than the
shorter elements of the upper row, but at the expense of a higher
power dissipation. We find the shapes "b," "1," and "h" optimal when
items such as the ease of fabrication are also considered. Further
details on this technique are given in Section X.

Similar results can also be obtained analytically and we have, in
fact, devoted most of Section X to this end. One advantage of current -
access bubble propagation is that they can be given a more precise
mathematical treatment than is possible with field -access devices.
Non-linear, permalloy-to-bubble interactions are not involved except,
perhaps, in the detector itself. For example, we have calculated the
field contours caused by current flow past a circular hole in an
otherwise continuous infinite sheet. Two of the resultant design curves
are given in Fig. 7, where h is the garnet thickness, a is the hole
diameter, and Z, is the elevation of the conductor sheet above the
upper surface of the garnet. These contours give the average field in

the garnet for an applied current density of 1 mA/gm. Conceptually,
the role of the hole can be viewed as converting an otherwise uniform
in -plane field (Fig. 5) into a bipolar field at about a 50 -percent effi-
ciency. This compares favorably to the conversion efficiency of a well -
designed permalloy feature, which is also approximately 50 percent.

Next we consider the properties of an array of parallel conductor
strips such as we encounter when detectors are discussed. The analyt-
ical results shown in Fig. 8 have been derived from design curves
located in Section X. The parameters apply to a circuit period of 8 gm.
For J = 1 mA/gm, the peak -to -peak bias field modulation is 9 Oe,
meaning that a bubble "riding" in the field trough will have its bubble -
to -strip transition field increased by 4.5 Oe. In an expander -type
detector, it will be desirable to increase this transition field to at least
15 Oe so we can conclude that the current density in the detector will
be increased to -4 mA/gm. In conductor circuits, there is ample
opportunity to do this.

We now present a problem peculiar to the apertured sheet geometry.
Current in the conductor sheet not only generates the local field
inhomogenities due to the apertures and an overall inplane field, but
it also generates a gross z -field. The situation is shown in Fig. 9, where
the field values pertain to J = 1 mA/gm. As might be expected, this
field peaks at the edge of the conductor. As a consequence, any bubble
located near the edge of a driven conductor sheet experiences a wide
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Fig. 8-Hz variation generated by an array of parallel conducting strips. The dimen-

sions are typical of an 8 -gm period expander detector.
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37,
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a = 300pm
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.
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1

0

x/a

z

4

1 2

Fig. 9-Curve of the z-fleld due to a uniform current density J = 1 inA/Am flowing
in a conducting sheet of width 2a.
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bias change. This problem is substantially alleviated if active bubble
circuits are confined to the central 80 percent of a sheet. Other
solutions such as the use of a return conductor can also be employed.

Finally, let us contrast the performance of apertures and meandering
conductors with respect to field localization and power efficiency. A
comparison between the field contour of the undulating conductor
given in Fig. 10 and those of Fig. 6 reveal that the fields of the latter
more closely resemble those of a dipole. Furthermore, the fields
produced by neighboring apertures are seen to be distinct and separate.
Such is not the case for the former and, in fact, the edges of the
conductor are biased to nearly one-half the peak field.

The structure of Fig. 10 requires one-third the current/cell to
produce the same peak field as that of Fig. 6f; however, its resistance/
cell is substantially higher. Consequently, there is little difference from
a power dissipation standpoint.

IV. ROTATING CURRENT

In this conductor access scheme, the propagate elements are perfo-
rations in a continuous sheet of conductor material deposited directly
on the epi-garnet. Bubble propagation is accomplished by a pair of

x

..,

5

--------.°. 7.5

------
I

............._._..........................-------5-"--"'"-.......................

Fig. 10-Measured z -field contours for a meander -line conductor path. Note that the
peak field extends toward the boundary of the conductor path.
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bipolar currents applied in orthogonal directions to the conductor
plane. This structure was first examined by T. J. Walsh and S. H.
Charap.6 Their computer simulations demonstrated the principle of
operation. The obvious advantage over a field access device is the
absence of field coils. This permits a simpler package and higher
operating frequencies, which were previously limited by the field coils.

4.1 Principle of operation

A current is applied to a patterned conductor overlay. This current
produces poles around the apertures. As the current is rotated in the
conductor plane, the poles rotate about the apertures (see Fig. 11). In
this figure, a chevron is the aperture (propagate element). As a current
I passes from left to right, poles are established, positive on the bottom
and negative on the top of the chevron. The bubble is attracted to the
positive poles and will rest at the lower portion of the chevrons as in
Fig. 11a. In the following three illustrations, the current is shown
rotated in 90 -degree steps. As the current rotates, the poles it produces
also shift, giving rise to bubble propagation.

4.2 Experimental

Circuits were fabricated with 16-ium and 8 -µin periods. Because of
the processing advantages of single -gap structures, most test elements

SLOT

(a) ( b )

's(

( c ) ( d )

ROTATING CURRENT ACCESS

Fig. 11-Principle of operation for a circuit using rotating current for the drive.
Motion, (a) through (d), proceeds much as for a single -gap permalloy circuit where
chevrons are driven by a rotating field.
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were chevrons. Multiple elements, such as the T -bar or X -bar, require
tighter line -width control and tax processing capabilities. Portions of
the masks used to make the circuits are shown in Fig. 12.

Circuits were patterned in a conductor film of 4500 A A1Cu. Bubbles
were viewed in reflection with the conductor sheet serving as the
reflecting surface. Four drive pulses are applied in quadrature for
propagation, and a typical pulse train is shown in Fig. 13. Some overlap
of adjacent current pulses is required. The amount of overlap was
varied to ascertain the best operating margins with the lowest power
dissipation. It was determined that 33 -percent overlap was optimum.
Note the slots in the arms of the test structures of Fig. 13. The slots
function to keep the current flow lines parallel.

Both chevron and X -bar propagate elements were evaluated. The
propagate margins for three chevron -like elements at an 8-µm period
are given in Fig. 14. The margins are for various bubble patterns in
straight-line propagation. Tests with different bubble patterns gave no
indication of bubble -bubble interaction or reduction in propagate
margin. Propagation through a 90 -degree turn of Fig. 12c was marginal.
The X -bar structure of Fig. 12d did not propagate domains' reliability.

4.3 Status

The high current densities required for propagation of 4 to 5 mA/
µ,m as well as the complexities of providing multiple current drives into
a common load curtailed efforts on this single -conductor approach.
Consequently, problems associated with the design of generators,
transfers, turns, and detectors have not been addressed.

VVVVVVV\IV
e1/1f1/1/Ne1/1/1,1 ^^^010'1^^
1/41VVVVVVVV //"""""JOVV
VVVVVVVV N^"^^^^^^

(a) (b)

)
c
c

(c) (d)

Fig. 12-Test masks used to evaluate rotating current structures.
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Fig. 13-Details of the overall test circuit. The slots in the lead-in arms prevent the
current from "pin -cushioning."

V. CURRENT -ACCESS PROPAGATION BASED ON A STATIC OFFSET
FORCE

In this section, we take an in-depth look at propagation circuits that
can be driven by a single bipolar current source. The circuits of
Copeland and Dekker discussed in Section II and those introduced in
the following section, in which the meandering conductor is replaced
by an apertured sheet, fall into this category.

5.1 Description

An excellent discussion of the static offset force problem has already
been presented by Copeland et al.' We expand their results to include
the effect of the domain wall coercivity Hc. In the usual single con-
ductor circuit, the current flows in a conductor that crosses back and
forth over the bubble track as shown in Fig. 15a. When a bipolar
current is applied to the conductor, it produces an approximate stand-
ing wave field envelope:

Hr = NII sin 27T x/A, (1)

where the X direction is along the bubble track and HI is a Z -directed
bubble drive field (Fig. 15b). It is obvious that a bubble can respond to
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Fig. 14-Operating margins for the three aperture designs indicated.
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Fig. 15-Schematic layout of a single -conductor circuit. The conductor driven with a
bipolar current (a) and the idealized z -field standing -wave pattern produced (b) are
shown, as well as a double -frequency meander -conductor driven by a constant cur-
rent (c).

this standing -wave field pattern by either oscillating back and forth or,
more likely, being ejected from the track altogether. Next add the
static current Is (Fig. 15c) which produces yet another field pattern
but this time with a double spatial frequency. This field is of the form
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Hs = N5I5 cos (4irx/X). (2)

In eqs. (1) and (2), N1 and Ns are current -to -field conversion factors.
It is only illustrative, of course, that we use a static current Is to

produce Hs. We have already seen that grooves in a garnet or permal-
loy points can accomplish the same end and without an added power
dissipation. If the dynamic (Hi) and the static (Hs) drive fields are
properly proportioned, we achieve propagation as illustrated in
Fig. 16. The ideal offset is X/8 with an absolute maximum tolerance of
± X/8.

5.2 Conditions for bubble propagation

Before we discuss the constraints that must be imposed on HI and
Hs to obtain bubble propagation, it is helpful to review some bubble
fundamentals. A field H applied to a stationary wall causes motion at
a velocity v(cm/s) given by the equation

v = ,u(H - 11,), (3)

where ,u(cm/sec-0e) is the wall mobility. In the case of a bubble, the
change in field intensity across the bubble OH is used with the result

11.V = -2 [OH - 811,/.77]. (4)

Since the bubble in the circuit (Fig. 15) experiences fields H1 and Hs
simultaneously, we combine (1) and (2) to obtain

HT = N1I sin 2ITX/A + Ns/s cos (4irX/A). (5)

There is no general analytical solution for the velocity of a bubble,
even assuming H1 sinusoidal and He = 0. By graphical analysis we can,

--I.1 fril- - OF FSET ,, X/8

11 - - - -a- + - +

STATIC \b

Fig. 16-The unidirectional propagation mechanism for the circuit of Fig. 15.
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however, determine the minimum fields needed to overcome the
coercivity Hc. From these we can determine the minimum drive
currents. The mobility can then be introduced as an iteration of the
coercivity under the assumption that the bubble moves at constant
velocity.

The drive field H1 and the static field Hs and their sum are plotted
in Fig. 17. It is assumed that positive fields increase the bias -causing
bubbles to seek locations at which the applied fields are most negative.
We treat the case where the bubble diameter is one-fourth the circuit
period A; however, the analysis can be extended to any diameter. Since
mobility effects are being neglected, the condition AH 8Hdir is
sufficient to move a bubble. Actually, (4) is valid only for a linear
gradient; however, we assume that any field difference at the extremes
of the bubble diameter is equivalent to

We start with a bubble in position 1 of Fig. 17, where 1 defines the
location of the center of the bubble and, initially, with 1-1, = 0.
Increasing H1 from zero to the amplitude sketched on the figure shifts
the bubble from 1 to 2 and then, as HI returns to zero, to 3. This
completes a half-step of propagation. The other half-step takes place
when H1 is reversed in sign. Next, we consider the conditions imposed
on Hs when the coercivity 1-1, is included. There are "dead spots" at HI
(peak), and it is the role of the static field Hs to dislodge bubbles from
those positions. The minimum values of Hs for any movement what-
soever is

2Hs = 81-Lbr (6)

Equation (6) therefore defines the critical minimum value for Hs. To

BUBBLE DIA
= X /4

DISPLACEMENT
ALONG TRACK

C.)
4

Hs =7Hc
8 Nr2-O Hi =7,, HC

Fig. 17-Idealized z -fields HI and Hs for a single -conductor propagation circuit with
a static offset field. Bubble motion is from 1 to 3.
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deduce the critical amplitude of 111, we set Hs = 41/chr and assume
that there is a bubble at 1. As Hr is increased from zero amplitude, the
bubble will move to the right, eventually reaching 5. Now 5 is a
minimum gradient location for the bubble and, to overcome the
coercivity, the amplitude of H1 must reach

Hr = MHs. (7)

Once beyond 5, the bubble moves quickly ahead since it has excess
gradient until it stops at 4, where again the field gradient is 81-1,/r.
When Hr returns to zero, the static field Hs completes this half-step by
nudging the bubble a bit further to the right.

In summary, our two design equations are

Hs = 4Hchr (8)

and

Hr = 8../iHchr. (9)

5.3 Methods to realize a static offset field

It is beyond the scope of this paper to list all the methods proposed
to produce a static offset field. Permalloy dots, permalloy points, and
embossed garnet features, i.e., grooves, are the three most extensively
reported. In the next section, two more approaches are added to that
list. They are ( i) permalloy features contoured in the z -direction and
polarized by the bias field and (ii) ion -implanted low -energy bubble
rest positions produced by selectively implanting zones in the surface
of the garnet. The remainder of this section, however, is devoted to
"grooves," as they are representative of the other approaches.

In Magnetic Bubbles by O'Dell,' the equivalence of bubbles and
current loops is discussed at length. This analogy serves as an excellent
introduction to the subject of grooves. It can be shown that the stray
field of a bubble and a loop current are identical if the bubble is
replaced by a loop current //3 = 2Msh, where the units are mA, gauss
and ti,m, respectively. As an example, if h = 1.5 tan and Ms= 40 gauss,
parameters typical for an 8-µm device, then IH = 120 mA. Shown in
Fig. 18a, the "loop current" representation aids in the comprehension
of bubble behavior.

For a cylindrical hole in a magnetic layer, a similar equivalent
current is IH = Mit, which, for the parameters above, is 60 mA. For
partially etched holes, i.e., craters, the expression is Ih = MAIL (Figs.
18b and 18c). Since an undulating groove is nothing more than a
continuous chain of craters, the analogy can readily be extended to
cover that configuration.

We have also included the design curves of Fig. 19, which give the
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BUBBLE
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CRATER
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120mA

60mA

Ah60 (-)mA

Fig. 18-The loop current magnetostatically equivalent to a typical bubble found in
8-tim period devices is given in (a). Similar relationships hold for a hole (b) and a partial
hole (c).

field of a current loop located on the surface of a plate of thickness h.
These curves will be useful if a more detailed analysis is attempted.
They give the z -field averaged through the plate thickness h and
normalized to the field at the center of the loop.

VI. KEYHOLE AND KNOTHOLE CIRCUITS

A class of bubble devices is now introduced, i.e., those driven by
currents applied to apertured sheets rather than to arrays of conduc-
tors. In this section, only those configurations with a single conductor
sheet are described. In Section VII, those circuits with two conductor
sheets are covered.

6.1 Keyhole circuits

The idea for keyhole circuits originated from considerations involv-
ing the well-known "conductor crossing problem" in permalloy circuits.
In particular, we were concerned with the role of the bias field. The
bias field necessary to stabilize 6-µm and 1 -p.m diameter bubbles is
about 180 Oe and 450 Oe, respectively. Consequently, the direct
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Fig. 19-Z -field contours normalized to the field Ho at the center of a current loop.
These curves are useful to characterize bubble -bubble as well as bubble -etched feature
(embossed) interactions.

influence of the bias field on the magnetic state of the permalloy
features cannot be neglected in circuits with small bubbles, i.e., high
density circuits.

We use the bias field to produce a static offset field by the approach
seen in Fig. 20. The field Hbias has a component H11 directed along the
body of any permalloy feature inclined to the plane of the garnet. Such
is the case, then, for a permalloy feature patterned at the edge of a
tapered conductor. Magnetic poles that repel bubbles develop at the
end of the permalloy feature nearer the garnet, while those that attract
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Fig. 20-A permalloy element, located on the edge of a tapered conductor, polarized
by a component of the bias field.

bubbles develop at the end farther from the garnet. A reversal of the
bias field direction will reverse the sign of the permalloy poles. How-
ever, the poles of the bubble also reverse, so the interaction remains
unchanged. It is relatively easy to approximate the magnitude of the
local field perturbations presented to the bubble. These calculations
show that peak fields of a few oersteds to tens of oersteds can be
expected.

Bubble propagation circuits capitalizing on this effect were designed;
Fig. 21 is typical of those in which the apertures, squares fitted with a
tab, are keyhole -like in design; hence, the name. Position and shape of
the permalloy bar is seen in more detail in Fig. 22. For the reasons
described above, bubbles are attracted to the ends of permalloy bars
and repelled from their centers. Bubbles travel from left to right,
moving from bar to bar in response to a bipolar current applied
vertically to the sheet. They must "tunnel" through barriers as they
travel from end -to -end on a given bar, but not as they jump from one
bar to another. This asymmetry was apparent in the minimum drive
currents of circuits that were tested.

For an 8-µm period circuit operated at 500 -kHz, pulse amplitudes
were required of 11.2 mA/p,m to move along the permalloy and 7.2
mAiiim to bridge successive elements. Construction details were: 0.10 -
Pm Si02 prespacer, 0.28-µm AlCu, 0.23-µm Si02 spacer, and 0.62-µm
permalloy (ploy). With a garnet material that supported 1-µm bubbles,
the operating bias range was 495 ± 17 Oe. A feature of this class of
circuits is that they can accommodate a very wide range of bubble
diameters. One foremost disadvantage is that they are difficult to
process because of the intricacies of the aperture design.
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PERMALLOY

Fig. 21-Bubbles in this keyhole circuit move from left to right in response to a
bidirectional current drive. The tab within the hole elevates the end of the permalloy
bar but does not interfere with current flow around the aperture.

PERMALLOY

GARNET LAYER

Fig. 22-Perspective view of a keyhole aperture shows the contoured permalloy.

6.2 Knothole circuits

In a knothole circuit, ion -implanted islands are combined with a
single-apertured conductor sheet to form a bubble shift register. Uni-
form ion implantation of a garnet surface is the traditional method of
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suppressing hard bubbles. Field -access bubble propagate circuits that
use implanted patterns rather than permalloy elements are being
considered for next -generation high -density applications. The uniaxial
anisotropy of most garnet materials, and especially those treated in
this paper, is lowered by any implantation that stresses the lattice.
One can consider that bubbles couple to implanted areas because these
areas tend to reduce the stray field energy by providing flux closure.
The interaction, however, is more complex, as it can involve "charge
walls" in the implant layer. Also, bubbles are especially attracted to
the implant side of boundaries that partition implanted and nonim-
planted areas. Phenomologically, an implanted island behaves like that
of an area that has been thinned and as such can be replaced by a loop
current. It follows then that the knothole circuit is a physical repre-
sentation of the hypothetical structure analyzed in Section V.

A straight-line knothole shift register requires two implant islands
and a single, simple aperture for each circuit period. Note that a tab in
the aperture is no longer necessary and has been removed. Hence, this
circuit has been given the descriptive name knothole. The general
layout and operation of three parallel shift registers is illustrated in
Fig. 23. Bubbles in the center row propagate to the right, those in the

Fig. 23-Bubbles move from rest positions at the ion -implanted islands in response
to current flow downward. Each circuit period requires two implanted islands.
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outside rows propagate to the left. A bipolar current applied to the
sheet drives the bubbles.

The performance of knothole circuits is sensitive to bubble size. To
illustrate this .point, refer to Fig. 24 where the data are presented for
a 4-µm period test circuit using a nominal 1.7-µm bubble material.
Islands were given an implant of 2.5 x 1013 Ne at 100 Key, and no
overall implant was included. A static in -plane field of 210 Oe was
applied parallel to the current. Bias margin, frequency range, and drive
power/bit (based on 0.1 ohms/cell) are outstanding. The direction of
propagation is opposite, however, to the design direction. The oversize
bubbles straddle pairs of implanted areas during operation.

Design of an 8-µm period closed -loop shift register is given in Fig. 25
and data in Fig. 26. Here the nominal bubble diameter is 1.6 pm, which
is a good match to the nominal 2 pm by 4 µm implant islands; hence,
the direction of propagation is correct in the classical sense, i.e.,
clockwise around the loop. The islands were implanted at 3x1013 with
Ne at 50 Key. Driven at J = 3 mA/µm, the continuous power dissi-
pation is 58 µw/b.

A variety of 7 -turns were tested during the course of this develop-
ment, and the most successful of these is incorporated in the circuit of

c73

300

290

270

MATERIAL:
M4716 C2
1.7pm BUBBLES

0.5/1.0/2.0 MHz

CIRCUIT:
4prn PERIOD
16 STEP STRAIGHT LINE

1

--- 3.3MHz

LI-

P/bit (pw)
1.8 7.2 28.8 114

I I I

0 1 2 3 4 5

.1(mA/pm)

Fig, 24-Operating margins vs frequency for a 4 -gm period knothole circuit.
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Fig. 25. The shape of the aperture in the turn was optimized from field
plots on scale models and iterated until the desired drive gradients
were seen. Operating margins of this turn improve when an in -plane
field is applied parallel to the direction of the drive current. For the
data of Fig. 26, the in -plane field was 100 Oe.

Straight-line propagation parallel to the drive current was achieved
with the circuit of Fig. 27. Operating margins are similar to those
obtained for propagation normal to the current, and much of the same
design criteria apply here. Although the drive currents per cell are
lower, the resistance/cell is substantially higher; thus, the power/cell
is essentially unchanged.

A detailed description of support functions such as generation and
detection is deferred until Section VII, which treats dual conductor
circuits.

VII. DUAL CONDUCTOR OPERATION

The knothole configuration with its single perforated sheet and
"offset -force" zones does not have the design flexibility that can be

±1

PROPAGATE
SHEET-r"

CURRENT

LOOP n

4

LOOP n + 1

--- ION-IMPLANT

±1

N APERTURE IN

SHEET

Fig. 25-Details of 7r -turns used in 7 -step shift register loops. Clockwise turns can be
mirrored to make counterclockwise turns.
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Fig. 26-Data for a 15 -step knothole loop designed as in Fig. 25. Bubbles were
propagated in 14 -step bursts.

PROPAGATION DIRECTIONS

APERTURE

ION IMPLANTED
ISLAND

Fig. 27-Propagation parallel to the direction of general current flow.

achieved with a pair of conductor sheets. For example, with the pair of
conductor sheets it is possible to transfer a bubble, i.e., switch a bubble
from one path to another, or reverse the direction of propagation,
simply by altering the propagate pulse sequence. This section deals
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with straight-line propagation parallel and perpendicular to the direc-
tion of current flow, closed loop design, nucleate generation, detection,
and transfer. Also included is a discussion of factors that influence chip
design. The discussion is limited to the case where the currents in the
two levels flow either parallel or anti -parallel to one another. It will be
apparent to the reader, however, that, if the structures are reconfigured
so that the currents flow perpendicular to one another, a new family
of device structures somewhere between the rotating current structures
of Section IV and those of this section could be realized.

Dual conductor circuits are fabricated with a first patterned con-
ductor level either directly on the epitaxial garnet or onto a pre -spacer
layer, an insulating layer, and finally a second patterned conductor
level. Details of the actual fabrication are covered in Section IX. It
will be useful at this time to describe the general layout of the test
structure depicted in Fig. 28. All the test data described in the following
sections were taken on circuits located within the cross -hatched region
which is 320 ilm wide and 600 Am long. The paths that lead into this
region are shaped to make the current density within the region as
uniform as possible.

In line drawings equivalent to processed circuits, for a view looking
down onto the second conductor layer, the following conventions will
be established and used throughout (see Fig. 29). All apertures in the
first conductor level (that nearest the garnet) are outlined by a solid
line, whereas apertures in the second level are indicated by a dot
pattern. Sheet currents 11,3 and /2,4 flow in the first and second

I
t
%

CONDUCTOR
LEVEL 1

TEST AREAi

/%/A

1/
r

I

CONDUCTOR
LEVEL 2

Fig. 28-Layout of the circuit used to test dual -conductor designs. Two or more probe
fingers contact each pad area located along the bottom edge. Uniform current density
is maintained at the test area.
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conductors, respectively, where they generate local bias -field pertur-
bations at positions 1, 3 and 2, 4. For a bubble -stabilizing field Hbias
directed downward as shown, bubbles are attracted to location 1 for
current ./i, location 2 for 12, etc.

7.1 Propagation normal to the current flow

In Fig. 29, it can be seen that a bubble initially at position 1
propagates upwards (normal to the direction of current flow) when the
current pulse sequence [234] is applied. Sequence [321] returns the
bubble to its starting position. Straight-line propagation over a further
distance is achieved by simply linking like pairs of apertures as in Fig.
30. The length of each aperture is 0.5A, and the distance between
successive like positions is the circuit period, A. It should also be
apparent that the maximum tolerable misalignment of apertures in the
vertical direction is 0.25A.

Typical current -pulse waveshapes to produce the sequence

14.0- - - -10. 12

13 I,

4

1

_ APERTURE IN
,-. LEVEL 2

_- APERTURE IN
LEVEL 1

Fig. 29-A four -position, dual -conductor, bubble -stepping circuit. Bubbles are at-
tracted to positions 1 through 4 when currents I, through /4 are applied.

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

1

(a)

0 0 0

I2 13 14 11

(b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 30-A time sequence of the operation of a dual -conductor shift register. The
direction of propagation will be reversed if the currents are applied in the sequence (e)
through (a),
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[123412341] for stepping a bubble through two periods are sketched in
Fig. 31. Some overlap between successive pulses is helpful to further
quantize the traveling -wave bias field minimum that drives the bubble.
Also, to get a bubble fully advanced into position for, say, another two-
step burst, then a final [41] overlap should be provided.

Success in aperture design is measured in terms of generating the
maximum possible field gradient for the lowest power dissipation.
Almost any aperture will perturb an otherwise uniform current density
and give rise to bubble motion. Some of those tried were shown in Fig.
6, along with field plots obtained on scaled -up models (details in
Section X). This field data information coupled with both processing
and operational experience points to the rectangular shape 0.3A by 0.5A
as the most practical choice.

The operating margins for a series of 8-p,m period dual -conductor
test circuits are presented in Figs. 32 to 38. Circuit data cover both
unimplanted and implanted garnets as well as the influence of in -plane
fields parallel to the drive currents. A frequency and temperature run
are also included. Individual data points are shown wherever they aid
in understanding the experiment. Bubbles used in these tests were
obtained by subjecting a chip to a large in -plane field. Testing contin-
ued until the bubble supply was depleted, and a new supply was
initialized.

We report, in Fig. 32, 1-mHz data on an implanted garnet test circuit
driven with a two-step to and from sequence [1234123432143214]. Of
special interest is the spread in data points, especially at low drive. We
suspect that this is a result of the bubble states found in implanted
garnets'" and to a greater extent in unimplanted garnets. The domain
structure of the implanted layer is also suspected.

The low bias margin is limited by stripout, as is usual for most of
the dual -conductor circuits tested. This is especially significant when
detection is considered. Free -bubble collapse limits the absolute upper
bias, since "hold currents" are not maintained between pulse bursts. If
an in -plane field is applied,' much of the uncertainty in the data points
is eliminated, as is evident in Fig. 33.

11
12

J`_1

12

- 1
1

1

L L- 1 r -1 -1 r-
I I

I 1

I i
i __/ i -J

13
14 13

14

it

CURRENT PULSE SEQUENCE

Fig. 31-The current pulse sequence used to step bubbles in a dual -conductor circuit.
The overlap of pulses is used to further quantize the propagation field.
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Fig. 32-Bias margin vs drive for an implanted garnet tested at a 1 -MHz stepping
rate in an 8 -fun period dual -conductor circuit. Each data point represents an individual
check of the upper bias margin. The spread in the test data indicates that the bubble
state and/or the implant layer magnetization does not reproduce from test to test.

When an unimplanted garnet is tested, the upper bias margin often
shows two distinct distributions (Fig. 34). Failure modes associated
with these curves indicate that two distinct bubble states, probably
the S = 0 and S = 1, are involved. With a sufficiently intense in -plane
field, the double distribution disappears. Refer to Fig. 35, where
margins for both a 200-0e and 300-0e in -plane field are given.

These experiments suggest that an in -plane field is helpful to stabi-
lize bubble propagation in dual -conductor circuits. We do expect the
shape of the field gradients to continually redirect bubbles toward the
desired path. However, it is known that S 0 bubbles do not move
along the maximum field gradient, but rather at angles (often near
right angles) to the gradient. In Table I, the skew angle calculated for
S = 1 bubbles are tabulated for the garnet compositions reported in
this paper. Further insight into the problem comes from an analysis of
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Fig. 33-Margin data for the conditions of Fig. 32, except that an in -plane field from
65 to 306 Oe was applied parallel to the current flow. The spread in data points was
virtually eliminated.

Table I-Comparison of material parameters
Material q 417M, AIL µ y %P* fovrt

Type (ratio) (gauss) (Oe) (cmS/s-Oe) (1/0e -s) (degrees) (MHz)

YSmLuCaGe
garnet

3.8 524 2.0 300 1.7 x 10' 22.5 0.4

LaLuSmGa
garnet

4.0 478 1.5 500-1000 1.7 x 107 35-45 0.5-1.0

* Tan IP = 4µS/yd (S = 1).
t forr = 4111-41.7rA (A = 8µm).

the trajectory of an S 0 bubble moving in the dipole field generated
at a circular hole. Details are presented in Section X. The choice of
whether to cope with bubble states by one of the conventional hard
bubble suppression methods or by an in -plane field will be dictated by
the method chosen to detect bubbles. It may prove advantageous to
shape the apertures, particularly in turns, to take advantage of pre-
ferred propagation angles.

In Fig. 36, the results are presented of a frequency run on an
unimplanted garnet in a 200-Oe in -plane field. These results are
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Fig. 34-Bias margins vs drive for an unimplanted garnet tested at 1 MHz in an 8-grn
period dual -conductor circuit. Two distinct distributions in the upper bias margin were
observed.
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Fig. 35-The data of Fig. 34 repeated except with an in -plane field applied parallel to
the current. With unimplanted garnets, substantially higher in -plane fields are needed
to tighten the data points,
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Fig. 36-Operating bias margin vs frequency for an unimplanted garnet film with a
200-0e in -plane field.
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Fig. 37-It is wasteful of power to run current -access circuits except at a frequency
/Orr at which the energy dissipated per step is a minimum. Calculated and experimental
values of for, are compared.
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Fig. 38-Operating margins vs temperature taken at 30 kHz with a four -step propa-
gation sequence. The garnet was unimplanted.

consistent with predictions based on calculated drive gradients and
measured garnet properties. We can use these results to introduce fopT,
the optimum frequency at which to step a bubble from one point to
another to minimize energy dissipation. It can be shown that fovr = 4
plicknA. The relative energy per step (proportional to J2/f) vs fre-
quency calculated from the data of Fig. 36 is plotted in Fig. 37. The
calculated forr for wafer B-3869 = 0.5 Oe, µ = 1,000 cm/sec-Oe)
compares favorably to the frequency corresponding to the energy
minimum of Fig. 37.

Operating margins at 30 kHz for an unimplanted garnet over the
temperature range -30°C to +80°C are given in Fig. 38. These data
were furnished by J. L. Smith. The minimum drive increases at low
temperature much as expected due to the increase in coercivity. Note
especially the very wide margins at 80°C.

7.2 Propagation around a closed loop

Details of a nine -step, bi-directional, closed loop are illustrated in
Fig. 39. Note that the slots in the turn are 0.75A in length and that
elements that lead into the turn are repositioned somewhat. Bubbles
propagate clockwise for the drive sequence [  12341234.  ] and
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counterclockwise for {  43214321.  ]. Bias field -drive characteristics
for a 6-iim period loop operated at 1 mHz are given in Fig. 40. The
margins are quite adequate, as is generally the case for loops at the
center of the test area. If z -field cancellation is not used, bubbles in
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2 (1 g 1
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9 STEP
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CLOCKWISE:
1...123412...]

COUNTER-
CLOCKWISE
I _433_143...1

13 .4--11. 11

14 .41----111. 12

Fig. 39-A 9 -step dual -conductor closed loop. The elliptical apertures in the turns
have been lengthened for the reasons described in the text.
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Fig. 40-Bias margin vs drive for a 6-tem period, 7 -step loop operated at 1 MHz. The
garnet was unimplanted.
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loops located near the outer edges of the test area are biased by both
an alternating and a constant field. A typical failure mode (Fig. 39)
finds bubbles in clockwise motion, jumping to 3d from 2b rather than
stepping to 3b. Some modifications were necessary to cope with this
problem.

First, the two slots in the turn were lengthened further to 1.25A and,
second, additional apertures were placed beyond the turn itself to help
equalize the current distribution. The latter is readily accomplished
by interconnecting loops end to end (Fig. 41). Note that the bubbles in
adjacent loops move in paths counter to each other just as the gears
of a gear train.

Impetus for making the modifications given above came from test
circuits in which interconnecting loops spanned the width of the test
area. Loops with lengthened turn -elements outperformed all the others
in positions 1 and 5, whereas all loops were satisfactory in positions 2,
3, and 4.

These experiments also gave additional evidence of the "gyro"
nature of the bubbles in our materials. Consistently, the even -num-
bered loops outperformed the odd -numbered loops for one direction of

.

.
.
.

.
.

LOOP
POSITIONS

LOOP BIAS

NO.

2

3

4

5

Fig. 41-Loops can be interconnected end -to -end by the method shown. The propa-
gation direction of adjacent loops alternates, i.e., cw, ccw. Performance is related to the
propagation sense and bias field direction.
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bias and vice versa. One additional observation not as yet understood
was made: Operation was generally better if the bias field was directed
toward rather than away from the garnet surface.

7.3 Propagation parallel to current flow

In this section, propagation parallel to the direction of general
current flow is considered. This is not an absolutely essential operation
for a chip layout, since such motion can also be made by combinations
of motions normal to current flow and the Tr -turns discussed in the
preceding section. In fact, our earliest shift registers were designed
that way. The principle of operation, from Fig. 42a, is straightforward.
A bubble starting at the leftmost position la proceeds through
1a2a3a4a1234 in response to pulse sequence [123412341].

The actual operation is far from ideal, since propagation down the
center track is stable only for a restricted (and oftentimes non-existent)

3b 4 3 4 13

14 12

3a 4a 3 4 BUBBLE

1a 2a 2 PATH

2 2

3

4

2 3

(a)

4a

2

3

( b)

I d

4d

2 3

4

2

Fig. 42-Circuit for propagation parallel to the current. The original bidirectional
design (a) was modified (b) to be unidirectional to improve performance.
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set of drive and bias conditions. It is observed that a bubble in transit
through la2a jumps to 3b rather than proceeding to 3a as desired. This
occurs since the current density at 3b, and thus its pole strength, is
substantially greater than at 3a, thereby counteracting 3b's increased
distance from 2a.

Operation improves substantially if the apertures are increased in
length and staggered as shown in Fig. 42b. This modification further
removes the offending poles from the intended bubble track and also
forces increased current along the bubble track. As a result, the circuit
of Fig. 42b gives adequate margins for motion [  12341234  ], how-
ever, motion along [  43214321  ] is unreliable because of encoun-
ters such as 1d to 4d rather than 4a.

Operating margins for an 8 -,um period shift register stepped at a 1-
mHz rate are given in Fig. 43. The garnet was not implanted nor was
an in -plane field applied. The performance is seen to be quite good.

7.4 Bubble generation
A nucleate bubble generator can either be patterned in one of the

propagation conductor levels or it can be provided in a separate
conductor level. Only the former design is considered here, since the
design of the latter is obvious. Now it is possible to introduce slots in
a sheet conductor if the slots are narrow (1/4A or less) and run
essentially parallel to the current flow. Such slots can be used to
concentrate current and thus nucleate bubbles, yet permit current flow
during normal propagation. Just how this can be done is seen in
Fig. 44.

190

160

i 2

J(mA/pm)

3

Fig. 43-Bias range vs drive at 8 -pm period and 1 MHz for circuit (b) of Fig. 42. The
garnet was not implanted.
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i

Fig. 44-A nucleate generator can be patterned as part of a conducting level. Slots
guide the generator current but do not interfere with normal propagation. Bubbles are
nucleated at the tip of slot #2.

The generator is incorporated into level 1 since that ensures the
lowest possible generate current. Slots #2 and #4 funnel the generator
current Ig from the input pad into the generator proper. A continuation
of slot #4 acting in conjunction with slots #1 and #3 forms relatively
high resistance paths so that most of the incident current Ig concen-
trates at the tip of slot #2, nucleating a bubble, before diffusing as it
enters the chip area below.

Generator operation has been characterized in a nominally 8-µm
period shift register processed on wafer B3954. The drive conditions
were: amplitude 1.5 mA/µm, width 1.5 ,is with 33 percent overlap. The
generate pulse was applied in conjunction with propagate pulse 4.
Subsequent propagate pulses move the newly generated bubble along
the shift register track. Both adjacent and isolated domains were
generated. The 200-ns wide generate pulse had an amplitude range of
230 to 360 mA.

The composite bias margins for generation at and propagation away
from the generator were 19 Oe, with the lower end of the margin at
stripout. For propagation through the generator, the margins reduce
to 15 Oe with most of the margin loss at the low end. To ensure proper
motion of bubbles as they pass upwards through the generator struc-
ture, a current density J1,3 must be maintained between slots #3 and
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#4. In our experiments, a single resistor diverted a fraction of the drive
current 11,3 into the generator pad.

7.5 Detection

Field -access permalloy devices use a chevron expander detector in
which a bubble domain is stretched laterally before detection takes
place in a magnetoresistance sensor. This approach has the advantage
that it permits unlimited expansion without any effect on the data rate
of the chip. The exit portion of the detector can be designed either to
shrink the strip domain back to a bubble or to discharge the strip
domain into a guard rail. The detector we report is similar to that just
described and to a detector used with the bubble lattice.'

Bubble expansion and contraction is accomplished in the structure
of Fig. 45. The analogy to a chevron expander structure is apparent.
Factors relating J and Hz for an array of parallel conductor strips were
introduced in Section III and are detailed further in Section X. In
typical geometries, a current density J = 4 mA/ttm generates a bias
field decrement of nearly 20 Oe. In other words, stripout in the detector
will be sustained over a 20-Oe range of the bias field. Since all the
dual -conductor functions operate down to the strip -to -bubble transi-
tion field, we can expect to realize most of that bias field range.

Design curves to estimate the in -plane field 14, due to ( i) the strip
domain and ( ii) the drive conductor strips are given in Figs. 46 and 47,
respectively. At 8-µrn period, assuming 47iltis = 500G and J = 4mA/
p,m, we expect If, = 100 Oe for a typical strip domain and a maximum
field of 20 Oe (depends on detector -to -conductor strip positioning)
from the drive conductors. The magnitude of these fields suggests that
a thin-permalloy magnetoresistive sensor can be used. A photograph

13 -",---111" 11

14 "41- 4". 12

PROPAGATION I

DIRECTION I

EXPANDER
DETECTOR

Fig. 45-Details of a dual -level expander detector. Bubbles, entering from the top,
are expanded for either magnetoresistive or inductive sensing at A- -A.
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Fig. 46-Calculated in -plane field from a strip domain effective on a magnetoresistive
sensor.

of the conductor -expander section complete with a "Chinese charac-
ter" sensor is seen in Fig. 48. The sensor is processed on top of the pair
of slotted conductor sheets.

In current -access devices, there is the opportunity to design a chip
without permalloy. For example, if a strip domain is driven by an RF
component of the bias field, the variation in the strip's flux can be
sensed by a conductor pickup loop. This scheme is being pursued by
J. M. Geary, and he has allowed us to present some of his preliminary
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Fig. 47-Calculated in -plane field from the parallel drive strips of an expander
detector.

results. A single -turn pickup loop 20 pm in length was patterned in a
conducting sublayer at "A  A" of Fig. 45. An output signal of 5µV
was obtained when the width of a strip domain was modulated at 8
MHz (Fig. 49). RF detection in magnetic devices is not new and, in
particular, we refer to an excellent article by Benrud et al., which deals
with RF detection in thin permalloy-film memories.'

7.6 Transfer

Transfer is a particularly useful function since, combined with
propagation, generation, and detection, it completes one set of func-
tions that can be used to design a major -minor chip. This is significant,
as it is well known that the major -minor organizations give improved
performance over single loop shift registers. More important is that a
dual -conductor major -minor chip can be partitioned into individually
accessed regions with a resultant reduction in chip power dissipation.

One obvious way to implement a transfer is to use a "transfer"
conductor patterned as part of a third conductor level to gate bubbles
from minor storage loops to a major track and back again in much the
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Fig. 48-An SEM photograph of an expander detector with a thin permalloy magne-
toresistive sensor. The circuit period is 8µm.

-44414401111I

 Aro /40

Fig. 49-Strip domains, excited by an 8 -MHz RF signal, are detected in a single -loop.
The raw signal, approximately 5µv in amplitude, amplified and demodulated is shown
in the upper trace. The bias field was taken above bubble collapse for the middle trace.
A composite of the drive current is shown in the lower trace. Horizontal scale is
20 µs/div.
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spirit of "field access" permalloy structures. However, perhaps one less
processing level will be needed if the transfer can be accomplished
within the framework of the propagate conductor levels themselves.

Such a compatible transfer gate can be realized by nesting apertures
within one another as per the upper turn of the closed loop in Fig. 50.
When this arrangement is used, it is only necessary to modify the
propagation pulse sequence to cause bubbles in the transfer position
to move into exit paths, whereas bubbles not in the transfer position
are only idled backward and forward and always in a manner consistent
with the retention of data when normal propagation resumes. Return-
ing to Fig. 50, bubbles in the nine -step loop propagate clockwise with
the standard pulse sequence [  12341234  ]. However, a bubble
located at the transfer position "la" is transferred to position "4b" by
the sequence [123412141234] in which the steps associated with the

4

2

la

4b

9 - STEP
MINOR

a -- TRANSFER PORT

NORMAL
CLOCKWISE I 12341234I

PROPAGATION

TRANSFER
OUT (123412141234 1

SEQUENCE

Fig. 50-Design and performance of a transfer port. In the transfer itself, the first
level slot is nested within the slot of the second level. The propagation sequence is
reprogrammed to transfer.
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actual transfer have been underlined. It should be remembered that if
data are to be preserved elsewhere, it is important to use only next
number transitions in the transfer sequence.

Margins of propagation and transfer taken at 400 kHz are also
included in Fig. 50. It can be seen that this transfer has very good
margins indeed. More recent data have shown that, when the pulse
which moves a bubble from lb to 4a (4 in the underlined sequence) is
lengthened by 0.25 gs, then an otherwise 1 -MHz operation can be
maintained. That is, only even -odd number transitions are permitted.
ted.

7.7 Dual -conductor chip design considerations

There are two distinct aspects to the minimization of dissipation in
dual -conductor devices. We discuss the minimization of power con-
sumption on a local basis in Section 7.7.1 and on a chip basis in Section
7.7.2.

7.7.1 Optimization of conductor thickness

Power dissipation will always be a concern in current -access devices.
For example, for J = 1.5 mA/gm, A = 8 gm and R = 0.1 WO, the
continuous power dissipation is 14.4 µW/b. Even at J= 1 mA/gm and
A = 4 gm, the power dissipation is 1.6 µW/b. In this section, we turn to
the problem of finding the correct thickness for conductors 1 and 2
under the constraint of an intervening insulator of thicknesses. From
a practical standpoint, the insulator must withstand any voltage that
exists between the two levels. The drive conductors are usually com-
moned at one end so that the maximum voltage encountered is the
sum of the voltage drops of the layers. For the chip design discussed
in the next section, the maximum inter -conductor voltage is 7.5 V.

For the purpose of calculating relative power consumption in a 2 -

conductor device, regard the fields produced by each level as those
from an infinitesimally thin conducting sheet at the median plane of
the actual conductor. For numerical work, the fields computed from
eq. (25) will be used. When the two -conductor levels produce the same
field, the relative power per unit area, normalized to the hole diameter
2a, is

P = 2a/tiki + 2a/t2)1, (10)

where tj and t2 are the conductor thicknesses. The conductor of
thickness ti is nearer the garnet. The two -conductor levels are sepa-
rated by an insulator s units thick, as shown in Fig. 51. Values for P
were computed at the maximum of .° near r a for h/a = 0.8 subject
to the height constraint

aT = t) + s + t2. (11)
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Fig. 51-Nomograph to determine the optimum thicknesses of levels 1 and 2 to
minimize power dissipation in a dual -conductor circuit. Analysis based on a circular
aperture of diameter 2a and garnet thickness h = a.

For each of several T values, the minimum of eq. (10) was found. The
results are shown in Fig. 51 together with the ratio of the current
densities J.,/JI for the two levels. This ratio follows from the require-
ment of equal fields from the levels: J)/JI = Jit I/02.

The behavior of P as a function ofT represents a trade-off between
efficient field production-J'? large-and efficient power transmission
in the conductor levels-t large. The best compromise between these
conflicting requirements occurs for T z1. The broad minimum of P
about T 1 permits a wide choice of T with only minor changes in
power consumption. For example, a 50 -percent reduction of T from
0.96 to 0.48 causes only a 16 -percent increase in P. For current
experimental devices, typical dimensions are ti = 0.25 ium, s = 0.15
and t2 = 0.35 jum. Using a = 2µm, one finds T = 0.38. Although a larger
value does reduce power consumption, it also increases processing
complexity.
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7.7.2 Design of a major -minor chip with partitioning

We now introduce partitioning of the conducting layers in a dual -

conductor shift -register or major -minor chip design. In a partitioned
chip, the main storage area and the major track are independently
driven with a resultant reduction in chip dissipation. The shift -register
and the major -minor chip layouts are very similar except that the
shift -register uses parallel tracks rather than minor loops. Both of
these designs allow for redundancy in the storage area. Given the
functions of propagation, generation, annihilation, and transfer, the
design of dual -conductor chips proceeds much as for field -access chips.
There are, however, considerations peculiar to these current -accessed
chip designs that we shall bring to your attention in this section.

The design and performance characteristics of a hypothetical major -

minor chip with an 8-µm period and 262,144-b capacity is outlined in
Fig. 52. Similar designs have been proposed by J. L. Smith and P. I.
Bonyhard. Bubbles are assumed to move in bursts at a 1 -MHz stepping
rate. The chip is partitioned into independently accessed storage and
detector -major track zones. The resistance everywhere is assumed to
be 0.1 12/square. Each zone is driven at the current density indicated
in the figure. If the entire chip was run continuously at 1 MHz, it
would dissipate over 4 W. With partitioning, these zones can be
independently accessed, reducing the chip dissipation substantially
with no sacrifice in performance. In a partitioned chip it is, of course,

48mA m.
(1.5mA/pm)

1.54A
(1.5mA/Am)

CONDUCTOR ACCESS "MAJOR -MINOR"

262.144 BITS
1 MHz STEPPING RATE
2.2 MSEC AVERAGE CYCLE TIME
POWER AVERAGE 349 mW
POWER WORST CASE 461 mW

MAJOR TRACK
4,096 STEPS

4X

1

DETECTOR -50 STEPS
400mm x 2001.tm

(4mA/pm)
752mA "110111, r -

( >

1,024 LOOPS
256 STEPS/LOOP
262,144 BITS

co

I I

I

0.13 Cm

2048X

-2.46 VOLTS- - - - - - - - -ad

1.68 Cm -

Fig. 52-Proposed design of a partitioned "major -minor" dual -conductor chip. The
chip is made rectangular to increase the drive impedance and partitioned to permit
selective drive to reduce the on -chip power dissipation.
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necessary to move bubbles between zones. Propagation across slots
was discussed with generators in Section 7.4.

It is desirable to make the impedance of the storage area compatible
with driver circuitry. If the geometry of the storage area is laid out as
a square, then it will present about 0.1 El resistance to its drivers-
completely independent of the storage capacity. However, if the con-
ductor sheet is reconfigured as a rectangle, its resistance can be
"transformed" into a better match for semi -conductor drivers.

If the resulting "stick -like" chip is too awkward to handle, it can be
folded, since the current (and bubbles) will have no difficulty negoti-
ating the turns. A rectagular chip does have the advantage that it can
dissipate heat more readily than a square chip and that it is well
configured for a coilless package.

The number of minor loops is determined by noting that 1024 loops
are, in binary multiples, the most that can be driven from a 5 V supply.
This storage area would dissipate 3.77 W if driven continuously, but
its duty factor is very low (0.03) so the average power dissipation is
just 110 mW. The detector and major track do run essentially contin-
uously; however, they together represent a very small fraction of the
chip area and, in total, dissipate only 239 mW. As a result, the total
chip dissipation is but 349 mW. Further information on cycle time,
duty factor, and power dissipation is summarized in Table II. If the

only double and the cycle times would remain about the same.

VIII. EPITAXIAL GARNET MATERIAL

In this section, we examine the material requirements for current -
access bubble devices. The specific material parameters of particular
importance to this technology are discussed and a garnet system
proposed which allows relatively high -domain wall mobility along with
adequate uniaxial magnetic anisotropy.

8.1 Growth and characterization

All compositions grown for the current -access high -density bubble
devices were grown on Gd3Ga5Oi2 substrates by the LPE dipping

Table II-Characteristics of partitioned 262-kbit dual -conductor chip

Transit
Average Case Worst Case

Cycle Duty Power Cycle Duty PowerTime
Zone Steps (ms) Time Factor (mW) Time Factor (mW)

Minor loops 256 0.256 0.128 0.03 110 0.256 0.06 230
Major track

and detector
4146 4.146 4.146 0.97 239 4.146 0.94 231

4.274 1.00 349 4.402 1.00 461
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technique using supercooled melts.' Axial rotation was maintained
constant at approximately 100 rpm during the growth period. The
details of the apparatus and growth techniques have been discussed
elsewhere.'"-"' Growth temperatures were restricted to 875 ± 60°C.
Lattice parameter measurements were obtained using the HPM
method.' Magnetic property measurements were obtained using the
standard techniques.'

8.2 Material properties

Table III lists the parameters which must be considered when
designing a material to be used in dual conductor -current access
devices. Items 1 to 11 in Table III are important parameters to be
considered when designing a bubble material for use in most bubble
circuit technologies. Items 11 to 13 are of particular importance for
dual conductor -current access devices. Because of the high-speed
performance inherent in this technology, the mobility of the bubble
material is of primary importance. Dynamic coercivity and bubble
propagation angle are two other parameters that become increasingly
important in small bubble devices. Low dynamic coercivities allow
lower drive currents to be used for bubble propagation. A discussion of
the importance of the bubble propagation angle is presented in Section
7.3. An approach to increasing the mobility while maintaining adequate
q values as well as an approach to lowering the dynamic coercivity is
presented later in this section.

Epitaxial garnet films of nominal composition Y1.2Smo.4Luo.5-
Cao.9Geo.9Fe4.1012 have been shown to be useful in 16-µm period field -
access bubble devices.' For 3-µm diameter bubbles, this composition
offers the advantages of domain wall mobility slightly in excess of 250
cm s' Coe' along the q values of 5 and precise control of the temper-
ature dependence of the magnetic properties by the appropriate ad-
justment of melt chemistry. Figure 53 shows the material length

Table III-Material parameters for
current -access devices

1. Saturation magnetization, 47TM, (Gauss)
2. Exchange constant, A (ergs cm 1)
3. Uniaxial anisotropy, K (ergs cm')
4. Material length parameter, /(µm)
5. Anisotropy field, HK (Oe)
6. Quality factor, q (dimensionless)
7. Bubble collapse field, Hro (Oe)
8. Lattice parameter, L.P. (A)
9. Magnetostriction coefficient, -III, _Am

10. Temperature dependence of H,.,,,, (% °C
11. Bubble mobility, p. (cm/sec-Oe)
12. Dynamic coercivity, AEI, (Oe)
13. Bubble propagation angle, IP (degrees)
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Fig. 53-Material length parameter (1) vs strip width (sw) with the thickness -to -strip -
width ratio as a parameter.

parameter (1) as a function of domain strip width (sw) with the
thickness -to -strip -width (h/sw) ratio as a parameter. Depending upon
the h/sw ratio, the 1 parameter needed for a strip width of 1.7 pm
ranges from 0.115 to 0.235 pm. For the case of h/sw = 1, the material
length parameter must be 0.191 pm.

Extending the (YSmLuCa)3(FeGe)5012 system to smaller bubbles
results in the nominal composition Y1.oSmo.5Luo.7Cao.8Geo.8Fe4.2012
which exhibits 1.7-µm diameter bubbles and the properties listed
in Table IV. Materials grown from the general system
(YSmLuCa)3(FeGe)5012 have exhibited dynamic coercivities ranging
from 1.4 Oe to 3.2 Oe. The higher coercivities being measured are on
the larger anisotropy materials, supporting smaller diameter bubbles.
Because of the particular importance of bubble mobility in the current -
access technology, a technique was needed to maintain a q value of
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approximately 3 to 4 for materials exhibiting an I value of 0.16 to 0.19
prn while also increasing the domain wall mobility.

It would be advantageous to be able to decrease the samarium
content of the composition listed in Table IV while maintaining the q
value, which would result in an increased mobility. One approach to
achieving this is to increase the concentration of the most "anisotropy
active" constituents. Figure 54 shows the calculated uniaxial aniso-
tropy as a function of the lutetium content of garnet compositions in
the three systems (YLuSmCa):3(FeGe)5012, (LaLuSmCa)3(FeGe)5012,
and (LaLuSm)3(FeGa)5012. The samarium content and the Curie tem-
perature are used as parameters. Curves A through C are calculated
for Ca-Ge substitution of -0.8 moles per garnet formula unit and a
Curie temperature of -480°K. Curves D and E represent gallium
substitution leading to a Curie temperature of -440°K. We point out
that the curves shown in Fig. 54 do not take into account the lattice
constant constraint usually imposed on epitaxial garnet films. The
compositions required to achieve a lattice constant match with
Gd3Ga5012 (GGG) substrates (12.383A) are indicated by the point on
each curve marked L.M. Comparison of curves A and B in Fig. 54
reveals that, to decrease the samarium content from 0.5 to 0.3 in the
garnet formula and maintain both the anisotropy of -35000 ergs -cm -3
and a lattice parameter match with the GGG substrate, compositions
outside the (YLuSmCa)3(FeGe)5010 system must be considered. Curve
C indicates that the (LaLuSmCa)3(FeGe)5012 system allows both the
uniaxial anisotropy of -35000 ergs -cm -3 and a lattice match to be
achieved. A discussion of the advantages of lanthanum have been
presented elsewhere.'

It is well known that materials with high 477M, require relatively
little diamagnetic ion substitution. The advantages realized in the
divalent -tetravalent ion substitution system can be obtained with less
complicated crystal compositions when high moment material is re-
quired.' For materials exhibiting a high 47rM,, Ca2+-Ge4+ substitution
could result in too high a Curie temperature making it difficult to

Table IV-Composition:
Y1 oSmo 5Luo.,Cao EiGe0.8Fe4.2012

Lattice parameter 12.383 A
477M, 510 G
K 36,600 ergs cm 3
/ 0.19 pm
A 2.7 x 10 ' ergs cm '

H,, 1800 Oe
q 3.5
/1 -300 cm/S-Oe
A H, (dynamic coercivity) 3.0 Oe
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Fig. 54-Calculated uniaxial magnetic anisotropy vs lutetium content for the systems
(YSmLuCa)3(FeGe)50,2, (LaSmLuCa)3(FeGe)50,2, and (LaLuSm)3(FeGa)5012. The sa-
marium content and the Curie temperature are varied. The GGG lattice matching
compositions are indicated by the symbol LM on each curve.

control the temperature dependence of the magnetic properties to
match the barium ferrite bias magnets.

A slight imbalance of the divalent -tetravalent ion ratio could also
result in increased coercivity. The immersion of a gallium garnet
substrate into a melt supersaturated with an iron garnet containing
Ca2+-Ge' might be expected to show increased substrate dissolution
prior to initial film growth as compared to the same substrate im-
mersed in a melt supersaturated with a gallium containing iron garnet.
Considering the complications in melt chemistry and the careful con-
trol of growth conditions necessary to minimize compositional fluctua-
tions in Ca2+-Ge4+ substituted garnets, a move to simpler film com-
positions would be advantageous.

Curve D illustrates the anisotropy calculated for the
(LaLuSm)3(FeGa)5012 system. Note that the lattice match composition
occurs at a lutetium concentration of -2.15 moles per garnet for-
mula unit and that a uniaxial anisotropy of -35000 ergs -cm" can
be obtained. Table V lists a nominal composition in the
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(LaLuSm)3(FeGa)5012 system along with some measured magnetic
properties. Curve E shows that lowering the samarium concentration
to 0.13 moles per garnet formula unit results in a significantly lower
anisotropy for the GGG lattice matching composition.

8.3 Dynamic coercivity

The dynamic coercivity of epitaxial bubble garnet films supporting
-1.7-µm diameter bubbles has been measured as a function of film
thickness.' Figure 55 shows the dynamic coercivity measured by a
bubble translation technique as a function of inverse film thickness.
All curves are for material exhibiting 1.7-µrn diameter bubbles. Curve
C is for a sample in the (YLuSmCa)3(FeGe)5012 system, while curves
A and B represent two compositions in the (LaLuSm)3(FeGa)5012
system. Curve A is for a samarium concentration of -0.13 moles per
garnet formula unit, while curve B represents data taken on a sample
containing a samarium concentration of 0.3 moles. Note that the
gallium material exhibits significantly lower dynamic coercivities than
does the Ca2+-Ge' substituted material.

8.4 Melt chemistry

The phase equilibria observed in the (YSmLuCa)3(FeGe)5012 system
have been presented previously!' Lanthanum does not form an iron
garnet, and lutetium iron garnet has been reported being grown only
once in bulk form,' possibly because of phase equilibria difficulties.
As the concentration of lanthanum increases in the pseudo -ternary
Flux-Fe203-ELn203, the garnet phase field would be expected to
narrow considerably. Figure 56 shows a section of the pseudo -ternary
Flux-Fe203-ELn203, where ELn203 corresponds to the sum of
La203+Lu203. The ratio of La203/Lu203 was fixed at 0.332 to allow
stress -free epitaxial film growth on GGG substrates. Note that all data
shown in the pseudo -ternary are for unsubstituted iron garnets. Sub-
stitution of diamagnetic ions could be expected to shift the location of
the phase boundaries. Addition of gallium results in the garnet-pe-
rovskite boundary being displaced towards the Flux-Fe203 binary.
Depending on the overall garnet oxide concentration in the melt, the

Table V-Composition:
La.0.6Lu2.1Smo.3Ga0.9Fe4.1012

4.77-M 466G
Ki, 35,500 ergs cm -3
A 2.0 x 10 - ergs cm-'
I 0.18 Am
HK 1915 Oe
Q 4.1
A 500-1000 cm/S-Oe
/11-1, (dynamic coercivity) -2 Oe
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Fig. 55-Bubble dynamic coercivity (OHS.) as a function of inverse film thickness for
1.7 -p.m bubble material. Curve C is for (YLuSmCa)3(FeGe)5012. Curves A and B
represent two compositions in the system (LaLuSm)3(FeGa)5012. Curve A is for a
samarium concentration of -0.13 moles per garnet formula unit. Curve B represents
data on a sample containing 0.3 moles of samarium.

range of Fe203/ELn203 over which garnet is found to be the primary
phase field is from 6 to 9. For comparison, the Fe20:3/Y203 ratio range
for garnet in the Flux-Fe203-Y203 pseudo -ternary is from 12 to 40.

Because of the large size of La', one would expect a relatively low
value for the La' distribution coefficient. The definition for the
distribution coefficient of lanthanum is:

La
La+Lu+Sm

kLa - crystal

La
(La+Lu+Sm)

melt

where the symbols in the fractions represent the number of moles
present. Although the value for the effective coefficient will be rate -
dependent, the value for leLa under average growth conditions is found
to be -0.42.
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The use of compositions in the (LaLuSm)3(FeGa)5012 system allows
less complicated crystal compositions to be used. Lower dynamic
coercivities and increased domain wall mobility can be obtained.

IX. PROCESSING

There are two major concerns in processing dual conductor struc-
tures. First, the two conductors should both be as close as possible to
the epitaxial film supporting the bubbles. Hence, a prespacer (analo-
gous to the prespacer used between conductor and epitaxial layer in
standard field access devices) should be as thin as possible or com-
pletely omitted. In addition, it is immediately obvious that the dielec-
tric layer between the conductors must be as thin as the limits of
dielectric breakdown permit. Second, the very small period devices
possible within the material constraints of this technology will require
increasingly precise control for etching the fine -aperture metal film
pattern. What is required is an etching method that will produce metal
patterns dimensionally identical to the etch mask.

9.1 Material requirements
9.1.1 Insulating films

If a prespacer is used, the material and/or process selection is quite
unrestrained as the surface is completely planar and the layer thickness

Pb0 LEGEND:
O GARNET
 PEROVSKITE
A HEXAGONAL

Pbx Fey Oz

O TETRAGONAL
Pbx Fey Oz

ATOM
Fe

0
-. ATOM %

(La, Lu)

30

Fe Ow/ (La,Lu) 011/2

Fig. 56-A section of the pseudoternary F1ux-Fe203-2Ln203, where ELn203 rep-
resents La203 + Lu203.
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required is very small. Thus, several avenues can probably be used: RF
diode -sputtered Si02 or SiN; RF magnetron or S -gun deposited Si02 or
SiN; plasma -deposited or cvD-deposited Si02 or SiN. In all the work
reported, prespacers were Si02 deposited by RF plasma deposition
using an Applied Materials Plasma I radial flow system.

The insulating layer between conductors has more stringent require-
ments due to the multiplicity of crossovers and the need for minimum
thickness. Thus, very good dielectric properties are required and a
process that deposits a conformal coating is mandatory, i.e., equivalent
deposition rates on vertical and horizontal surfaces are required (Fig.
57). Higher -pressure processes such as plasma -deposition or CVD are
clearly preferred over line -of -sight deposition methods such as evapo-
ration or sputtering. A relatively low -temperature (c.f. 250 to 280°C)
plasma Si02 deposition process has been developed using the Applied
Materials Plasma I apparatus.' Dual conductor circuits fabricated
using the plasma-Si02 insulator exhibit breakdown potentials equiva-
lent to those expected for high -quality, thermally grown Si02 films of
an equivalent thickness. We thus conclude that the step coverage over
the dual conductor features is optimal.

9.1.2 Conductor materials

Though any highly conductive metal alloy system may be used, Al
or Au alloys appear quite suitable, and most of the work reported has

NOTE THINNED
INSULATOR AT STEP

CONDUCTOR 2
INSULATOR

.41\.6'41 11!CONDUCTOR 1 CONDUCTOR 1

INSULATOR DEPOSITED BY "LINE OF SIGHT" METHOD
SUCH AS EVAPORATION OR SPUTTERING

NOTE THE FULL THICKNESS
OF INSULATOR ON THE

VERTICAL SURFACE

CONDUCTOR 2
INSULATOR

CONDUCTOR 1

INSULATOR DEPOSITED BY CONFORMAL METHOD
SUCH AS CVD OR PLASMA DEPOSITION

Fig. 57-Effect of conformal vs line -of -sight deposition on insulating film thickness at
crossovers.
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used Al alloys with low copper content (0.7 to 4 percent). The A1Cu
alloys are particularly suited because the relatively high current den-
sity required for some functions in the dual conductor circuits (>105
A/cm') indicates the use of conductor materials with low electromi-
gration rates. The AlCu alloys have been evaporated using a standard
e -gun source and planetary wafer fixturing to maximize step coverage.
It is advantageous to carry out this deposition at as low a substrate
temperature as possible to prevent stress buildup in the A1Cu films."

9.2 Metal patterning

9.2.1 Photolithography

Standard contact -print photolithography was used on devices re-
ported here.' We anticipate that other high -resolution methods such
as projection printing, X-ray exposure, etc. may be used equally well.

9.2.2 Metal patterning

In standard rotating magnetic field -access bubble devices, the Al
conductor layer is relatively simple, and at least for 16-µm period
circuits can be etched with standard wet chemical methods. In dual
conductor -accessed circuits, however, wet -etch processes are unusable
in small period circuits due to the undercutting of the photoresist
pattern by the isotropic etch process. This undercutting severely limits
the dimensions achievable in conductor patterning. In fact, since these
circuits will invariably require that near state-of-the-art resolution be
reproduced in the resist mask, no isotropic process or process which
biases the conductor line or space dimensions with respect to the
photoresist pattern should be used. In the following section, we de-
scribe a plasma -etching process that does indeed exactly reproduce the
etch mask in the Al film. It is conceivable that other methods may be
used, such as the planar anodization method described by D. K. Rose.'

For an etch patterning process, very high material etch selectivity
will be required. If no prespacer is used, the first -level etch process
cannot be allowed to cut into the epitaxial garnet film and thin it
selectively. Similar constraints operate when etching the second con-
ductor, since any thinning of the underlying insulator layer will ob-
viously reduce the dielectric breakdown strength between the two
conductors. Plasma etching is an obvious choice to satisfy the require-
ments for etching Al alloy films for high -density dual conductor circuits
for the following reasons: (i) plasma etching uses a chemical process to
remove metal and very high etch selectivity can be achieved for
different materials, (ii) careful selection and control of plasma process
parameters can replicate photoresist patterns in aluminum films with-
out measurable (<0.1 µm) dimensional variation. (A good survey of
plasma etch processes can be found in Refs. 35 and 36.)
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The particular RF (13.56 -MHz) plasma process adapted is based on
one developed by D. Wang, et a1.37 The apparatus used was designed
by C. J. Mogab and F. B. Alexander,' and the etch chamber is shown
schematically in Fig. 58. The basic etch process involves the following
reaction:

Al(s) + 3C1(plasma) - AlC13(solid)

followed by volatilization of the AIC13 solid

2A1C13(solid) (A1C1:3)2(gas)

There is evidence that the anisotropic etch process is promoted by the
impact of charged particles on the horizontal surface (Fig. 59).

LOWER
ELECTRODE AND
WAFER PLATEN,
WATER COOLED

RF TUNING
NETWORK

RF SIGNAL

RF POWER
SUPPLY

WAFERS

/ \
/

UPPER ELECTRODE,
/ WATER COOLED

P LASMA

3
3

1AM D./ A
GAS RING

ETCH GAS PUMP GAS

Fig. 58-Radial flow plasma etch apparatus.

1110EMENR:11M1:0:.:**:
PHOTORESIST MASK

PATTERN

ALUMINUM
FILM

CI - CONTAINING PLASMA

-_ PYREX
CYLINDER

CHARGED-PARTICLES STRIKING
HORIZONTAL SURFACE

AIDS VOLATILIZATION OF
REACTION PRODUCTS

MINIMAL IMPACT
ON VERTICAL
SURFACES

AICI 3(gas)

Fig. 59-Schematic of anisotropic etch process.
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Obviously, a bias -free etching process will produce near -vertical
walls on the metal patterns, which might pose problems in the cross-
over features in the dual conductor circuits. To date, the combination
of conformal plasma Si02 and good step coverage in the Al evaporation
process have minimized the potential problems, both with respect to
dielectric breakdown and also propagate drive margin reduction, which
might be caused by high -resistance crossovers. Figures 60 to 63 are
SEM photographs of plasma -etched, dual -conductor patterns. Figure 60
shows a horizontal, straight-line propagate path, while Figure 61 shows
several vertical loops. Figure 62 shows one of the generator designs
tested. Figure 63 shows, at the same magnification, three data storage
loops designed and fabricated within identical linewidth and alignment
tolerances. The three loops are of 8-, 6-, and 4 -p.m period.

X. MAGNETIC FIELDS AND BUBBLE MOTION

Early conductor -drive devices39.4° confined currents to discrete con-
ductor lines narrower than a bubble diameter. The present approach
to conductor propagation distributes current over a conducting sheet
with openings which provide the necessary spatial variations of mag-
netic field. To furnish some insights and a design aid for conductor -
access propagation, two simple geometries-parallel conducting stripes

Fig. 60-An SEM of an 8-µm period dual -conductor propagate pattern. The darker
apertures are in the first conductor and the lighter in the second conductor pattern.
These apertures were etched in the A1Cu alloy by a plasma etch technique using a Cl-
containing gas (2860X).
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Fig. 61-An SEM of 8-µm memory storage loops (2200X).

Fig. 62-An SEM of an experimental generator pattern plasma etched in AlCu (3160X).
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and a circular hole in an infinite conducting sheet-were investigated.
Bubble motion in a gradient field was also studied.

10.1 Stripe conductors

Consider an infinitesimally thin conducting sheet in the plane z = 0.
From this sheet, infinite in the y direction, remove material to form
conducting stripes of width 2a and spacing s > 2a; see Fig. 64. Each
stripe carries a current I = -2a,./o in the y direction, where Jo is the
constant linear current density of each stripe. In MKS units, the
contribution41

Hz(n) (J0127) ln[r2(n)/r,(n)] (12)

of the nth stripe to the z component of the field intensity may be
expressed in dimensionless form by the quantity

47711z(n) + a - na)2 +
drs(n) - - In (13)

Jo no)2 e],
where the lengths r, (n) and r2(n) are defined in Fig. 64, C = x/h, =
z/h, a = a/h, and a = s/h. For bubble propagation, one is interested
in the average intensity

ofs(n) = 11-11 Hz(n) dz,
z,

(14)

where zs is the garnet -conductor separation and h the garnet -film
thickness. After integrating eq. (14) and summing over the stripes, one
finds

= E E + 2g(n)Arctan Cnji,
n j=1

n=-1 n=0 n=+1

(15)

Fig. 64-Coordinate system for an array of infinite conducting stripes. The conductors,
2a units wide and spaced s units apart, occupy the plane z = 0. Each stripe extends to
infinity in the ± y directions, carries a current I, and bears an index n.
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where

= 47r1 -1.1J. = dimensionless average intensity,

HZ = E Hz(n) = average intensity,

= z./ h, = + 1, 13i(n) = + (-ilia - na,

An; = [t? + An)]1[0 + f3 (n)],

C,1 = fl3(n)1[8.Nn) +

When the number of stripes is small, say, less than 100, the best way
to evaluate eq. (15) is by programming the right-hand side as it stands.
As the number of stripes ns is increased, this procedure becomes less
attractive because 2ns evaluations of the logarithm and arctangent
functions are needed for each value of x. Note that, for ns < 00, X, is
not periodic; for a complete numerical description of eq. (15) in the
vicinity of the stripes, the number of function evaluations is 2nxn.n.2,
where nx is the number of points per period s and na the number of a
values of interest.

When ns is large, say, ns > 100, the behavior of its near the array
center may be approximated by an infinite number of stripes. This
choice permits a significant reduction in computation time but fails to
give information about the behavior near the array edges-a matter
that will be investigated separately. As ns -+ 00, the dimensionless
average intensity, regarded as a function of t, has the properties

gs(0 = + a) and o9?.( -0 = -4°.(-1-e) (16)

Consequently, one can restrict evaluation of Rs to the points 0
a/2. Equation (16) implies fes(0) = .Y?s(cr/2) = 0. This result may also
be deduced from symmetry considerations. For an origin at the center
of an opening between stripes, the same symmetry arguments require
Xs to be antisymmetric about this origin. For numerical evaluation of
ges in the limit ns 00, eq. (15) was rewritten as

where

g's = Z1 + A92,

2

= E (-1n[ln,40; + Lr [1nAn1A_ai]
n=1

N

-(8a/a2)H2) - E n-2
n=1

N

- [8a (2 a2 30/4 - nE_1 n-4]

(17)
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2 +N

Yr2 = 2 E E [(-1)-13;(n)Arctan
j--1

N

- [16at(0 - 0)/a4]k(4) -E n-4],
n=1

"(k) = Riemann zeta function.42

Equation (17) adds the contributions from the 2N + 1 stripes nearest
the origin as they stand in eq. (15) to the contribution from the
remaining stripes approximated by a truncated series in the inverse
powers of the stripe index n. Since the leading term in the power series

4

3

3Cs 2

0
0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

xis

Fig. 65-Dimensionless average value t,. of the z component of magnetic field as a
function of x/s. The curves are graphs of eq. (17) for s = 4a and z, = 0. The ordinate R.
is numerically equal to the field in oersteds when the linear current density of each
stripe is 1 mA/Am.
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3

2

0

0 0.05 0.10

x/s

0.15 0.20

Fig. 66-Same as Fig. 65, except x = 0.1a.

0.25

is n-2, the field at the origin due to a pair of stripes, remote from and
symmetric about the origin, decreases as the inverse square of the
distance of either stripe from the origin. Accuracy requirements deter-
mine N. For the choice N = 10, used in the computations presented
here, the estimated error in 69Ps is less than 10'. Figures 65 to 69 show
graphs of Rs vs x/s for parameter values useful to the device designer.
Curves of a's for zs = 0 are unique in that each has a cusp at xis =
0.25, where the slope a?,/ax is not continuous. The choice s = 4a
requires calculation only for 0 < a/4 because R', is symmetric
about = ±a/4. The origin of this symmetry may be understood by
superimposing another current sheet with current density J = (eIc,/2)f
on the existing stripe pattern of Fig. 64. This addition leaves the z
component of field unaltered. It creates, however, a system of adjacent
conducting stripes of width 2a, carrying the current I= tIoa alternately
in the positive and negative y direction. Such an array of stripes enjoys
symmetry about the points of discontinuity. Contributions to the z
component of field from any pair of stripes symmetrically disposed
about a selected discontinuity will add; gs will, therefore, have extrema
at points of current -density discontinuity. To illustrate how the aver-
age field intensity decreases with increasing distance from the conduc-
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2

37

0.05 0.10 0.15
x/s

0.20

Fig. 67-Same as Fig. 65, except z = 0.2a.

0.25

tor array, values of ,9?, were computed for several stand-off distances
zs. Since 09rs assumes its maximum value at xis = 0.25 for s/a = 4, the
stripe edge was chosen for the calculations. See Fig. 70.

To convert to cgs units, write Hz = Yi9sJ. Oe and express J. in
A/mm or mA/Arn. In other words, the dimensionless quantity Yes gives
the average field intensity in oersteds when the linear current density
Jo is 1 mA/iim.

The gradient of the average field aft/3x can be obtained with only
a slight increase in computing effort because the needed function
values are available. The dimensionless gradient is

(477.1aH, 2

= 2 E E (-1)1Arctan (18)
Jo ax n j=1

When the number of stripes ns is large, one may use the approximation
+N 2 N

= 2 E E [ (-1)JArctan - (8a/a2) k(2) - E n-2
-N j-1 1

(8al Cr4)[3e a2 - J2 - -n (4) - E n-4 , (19)

an expression correct to the 4th order in the quantity 1/n. Equation
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(19) adds the contribution from the 2N + 1 stripes nearest the origin
to the contribution, approximated by a truncated series in powers of
1/n, of the infinitely many remaining stripes. Accuracy requirements
determine the value of N.

10.2 Infinite conducting sheet with circular hole

Consider again an infinitely thin conducting sheet in the plane z =
0. Let the sheet contain a circular hole, extend to infinity, and support

xis

Fig. 68-Same as Fig. 65, except z, = 0.3a.
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Fig. 69-Same as Fig. 65, except zy = 0.4a.

0.25

the constant current density J = Joi at points infinitely removed from
the hole. The origin of coordinates is chosen at the symmetry point of
the geometry as shown in Fig. 71. The problem to be solved-a means
of obtaining the z component of the magnetic field at the point P(r,
0)-falls into two parts: (i) solution of a boundary -value problem to
yield the linear current density J in the plane z = 0, and (ii) integration
over the source distribution to obtain the field.

The first of these is discussed by Milne -Thompson' in connection
with two-dimensional fluid flow around a cylindrical obstacle. The
current density is

J = J0[1 - (a/p)2cos 24di - Jo(a/p)2sin 2fpj, (20)
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where

= constant linear current density at infinity,

a = hole radius,

p = radial source coordinate,

= angular source coordinate.

The reader may quickly verify that eq. (20) satisfies the requisite
boundary conditions. The current density is tangential at p = a and
J Jot as p 00. One can now obtain the magnetic field in MKS units
from

37s

zs/a

2

Fig. 70-Dimensionless average value A° of the z component of magnetic field as a
function normalized stand-off distance zda. The curves are graphs of eq. (17) for s = 4a
and x = 0.25s. The ordinate is numerically equal to the field in oersteds when the
linear current density of each stripe is 1 mA/p.m.
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v=0.1

0.3

p=r/a

Fig. 71-Current sheet with circular hole. The dimensionless z component of the
magnetic field is shown as a function of the reduced distance p. = r/a for several values
of v = z/a. The curves are graphs of A° defined by the integral below eq. (23). The
ordinate A° is numerically equal to the field in oersteds when 0 = 90° and the linear
current density approaches 1 mA/ttm as r -) co.

J x R
4 711-1 d

where

(21)

R= (x- + (y - 7i)j + zk and R= IRI.
The surface integral, with respect to the source coordinates E and n,
extends over the entire - plane apart from the points p =

+ < a, where the current density vanishes. After projecting
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eq. (21) on the z-axis and expressing all components in cylindrical
coordinates, one obtains a double integral of the form

277

4/7-H2 = J do 0(r, 9, z, p, cb) dp.
0 a

(22)

All radial integrals are tabulated; see, for example, Gradshteyn and
Ryzhik.44 The remaining angular integration, however, must be done
numerically. After appropriate changes of the variables and collecting
terms, eq. (22) reduces to

where

47TH2 = J,k'sin 9, (23)

ir

=2 (F1 + F2 + F:1) dtP = (µ,v),
0

+ CIC + C2C2 + C3C3 + C4C4- a2 (a2 az
(

ti2c2.) /+ 1 - 2µC)1/2

F2 = Cln[(a2 + 1 -2µC)I" + 1 - AC],

F3 = µ(2C2 -
1)a_',1n[ 2(62 + 1 - 2µ,C)I/2 + a2 - /LC]

a - AC

= r/ a,
a= (p.2 ± v2)1/2,

Co = /102(1 + a2),

= z/a,

C = cos '.P,

(a2 p2)(1
a2),

C2
_pi22(0.2 3) 21121

C:1
2,112(02 - 1),

C4 = 4µ3.

Numerical integration over the angular variable of eq. (22) employed
the automatic numerical quadrature routine QUAD:15 The dependence
of Ye on the radius and altitude is shown in Fig. 71. Using this figure
and eq. (23), one may now estimate H2 in MKS units. In the hybrid
units described earlier, the z component of magnetic field in oersteds
is numerically equal to If' when J = 1 mA/aum and 0 = 17/2.

To obtain information about the average value,

z +h z,.+h
Josin 0R = f H, dz -

47Th
X(µ, v) dz, (24)
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the dimensionless quantity

z+h v2,1-7

=inti,y) = 6919 dz = y-1 f (µ,v) dv (25)
zg N

was computed. Here vs = zs/a and y= h/a. Since several y values are
of interest, one may take advantage of the linear property of integration
to reduce the number of function evaluations. Index the y values of
interest with j such that yi+1 > yi. To obtain a uniform formula and
accommodate Fortran requirements, one must choose yi = 0 and the
smallest value of interest -y2. Then, with the notation Ye., = ge(12,
one finds

where

of;- -E gi,
i=1

gi = X(µ, v) dv.

(26)

Each g, was evaluated with a 3 -point Gaussian rule; for the y, used in
the computation the estimated error is of order 10'. The radial slope
9= afejapt was also computed using the approximation

(Lk, y,) .1-% [R(14+1, yi) - yi)]/20u, (27)

where Au is the constant difference between adjacent values of it. The
dependence of -09 and on r/ a is shown in Figs. 72 and 73,
respectively. Contour maps of constant Hz demonstrate the overall
behavior of the field. Figure 7 shows contours of Hz = constant for the
reduced stand-off distances zs/a = 0.06 and 0.3. For both, hl a = 0.8.

10.3 Linear chain of oval holes

Current experimental devices use quasi -elliptic openings rather than
circular holes; see, for example, Fig. 29. The work of Richmond" with
electric fields about a linear grating permits more realistic magnetic
field calculations. Consider an infinite chain of identical oval holes on
the y-axis, spaced 2b units apart, each with semiaxes a2 > a1 parallel
to the y and x axes, respectively. See Fig. 74 for the oval at the origin.
Because of symmetry and the periodicity 2b in the y direction, La -
place's equation need be solved only in the region of Fig. 74. Rich-
mond46 gives the conformal transformation

z = (al/c)w + (a2h)cosh-1(cos y cosh w) (28)
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0 0.4 0.8

r/a

1.2 1.6 2.0

Fig. 72-Dimensionless average value .AP of z component of magnetic field as a
function of r/a for an infinite current sheet with a circular hole. The curves are graphs
of eq. (25) for h= 0.8a, where a is the hole radius. The ordinate is numerically equal
to the field in oersteds when 0 = 90° and the linear current density approaches
1 mAhim as r --0

from which one finds the complex linear current density

21),./0 [du)]* [ ot2ycJ0(cos2-y cosh2w - 1)1/2-
TT dz aly(cos2y cosh2w - 1)1/2 c cos y sinh w

outside the oval. Here J, a real constant, is the linear current density
as x = -> co, al = ai/a2, a2 = 2b/va2, z = x + iy, w = u + iv, and *
means complex conjugate. Inside the oval, J = 0. The real parameters
c and y satisfy the nonlinear equations cos y cosh c = 1 and c(ya2 - 1)
= coy. Elimination of c from the equations leads to an efficient
algorithm, based on Newton's method, for machine computation of y
for practical values of al 1 and a2. The iteration scheme

yiectiyi + gi(1 - a2yi)]cos
y+1 - -= +

f; 2 2
+ gicos yi

(30)
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0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 20
r/a

Fig. 73-Dimensionless slope .9' = aRvaµ of the z component of magnetic field as a
function of r/a for an infinite current sheet with a circular hole. The curves are graphs
of eq. (27) for h = 0.8a, where a is the hole radius.

where
--1 -1f = cog + y - Ce2,

g = ln[(1 + sin y)/cos y],

f' = dfldy,

f; = df/dy evaluated at y = yi,

may be started with yo = 1/a2. If the iteration process ends with y the
parameter c follows from c = g, = ln[(1 + sin y,)/cos y,].

By setting u or v constant in eq. (28), one obtains equipotential or
flow lines, respectively. Several flow lines, indexed with the angle
variable 'I' = 180v/ir, are shown in Fig. 74. The oval satisfies the
parametric equations

x/a2 = (al/c)cosh-1(q/cos y) (31a)
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Fig. 74-Current flow near an infinite chain of oval holes. Identical oval holes with
semiaxes a2 = 2a, and spacing 2b = 4a2 occupy the y-axis. The flow lines, indexed with

= 180v/v, were obtained from eq. (28) with v = constant. Note the almost elliptical
shape of the oval for the parameter ratios a,/a2 = 0.5 and b/a2 = 2 used here.

and

y/a2 = (1/y)cos-1q, (31b)

where 0 cos -y q 1. Richmond' discusses the departure from
ellipticity. For geometries of practical interest, say, ai/a2 z: 0.5 and
b/a2 2, the oval may be regarded as an ellipse. The distribution of
current along the line of minimum separation between ovals satisfies
eq. (29) with u = 0. It was computed from

J a2yc(1 - cos2y cos2v)1/2

Jo aly(1 - cos2y cos2v)I/2 c cos y sin v'

and is shown in Fig. 75. The coordinate value associated with v follows
from eq. (28).

To complete the field computations, an efficient method for the
numerical double integration of the components of eq. (21) must be
constructed. This work is in progress.

10.4 Bubble motion

0 v 7r/2 (32)

Experimental evidence, Fig. 34, for example, strongly suggests bub-
bles with different hardness parameters. A study of bubble motion will
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J/J,

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. 75-Distribution of linear current density along the line of minimum separation
between ovals of an infinite chain. The current density is normalized to Jo, its value
infinitely far from the ovals. The graphs were obtained from eq. (32).

aid the device designer by prediction of trajectories and transit times.
With the assumption that the bubble speed,47

V = tibrdb I VII I - 81/c/71 0, (33)

is independent of the hardness or S number, the equations of motion
in rectangular coordinates are

= -VT,,e,, (34)

where V is a scalar point function, ph is the bubble mobility equal to
one-half the wall mobility, db is the bubble diameter, HZ is the z
component of field averaged over the bubble height, is the coercivity
field, T11 = T22 = cos 0, T12 = -T21 = sin 0, e = VIZ/ I VT -id e, is the
projection of é on the jth coordinate axis, and is the angle between
-é and the local velocity V. The angle depends on S according to
sin 4) = 8SVI74,17112 I and is regarded as a fixed parameter in eq.
(34). Here y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the material.' See also Fig.
76. When applied to bubble motion due to fields from a hole of radius
a in a current sheet, eqs. (33) and (34) assume the form
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= -(Fc/ii3)[C6(pg - gicos 4 + (AV' + eg?)sin 01, (35a)

t2 = +(Fc/A3)(U2(11.9 - gnsin 4 - (Itag + ')cose 44, (35b)

where

= 1 - 811,17rdbIV

OHZ = (Jola)[g2sin20 + (R/1)2 cos2t9]"2,

sin 0 = 6/µ,

cos 0 = ti/µ,
tt= (i? iD 1/2,

= x/ a,

2=y/a,
g =

Hybrid units were used for eq. (35); this allows substitution for He in
oersteds. The current density Jo, however, must be in units of mA/µm.
The dot over the variables on the left-hand side of eq. (35) means
differentiation with respect to the normalized time T = t/T, where T
= a2/µb db J.. Solutions to these coupled, nonlinear differential equa-
tions must, in general, be obtained by numerical techniques. Some
special cases, amenable to an analytical approach, are now described.

The equations of motion, eq. (34), assume a simple form when
written in polar coordinates:

VHZ

x

Fig. 76-Coordinate system and symbols used in the equations of bubble motion.
Note that the angle x, as shown here, is a negative quantity because the projection of
VI -1, on the unit vector 0 of the polar coordinates (r, 8) is negative.
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r = dr I dt = -Vcos(ct. - x),

= dOldt = +(V /r)sin(d) - x),

(36a)

(36b)

where x is the angle between VIZ and r a unit vector in the radial
direction. Division of eq. (36b) by (36a) yields the velocity ratio

= volvr= tan(X - 0). (37)

Consider now the special case x = 0. This implies aildae vanishes.
Since 4) is a constant, eq. (37) may be integrated to furnish the
trajectory

0 = + tan cpin(ro/r), (38)

where ro and 0 specify the position at some reference time, t= t. The
path is a logarithmic spiral; it is unique in that it is independent of the
radial behavior of H2. The dependence of Hz on r will, however,
determine the position and velocity along the spiral as a function of
the time by inversion of the quadrature

r" ds
t = to + sec ct, fr

V(s).
(39)

Equation (39) follows from eq. (36a). When the functional dependence
of H2 on r is sufficiently simple, eq. (39) may be integrated and
inverted. For example, when Hz = H(r/db)2, V = v(r) =
(r -a d,,)/T. Here Ho is a constant, a = 411,./TrH, T = db/11,11, and
µ, = 211.1,b is the wall mobility. Integration of eq. (39) furnishes

r = adb + (r - adb)exp(-At), (40)

where A = r(T' cos 49 and t = 0. Figure 77 shows several trajectories.
Bubble motion starts at a point r = ro marked t/r = 0. From there,
bubbles travel along logarithmic spiral paths terminating at the origin.
The numerals along the various paths give bubble position in units of
tiro for adb/ro = 0.5. When = 0 and 0 < 90°, all bubbles spiral
into the origin arriving there as t -4 00.

Two special cases of bubble motion near a circular opening allow
integration of eq. (35) by quadrature. For both, S = = 0. Consider a
bubble located on the y axis at t = 0. Using polar coordinates, one
finds immediately 0 = constant since cis = 0 and x = 0 or 771 see eq. (36).
The radial equation is solved by the quadrature

da
r/a

t = T o(1) (41)

for motion starting at the origin. Here, T = a21µbdbel and /3 =
81-IcahrdbJ. with He in oersteds and J in mA/tim. Numerical evalua-
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Fig. 77-Logarithmic spiral trajectories described by eq. (38). Bubbles spiral into the
origin along these paths when I-1, = 0. For He > 0, motion is along the same paths but
bubbles do not reach the origin. The timing markers, in units of tiro, show positions for
adb/r0 = 0.5.

tion of eq. (41) for a = db = 2µm, I-1, = 1 Oe, Ab = 1 Am/As-0e, Jo = 1
mA/Am, zs/a = 0.06, and hl a = 0.8 shows that 0.70 As are required for
motion from r = 0 to r = 0.8a. For these parameters, the characteristic
time T equals 2 As. Arrival at r/a = 0.8 completes approximately 90
percent of the possible radial motion.

The second special case occurs when a bubble resides at the radial
minimum of ggo at t = 0. Enter eq. (36) with 0 = 0 and x = -7r/2. Thus,
r = re = constant, and the equilibrium value re is found from the
solution of .99(A) = voati,= 0 with Ae = re/a. As may be seen from Fig.
72, re/a :-..: 1 for small zs/a. Equation (36b),

9 = V/re = ri(cos 0 - $1), (42)

where T1 = a24/µbdbJ.
I Re I , fil = 8Hectile/7Tdbel. I Re I , and Re = R(µe)

is the value of dieat the equilibrium radius, has the solution

[tan(0,,/2) + tan(0/2)1
t = Ticsc9,,,In

tan(0,n/2) - tan(0/2) (43)
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for a bubble at 0 = 0 when t = 0. The angle 0,n is attained as t -p co and
satisfies the condition cos On, = /31. For the numerical values used in
the previous example together with µe = 1.00 and I Re I = 4.56, one
finds Om = 56.0° and the time needed for travel from 0 = 0 to 0 = 0.90,n
is 1.48 p.s.

10.5 Discussion

The graphs of Figs. 65 to 69 apply to an infinite number of conducting
stripes. As shown in these figures, Rs = 0 at the origin, a conductor
center, and rises to a maximum at the right conductor edge. The
symmetry of ges about a conductor edge for s = 4a together with the
periodicity and antisymmetry expressed by eq. (16) completes the
description of 69e  for one period. See Fig. 8 for a typical spatial
variation of 69r s over several periods.

When the number of conducting stripes is finite, of still has the
wavelike behavior per period as described above. There are, however,
essential differences. The function a's is not periodic. In addition, the
wavelike behavior of 09s is superimposed on a gradual change in the
mean value of the bias field. This change in bias is due to the current
I = 2ansef flowing in the ns stripes. The magnitude of the effect can
be estimated, using eq. (15), for a single stripe of width (ns - 1)s + 2a.
To illustrate the quality of the estimate, consider ns = 11 and s = 4a.
Choose the origin at the middle of the center stripe and calculate 69rs
at the center of each stripe and at the corresponding abscissa for a
single stripe of width (ns - 1)s + 2a = 42a. Then, for a = 1, the
numerical results are shown in Table VI. Here, fel is the normalized
intensity for the single stripe. In the design of current -access devices,
the shift in local bias must be taken into account. By returning the
drive current through a nearby stripe of comparable width, this shift
in local bias can be reduced.

To develop current -access propagation structures, large-scale models
were made and the magnetic fields due to current flow in them probed
with a coil. See Section III. One structure was a stripe pattern which
served to calibrate the coil in the following way. The coil of radius ro

and height h was placed over a central stripe with the coil center

Table VI
Stripe
Index

n
Abscissa

x/h 131.1 1-11-11

0 0 0 0
±1 ±4.0 0.367 0.385

±8.0 0.760 0.802
±12.0 1.218 1.293

±4 1:16.0 1.829 1.995
±5 ±20.0 2.928 3.582
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directly over the stripe edge. This location permitted maximum flux
linkage. One can now calculate the flux threading the coil from

u,,''

= f B dA = 4Jo 27%(u) du 1
0

dv, (44)

where the u -v coordinate system has its origin at the coil center with
u parallel to x and v parallel to y. The integration proceeds over the
first quadrant of the coil cross section; hence, the multiplier of 4.
Finally, eq. (44) will give the flux in maxwells when the current density
is expressed in A/nun and the coil radius in cm. Numerical integration
over u utilized the parameter values ro = 0.1 in., h = 0.2 in., and z., =
0.025 in. Using the stripe width 2a = 0.5 in., one gains entry to Fig. 66
with h/a = 0.8 and zsla = 0.1 to determine the values of Xs(u).
Numerical quadrature yields 4) = (6.183J0Mire, . The result is written
in this form because division by irrF, provides the flux density averaged
throughout the coil volume. For a sinusoidal drive Jo = Jmsin wt, the
rms voltage induced in the coil is

Er. = 6.183Ntooro2J. x 10-8/ f = 2.1 mV (45)

for Nt = 100 turns, 0)/2/r = 30 kHz, and Jm = 1/25.4 A/mm. This result
compares favorably with the measured value of 2.0 mV. With the coil
calibration in hand, one can assign absolute field values to voltage
measurements from the large-scale models of proposed propagation
structures. Apart from a slight increase in labor associated with a two-
dimensional numerical integration over the coil cross section, one can
also use eq. (25) for coil calibration. This has been done, and the results
show a comparably small difference between the measured and cal-
culated coil voltage.

XI. MISCELLANEOUS

This section contains items that do not seem to fit elsewhere. These
include a three -level conductor circuit, a single level circuit with a
lattice of etched islands, a deep implant layer for hard bubble sup-
pression, and an analysis of bubble -bubble interactions.

11.1 Three -level conductor circuits

Advances in processing techniques will ultimately allow fabrication,
at high yield, of structures with a complexity unattainable today. One
structure that could become practical is the three -level circuit we
discuss at this time.

Bias shift due to current flow in a conductor and its consequences
was covered in Section III and, in particular, in Fig. 9. By using three -
conductor levels and returning the current of the excited level through
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the remaining two, one can ease the bias -shift problem and utilize for
storage the full conductor width. Another advantage is simpler elec-
tronics; only unipolar drivers are needed.

Two possible propagation structures are shown in Fig. 78. Circuit
(a) has slots side by side in each of the three levels. The number of +
and - signs indicates the relative pole strengths at the ends of the
slots when level 1 is energized with two units of current, half of which
returns through each of the remaining levels. The wavelike curve
sketched below is an approximation to Hz near the lower ends of the
slots. If the levels are excited in turn with pulse currents /; in the
sequence [  123  ], the wave will move to the right and bubble
propagation will be to the right. Interchange any two drives in the
sequence, such as [  213  ], and bubbles move left. Circuit (b) with
in -line oval holes in the three levels generates the indicated rela-
tive pole strengths when level 1 is excited. Here also, the sequence

H,

2 3 2

(a)

3

LEVEL NUMBER

3 1 2

(b)

LEVEL
NUMBER

Fig. 78-Two types of three -level circuits are shown: in -line (a) and transverse (b)
propagation. In either case, the drive current is returned through the remaining levels
to provide z -field cancellation.
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[  123  ] will cause bubble motion to the right, and the reversal of
any two drives in the sequence, to the left.

11.2 Single -level lattice -like circuits

In most single -level conductor circuits, a rather precise fit of the
bubble with the feature which produces the static offset field is
required. In other words, these circuits cannot tolerate a change in
bubble size. A lone exception is that of Dekker in which permalloy
points driven by an in -plane field generate the offset field. Other
alternatives are possible. From the magnetostatic equivalence of bub-
bles and cylindrical holes etched in a garnet layer (craters), one can
deduce that, at a distance, craters repel bubbles. Therefore, an array
of craters can provide interstitial sites that precisely position bubbles.
Bubble motion would then be somewhat analogous to electrons jump-
ing from trap to trap in a semiconductor. Devices based on this
principle are under study.

11.3 Deep implantation for hard bubble suppression

Data on the performance of implanted and nonimplanted films in
dual -conductor devices were presented in Figs. 32 to 35. In particular,
Figs. 32 and 34 point out that the minimum drive currents are higher
when implanted films are used. This we attribute to a reduction in the
effective drive fields because of the shielding effect of implanted layers.
If the garnet is implanted at the garnet -substrate interface, this shield-
ing will be eliminated. Experiments with a 2.25 -gm thick YSmLuCaGe
garnet implanted at 2 x 10' with H+ at 300 Key confirmed this
expectation. We anticipate that deep implantation will be especially
useful if the garnet layers are less than a micron thick since the buried
layer will precisely determine bubble height and, in addition, decouple
bubbles from the sometimes troublesome substrate -garnet interface.

It is known that an in -plane field can be used to convert bubbles
into the S = 0 state; however, the field must be very large if used with
small bubble garnets. An analysis by Okabe49 suggests that the mag-
nitude of this field will be reduced with a very thick implant layer. A
thick implant layer is practical only if it is buried.

11.4 Bubble -bubble interactions

We have already stressed the point that some conductor -access
circuits can accommodate a wide range of bubble sizes. There is no
"gap," in the sense of the permalloy circuits, to be overcome. In an 8-
grn period, dual -conductor circuit, for example, bubbles ranging from
4 p,m to less than 0.8 gm have been propagated. This tolerance to
bubble size is especially useful when bubble -bubble interactions are a
concern.
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Bubble -bubble interaction imposes the following constraints on the
circumstances under which a pair of adjacent bubbles in a track are
stable in position when not driven and move in step when driven. In
the absence of any drive excitation, the condition

672M, hr,3, fik4, (46)

where r0 is the bubble radius assures positional stability. That is, the
mutual -interaction field gradients are just balanced by the coercivity
H. During propagation, the trailing bubble must be driven to overcome
both its coercivity and an interaction gradient from the leading bubble.
The addition of this interaction is equivalent to a doubling of Hc.. The
drive current must therefore generate a gradient aHz/ax given by

2roolizlax 1611,17. (47)

It follows that, since J P/bit (Hero)2. From (46), it is seen
that r0 HP so

P/bit HC 13. (48)

Equation (48) tells us that low-coercivity garnets are preferable to
high-coercivity garnets since, with their use, the power dissipation will
be reduced in spite of the interaction constraint (46).

XII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper was to introduce new, very high speed,
conductor -access devices where apertured conducting sheets replace
the serpentine conductors of conventional conductor devices and the
rotating -field coils of field -access devices. When apertured sheets are
used, the bias field perturbations are highly localized, and therefore
the drives can be ranged over wide limits. We have also shown that
the impedance of the conducting layers can be made to match that of
drivers operated from low -voltage (-5V) power supplies. The design
of single, dual, and triple level conductor circuits was discussed.

All the functions for a shift register or a major -minor chip were
covered, although some of the designs have not been optimized. For
example, we have not as yet detected at a megahertz stepping rate.
However, RF detection does look promising, and the redesign of both
the detection electronics and the detector is in progress, and the results
will be reported later.

The material requirements for the current -access device technology
have been discussed. The high-speed performance inherent in this
technology places more emphasis on the material parameters of bubble
mobility and dynamic coercivity. Using the (YLuSmCa)3(FeGe)5012
system as a starting point, a technique has been presented to exercise
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the bubble mobility while maintaining adequate uniaxial anisotropy.
Compositions in the three systems, (YLuSmCa)3(FeGe)5012, (LaLu-
SuCa):3(FeGe)5012, and (LaLuSm)3(FeGa)5012, have been compared
and the limitations found in the systems discussed. A simplified film
composition in the (LaLuSm)3(FeGa)5012 systems is observed that
exhibits 1.7-µm diameter bubbles along with high mobility and low
dynamic coercivity.

Plasma etching has been used to define circuit features in the AlCu
films. The anisotropic etch characteristics of the plasma etch process
have produced metal patterns dimensionally identical to the photolith-
ographically defined etch masks. Coupled to the high material -etch
rate selectivity, the plasma etch process appears to be ideal for pro-
ducing the very small period devices that current -access technology
promises. Circuits have also been successfully fabricated using Au
conductors patterned by ion milling technology; for Al conductors,
however, the plasma etching has been the more practical etch method.
Thin, conformal, insulating layers of Si02 have been successfully
deposited by plasma deposition at low substrate temperatures, and it
appears that this process is particularly suited for fabricating conduc-
tor -access devices.

Current -access and field -access devices differ, of course, in many
ways. In terms of analytical complexity, the nonlinear permalloy-
bubble interactions of the field -access scheme have been removed in
current -access devices because permalloy is not used. One may antic-
ipate, therefore, simpler, more frequent, and more accurate analyses
in this new technology.

It is too early to conclude that conductor -access devices will become
the technology of the next generation bubble devices. In this context,
we include all the conductor -access devices now under development
here and elsewhere. It is possible, for example, that the apertured
sheet drive approach applied to the bubble -lattice file' will make that
structure more attractive. There are some features that only conduc-
tor -access devices possess. If high speed is a necessity, as in video -
based systems, conductor circuits are the only option available to the
device designer at present. The anticipated small package size will be
significant in applications for which space is a premium. The ability to
run with logic -level power supplies is another plus for conductor
devices. Finally, conductor circuits will require fewer precision analog
control circuits since the critical control function to rotating field
timing has been eliminated.
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Errata
F. R. K. Chung and F. K. Hwang, "On Blocking Probabilities for a Class of Linear
Graphs," B.S.T.J., 57, No. 8 (October 1978), pp. 2915-2925.

We acknowledge the help of M. Horgan of England who pointed out
an error in our paper. On page 2918, we define

f(fliu-i)/21) = (1 - atpeti,-",J

The correct definition should be

if t is even.

f(13u,i),21) = (1 - at/2-1a//2at/2+1)filii-ni2J if t is even.

F.K.H.

F.R.K.C.

A. N. Netravali, F. W. Mounts, and K. A. Walsh, "Adaptation of Ordering Techniques
for Facsimile Pictures with No Single Element Runs," B.S.T.J., 58, No. 4 (April 1979),
pp. 857-865.

Fig. 1 (continued), page 859, is actually Fig. 2 (continued), page 861,
and Fig. 2 (continued) is Fig. 1 (continued).
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A 30-GHz Scale -Model, Pyramidal,
Horn -Reflector Antenna

By R. A. SEMPLAK

(Manuscript received January 24, 1979)

I. INTRODUCTION

In the early 1940s, the pyramidal horn -reflector antenna was in-
vented' at Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, New Jersey. It is now in
extensive use in the Bell System 4-, 6-, and 11-GHz, transcontinental,
microwave, common -carrier, radio -relay network.2 This antenna is a
combination of a square electromagnetic horn and a reflector that is a
section of the paraboloid of revolution. The apex of the square horn
coincides with the focus of the paraboloid. The antenna is essentially
a shielded, offset, parabolic antenna, so that very little of the energy
incident on the reflector is reflected back into the feed to produce an
impedance mismatch.

Radio interference from adjacent paths limits the number of con-
verging routes of a common carrier microwave radio system, and in
recent years, demands have been made to improve the sidelobe per-
formance of the pyramidal horn -reflector antenna. In response, blind-
ers (metallic extensions to the sidewalls of the horn) have been
developed' which provide a degree of far sidelobe reduction, i.e.,
sidelobes beyond 35 degrees from the axis of the main beam.

To continue the investigation for ways of reducing the sidelobe
levels of this type antenna, a scale model was built. The model has a
numerically -machined, precision reflector, and the scaling factor is 7.5,
which means that measurements made at a frequency of 30 GHz will
represent the performance of a full-size antenna measured at a fre-
quency of 4 GHz. This paper presents and discusses the measurements
made on the scaled model at 30 GHz. Comparisons are made with data
obtained (at a frequency of 4 GHz) by others on full-sized antennas.'
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In the discussion that follows, it should be remembered (from Ref.
4) that longitudinal polarization and longitudinal plane indicate that
the electric field in the aperture and the plane of antenna rotation, for
radiation measurements, are aligned with the pyramidal horn axis,
whereas transverse polarization and transverse plane indicate that the
electric field in the aperture and plane of antenna rotation are perpen-
dicular to the horn axis.*

II. DISCUSSION

A study of the historical data on the radiation characteristics of the
horn -reflector antenna indicates that, since its inception in the 1940s,
disagreements between measured data and theoretical values have
existed. For example, in the transverse plane with longitudinal polari-
zation, agreement between measured data and theoretical value exists
only out to the first sidelobe. With transverse polarization, good
agreement extends out to the fourth sidelobe.

Since the aperture of the horn -reflector antenna is illuminated with
a dominant waveguide mode, the theoretically obtainable off -axis
radiation levels' in both the transverse planes for transverse polariza-
tion are considerably higher than those obtained for longitudinal
polarization in the transverse plane and transverse polarization in the
longitudinal plane. For transverse polarization in the transverse plane,
one has essentially the equivalent of an aperture with constant illu-
mination across it. Hence, with the antenna mounted on its normal
vertical position (i.e., the axis of the horn normal to the earth), the
amplitude distributions across the aperture of the antenna are as
follows: For longitudinal polarization, the electric field in the longitu-
dinal direction is uniformly distributed across the aperture, and in the
transverse direction the field is tapered to a low value at the edges;
with transverse polarization, the electric field is uniform across the
aperture in the transverse direction and is tapered to a low value at
the edges in the longitudinal direction.

Of the many various possible contributors to high sidelobes, the two
strongest contenders are: (i) higher -order modes being generated in
the existing feedhorn, which was designed to accommodate the over-
sized circular waveguidet used in the system, and (ii) surface toler-

* As used in the microwave radio relay system, the horn -reflector antenna is mounted
with the axis of the horn normal to the earth's surface. Hence, longitudinal and
transverse polarizations could be called vertical and horizontal, respectively. However,
the aperture field distribution for each polarization is different, and when the antenna
is used as an earth station antenna for satellite communications, or as a radiometer, or
simply to obtain radiation patterns in the longitudinal plane (the antenna is mounted on
its side), aperture field distributions for so-called vertical and horizontal are now
interchanged. To avoid this ambiguity, longitudinal and transverse polarizations which
are referred to the axis of the horn are used.

t Higher -order modes can be excited in oversized waveguide; hence to avoid this
condition when obtaining radiation patterns, one uses a transition from feedhorn to
waveguide transducer.
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ances of the parabolic reflector. To examine the first contender, two
feedhorns were made, one a scaled version of the existing system
feedhorn and the second a new design. This new feedhorn terminates
the taper of the horn into the walls of rectangular K -band waveguide,
thus ensuring the presence of only the dominant mode. In a sense, this
is achieved by opening the parallel walls of the waveguide at a constant
angle and extending them until they form the square aperture needed
to mate with the rest of the antenna. This, of course, requires that the
walls normal to the electric field open first. Carefully machined man-
drels were made of both feeds over which copper was electroformed to
produce the final models. An examination of the radiation character-
istics of the scale -model antenna obtained from using both feeds
indicated that the characteristics were essentially identical. Hence, the
characteristics contained in the figures to be discussed were obtained
using the scale version of the system feedhorn. In the figures, the
theoretical values' are shown by a dashed line, and the measured data
of the full-sized horn -reflector antenna by a broken line. The measured
data for the scale -model are shown by the solid line.

For the transverse plane, Figs. 1 and 2 show the measured charac-
teristics for longitudinal and transverse polarizations, respectively. As
indicated here, the agreement between scale -model measurements and
theory is remarkably good. From these two figures, one can see the
improvement in sidelobe level by comparing the results with the
broken line curve which indicates the measured response for the full-
sized antenna. For example, in Fig. 1 the improvement is about 8 dB
and increasing in the region of the fourth sidelobe and beyond, i.e.,
beyond 8 degrees from the on -axis position. In Fig. 2, a similar
comparison shows a 4 -dB improvement beginning around 10 degrees.

In the longitudinal plane, the measurements for longitudinal and
transverse polarizations were obtained for the scale -mode antenna but
are not included here since these patterns, like those of the full-size
antenna, are in very good agreement with theory. Similarly, the cross -
polarization patterns obtained on the scale model were like those of
the full-sized antenna and, since both agree well with theory, are also
not included here.

It is evident from these figures that the scale -model measurements
are in remarkable agreement with theory. The presumption that the
high sidelobe levels of the full-size antenna were due in part to high -
order modes being generated by the feedhorn is not valid. This is
emphatically demonstrated by the agreement with theory which does
not accommodate the presence of higher -order modes. The remaining
strong contender for these high sidelobe levels is the accuracy of the
full-size parabolic reflector surface. An examination of the full-size
structure shows the surface to consist of two half skins fastened to
parabolic back ribs by means of 262 (No. 14, Type B) sheet metal
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screws and 120 (3/16 -inch diameter Universal Head) rivets. Since
these fasteners are distributed in a regular fashion, one could envision
them as forming an array of scatterers which produce a low level, very
broad beam and enhance the far sidelobe region. An investigation of
this remaining aspect is not considered in the immediate future since
it would entail a reproduction of these discontinuities on the precise
surface of the scale -mode. Also, there are many interesting experiments
waiting to be done on this scale model which can now serve as a test
bed.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Data obtained on a scale -model version of the full-sized horn -reflec-
tor (used in the 4-, 6-, and 11-GHz microwave common -carrier, radio
relay system) have been presented. From the data, one once again
observes how well scale models depict the full-size world. But of most
importance was the achievement of agreement between measurement
and theory which produced the key finding that past disagreement
between theoretical results and experimental data for a full-size an-
tenna in the sidelobe region could not be due primarily to higher order
modes being excited in the feedhom, but could be attributed to surface
imperfections of the reflector.
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